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Bibliographic abstract
This thesis describes research concerning the management ofpotato cyst nematodes in
the Netherlands. Methods to automatically count larvae in suspensions using image
analysis and to hatch larvae using new hatching devices are presented. The hatching
process is modelled. Sub-sampling of soil samples after mixing was investigated
including extraction errors. The effect of 1,3-dichloropropene on the hatchability of
potato cyst nematodes is described in both laboratory and field experiments. A model
describing the size and shape of infestation foci of potato cyst nematodes on marine,
sandy and loamy soils is developed and used to evaluate existing soil sampling
methods for detection and assessment of potato cyst nematode infestations. New
sampling methods were developed for both seed and ware potato growers. A growth
model is presented for plants affected by nematodes as well as an advisory system
emphasizing the use of partially resistant potato cultivars in several cropping
frequencies. The advisory system includes population dynamics, the relation between
pre-plant density and relative yield, and the concept of relative susceptibility. It allows
to calculate the probabilities of yield reduction in the field. The approach taken by the
authors in nematological research ispresented asthe Seinhorst Research Program.

Key-words - advisory system, concentration-time products, models, detection
probability, 1,3-dichloropropene, distribution patterns, dose/response relations, growth
model, infestation foci, methyl-isothiocyanate, IPM, methodology, hatching curves,
population dynamics, research program, sampling, sublethal dosages, yield reduction.
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'Quantitativestudiesonthemanagementofpotatocystnematodes
(Globodera spp)inTheNetherlands'
Dit Proefschrift:
1.
Zowel in de fysica (trillingsgolven) als in de biologie (distributiepatronen van organismen)
kunnen 'mis' en 'signaal' gelijkvormig zijn.
Hoofdstuk 3.
2.

In veel onderzoeksrapporten over het effect van grondontsmetting is het percentage gedode
dieren overschat.
Hoofdstuk 4.

3.

Het effect van 1,3-dichloorpropeen beperkt zich niet tot het doden van nematoden.
Hoofdstuk 5.

4.

De verandering per eenheid afstand van aantallen cysten van aardappelcysteaaltjes in haarden
is onafhankelijk van plaats en populatiedichtheid.
Hoofdstuk 7.

5.

Nematoden blijken beter voorspelbaar dan veel nematologen denken.
Hoofdstukken 3,4 en 9.

6.

Nematodes make 'the same happen later'.
Hoofdstuk 9 en Seinhorst, J.W. (1986). Effect of nematode attack an the growth and yield of crop
plants. In:Lamberti, F. & Taylor, C.E. (Eds), Cystnematodes. New York & London, Plenum Press:
191-210.

7.

Integratie van wetenschappelijk onderzoek binnen en tussen vak disciplines is alleen succesvol
als meetmethoden worden 'genormaliseerd'.
O.a. hoofdstuk 11.

Overheid:
8.
Phytosanitaire bemonsteringen uitgevoerd door Overheden moeten worden beschouwd als dure
rituele handelingen.
O.a. ditproefschrift, hoofdstuk 8.
9.

Sociologisch onderzoek kan in dezelfde mate bijdragen aan de realisering van de MJGPdoelstellingen als biologisch onderzoek. Daarom zouden beide disciplines intensiever moeten
samenwerken.
J.S. Buurma, 1996.Farmmanagement of fungicide usein tulips inTheNetherlands. Acta Horticulture, no.429,89-95.
J.D. van der Ploeg, 1997. Oorzaken van verschillen in middelenverbruik tussen bedrijven:
schurftbestrijding inappelen. PublicatieLandbouw Economisch Instituut no.4.143.48pp.

10.

Vele procedures ter bestrijding van nematoden vertonen meer gelijkenis met rituelen uitgevoerd op instigatie van hogepriesters - zoals de bestrijding van roest in tarwe door de verbranding van dierlijke ingewanden in de Romeinse tijd - dan met rationale maatregelen die erop zijn
gericht kosten van bestrijdingsmaatregelen af te wegen tegen werkelijke schade door nematoden.
J.C. Zadoks, 1988.Van roesten, honden en sterren in de oudheid: een landbouwhistorische puzzel.
Hermeneus 60: 1-8 en dit proefschrift.

11.

Het belang om te investeren in genormaliseerde landbouwkundige meetmethoden wordt door
beleidsmakers, landbouwwetenschap en landbouwpraktijk onderschat.

12.

Bemonsteringsmethoden voorgeschreven door de European Plant Protection Organisation (EPPO) zijn niet bedoeld om risico's met betrekking tot plantenpathogenen te minimaliseren.

Wetenschap:
13. Consensus is de dood van de wetenschap.
Ad Lagendijk in de column 'Interferentie': Klimaat en Popper van De Volkskrant op zaterdag 30
december 1995.
14.

Het commercieel aanbieden van niet geijkte meetmethoden is moreel niet verantwoord.

15.

De door Trudgill gesignaleerde export vanuit Nederland van overbodig geworden Rumptstad
injecteurs naar Schotland is veelzeggend voor de voortgang van het nematologische onderzoek
in beide landen.
Openingsrede D.L. Trudgill ter gelegenheid van het "24th International Nematology Symposium" in
Dundee, Schotland, 1998.

16.

Oorzaken van biologische verschijnselen op ecosysteem niveau kunnen niet worden afgeleid
uit resultaten van moleculair onderzoek.
O.a. S.A.L.M. Kooijman, 1987, inaugurale rede "Theoretische biologie, een specialisatie in integratie' en vrij naar Anderson, P.W. Arrow, K.J. & Pines, D. (1988). The economy as an evolving
complex system Proceedings of the evolutionary paths of the global economy workshop. September
1987, SantaFe,New Mexico.Reading,UK,Addison-Westley, 317p.

17.

De controverse tussen Popper en Feyerabend over wetenschapsontwikkeling, zoals beschreven
door Lakatos, vertoont gelijkenissen met tegenstellingen in kennisontwikkeling tussen 'onderzoek' en 'praktijk'.
Lakatos, I. (1978). The methodology of scientific research programmes.In: Worrall, J. & Currie, G.
(Eds).Philosophical papers. Vol.1.Cambridge,U.K, Cambridge University Press,250p.

18.

Biologen kunnen wel complexe expertsystemen ontwikkelen voor de beheersing van
plantenpathogenen, maar de implementatie verloopt moeizaam. Een mogelijke oorzaak is dat
sociaal-economische aspecten vaak onderbelicht blijven in deze expertsystemen.
K.J. Blokker, 1984. 'Computergesteunde voorlichting: een decisiegericht voorlichtingskundig
onderzoek naar Epipre en andere geautomatiseerdeinformatiesystemen in de landbouwvoorlichting'.
Ph.D.Thesis,Wageningen,TheNetherlands, 389p.
C. Leeuwis, 1993. 'Of computers, myths and modelling: the social construction of diversity, knowledge, information, and communication technologies in Dutch horticulture and agricultural extension'. Ph.D.Thesis,Wageningen, TheNetherlands,469p.

19.

Duurzame oplossingen van landbouwkundige problemen bedreigen de continui'teit van
verzelfstandigde landbouwkundige onderzoeksinstellingen. Het voldoen aan MJPG-doelstellingen voor nematiciden beeindigde de financiering van het onderzoek aan aardappelcysteaaltjes, waarvoor het merendeel van deze pesticiden werd ingezet.
Eigen ervaring.

20.

Volgens A. Mulder vraagt de praktijk om opbrengstreducties in tonnen in plaats van in procenten. Echter, op praktisch relevante beslismomenten zijn relatieve opbrengsten, anders dan
absolute opbrengsten, goed voorspelbaar.
A. Mulder, 1994. 'Tolerance of the potato to stress associated with potato cyst nematodes, drought
andpH'. Ph.D.Thesis,Wageningen, TheNetherlands, 190p.

21.

Volgens F.J. de Ruiter zijn late aardappelrassen toleranter voor aardappelcysteaaltjes dan
vroege. Omdat deze bewering, evenals de onderliggende hypothese '..dat de knolgroei bij late
rassen aanvankelijk achterblijft tengunste vanloof-en wortelgroei.', in strijd ismet dewaarnemingen (o.a. eigen onderzoek) kan hij worden ondergebracht in de categorie 'Myths and
fairytales' (Seinhorst 1986).
F.J.deRuiter, 1998. 'Potatocropgrowthasinfluenced bypotatocystnematodes(Globoderapallida)
andabioticfactors'.Ph.D. Thesis,Wageningen,TheNetherlands, 121 p.

Praktijk:
22. Grondontsmettingsapparatuur iseen vandebelangrijkste vectoren voorde verspreiding van het
aardappelcysteaaltje.
Hofmeester, Y.(1991).Soiladhering bymachines. Lelystad,TheNetherlands,AnnualReport 1990
of theResearch Station for ArableFarmingandFieldProduction (PAGV),publ.nr54:288-292en
Hoofdstuk 6vandit proefschrift.
23. Tijdens de hoogtijdagen van de grondontsmetting werd de helft van het totale volume in de
poot- en consumptieaardappelarealen toegepast. Meer dan 90% hiervan kwam op onbesmette
grond terecht.
Hoofdstukken 6,7en 12vandit proefschrift
24. Het gebruik van grondontsmettingsmiddelen in de teelt van poot- en consumptieaardappelen
heeft deboeren geencent opgeleverd.
BeenT.H.,Schomaker,C.H.&Molendijk, L.(1996)AdvieEennaaraanleidingvanuitslagenvande
intensieve AM-bemonstering voor de poot- en consumptieaardappelteelt in gebieden waarbesmettingenpleksgewijs voorkomen. Wageningen,TheNetherlands.IPO-DLORapport96-5,40p.
25. Boeren geven liever geld uit aan bestrijdingsmiddelen dan aan expertsystemen waarmee ze via
scenarioberekeningen optimalebestrijdingsmethoden kunnen afleiden.
Eigenervaring.
26. De meeste boeren zijn niet opgeleid om met complexe expertsystemen om te gaan. Helaas
werkende simpeleniet.
27. De resultaten van risicoschatting door waarschijnlijkheidsberekening zijn vaakcontra-intui'tief.
Onderzoek, voorlichting enpraktijk zoudenmetditfenomeen meerrekeningmoeten houden.
Simon Singh, 1997. Fermat's Last Theorem; The story of a riddle that confounded the world's
greatestmindsfor358years.FourthEstate,London:362p
Varia:
28. In werksituaties gaat het gezegde "men prefer blondes" in zijn oorspronkelijke betekenis niet
op.Er iseerder sprakevan"menprefer men".
Eigenervaring.
29. Aanstaande ouders zouden eerst een hond moeten aanschaffen en de cursus 'De gehoorzame
huishond' van deDierenbescherming volgen.Indezecursuskomentweebelangrijke elementen
in de opvoeding van zowel hond als kind aan bod: Een goede onderlinge verstandhouding en
consequent gedragvandeopvoeder.

T.H.BeenandC.H.Schomaker,Indoornik,herfst 1998
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Chapter1

General Introduction

Introduction
1.1.Introduction
Potatoes are among the most profitable agricultural crops in arable farming in the
Netherlands. Consequently, they are grownasfrequentlyasconditions allow,especially in those areas,where farmers have almost no choice of other profitable crops.An
average of 180,000 ha of potatoes is cropped annually of which about 120,000 ha
consists of ware and seed potatoes and 60,000 ha of starch potatoes (Anonymous,
1991- 1997).Croppingfrequencyislimited bypotato cystnematodepopulation buildup which, without control, leads to considerable crop losses. Control measures which
reduce population densities of the potato cyst nematodes have been investigated
starting right after the second world war (Oostenbrink, 1950) when the 'soil fatigue',
from which potato crops suffered, was shown to be the result of a plant parasitic
nematode.All kinds of solutions totheproblem were discussed, eventhe use of small
nuclear devices for full field treatment (Anonymous, 1956). Biological control,
artificial hatching agents, organic amendments, soil inundation and catch crops were
tested without much success. Finally, crop rotation, resistant potato varieties and soil
fumigation became the building blocks of a widely used strategy to 'eradicate' the
potatocystnematode.
Potato varieties resistant against Globoderarostochiensispathotype 1 were indeed
successful. But early after their introduction reports were received on (partial) failure
of resistant varieties caused by socalled resistance-breaking biotypes (Dunnett, 1957;
Jones, 1957;Laan &Huisman, 1957).More than a decade later a new species of the
potato cyst nematode, G.pallida, was identified (Jones et al, 1970; Stone, 1972).
Resistance tothis species isbelievedtobebased onmultiple genes (Jonesetal,1981),
contrary to the gene-for-gene relationship based on the HI-gene from Solanum
tuberosum ssp. andigena which provides resistance to G. rostochiensis (Janssen,
1990).In 1977,Kortetal.defined aninternationalpathotype schemeconsisting offive
pathotypes of G. rostochiensisand three of G. pallida. Resistant varieties in The
Netherlands were required to possess resistance against all pathotypes of both potato
cyst nematode species, which made breeding programs very difficult. As a result, G.
rostochiensis populations, against which ample resistant potato cultivars were
available, started to fade out while G.pallida began to spread all over the country.
Frequently, 'resistant cultivars' were grown which were susceptible to the species
present andpopulation densities ofpotatocystnematodes inthe starchpotato growing
areasstartedtoincreaseagain.
At their introduction in the late sixties, nematicides were thought to be a temporary
control measure, as the availability of other measures such as biological control and
potato cultivars resistant to the, at that time, newly discovered pathotypes of G.
rostochiensis2and3would maketheuseofnematicides obsolete.However, sincethe
expectations as to effective biological control were not fulfilled and the new virulent
pathotypes of G. pallida (pathotypes 2 and 3) emerged, the use of nematicides only
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Figure 1.1.- Calculated development ofpopulation densities according to a scheme based on
averages for multiplication of cyst nematodes on susceptible potato varieties (multiplication
30x), non-host crops (reduction 30%), resistant potato varieties (reduction 80%) and soil
fumigation (reduction80%).

increased.
Figure 1 shows the scheme used in the 1980s to advise the Dutch starch potato
producing farmers on handling the potato cyst nematode (Mulder et al, 1981). It
concerns the cropping of susceptible potato varieties (multiplication factor of the
population density = 30), of non host crops (reduction of the population density by
30%), of resistant potato varieties (reduction 80%) and soil fumigation (reduction
80%). Resistant varieties had to be alternated with susceptible ones to slow down the
selection of new virulent pathotypes. According to this scheme a gradual decline of
population densities would occur until densities would become so low they could not
be measured anymore.
All the values for multiplication and reduction of population densities of nematodes
used in this advisory system were averages over large numbers of fields. The
probability that such an average would apply to a certain field is quite small. No
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Introduction
farmer, however, would be so lucky that all these averages would occur in any ofhis
fields at the same time. Moreover, these averages were valid only under rarely
occurringconditions.
1. Multiplication rates, measured at low initial population densities, in fact varied
between 3 to more than 80 on susceptible potato cultivars (Seinhorst, 1986c).
Moreover, multiplication is density dependent; the lower thepopulation density the
higherthemultiplication rate(Seinhorst, 1967,1970, 1986a, 1993).
2. The use of resistant potato varieties will only be successful and reduce nematode
populations by 80%iftheir resistance is 100%and growth of the hostplant is not
impeded. Although the juveniles cannot reproduce - syncytium formation is
unsuccessful -juveniles doentertheroottipsandplantswill suffer damage (growth
reduction at low and medium nematode densities). The higher the population
density at planting, the smaller the plant and consequently the size of the root
systemwhichwillresultinalowerreductionofthepopulationdensity inthatpartof
the tilth that isnormally inclose contact withtheroot system (70%).In most cases
potato cultivars are not 100% resistant, but partially resistant, and even when not
damagedtheestimated 80%reductionwillnotoccur.
3. Soil fumigation was estimated to cause an 80% reduction of the population.
However, this only occurred in favourable circumstances of soil structure,
temperature and moisture, which are quite rare in the small time interval during
autumn when fumigant nematicides are allowed be applied. Moreover, the microflora adaptedquickly tothenematicides onbothmarineclay andsandysoils,sothat
sufficient mortalitywasonlyachievedaroundtheinjection layer.
4. Figures on natural decline of population densities when no host crops are grown
were sparse and no information about the magnitude offield-to-fieldand year-toyearvariation inthesurvivalratewasknown.
To make a long story short: the scheme did not reduce nematode populations or
improvethefinancial returnsofcropsattackedbynematodes.Inthemeantimethe first
infestations became apparent inourlatestandprimeseedpotatoarea,theFlevopolders.
As export was endangered, legislation was harsh. Farmers, afraid of losing the
possibility to grow seed potatoes, began to fumigate soils, as a precaution, on a large
scale. During the second half of the 1980s the total volume of nematicides against
potato cyst nematodes represented more than 60% of the total amount of pesticides
used in agriculture in the Netherlands (Anonymous, 1991). The public and the
government considered the intensive use of fumigants harmful to the environment in
general andtothehealth ofthefarmers/applicators inparticular.Asignificant decrease
oftheamount ofthenematicideusewasdemanded.
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1.2. Advisory systems
An alternative was required. Fundamentally, the use of averages had to be abandoned
in favour of the stochasticity of the relevant parameters. This implies the need of
stochastic models which in turn would supply the possibility to calculate cost-benefit
predictions of control measures. As the advisory system was meant to be used by
farmers and extension services, it should be straightforward and contain only a
minimum number of parameters, but these should be biologically relevant. Therefore,
the sub-models used are simplified models, derived from comprehensive ones. They do
not apply to the complete range of situations in the field but only to those relevant to
the potato grower. They are not just equations providing the best fit to experimental
data but represent a vision concerning the mechanisms involved in plant nematode
interactions and they havepredictive value (see also Chapter 10).The advisory system,
as it was planned at the beginning of this research, was designed as a stochastic
simulation model consisting of 6 sub-models:
1. Effects of chemical treatments
2. Population dynamics
3. Relation between pre-planting density and relative yield
4. Partial resistance expressed as relative susceptibility
5. Survival rates during non-host crops
6. Spatial distribution patterns
In 1984, at the beginning of the research reported here, emphasis was placed on the
efficiency of soil fumigation of heavy marine clay soils were the majority of the Dutch
seed and consumption potatoes are grown. As a result, laboratory and field
experiments were carried out to investigate the efficiency of 1,3-dichloropropene and
metam-sodium. Leistra (1972) developed a theoretical model to calculate integrals of
concentration time products (CT) at different depths in the soil after measuring
concentrations at various times after application. If the relationship between CT and
mortality of potato cyst nematodes were available, Leistra's model could be used to
quickly evaluate new techniques of nematicide application, soil treatment before
application, etc. Without such a model, patterns of CT estimates in different soil layers
are compared without understanding their nematicidal significance. Also, a data set of
nematicide effect throughout the infested tilth could be obtained for stochastic
simulations and financial calculations.
However, the model proved to be difficult to apply because the CT products measured
in the field differ significantly from those to which the nematodes are actually exposed
to as a result of their incorporation in soil aggregates. Moreover, the poor results of
fumigation on these clay soils confirmed the pessimistic expectations derived from
previous research, when CT products in clay soils were compared to CT products in
sandy soils {e.g. Rops and Smelt, 1985). Because of the negative cost benefit ratio of

Introduction
soilfumigation, research onthissubjectwasterminated.
One ofthe sideeffects ofthefieldexperimentswasknowledgeaboutthesizeofpotato
cyst nematode infestations on marine clay soils.Infestation foci covered only a small
part ofthe areawhich iscommonly fumigated. Most ofthe infested areahad only low
population densities and the total damage/ha was trivial. Research priority shifted
towards spatial distribution patterns in the seed and ware potato areas in order to
develop methods for the early detection of foci. High quality detection methods detecting predetermined sizes of infestations with a predetermined detection
probability - should render precautionary soil fumigation obsolete. The detection
method might be used as abasis for an advisory system which emphasises control on
indication. Control measures,ifrequired, couldbelimitedtotheareaactually infested.
When detection could be followed by species identification, for instance by ELISA
(Schots, 1988) the proper resistant cultivar could be applied. The only requirement
would be asound alternative for control bynematicideswhennoresistant varieties are
present. The alternative presented itself aspartial resistance ofpotato cultivars to cyst
nematodes. The effect of partially resistant potatoes had been first published by
Phillips (1984), Seinhorst (1984) and Seinhorst & Oostrom (1984), indicating lower
multiplication rates and lower maximum population densities in the field even when
partially resistant cultivarswouldbegrownannually.
A similar scheme couldbeused for thestarchpotato areas.If samplingmethods could
be developed providing population density estimates with known variability, farmers
could take control measures on indication and nematicide use could be restricted to
thosefieldswhere the cost of soil fumigation could bepaid by higher yields. Partially
resistant potato cultivars could beusedto keep lowpopulations low,thereby avoiding
theneed fornematicide application.
The required relationships for population dynamics and yield reduction had been
published by Seinhorst inthe 1960'sand 70's,their existencewastaken for grantedbut
never put to use in practice. One of the applications of Seinhorst's population
dynamics model provided a basis for the objective measurement of the degree of
partialresistance.Samplingmethodsforfields,however,werestillintheir infancy.

1.3.Goalsand constraints
To produce such advisory systems a vast quantity of research had to be realised.
Spatial distribution patterns at different scales of magnitude had to be established in
both the seed and ware potato areas and the starch potato areas. The vertical
distribution ofcyststhrough thetilthovertimehadtobeknownto determine its effect
onthe accuracy ofsoil samplingmethods.Thedecline ofpopulation densities infields
indifferent yearsshouldbeassessed.Researchtoinvestigatepartialresistance,theway
it has to be measured, its variability, the method to test cultivars and its validation in
thefieldhadtobeundertaken.And ofcoursethedifferent modelshadtobe integrated
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into an advisory system that can predict what will happen in the field within certain,
useful, limits.
Besides pure scientific research, another hurdle hadto betaken. An immense gaphad
grown between scientific research onthe onehand and applied research and extension
onthe other.Materials andmethods applied bythelatter inthe 1980swere outofdate
by almost two decades. Ideas concerning the interactions between nematodes and
plants consisted of 'myths and fairy tales' (Seinhorst, pers.communication). A 'status
quo' concerning some of the basic facts people believed in had to be shaken up. As
scientific resultshadtobepassedontothefarmers byextensionworkers,whoclaimed
they could only spare one day per annum to update their knowledge concerning the
potato cyst nematode problem, the difficulties encountered when transferring the
principles andpossibilities ofastochastic approachareimaginable.Atough opposition
of old ideas had to be dealt with. The opposition was met by a process similar to
erosion; by constantly ventilating the new concepts - sometimes in an extremely
simplified fashion - searching for allies and relaxing only when the concepts came
backtous,nowbrought forward byothers.
Not all the research carried out in the course of this research effort could be
incorporated in this thesis. Most of the investigations on partial resistance have been
published elsewhere or will be published in the near future. The thesis will therefore
'sample' the research effort and present some parts such as the results on soil
fumigation, soil sampling for detection, the effect ofnematodes onthe growth oftheir
host, the use of partial resistance in an advisory system, and the methodology
developed. All research was carried out respecting the principles laid down in the
'Seinhorst ResearchProgram' (Chapter 11).

1.4. Summary
Laboratory and field experiments were carried out to investigate the efficiency of soil
fumigation on heavy marine clay soils. This required the processing of thousands of
larvae suspensions. In Chapter 2 an image analysis system is introduced to automate
thecountingoflargenumbers oflarvaesuspensions ofG. rostochiensis andG. pallida.
The result is a software program that can count up to 64 compartments with larvae
suspensions withouttheaidofanoperator.Thetimeneededtocount one compartment
was reduced by 80% to one minute compared to 'manual' labour while the time for
probe preparation remained the same. At least 95% of the larvae originating from
hatchingtestswererecognized andcounted.
Chapter 3 provides insight in errors in the estimation of cyst numbers due to subsampling and laboratory activities. Subsampling error isinaccordance with abinomial
error when soil iswell mixed. Results showthat mixing of sandy and clay soilsposed
noproblem ineitherlaborfieldsamples.However,largeerrorsareintroduced inabout
10%ofthesamplesbyinadequatelaboratorypractices.

Introduction
Nematicide trials require reliable results concerningthe effect caused bythe fumigant.
Mortality is estimated by measuring hatchability oftreated larvae compared to that of
non-treated larvae. In Chapter 4, all sources of error contributing to the variability of
hatching tests are identified. Solutions arepresented to overcome these errors, caused
by materials used and methodology applied. The variability of the hatching process
could be minimized to less than 5%. The hatching process was modelled using a
modified log-logistic equation. The model provides the possibility to check the
progress of the hatching process and to shorten the time period required for hatching
testswhen laboratoryreared cystsareused.
In Chapter 5theresultsoftestingtheefficiency of 1,3-dichloropropene,which consists
of two isomers, are presented. Only the (Z)-isomer actually killed nematodes when
sufficiently high dosage were used. The (E)-isomer only inhibited hatching
(decreasingly) for a period lesser than six month; usually the period between soil
fumigation in autumn and planting of the potato crop in spring. Several different
responses of the larvae to the fumigant affecting hatchability and survival could be
distinguished.
Chapter 6 reports on field trials with standard application of 1,3-dichloropropene on
marine clay soils. Mortalities of 50% in the upper 25 cm of the tilth were feasible.
Accelerated breakdown of the active compound by microorganisms was measured in
several fields. Theuse of an extratop soiltreatment withmetam sodium, immediately
before winterploughing, enhancedmortality significantly butisnotafinancially viable
solution. Compared tothe one hawhich is fumigated commonly, only 5%ofthe area
was actually infested which resulted in 95% of the active compound wasted on
nematodefree soil.
Research now was targeted at the development of new detection methods. First a
general model for an infestation focus had to be established. In Chapter 7 a model is
presented based on 40 data sets of densely mapped potato cyst nematode infestations
originating from several croppingareas ofwareand seedpotatoes inTheNetherlands.
The model describes the size and shape of an infestation focus dependent on the
population density atthe focal centre.No differences between cropping areas couldbe
found andthemodeltherefore appliestoallinvestigatedareas.
With the use of this model and the knowledge available concerning the small scale
distribution of potato nematode cysts, new sampling methods for detection can be
developed. In Chapter 8 a computer program is described and applied to analyse the
efficiency of existing Dutch sampling methods.As theirperformance was insufficient
to satisfy therequirements postulated for adetection method tobeused in an advisory
system, several new, high performance, sampling methods for detection have been
developed for both seedandwarepotatogrowers.
Chapter 9 describes a growth model for potato plants attacked by nematodes. The
relation between small and medium initial population densities and the relative total
plant weight of potatoes can be derived from this model. To model tuber weight an
extra modification wasrequired astheretardation oftuber initiation isnot ofthe same
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magnitudeasthatofthetotalplantweight.
In Chapter 10 an advisory system is presented for the management of potato cyst
nematodes emphasizing theuseofpartially resistantpotato cultivars andprovidingthe
possibility of keeping population densities ofpotato cyst nematodes at a low level in
short rotations. Stochastic models based on the population dynamics of potato cyst
nematodes andtherelationbetweenpre-plantnematodedensities andrelativeyield are
combined. It enables farmers to evaluate risks and costs of different control measures
in fixed rotations and to select a potato cultivar with optimum partial resistance to
minimizeyieldreductions.
Finally, in Chapter 11the 'Seinhorst Research Program' is postulated. It presents an
effort to describe the empiric philosophy used and the methods applied in the
nematological research at the IPO-DLO during the last 45 years. It consists of three
hierarchic cycles concerning patterns derived from a continually growing data set
called the 'empiric base' and theories developed to explain these patterns. Each time
when data are added, patterns and theories are validated again. As theory building is
onlypossiblewhenpatterns are derivedfromunbiased datasetsthe 'empiric base' has
its own cycle of methodological patterns and theories to safeguard the quality of data
collection.

Chapter 2

Using image analysis for counting larvae of potato
cyst nematodes {Globodera spp.)

T.H. Been, E.M.J. Meijer, A.E.Beniers &
J.W. Knol
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2.1. Summary - A GOP-302 image analysis system - Context Vision,
Sweden - was used to automate the counting of large numbers of larvae-suspensions of Globodera rostochiensis and G. pallida. These
suspensions originated from hatching tests, which were conducted to
estimatepercentage mortality infield andlabexperiments ofnematodes
exposed to nematicides. Theresult iscalled ANECS (Automatic NEmatode Counting System), a software program that can count up to 64
compartments with larvae suspensions successively without the aid of
an operator. A special object carrier was developed. Images of up to
eight object carriers (512 larvae suspensions) can be stored and image
analysis canbe suspended tooff-office hours.Thetimeneededto count
one compartment was reduced by 80% to one minute compared to
'manual' labourwhilethetimefor probepreparationremainedthesame.
The percentile error is highest at very low larvae densities (<20 per
suspension) and is caused by pollution with small fibres carried by air
during the handling of the larvae suspensions. This problem can be
minimised by setting up clean-laboratory procedures. At least 95%of
the larvae originating from hatching testswere recognized and counted.
The program can and has been be adapted to count other nematode
species or to suit more complicated problems like counting both larvae
and eggsinone suspension.

2.2. Introduction
One of the most labourious and tedious occupations in nematological research is the
counting of individuals of a pathogen. For instance, the number of cysts in debris,
extracted from a soil sample or the number of eggs and/or larvae in a suspension.
During 1985 till 1990 a substantial part of the research effort at the nematological
department of IPO-DLO was directed towards the effectiveness of nematicides in the
control of potato cyst nematodes. Dosage-response relationships of 1,3dichloropropene (D-D), (Schomaker & Been, 1986) and methyl isothyiocianate
(M.I.T.) were investigated in laboratory tests and the effectiveness of D-D was tested
on fields with heavy marine clay soil (Been & Schomaker, 1987). In all these experiments percentage mortality ofpotato cyst nematodes was estimated.
Several methods to distinguish between living and dead potato cyst nematodes are
available, ranging from "pricking" individual eggs (Fielding, 1951), the "kinked larvae" method (Staniland & Stone, 1953), bioassays (Hijink, 1971), colouring with
various dyes e.g. new blue R (Sheperd, 1951), hatching tests (Fenwick, 1949, 1950a)
and measuring the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) content of nematodes (Atkinson &
Ballantyne, 1977 a, b). The last three methods are frequently used. Bunt & Van Eck
(1978) compared these methods including a bioassay and a measurement of mortality
of free living nematodes to estimate mortality after a soil fumigation and found hatch-
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ing test to be one of the most reliable methods. Therefore, in all the experiments,
percentage mortality was estimated by comparing the hatchability of treated larvae
with that ofuntreated larvae.
The efficiency and reliability of hatching tests were increased by several methodological improvements which will be presented in another paper. The duration of the hatching tests varied from two weeks, with untreated nematodes, till six months with nematodes exposed to high dosages of nematicides (Schomaker & Been, 1986). A similar
retardation of hatch, caused by nematodes was reported by Fenwick (1957) and
Seinhorst & Den Ouden (1973). Every week the hatching solution had to be refreshed
and hatched larvae counted to plot the sigmoidal hatching curve (Fenwick, 1951). The
many different factors involved (fields, plots, soil layers,time after treatment and replicates) resulted in a considerable number of batches and thousands of larvae suspensions to be counted. 'Manually' counting one suspension takes five minutes on an
average and only few people can perform this tedious microscopy work during a whole
day. Moreover, the reliability of the 'manual' counts decreases as the duration of this
work increases.
The possibility to automate this task was investigated using the at this time relatively
new method of image analysis of digitized images using a computer. Several large
systems were pretested in 1986/1987 onprocessing speed, image analysis software and
user friendliness. Finally, a GOP-302 from Context Vision, Sweden was selected and
equipped with a suitable selection of peripheral instruments. This paper presents the
results of a three years' research effort into the composition of a suitable microscope
configuration and the development ofthe required software.

2.3. Materials and methods
TheSystem 'shardware configuration.
A GOP-302 image analysis system, manufactured by Context Vision, Sweden, was
used to automatically estimate the number of nematode larvae (Globodera Rostochiensis and G. Pallida) in suspensions. An extra hard disk of 700 MB was added for
the storage of large numbers of images. A Leitz Stabiplan microscope was selected as
the most suitable for this application. It is an industrial microscope for automated
applications. It consists of a solid granite base to obtain maximum stability during the
scanning stage movements and a system adapter for a WILD M420 Macroscope or a
binocular tube for micro objectives. For our purpose a binocular tube was used. The
centre of the system adapter extends 26 cm, enough to equip it with a large scanning
stage. On top of the binocular tube (1.25x) a phototube is attached with a projection
lens (4x) which is connected to the camera with a C-mount adapter (O.lx). See Figure
2.1 for a display of the microscope set-up. In combination with a Leitz 1.6/.05 PLAN
objective, a total magnification was obtained sufficient to display an image frame on
the monitor covering exactly 1/4 of the total area of one compartment. The used lens
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combination was the best compromise between a large magnification needed for
sufficient contrast and a small magnification to obtain a large scanning area. A 8"
Marzhauser scanning stage was used, with a maximum speed of 42 mm/sec and an
accuracy of 2.5 um. It is mounted to position the perspex 64 compartment object
carriers, specially developed for this purpose by Hasselblad, Sweden. The scanning
stage (SSC02) is controlled by the computer using a stage and focus controller developed by IDUNA, The Netherlands. For optimal illumination of the objects an electronically stabilized Novalux A4EIR light source was used, emitting homogeneous light in
an A4 area.
Object carrier
A special object carrier with 64 compartments had to be developed fitting the 8"
Marzhauser scanning stage. Several
prototypes of different construction
were developed and tested. The first
consisted of one layer of plastic
(PVC). The object compartments
were formed by vacuum suction of
the material after heating. In this way
compartments had slanted sidewalls,
resulting in no visible connections of
larvae to the walls of the compartment after segmentation. However,
during the cooling period following
manufacturing, the object carriers
slightly deformed, making them not
completely level with the surface of
the scanning stage. As a result the
bottom of the compartments drifted
out of focus during movement of the
scanning stage.Auto focussing had to
be added to solve this problem but
scanning time was increased considerably, as each final image of a
compartment was the result of images
of all four quadrants of the compartment. Moreover, auto focussing at
Figure 2.1.- Overview of the microscope setup.
this low magnification tended to fail.
A: 2/3"B/W CCD camera. B:0.4x photo tube.C:
A second prototype, also with slanted
Leitz Stabiplan microscope. D: 1.6/0.05 P objecwalls, consisted oftwo perspex layers
tive Leitz. E: multiple compartments object carglued together, the lower one solid,
rier. F: 8" Scan stage. G: Granite base. H: Electhe
upper one with compartments cut
tronically controlled light source. I: Labo lift. J:
out by laser.
Stageandfocus controller.
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These object carriers were
level by definition, therefore
auto focussing became obsolete. However, after gluing, the
connection of the slanted
compartment wall with the
bottom
perspex
plate
produced clearly visible lines
in the scanned images. Image
analysis also suffered from
glue stains on the bottom of
the compartments. Both artifacts tended to connect with
Figure 2.2. - Object carrier with 64 compartments. The
larvae during segmentation,
whole object carrier measures 24,5 by 24.5 cm. The comcausing serious problems of
partments are centred on the carrier in a 8 * 8 square of
these larvae to be detected
15,6 by 15,6 cm. Each compartment measures 15 by 16
mmandhasavolumeofapproximately 1.2 m.
and counted as one. Moreover, the glue slowly
dissolved after the killing/staining solution was added to the larvae suspensions. After
a couple ofruns the object carriers started leaking between plates and were useless.
The final development (Figure 2.2) also consisted of two perspex plates. A new glue
was used which was sprayed over the bottom of the upper perspex plate after which
both plates were combined by heat and pressure. Glue artifacts were almost absent. To
enable straightforward segmentation the object compartments now had vertical walls
and the upper surface of the multiple compartment object carrier was painted black to
obtain maximum contrast with the bottom plate. During image analysis the black edge
of the upper perspex plate around the compartment can be subtracted from the image
and connecting larvae dissociated easily. The dimensions of asingle compartment is 15
by 16 mm, each with a volume of approximately 1.2 ml. The whole object carrier
measures 24.5 by 24.5 cm.
Biological specimen
Cysts of Globodera rostochiensis and G.pallida were soaked in water and crushed in
suspension using a plunger (Seinhorst & Den Ouden, 1966). Eggs were retrieved by
sieving out cyst walls with a 250 um sieve. Eggs were counted in a 1 ml suspension
(Seinhorst & Den Ouden, 1973) to estimate those present in the stock solution. A
volume containing the desired number of eggs was pipetted into a glass tube (1000
eggs for untreated batches) sealed atthe bottom by a gauze (22.4 um, Monadur), which
withholds eggs but not active larvae. The tubes were then placed into glass cups
containing 1ml of the natural hatching agent of potato plants. When necessary, tubes
were placed in new cups containing fresh hatching agent, while cups, containing
hatched larvae were stored inthe refrigerator at4°C. Storage time never exceeded four
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weeks as after such a period of time the food resources of the nematodes decrease and
starch globules diminish in size and finally become completely absent. Then, staining
of the larvae for image analysis becomes impossible and the recognition of objects
unreliable. The whole cup, containing slightly less than one ml of larvae suspension,
was emptied and rinsed into the selected object compartment. Before counting, 20 ul
of a saturated iodine solution (iodine dissolved in 96% alcohol) was added, which
caused larvae do die instantaneously, to stretch and to stain. If necessary, a small
amount of bidestillated water was added to obtain a level surface of the fluid. Image
acquisition (scanning), was performed after apause of 5minutes, needed for the larvae
to gain maximal contrast, but within one hour as the larvae loose their stain after that
period. Moreover, waiting for too long causes evaporation ofthe sample fluid resulting
in a meniscus that blursthe image.
Larvae from these hatching tests were used to investigate which features, e.g. length,
area, compactness, can be used to distinguish them from other objects by image analysis algorithms. After program building hatching tests were analyzed both by the automated system and by 'manual' counting to establish the efficiency and reliability of the
developed algorithm.

2.4. Results
Discriminating features
Segmentation of objects from a background can be achieved by thresholding a grey
value image, which consists of a number of picture elements (pixels), each having a
grey value between 0 and 255. When thresholding the image, all pixels with a grey
value beneath a certain threshold value (0 < value < 255) will be adjusted to zero; all
other will be adjusted to one. Thus, a binary image is created consisting of a background (value = zero) with one or more objects, consisting of one or more pixels with
the value one. These objects can be submitted to calculations. One of the simplest
calculations is counting the number of pixels that form an object as a measure of its
area (see Rosenfeld & Kak, 1976 for a general introduction in image analysis). The
GOP-302 can measure up to 17 different features of each object almost instantaneously. Using the values obtained for a number of chosen features of the object, decisions
can be made whether these values are within the accepted range for each feature and
therefore, weather the object can be classified as a larvae or not (e.g. egg or artifact
caused by contamination of the suspension). Therefore, the first step in building the
algorithm is to investigate which of the features or combination of features allows
reliable discrimination between larvae and other objects.
As suspensions can contain several hundred larvae per ml, many larvae will connect
into clusters after thresholding, thus forming a single object. Therefore the algorithm
finally had to distinguish between single larvae, double larvae and clusters of more
than two larvae.
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Figure 2.3. -Frequency distribution of area of single larvae and clusters oftwo larvae.Area
is used as a classification feature. Although a slight overlap does occur, the resulting error is
negligible.

A combination of three features proved to be the most suitable to achieve the desired
purpose. For single larvae: area is used to find all objects having an area which falls
into a range of area measurements likely to originate from a single larva. Compactness is employed as a qualifier to remove all objects which have the area of a single
larva but not its shape. Compactness is a measurement of shape; circular objects will
get the value 1,while the more unlikely objects resemble a circle, the higher the value
for compactness will be. Finally ellipse compactness, also a shape measurement, is
applied as a third qualifier. See GOP-302 reference manual (Context Vision, 1987) for
an explanation of the quoted features.
For pairs of larvae and clusters the same approach is used with adapted values for the
different features. In Figure 2.3 the frequency distribution of several area measurements are displayed of single and paired larvae. A slight overlap occurs. However, the
resulting error is negligible astwo more qualifiers are used for the final decision. After
classification a C-program is invoked to calculate the average area of a single larva
using the area measurements of all recognized single and double larvae. The number
of larvae in clusters is then calculated by dividing the cluster area by the average single
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nematode area. This procedure is repeated for every compartment. See for a full description ofthe algorithm used the ANECS user manual (Been et al, 1995).
Program performance
After program development, debugging and evolution the final program was tested for
its performance by applying it on several samples of nematode larvae originating from
various hatching tests. In Figure 2.4. automated counts are expressed aspercentages of
'manual' counts. There is an apparent tendency to overestimate the number of larvae at
low numbers, especially those below 20 larvae per suspension. Overestimation is
caused by pollution of the larvae suspension. As the image enhancement algorithm
(see Been et al, 1995) takes care of most objects that do not have the shape of a larva,
only those that resemble larvae cause errors. The pollution of the larvae suspension,
mostly little fibre particles originating from clothing, is carried by air and takes place
when vials are handled and the compartments of the object carrier are loaded. Cleanlaboratory procedures and air handling could reduce these errors drastically.
At higher nematode numbers at least 90% of the larvae are detected as such. The
underestimation was caused by a classification error in the algorithm. When suspensions with very high nematode numbers were analysed, large clusters of larvae can be
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Figure 2.4.-Thepercentile count obtained bycomputer analysescompared totheactual number of larvae present in the sample. The highest errors occur with low nematode numbers
(<20).They mostly aretheresultof smallpollutions inthe liquid(e.g.tissuefibres transferred
byair.
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formed. These were sometimes ignored by the program as they were classified as a
large object (such as a piece of cyst shell) polluting the suspension. Moreover, clusters
with an area of more than 50 single larvae are automatically rejected as these objects
are regarded as being pollutions by definition. This rule was implemented as a consequence of results ofprevious testings.
However, a large percentile error at low numbers of nematodes, causes no large errors
at the end of a hatching test provided that also suspensions with larger numbers of
larvae are counted as isthe case with hatching tests. Figure 2.5 displays three examples
of complete hatching tests with variable cumulative numbers of larvae atthe end of the
test where automated counts are compared with 'manual' counts. The smaller the final
number of larvae, the smaller the errors made by the program. However, in all tests at
least 95% of the larvae present were detected as such. The increasing error in nematode counts at higher total cumulative counts in Figure 2.5 is again caused by the presence of very large clusters of larvae which were classified as a pollution of the suspension and not as nematodes. At higher larvae numbers these clusters will occur more
frequently.
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Figure2.5.-Comparison betweenmanual countandcomputer analysisofthreehatching tests
with different numbers ofeggs.Lines:cumulativemanual counts.Dots:Cumulative countsof
image analysis system. ( • ) 99%of larvae detected, (»): 97%of larvae detected, ( • ) : 95%of
larvae detected.
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Although a minimum of 9 5 % of the hatched larvae were detected as such, an attempt
was made as to solve the problem of unwanted rejections of large nematode clusters.
Finally, the use of an area/length index for clusters proved to be very promising.
Figure 2.6 demonstrates the linear relationship between area and length of larvae
clusters. The calculated index is almost the same at any number of nematodes. However, large pollutions with an area above 100 pixels can be detected because this
feature is changed. Rejection of these cluster, having an area/length index above 2.3
and below 1.4, and acceptance of those within this range can decrease the number of
erroneous rejections. Therefore, this index will be incorporated in the next update of
the program.
Three batches of Globodera pallida and two of Globodera rostochiensis were investigated with regard to differences in size expressed as area, which is the most important
classification feature of the program. As all populations were multiplied in previous
years on the susceptible cultivar Irene the differences between batches from each
species were age differences; R o l ' 86, R o l ' 88, Pa3 '84, Pa3 '86 and Pa3 '88. A N O V A
distinguished two groups. One consisting of R o l '86, R o l '88 and Pa3 '84 and a second
one consisting of Pa3 '86 and Pa3 '88 with an average area of 24 and 26 pixels respectively. Frequency distributions of single batches were consistent with a normal distribution. Figure 2.7 illustrates the frequency distribution of these area measurements of
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Figure 2.6. - Relation between area and length of clusters of more then two larvae; clusters
of larvae ( • ) and pollutions in suspension ( • ) .
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Figure 2.7. - Area measurements of single larvae oftwodifferent groups of nematodes originating from three batches of Globoderapallida and twobatches of Globodera rostochiensis.
Group 1 consistsofRol'86, Rol'88andPa3'84,group2ofPa3'86andPa3'88.

both groups. Although there is a significant difference between the average area of
both groups, both 95%probability intervals, 16to 32 for group one and 18to 34 pixels
for group two, are within the range of the classification interval of area for one larva
(10 to 35 pixels) used by ANECS. Therefore, the differences found in area between
the two groups have no influence on the performance of the program. It can be assumed that the program will perform equally well when other batches of potato cyst
nematodes are counted. This has been proven during several years of operation.

2.5. Discussion
The result of this research has been a software application that can count up to 64 compartments with nematode suspensions without the aid of an operator. As scanning of
the compartments is separated from the analysing part of the program, analysis of
images (counting of the larvae) can be suspended to night hours to save operation time
of the system during the day. After analysis,ANECS provides thepossibility to inspect
the results by displaying the original image together with an coloured overlay representing the detected and counted larvae (Figure 2.8). Corrections can then be made in
case a very high precision is needed. For a full description of the program options see
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the ANECS user manual (Been et al., 1995).
Special attention was payed to the implementation of laboratory procedures to obtain
clean and unpolluted larvae suspensions. Best results were obtained when hatching
cups were machine-washed, dried by filtered air and stored in air tight boxes. Cups
with suspension waiting to be counted were stored in plastic boxes at 4°C. As the
kitchen equipment needed for washing and drying is standard in modern laboratories,
these precautions do not take extra time. The time required to prepare the probes is the
same or even less, as 64 probes areprepared successively.
As displayed in Figure 2.4. the analysing process still suffers from errors caused by
small pollutions of fibres. Improvements could be made by avoiding draft and using
fibre-filtrated air and laboratory clothing at the location of the image analysis system.
However, as can be concluded from Figure 2.5. the error made by the program at the
end of a hatching tests with several cumulative counts is low.At least 95%of all larvae
of one sample were recognized and counted. This percentage can still be improved by
adding the length/area index tothe calculating algorithm ofthe program.
Whereas the time required for the 'manual' count of one suspension averages five
minutes, for the same job the image analysis system only requires an average of one
minute, by this reducing counting time by 80%. Running the image analysis during
night hours saves even more time. Another improvement is the absence of bias occurring when counts are made by different individuals and the increasing errors with time
caused by fatigue when submitted tothis labour for longer periods.
The program is now in operation for several years and satisfies the goals set. The
program can and has been adapted for counting other nematode species.For instance to
count beet cyst nematode larvae (Heterodera schachtii), only the upper and lower
margins of the discriminating features used in the classification process had to be
adapted. Juveniles and eggs of Meloidogyne hapla and M. chitwoodi have been
counted by Van der Beek et al. (1996). Adding egg recognition to the program proved
to be quite simple. A filter operation is used to erase all thin objects, such as larvae, but
not the eggs. Thresholding this image and classifying these objects renders a fair
approximation of egg numbers.
The program is not suited to distinguish between different species and therefore to
count the numbers of different species in one suspension. This kind of image analysis
would require texture analysis at very high magnifications, which implies constant
autofocusing and movement of the scan stage as well as the use of stored recognition
patterns to identify objects. This istheoretically possible for those species which do not
have to be manipulated under the microscope to distinguish certain characteristics.
However, even atthe present state ofthe art, computers would consume too much time
to equal or even improve on 'manual' labour.
However, image analysis will prove to be of increasing value for nematological research. Heinicke & Schultz (1994) recently succeeded in solving another labourious
task; counting eggs and larvae in unfiltrated suspensions of crushed cysts of Globodera
rostochiensis and Heterodera schachtii originating from soil samples. Their method is
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Figure 2.8. - A: The original image after a C-subroutine called grab.ctook four pictures of
each quadrant of the selected compartment, reduced these images in size and composed one
new image presenting the whole compartment. B:Original image with overlays (coloured on
screen) displaying all objects, which have been recognized as being nematode larvae (single
larvae in black, pairs in grey and clusters outlined). The total sum of counted larvae is displayed on the top line of the image (not displayed here). Compartment number, number of
singlelarvae,pairs,clustersandtotalnumberarestoredinadatafile.

intended for the routine estimation of the population densities on farmers fields as a
basis for nematode control. The time required for one probe varies between 1to 10
minutes per probe, dependent on nematode species and numbers of nematodes in the
suspension. The counting process is terminated when the variance is stable. Another
possibility of using image analysis is demonstrated by Hendriks et al. (1994), who
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used the GOP-302 system to measure the lipid concentration in larvae ofpotato cyst
nematode.
The GOP-302 image analysis system isnow outdated. ANECS is currently converted
to run under X-Windows which makes the program independent of the platform on
which it is used, provided the UNIX operating system is available. Detailed information on the hardware used and acquisition of the software can be obtained by
writingtoIPO-DLO.
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Errorsduetosubsamplingofsoilsampleswith
Globodera rostochiensis orG.pallida andtoother
laboratory procedures

C.H. Schomaker&T.H.Been

Subsampling
3.1. Summary - Several fields, infested with potato cyst nematodes
(Globodera rostochiensisand G.pallida) were sampled by collecting
bulk samples of approximately 70coresamounting to 1.8 or2.5 kg soil
from a number of square metre plots located in a regular grid pattern
over a 0.33 ha area. Bulk samples from five fields, I-V, were
thoroughly mixed and from one field, VI, lightly mixed, and
subsequently divided into three subsamples of approximately equal
weights. Two, sometimes three, subsamples were elutriated separately.
Cysts were elutriated by two commercial laboratories, 1 and 2, and
separated from the debris and counted at two research laboratories, 0
and 3. Random bulk samples from five fields, I-V, were divided into
three portion after thoroughly mixing and taken to Laboratory 0, to
compare elutriation precisionandaccuracy ofcommercial and scientific
laboratories and to check the quality of mixing. To this purpose, pairs
or triples were divided into classes.Theexpected value of the variance
within pairs was estimated per class and could be described by a
distribution function analogue to a negative binomial distribution, but
with three in stead of two parameters. Cysts appeared to be randomly
distributed in the well mixed samples, resulting in a binomial or
trinomial distribution between pairs or triples. The expected values of
the coefficient ofvariation associated with elutriation were 3.6, 9.6 and
5.5% in the Laboratories 0, 1 and 2, respectively. The upper 95%
confidence limit, 6095, of coefficients of variation associated with
elutriation inLaboratories 1 and2,were estimated bythe differences in
95%upperlimitsofcoefficients ofvariation betweentheLaboratories1
and 2 on the one hand and Laboratory 0 conversely. This difference,
6095, ranged from 73% to 42%for Laboratory 1and from 43% to 19%
for Laboratory 2 if 10 to 100 cysts were counted in samples. The
consequences of these laboratory errors for the accuracy of sampling
methodsfor bothresearchandextensionpurposes arediscussed.

3.2. Introduction
In many nematological studies, in which soil sampling is an important step in data
collection, it is common practice to collect a bulk sample but to investigate only a part,
taken from the bulk sample after mixing. The size of such a subsample is mostly small,
but never infinitely small relative to the bulk sample. Inspection of a volume of, for
instance, The Journal of Nematology rouses the suspicion that the relative size of
subsamples is often arbitrary. Johnson et al. (1995), studying effects of coastal
bermuda grass sod rotation and fallow on population dynamics of M. incognita
collected a bulk sample of about 2500 cm3 and assayed nematodes from a subsample of
150 cm3. Todd et al. (1995), investigating field responses of soybean to Heterodera
glycines, estimated population densities of the nematodes in 100-cm3 subsamples from
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4712 cm3 bulk samples. Weaver et al. (1995) compared effects of SorghumSudangrass hybrids with fallow and monoculture soybean on crop yield and nematode
population densities of Meloidogyne spp. and H. glycines, taking bulk samples of
approximately 2160 cm3 and investigating subsamples of 100 cm3. Mc Sorley &
Gallaher (1995), determining effects of yard-waste compost amendments on densities
of plant-parasitic nematodes in several vegatable crops, collected 589 cm3 bulk
samples, but nematodes were only extracted from a 100-cm3 subsample. MacGuidwin
& Layne (1995) investigating the respons of nematode communities to Sudangrass and
Sorghum-Sudangrass hybrids grown as Green Manure Crops, also collected bulk
samples of 589 cm3 but investigated 200-cm3 subsamples. From this enumeration a
slight preference for 100-cm3 subsamples can be registred, but neither author
documented the choice of bulk sample and subsample size, for instance in relation to
the expected population densities of the nematodes and the maximum coefficient of
variation to be allowed for the purpose of investigation.
Others, for instance Jones (1945), Anscombe (1950), Moriarty (1960), Muller (1988)
and Seinhorst (1988) paid more attention to the statistical aspects of methodology.
Jones and Anscombe supposed that the expected error made by subsampling follows a
Poisson distribution, provided that the bulk sample be well mixed. Muller (1988)
assumed that, if large subsamples are taken, the subsampling error may be smaller than
according to a Poisson distribution but does not mention the size of subsample where a
significant deviation from the Poisson distribution would become manifest and gives
no theoretical explanation of the deviation. Moriarty (1960) found variance due to
subsampling to be proportional to avalue between the mean cyst counts and the square
of this mean, but nearer to the latter. Seinhorst (1988) found empirically that, if
subsamples are taken from well mixed bulk samples, the additional error to the
(negative binomial) sampling error is overestimated by the Poisson distribution and
better described by a binomial distribution, but he could not explain the phenomenon.
In this paper we will try to develop a general theory about the relation between cyst
counts and subsampling error and about the influence of subsampling errors and errors
due to extraction, on total sampling error. This theory may contribute to a better
discrimination between 'signal', either strong (infestation foci) or weak (small scale
distribution patterns), and 'noise' caused by measurement methods.

3.3. Materials and methods
Experimental procedures
- Data collection
Infested fields in Drente and the Flevopolders, all about 1/3 ha, were intensively
mapped to establish the spatial distribution patterns of the potato cyst nematodes
Globodera rostochiensis and G. pallida. Seinhorst (1982, 1988) assumed a negative
binomial distribution with an aggregation factor, k, of 70 for soil samples of 1.5 kg

Subsampling
from 1m2 and recommended to count at least 200 cysts per sample to keep sampling
errors, expressed as coefficients of variation, under 14%. To obtain the same cyst
count, andtherefore thesamesamplingerror, atanypopulation density,moresoilmust
be collected atsmall nematode densitiesthanathigher densities.Asexpected densities
in most fields were unknown, bulk samples of 1.8-2.5 kg per m2 area were collected
and,after thoroughmixing,divided inthreesubsamples,A,BandC,ofaboutthesame
size. SubsampleAwaselutriatedfirstandthecystsinitwereseparatedfromthedebris
and counted. If the cyst count was smaller than 200, subsample B followed the same
procedure. The cysts in all three subsamples A, B and C, were counted if the
cumulativecount from thesubsamplesAandBwaslessthan200.Insomecases,when
it was known beforehand that population densities would be small, cysts from two or
three elutriated subsampleswereseparated andcountedtogether. Thesecountswereof
no use in this study. Only the results of (parts of) six fields, where two or three
subsamples per bulk sample had been investigated separately, for convenience further
indicated as 'pairs',wereanalysed.
-Fields
Fields I-V and field VI, located in Drente and Flevoland, The Netherlands,
respectively, were sampled in a stratified manner by taking, in a regular pattern, bulk
samples from square metre plots (1.33 x 0.75 m 2 ). Each bulk sample consisted of 70
cores and had an average weight of approximately 1.8 kg (field I-V) or 2.5 kg (field
VI).Thenumber ofbulksamplestakenamountedto333-350forfieldsI-Vandto 150
forfieldVI.Cyst distribution in fields I-IVwasmoreor lessuniform, but fields Vand
VIcontained alargeinfestation focus.
Before extraction, when the soil was still moderately moist, each bulk sample from
fields I-V was thoroughly mixed in a metal dish of about 50 cm diameter, and
subdivided in three subsamples, each of about 600 g (A, B and C). All subsamples,
with an exception oftriples from 5randomly chosenbulk samplesperfield,were sent
to a commercial soil sampling agency, further referred to as Laboratory 1, for
elutriation. This task was performed with a Schuiling centrifuge (Folkerts, Pancreas,
TheNetherlands).
The subsamples from the randomly chosen bulk samples from field I-V, usually five
per field and twenty-nine in total, were taken to the IPO-DLO laboratory, further
referred to as Laboratory 0, to investigate the quality of mixing and to compare the
precision and accuracy of the elutriation methods in the two laboratories. Cysts from
these subsamples were extracted with the Seinhorst elutriator (Seinhorst, 1964),
separated from the debris with Seinhorst's mini-Fenwick can (Seinhorst, 1974) and
counted.
Bulk samples from field VI were only lightly mixed as it was the intention not to
investigate the subsamples separately but to estimate the cysts in the whole bulk
sample.Thereason whythebulk samplewasdivided intothreeportions ofaboutequal
weight (average 860 g) was that the elutriator, a carousel (Pollahne, Hannover,
Germany), of the commercial soil sampling agency (further referred to as Laboratory
2),chargedwiththeelutriation, couldnothandlesoilsampleslargerthan 1 kg.
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A,B,C
logA,B,C
'Binomial' distrib.

Cystnumbersinthethreesubsamples ofapproximately equal
weights
'"log-transformed cystnumbersinthethree subsamples
Binomial ortrinomial distribution
constantbetween 0and0.02chosenperclassy andaddedtosfj
during '"log-transformation toreduceskewnessofthe distribution
ofs2j

CV„
CV,
cv0,•„>„,•

cvj/bin.
A,

e5

J
k,
ek,

zk2

k3
ek3
k's

K

Definitions

Coefficient ofvariation ofthe/-thuntransformed 'pair'inthey'-th
class
RatioofSjandMp estimateoftheaverageofcoefficients of
variationCVtJinthey'-thclasswithn,'pairs'
Coefficient ofvariationperpair ijifcystnumbers inpairshadbeen
'binomial' distributed variables
Coefficient ofvariationperclassy ifcystnumbersinpairshadbeen
'binomial' distributed variables
Difference betweenCV2^andCV2^-bin-perpairij
Difference between CVj and CF2,-bin.perclassy
Thedifference inCF2,betweentherandom samplesfrom the
reference dataset 'reference'ontheonehandandthedatasets
'fieldI-IV', field V and field VI'conversely
Expected valueof8
Discretevariablebetween 1 andnp identifier for individual 'pairs'
perclassy
Discretevariablebetween 1 andt,identifier for individualclassesy
perdataset
Constant,equallingtoqinperfectly mixed subsamples.
Expected valueof&,
Constant,analogueofthecoefficient ofaggregation inthe negative
binomial distribution.Ifk,=q,then&2 "°5representsthe coefficient
ofvariation duetolaboratory proceduresotherthansubsampling
Expected valueofk2
Adaptation ofk2, includingonlyerrorsduetocountingand
subsampling withimperfect mixing
Coefficient ofaggregation inthenegativebinomial distribution
describing small scaledistributionpatternsofnematodes
Expected valueofk3
Coefficient ofaggregation inthenegativebinomial distribution
describing anaggregated distribution ofcystsinsubsamples dueto
imperfect mixing.
Coefficient withrespecttoextraction errors
Coefficient withrespecttocounting errors
Variableperpair ij,equalling '"log^+c,)
Thearithmetic meanofA,, perclassy

Subsampling
rriij
rrij
mj-2sjtomj+2s/ 10""2,to I0"1+2v Mjj
Mj

-

rij
'Pair'

-

p

-

q

-

S2ij
Sj

-

s2j/
s2j

-

oJD,
a2tX
t
T,j
zx

-

Arithmetic meanofthez-thlog-transformed 'pair' inthey-th class
Arithmeticmeanofm,-, inaclasswithn,'pairs'
Confidence interval comprising approximately 95% ofthelogtransformed cyst numbers
Confidence interval comprising approximately 95%ofthe
untransformed cystnumbers
Arithmeticmeanofthe j-thuntransformed 'pair' inthey-th class
Back-transformed meanw,asestimateofthe averageofA/j, inthe j thclasswithw, 'pairs'
Discretevariablerepresentingthenumberof 'pairs' perclassy
Twoorthreeinvestigated subsampleseachrepresenting one-third of
abulk sample
Parameter inthe 'binomial' distribution.Investigatedproportion of a
bulk sample.Inthepresent datasetsp=0.33
Parameter inthe 'binomial' distribution.Not-investigated proportion
of a bulksample.Inthepresentdatasetsq=0.67
Varianceofthei-th untransformed'pair'in they'-thclass
Back-transformed expected valueS,asestimateoftheaverage
standard deviationsS0inthey-thclasswithns'pairs'
Varianceofthe/-thlog-transformed 'pair' inthey-thclass
Expected valueofs2^inaclasswithn,- 'pairs.s2jequalsthe arithmetic
meanof^ ifthedistribution ofs2^tendstoanormal andto antilog
(A.j+0.5o2/i)-c,ifs2ijisapproximately log-normally distributed
Standard deviationperclassy ofZ)j,
VarianceofA,jperclassy
Discretevariablerepresentingthenumberofclassesperdata set
Totalnumberofcystsperbulk sampleper 'pair' ij
'Criticalpoint'in astandardnormaldistribution, leaving l-x
probability intheuppertail(Neave,1978)

Notes
1. Parameters orvariablesa,perpair ij,areindicated byasubscript 'ij'andrepresented as
2. Theexpected valueof a givenparameterorvariable,aip perclassy,isindicated bythe
subscript j ' andrepresented asa ;
3. Parameters orvariables,a,yora;perdataset Fare indicated asaiJYorajY respectively
4. Theexpected valueof a givenparameterorvariable,a, perdataset, Y, isrepresented as
eaY
5. Theestimate ofagivenparameterx,perdataset Y, withrespecttoaconfidence limit, x,
isindicated bythe subscript T,x' andrepresented as aYx
6. Standard deviations oflog-transformed cystnumbersper 'pair', ij,orperclass,y,are
indicated with 's', with subscript 'ij'and y' respectively
7. Standard deviations ofuntransformed cystnumbersper 'pair', ij, orestimatesperclass,
j , areindicatedwith '5", withsubscripts y"and y"respectively
8. Standard deviations ofanothervariable,v,thanofcystnumbersper 'pair', ij,orper
classes,y,areindicated as 'o', with subscript 'v'.
Definitions, continued
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Mc Cullagh etal.(1992)explain that the binomial distribution arises in a situation that Y,
and Y2 are independent Poissonrandom variableswith means//, andfi2.The sum,m,ofY,
andY2hasalsoaPoissondistribution withmeanHi+n2.
Pr[Yx=y\YsY2=m\={-)[-KY[\-*}">>
Then the conditional distribution ofY,, giventhat Y,+Y2=m,isdescribed bythe binomial
distribution function (equation (1)),where 7t =/U,/(JI,+ ft2)andj>isarandomvariable>0.
If Y, represents the number of cysts in the investigated part of the bulk sample and Y2 is
number of cysts in the not-investigated part of the bulk sample then equation (1) depends
ontheinvestigated proportion, n, ofthebulksampleand onm,thesumofY, andY2.
Explanatorynote1

After elutriation, the subsamples from all fields were sent back to Laboratory 0 where
cysts were separated from the debris with Seinhorst's mini-Fenwick can and counted.
Exceptions were cysts in the B-subsamples of fields I, II and IV which were separated
from the debris by Laboratory 1 with a 'Schuiling' separator and counted by
Laboratory 3.
- Data sets
The results were placed in four data sets, named 'reference', 'fields I-IV', 'field V and
''field VI. In subscripts these names are shortened to 're/', 'I-IV, 'V and 'VI'
respectively. Data set 'reference' contained the cyst numbers inthe three subsamples of
the random bulk samples from fields I-V, obtained after extraction and counting of
cysts by Laboratory 0, while numbers of cysts in subsamples from fields V and VI,
extracted by Laboratories 1 and 2, respectively, and counted by Laboratory 0, were
placed in the data sets field V and 'field VF.Numbers of cysts in the two subsamples
from fields I-IV, extracted by Laboratory 1and counted by Laboratories 0 and 3, were
analysed in one data set named 'fields I-IV, because cyst ranges of the separate fields
were too narrow to model the patterns of variation. A summary of the fields, the
number of bulk samples, subsamples and the tasks performed by the various
laboratories is given in Table3.1.
Theoretical considerations
If a soil sample is perfectly mixed, the original negative binomial distribution of cyst
numbers per unit weight is wiped out and the cysts are randomly distributed in the soil
(Seinhorst, 1988). If infinitely small subsamples were taken, the distribution of the
cysts between the subsamples would follow a Poisson distribution. However, in
nematological practice subsamples are usually not so small in comparison with bulk
soil samples and therefore the cysts in the subsample and in the remainder of the bulk
sample do not follow a Poisson distribution, as might be assumed intuitively, but rather

(1)
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a binomial distribution (Seinhorst 1988). Seinhorst's conclusions are theoretically
supported by McCullagh et al, 1992, whose explanation is summarized in Explanatory
note 1.
To visualize the mathematical problem, coefficients of variation of cyst counts in
subsamples were calculated in a model study for bulk samples with 100 cysts,
assuming a binomial or a Poisson distribution of cyst counts between subsamples. The
investigated proportionp of the bulk sample varied from 0.1 to 1.The two functions of
the coefficients of variation are graphically compared in Figure 3.1. Two conclusions
can be drawn. First, if the investigated proportion of the bulk sample is relative small,
the coefficients of variation calculated with the binomial and Poisson distributions are
approximately similar. Second, the assumption that cyst numbers between subsamples
are Poisson distributed is basically wrong because this distribution misses a correction
for finiteness and its application to subsampling of soil samples would imply a
considerable coefficient of variation even if the subsample represents a proportion
equal to 1ofthe bulk sample.
Basic mathematical analysis
The purpose of the mathematical analysis was to characterize the distribution of cyst
numbers within 'pairs' by placing 'pairs' with similar means in the same class and
regarding the variance in cyst numbers of 'pairs' within one class as replications. The
calculations made per data set were divided into 8 steps to make the mathematical
analysis more accessible.

Table 3.1. - Summary of fields investigated, number of bulk- and subsamples used for
analysis, organic dry matter and assignment oftasks to different laboratories: LO- IPODLO, LI - commercial laboratory 1, L2 - commercial laboratory 2, L3 - commercial
laboratory 3. Samples (-) were not investigated.
Field nr.

%org.
matter

bulk

Mixing
andsubsub sampling

Extraction

Numberof
samples

A

B

Counting

C

A

B

C

I

4.7

36

2

L0

LI

LI

L0

L3

II

4.1

103

2

L0

LI

LI

L0

L3

III

7.1

72

2

L0

LI

LI

L0

L3

IV

6.1

108

2

L0

LI

LI

L0

L3

V

4.4

335

2

L0

LI

LI

L0

L0

VI

2.5

147

3

L0

L2

L2

-

L0

L0

L0

4.1-7.1

29

3

L0

L0

L0

L0

L0

L0

L0

randomI-V
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Relative sizeofsubsample
Figure 3.1.- Results from a model study, showing the relation between relative size of one
subsample from a bulk sample, and coefficient of variation, CV, in percent, according to a
binomial (o) or a Poisson (•) distribution of cysts between the subsample and the remaining
partofthebulk sample.Thetotal numberofcystsinthebulk samplewassetat 100cysts.

Step 1:Conversion of cyst counts
Cyst counts were converted to cyst numbers per average weight of the subsamples,
which was 600 g for fields I-V and 870 g for field VI. Conversion does not
influence the coefficients of variation between the subsamples (as the standard
deviation and the mean cyst number of 'pairs' are multiplied by the same factor),
but it may influence the parameters of the models. Therefore, the converted weights
were kept as close to the original weights as possible. Per 'pair' ij the mean Mu,the
variance S2,j and the coefficient ofvariation CVtJwere calculated.
Step 2: log-transformation of cyst numbers
Cyst numbers of 'pairs' ijwere '"log-transformed so that they could be divided into
classes with approximately normally distributed means of 'pairs', and with a
sufficiently stable variance within 'pairs' to assume its expected value to be constant
over given class intervals of cyst numbers. As base of the logarithm a rational
number was preferred over an irrational number, but otherwise the choice of the
number 10was arbitrary.
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Step 3:Division into classes
Cyst numbers of 'pairs' were divided into; classes with each w,pairs. Class width
was chosen so that the ratio between the largest and the smallest values ofthe means
of the untransformed 'pairs' would be < 2.After a first run of the basic calculations,
to determine the class borders, two situations gave cause to combine classes. First, if
individual pairs had small means and large coefficients of variation, overlap among
neighbouring classes could be avoided by combining such classes. Second, if two
neighbouring classesj contained only small numbers, np of 'pairs' and had small
expected values, s2p of the variance s2ip these classes were combined so that rij was
sufficiently large to estimate s2jmore accurately.
Step 4: Calculation of my,s2tj, rrij ands2j
First the arithmetic mean my and the variance s2y were calculated per logtransformed 'pair' ij. Subsequently, the expected values rrij of mv and s^ of s2y per
classj were computed. If the distributions of s2y and my approached normality the
arithmetic means of log-numbers were taken as their expected values. The
maximum and minimum values of myper class were deliberately chosen so that in
most cases the arithmetic mean could be taken as centrality parameter. However, in
'field I-IV', 'field V and lfield VI' the distributions of s2y within classes were
negatively skewed. Taking the arithmetic means as expected values would be
misleading as these means would be disproportionally influenced by a small
category of large values. Simple log-transformation did not solve the problem.
Therefore, a constant c was added to values of s20- and their sum was '"logtransformed. As skewness varied between classes a constant, cp per class j was
chosen so that skewness, calculated from the second and third central moment
(Mood et al., 1986), would be smaller than 0.01.Subsequently, the expected values
s2j per class j were calculated from the arithmetic means and the variance of
'"logC^+c,-) applying equation (2) (Mood et al, 1986). In equation (2), ]°\og(s2y+Cj)
is referred to as Xjpthe expected value of XtJ per classj as Xjand the variance ofXtj
per classy as a2jx.

j

antilogik+O.SOjJ-Cj

Step 5: Back-transformation of /w- and s}toMjandSj
Per class, rrij and Sj of log-transformed pairs were back-transformed to the estimates,
Mj and Sp of the expected values of My and Sip respectively, of the untransformed
'pairs'. If it was assumed that the difference between the ratio's of minimum and
maximum values of untransformed and log-transformed cyst numbers within pairs,
is negligible at relative small coefficients of variation (<20%) within pairs, (Slob,
1986), then per class j the 95% confidence intervals of log-transformed and
untransformed cyst numbers could be approached by mj+lsjand lO""-2*7 respectively.
The assumption was checked in the Results. Consequently, the back-transformed

(2)
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expected values Mj were estimated bythesumofthe lower andupper limit of the
95%-interval of My,divided bytwo (equation3).
M=(10m'+2*'+10'"'~2i')/2

(3)

Similarly, theback-transformed expected values 5,were estimated bythe difference
between the upper andthe lower limit of the 95%-interval ofMip divided by four
(equation4).
5=(10m'+2i'-10'"'"2s')/4

(4)

The expected value, CVp per class j , of the coefficients of variation, CVip ofthe
back-transformed 'pairs' is described by equation (5), representing the ratio of
equations (4)and(3)inareduced form.
1 O 4 J '—1

CK=— —
2(10 '+1)

(5)

Step 6:Calculation ofDtj andDj
The square of the coefficient of variation per 'pair' according to a 'binomial'
distribution isgiven byequation (6)(Mood etal, 1986)
S ,. i rra'T

CV2..lk. ,=Sii»ij, bin

A/

2

n

=tJ—S. =JL

-y

-

,

2
P

-T;

j

(6)
v

i/

/

M
0

where/? is the investigated proportion ofthe bulk sample, q = \- p and/?-7^ =Mjp
the arithmetic mean of the untransformed 'pairs'. Similarly, the square of the
coefficient ofvariation, CV2]Vbin., perclass,/', according tothe'binomial' distribution
is described byequation(7)
CV2.,.. ,=-2.
jjbm

(7)
V )

M

J

Dtj, the difference between squares ofthe coefficients ofvariation CVyand CVn-hi„per 'pair' ij,(equation (8)) and Djt thedifference between squares of the coefficients
of variation CVj and CV}Vbi„- per class/' (equation (9)) were calculated with the
Taylor Series (Mood etal, 1986).
O^CV^-C^

(8)

DrCV2-C\?:bin.

(9)
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Step 7:Estimation ofthe confidence limits ofD(j and CVip
a. Ifvalues D0 were normally distributed the confidence limits of£>,yandCVjcould
be calculated as follows. First, per classj the standard deviation ojD of Dtj is
calculated with equation (10).

v=, E M

do)

Second, the normality of the distribution of Dy around Z) y was checked by
comparing the observed percentages DtJ of 'pairs' within the boundaries of
Dj±3-ojD with the expected percentages according to a normal distribution.
Third, thex%upper andlower limits ofDtJwere approximated with Dp plusand
minus zUx times thestandard deviation, ajD. Theconfidence limits of CF2, were
estimated by the upper and lower limits of D, andDip plus the square ofthe
'binomial' coefficient of variation, CV^jbin, per classy and CVvbi„per 'pair' ij,
respectively.
b. If values Dv were not normally distributed in all classes, but at least in a few
classes with large values ofMp then ax% upper confidence was estimated as
follows. Per class j where Dtj was close to normally distributed the standard
deviation aJD of Dtj was calculated with equation (10).Thex% upper limit of
these classes wasestimated byDj+zx-Oj. Subsequently, bytrial anderror, forall
classes a x% upper confidence limit was constructed, using equation (13),so
that it fitted the estimates of the x%-upper limits in classes with normal
distributions of D0 and comprised x% of all values of Dip Such a method of
estimation isonly suitable forlarge data sets.
c. For 'true' pairs, consisting of cyst numbers from two subsamples, any
confidence limit S2ijx, and therefrom CViJX and DiJX, can be calculated directly
from theconfidence limits ofthe cyst numbers AandBasfollows. If l-x tox%
(=2x-l%) of all numbers A andB arebetween Mj±zxSp where ±zx are 'critical
points' in a standard normal distribution leaving 2x probabilities in the upper
and lower tails, then the same 2x-\% of all deviations A-My andB-Mip which
are equal but opposed in sign for a given pair, are between ±zxSP For 'true'
pairs the squares of these deviations equal 0.5-S2ip Hence, for a given
confidence interval 2x-l ofpairs AanB,52,yequals equation (11) oris smaller.
^-,=2-^-M-)2=2-z^2
S2j is described in equation (12)ofResults andConclusions. It should be noted
that the values S2U arepositive andthat their number is half the number ofthe
deviations. For instance, the 95% upper confidence limit of S2^is obtained by
using the absolute value of zx, appropriate forthe95%confidence interval ofA
and Bandassociated with the 0.025 and0.975 limits.

(11)
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Step8:Visualisation,patternanalysisandtheorybuilding
Relations between MjandS/;Mjand CVp and MjandD,were visualized in graphs
and general patterns were described mathematically. For theory building, the
equations were chosen sothattheywererelatedwithknown statistical distributions,
and their parameters had a biological meaning. For details about the philosophy
behind pattern analysis and theory building in this and other papers by the authors,
thereaderisreferred toSchomaker &Been(1998c).
The equations were fitted tothedatabytrial and error,using least squareswithtwo
weights. The first weight, chosen because of a varying number, np of 'pairs' per
classy, was theratioofthenumber ofpairsper class,np andtotal number of 'pairs'
in the data set, times the number of classes, t. The second weight was the ratio
2/104%used inclasseswhere 104i'<2.Theparticulars ofthedatasetsandtheresults
ofthebasiccalculationsaresummarized inTable3.2.

3.4.Resultsand conclusions
Generalpatterns
-TherelationbetweenMjandSf
In all data sets, the expected value Sf per classj of the variance Sf per 'pair' ijwas
well described by equation (12), which closely resembles or equals (for &,=1) the
equation for the variance of negative binomial distributed variables (Bliss & Fisher,
1953). Mjrepresents the expected value ofthe averagesMy of 'pairs' ijin classy, and
ek, and ek2 are expected values of the constants k, and k2.The constant k, is an
analogueofthecoefficient ofaggregation inthenegativebinomial distribution.
,2

S?=ek,-M+—!1
' J ek,

(12)

-TherelationbetweenMp CVjand CVconf
The relation between the class mean of averages of pairs Mjand the expected value,
CVj,per classj of the coefficients of variation of 'pairs' ij, CVipwas obtained by
dividingS2j inequation (12)byM2Jandwasdescribed inequation(13).
ek.

CV.= ^
' \

l

+L —
ek2
Mj

Similarly, therelation between Mj and any confidence limit, CVijx, ofCVtj is described
byequation(14).

(13)
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(14)

\ M] k2

Equations (13) and (14) equal the equation for the coefficient of variation of negative
binomial variables for k,=l. The first terms of equations (13) and (14) represent the
variance and coefficient of variation, respectively, according to a 'binomial'
distribution if k,=q.
- The relation between Mj,Djand Djjx
Expanding equation (9) forDjwith equation (7) for CV2jVbin- and the square of equation
(13) for CVjresults in equation (15) forDj.

D.
j

tk{-q
M.

i

(15)

eL

j

The same procedure, expanding equation (8) for Dv with equation (7) for C ^ / W n - and
the square of equation (14) for CVijxgives equation (16) for Djjx

Table 3.2.-Particulars ofdatasetsandresultsofthebasicanalysis.
Dataset

Reference

field I-IV

field V

field VI

subsamplesperbulk sample

3

3

3

3

investigated subsamplesperbulk sample

3

2

2

3

number of 'pairs' perdataset

29

315

335

147

number,rij of 'pairs'perclassy

4-6

26-144

14-64

22-42

meanweight of subsamples

600 g

600 g

600g

870 g

numberofclassest

6

4

9

5

rangeof cystcountsper 'pair'

23-1254

32-824

3-700

3-700

zk.

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.9

ek2

753

55

108

330

95%upper limitk,

1.27

5.4

5.4

3

95%upper limitk2

330

7

14

45

%CVnof individual 'pairs' ij

0.2-12

0.1-103

0.2-121

0.2-81

%CVjperclassy

3.5-9.3

12.5-18.5

10.5-34.3

10-38
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If the distribution of the cysts in the subsamples is perfectly randomized, tk, equals q
and Dp the coefficient of the remaining variation associated with laboratory errors
other than subsampling (cyst extraction from the soil and cyst counting), is
independent of Mj and equals the constant tk2A. If tk,>q, cysts are not perfectly
randomized in the subsamples and possible are aggregated. In such a situation zk2A
represents not only the coefficient of variation due to other laboratory errors than
subsampling, but also a coefficient of aggregation, due to a clustered distribution of
cysts inthe soil.

'Reference' data set
- Details ofthe data set
All three subsamples ('pairs', here actually triples) per bulk sample, were investigated.
Twenty-nine 'pairs' with an average weight of 600 g were divided into 6 classes and
the number of 'pairs' rij per classy ranged from four to six. Mean cyst numbers per
'pair', Mjj,ranged from to 23 to 1254. The mean and variance of the log-transformed
'pairs', my and s20 respectively, were so homogeneously distributed over the range of
results per classj that the arithmetic class means, m} and s2p respectively, could be
considered as suitable estimates of the expected values. The coefficients of variation
per 'pair', CVip varied from 0.2 to 12%. The expected value CVj of CV,jper classy
ranged between 3.5% in class 6 with the highest cyst numbers (Mj=900) and 9.3% in
class 1with the smallest cyst numbers (A^=36).
- Models and parameter estimation
The relations between Mpas the independent variable, andSf, CVjand D, as dependent
variables, and the mathematical equations (12), (13) and (15) describing these relations
are visualized in Figure 3.2A,B and C, respectively, against the back-ground ofM0
plotted against S,/, CVy and Dip respectively. The estimates of zk, and zk2 in the
equations (12), (13) and (15) were 0.67 and 753, respectively. In class 1, the estimate
of CVj (0.093) deviated strongly from its expected value (0.143) according equation
(13) with ek,=0.67, and was better described by equation (13) with ek,=0.22. No
theoretical explanation of this deviation could be given. It cannot have been caused by
a more accurate counting of small than of large numbers as the value of CVj remains
practically the same (0.099 instead of 0.093) when in class 1 an extraction and
counting error of zero should be assumed sothat k2^ °° and \lk2 - 0. For lack of a more
satisfactory explanation the deviation of CVj in class 1 is considered a random
aberration.

'
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Figure 3.2.- Data set 'reference''.The relation between the back-transformed class-mean,Mj}
and A:theexpected value,Sf,perclassyof the variance of 'pairs',S2^B:theexpected value,
CVj, per classy of coefficients ofvariation of 'pairs', CVip the95%upper confidence limitof
CVIJ. C: the difference, £>,-,between CF, and CF%„, and the 2.5% and 97.5% confidence
limits of Dp In the back-ground of A, B, and C, respectively, S2^, CV^ and D,jare plotted
against Mu. Expected values of variables per classy are indicated asblack dots (•), variables
per 'pair' ij as open dots (o), fitted models of expected values as solid lines (—) and
confidence limitsasbroken lines (—).
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Figure 3.3.- Data set 'reference'. A: '"log-transformed cysts numbers, logA, logB and logC,
in 'pairs',plotted against theirmeans,mip Theexpectedvalueofm^perclass/,mp isindicated
as a solid line (—),95%confidence interval, mj+2sp is indicated between broken lines (—) .
B: Untransformed cystsnumbers,A, B,and C,in 'pairs',plotted against their mean,Mip The
back-transformed expected value Mpof Mv per class j , is indicated as a solid line (—j. The
95% confidence interval, MJ±2SJ isindicated between broken lines (—). Classboundaries are
indicated atthetopofeachgraph.

In Figures 3.2B and C, the boundaries CVj±2-ajD were drawn. Table 3.3, where
percentages DtJ of 'pairs' per classy within the boundaries ofDj+3-aJDwere compared
with the expected percentages if values of Dtj had been distributed normally, shows
that, although values of Dv per pair ij were distributed close to normal around D? the
distribution was slightly leptokurtic and, due to class 1, somewhat negatively skewed,
illustrating that the distribution is composed of two superimposed distributions, one for
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counting and one for extraction errors. Nevertheless, the 95%confidence limits ofD~
could be approximated fairly with D} plus and minus twice the standard deviation oJD
and be described by equation (15) with q-k,=±0.7 and k2 between 303 and -1,471
(1/(0.0013±0.00199) for the upper and the lower limit respectively. Consequently, the
97.5% upper and 2.5% lower limits of CVtJ could be described by equation (13) with
k,=q±0.7 and k2between 303 and -1,471. The 95% upper limit of CVtjwas described
by equation (14) with kt= 1.27 and k2=330.
Figure 3.3A shows the log-transformed cyst numbers of 'pairs', actually here triples,
plotted against their means, mip the class mean, mp and the 95% confidence interval
m-VlSj. Figure 3.3B gives the same information as Figure 3.3A for the untransformed
cyst numbers of 'pairs', their means Mtj the back-transformed expected values,Mjper
class j and the 95% confidence interval Mj±2Sp All cyst numbers lay within the
estimated 95%confidence interval.
- Conclusions
The main conclusion from the mathematical analysis is that, on the average, the quality
of mixing, expressed by the parameter ekh is perfect, because tk, equals q.
Consequently, the first term, {zk,-q)/Mj of equation (15) is zero and Dp the difference
between the expected value, CV2^ per classj of squares of coefficients of variation per
pair, CV2ip and CF 2 , bin - is independent of Mj and equals \lzk2. Therefore ek2'05 can be
interpreted as the average coefficient of variation associated with cyst extraction and
counting in Laboratory 0. It is estimated as 3.6% (=753"05T00%). Values of \lk2 of
individual pairs had a close to normal distribution. The 97.5%upper limit of CVip and
the expected value, CVp ofCV:j did not exceed 10%and 7%, respectively, ifmore than
200 cysts were counted.

Table3.3.-Checkfor normality ofD0 inthe ''reference' dataset.
DistributionofD,>o v e r classesajD asobserved (upperrow)andasexpected
(lowerrow)accordingtoanormal distribution
D

D

to

D

to
Dr2o,D

0

15

3

13

J -2oy.»
to
3O

J- JJ>

J-°J.I>

Dj

to
Dj+2ajD

to

DJ+OJ,D

37

33

11

4

34

34

13

3

to

D

J

(CV/-CVJ)
NormalDistrib.

+3o

/.o
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•Field V
-Details ofthe data set
The bulk samples from 'field V were divided into three subsamples with an average
weight of 600 g each, but only two subsamples ('pairs') were investigated. The
infestation consisted of a large focus and consequently there was a wide range, from 3
to 700, of mean cyst numbers, Mip per 'pair'. The 335 pairs were divided into nine
classes and the number, nJt of 'pairs' per class varied from 14to 37 in the classes, with
j = 1, 2, 3, 7, 8 and 9 and from 52 to 64 in the classes withy = 4, 5 and 6. The
distributions of s2^ within classes were negatively skewed and therefore the arithmetic
means of sv were not taken as expected values, s2p per class, but the back-transformed
arithmetic means (minus c,) of A,y=10log(52,y+cy) (see step 4 in 'Mathematical analysis').
The coefficients of variation per 'pair', CVip varied from 0.2 to 121%.The expected
values of the coefficients of variation per class, CVP from 10.5% in class 9 with the
highest cyst number (Mj= 482.2) to 34.2% in the class 1with the smallest cyst number
(Mj=SA).
-Models and parameter estimation
The relations betweenMp asthe independent variable, andS2PCVjandDjas dependent
variables, and the models describing these relations according to equations (12), (13)
and (15) are shown in Figure 3.4.A,B and C, respectively, against the back-ground of
S20,CV2^ CVyand Dijt, respectively, plotted versusMipThe estimates of zk, and tk2 in
the equations (12), (13) and (15) were 0.67 and 108, respectively.
The 95% upper confidence limit of S2^ was estimated as described in step 7c of
'Mathematical Analysis'. The estimates ofk, and k2for this 95%upper limit were 5.4
and 14 respectively. The 95% upper limits of CVi} and Djp as described by equations
(14) and (16)were drawn inFigure 3.4.B and C.
Figure 3.5A shows the log-transformed cyst numbers of 'pairs' plotted against their
means, mip the class mean, mp and the 95% confidence interval m^+lsj.Figure 3.5B
gives the same information as Figure 3.5A for the untransformed cyst numbers of
'pairs', their means, Mjpthe back-transformed expected values, Mj per class/ and the
95% confidence interval M-VlSj. Actually 95.5% of all cyst numbers lay within the
estimated 95%confidence interval.
- Conclusions
Data set 'field V demonstrated, as did the 'reference' data set, that on average, cysts
were perfectly randomized in the subsamples and therefore binomially distributed
between subsamples. This was expected, as bulk samples in both data sets were
submitted to the same method of soil mixing. The expected value of the coefficient of
variation, associated with cyst extraction (in Laboratory 1)and counting (in Laboratory
0), ek~05, was higher than in the 'reference' data set, namely 0.096. The most important
distinction between the two data sets, 'reference' and 'field V, is the difference in the
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Figure 3.4.- Data set "fieldV. Therelation between theback-transformed class-mean,Mj,
and A:the expected value, S?, perclassy of the variance of 'pairs', S2ipandequation(12)
describing S2,.B:theexpected value, CVpperclassy of coefficients of variation of 'pairs',
CVjj,the 95%-confidence limit of CVV and equation (13)and (14)describing CVjandthe
confidence limit, respectively. C:thedifference, Dp between CVj andCVJ/bin, andthe95%
confidence limit of£>,y.Intheback-ground ofA,BandC,respectively, S2,^ CVV andDv are
plotted against Mtj. Expected values of variables perclassj areindicated asblack dots (•),
variables per 'pair' ijasopen dots (o),fittedmodels ofexpected values assolid lines(—)
andconfidence limitsasbroken lines(—).
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Figure 3.5.-Data set "fieldV'. A: '"log-transformed cystnumbers,logAand logB, in 'pairs',
plotted againsttheirmean,m,j. Theexpected valueofm^perclassy,rrij,, isindicated asasolid
line (—). The 95% confidence interval, mjtlsj, is indicated between broken lines (—). B:
Untransformed cyst numbers, A and B, in 'pairs', plotted against their mean, MSj. The
expected value of Muper class j , Mpis indicated as a solid line (—). The 95% confidence
interval,A/,+25), isindicated betweenbroken lines (—). Classboundaries are indicated atthe
topofeach graph.
95% upper confidence limits of CV^ and £>,-,,described by equations (14) and (16). For
the 'reference'' and 'field V data sets the estimates ofkh for the 95%confidence limits
were 1.27 and 5.4, respectively, and ofk2330 and 14.
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'Field VI'
-Details ofthedataset
Allthree subsamples('pairs', heretriples)offield VIwereinvestigated.Themeancyst
number, mip per 'pair' /ranged from 3to 700 cysts (per 870 g).The 147 'pairs' were
divided into five classes and the basic statistics were calculated as described above.
Thenumber ofcounts«_,.per classranged from 22to42.Thedistributions ofs2v within
classeswerenegatively skewed andtherefore thearithmeticmeansofstjwerenottaken
as expected values,s2p per class,buttheback-transformed arithmeticmeans(minusc,)
ofXjj=w\og(s2jj+Cj)(seestep4in 'Mathematical analysis').
The coefficients of variation CVyper 'pair' varied from 0.2 to 81%;the average
coefficients of variation per class, CVpvaried from 10% in class 5 with the highest
classmeans(A^=152.2)to38%intheclass 1 withthesmallestclassmeans(A^=8.6).
-Modelsandparameter estimation
The relations betweenMpas the independent variable, and S2jand CVj as dependent
variables, and the equations describing these relations, (12) and (13), are shown in
Figure 3.6A and B whereStJ and CVtj are plotted againstMtJ in the back-ground. The
estimates ofek,andek2 intheequations (12)and (13)were0.9 and 330, respectively.
The expected value, tkh of kh was larger than q, implying that cysts were not
distributed perfectly in the subsamples, which coincides with the statement in
Materials and Methods that bulk samples of 'field VI'were only superficially mixed.
Calculating Du and its 95%upper limit would therefore be meaningless. Instead, the
relation between Mjand \lk2 and its 95%upper limit were calculated and depicted in
Fig.3.6.C, against the back-ground of \lk2versusMip As 'pairs' in this data set were
actually triples and \lk2 was not normally distributed in all classes, step 7b of the
'Mathematical analysis' was followed. The classes 4 and 5 were sufficient
homogeneously distributedtoestimate standarddeviations,ajk2withequation (10)and
thenumber of 'pairs' issufficient large(147)toestimatethe95%confidence limitsby
trial and error for the other classes. The estimates of k,-ek,and k2for the 95%upper
limit were 2.1 and45respectively. The 95%upper limits ofCVy couldbe constructed
with equation (14) andthe estimates, 3and45ofk, andk2, respectively, found for the
95% upper limit of \lk2.The 95%upper limits of CVtj and \lk2were drawn in Figure
3.6.BandC.
Figure 3.7A shows the log-transformed cyst numbers of 'pairs', actually here triples,
plotted against their means, mip the class mean, mp and the 95%confidence interval
rrij+lSj. Figure 3.7B gives the same information as Figure 3.7A for the untransformed
cystnumbers of 'pairs',theirmeans Mtj theback-transformed expectedvalues,Mjper
classy and the 95%confidence interval Mj±2Sp Actually 98%of all cyst numbers lay
withintheestimated 95%confidence interval.
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Figure 3.6. - Data set 'field VT. The relation between the back-transformed class mean,Mp
and A:the expected value,S2P per classy ofthevarianceof 'pairs',S2V. B:theexpected value,
CVp per classy of coefficients of variation of 'pairs', CV{j and the 95%confidence limit of
CVg. C: The expected value, \/ek2,and the 95%confidence limit of l/k2. In the back-ground
of A, B, and C, respectively, S2^ CVtj and l/k2are plotted against Mtj. Expected values of
variables per classy are indicated as black dots ( • ) , variables per 'pair' ij as open dots (O),
fitted equations ofexpected valuesassolid lines(—) andconfidence limitsasbroken lines(—
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Figure 3.7. - Data setifield VT. A: log-transformed cysts numbers, logA, logB and logC, in
'pairs',plotted against their mean,mv. Theexpected value ofm^per classy, mp isindicated as
a solid line (—). The 95% confidence limits, nij±2Sj are indicated as broken lines (—). B:
Untransformed cysts numbers, A, B, and C, in 'pairs', plotted against their mean, Mv.The
expected value of Myper class j , Mp is indicated as a solid line (—). The 95% confidence
limits, Mj±2Sj are indicated asbroken lines (-—). Class boundaries areindicated atthetop of
each graph.

- Conclusions
The deviation of zk, from q (=0.67) indicates that cysts were not perfectly random
distributed in the subsamples. The estimate of zk, for 'Field VI' differs from the
estimates for the other data sets. Such a deviation could be expected, since bulk
samples of field VI', contrary to bulk samples of other fields, were only superficially
mixed. As £#,=0.9, Dp the difference between the expected value, CF2, per classy of
squares of coefficients of variation per pair, CV2^ and C^. W n . still depends on Mj and
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equals 0.23/Mj+l/ek2. Theoretically e&/ (=0.055) must beinterpreted asthe average
coefficient of variation associated with cyst extraction in Laboratory 2 and cyst
counting inLaboratory 0,added tothesquare root ofthe reciproque ofa coefficient of
aggregation, ek3'°\ dueto imperfect mixing. This coefficient ofaggregation, ek a must
be large, implying that the coefficient of variation connected with it is small, asthe
estimates ofek2'05ofthe 'reference' data set(0.036) and 'field VI'(0.055) are similar.
If a coefficient ofvariation duetoextraction andcounting should beassumed to equal
that ofLaboratory 0,thecoefficient ofaggregation inthesubsamples dueto imperfect
mixing is 587 (1/330-1/753)"'.
'Field I-IV
-Details of the dataset
The bulk samples from field I-IV were divided into three subsamples with an average
weight of 600 g each, but only two subsamples ('pairs') were investigated. The
infestations on all four fields were more or less uniform with 95% of the mean cyst
numbers, Mipper 'pair' inanarrow range, between 100and250. The315 'pairs' were
divided into four classes. The number, «, of 'pairs' per class varied from 26 to144.
The distributions of s2^ within classes were negatively skewed and therefore the
arithmetic means ofs,jwere nottaken as expected values, s2p perclass, butthe backtransformed arithmetic means (minus c;) of A,,y=10log(j2,;,-+c/-) (see step 4 in
'Mathematical analysis').
The coefficients of variation per 'pair', CVip varied from 0.1 to 103%, while the
expected values of the coefficients of variation per class, CVp ranged from 12.5%in
class 9 with the highest cyst number (Mj= 415) to 18.5%in the class 1 with the
smallest cyst number (M/=77).
-Models and parameter estimation
The relation between Mj as independent variable, and CVj and Dp as dependent
variables, andtheir descriptions byequations (13)and(15), respectively, areshown in
Figure 3.8.A and B. In the back-ground of Figure 3.8.A and B, CVtj and Dip
respectively, areplotted versus MipTheestimates ofzk, andek2 in equations (13)and
(15) were 0.67 and 55, respectively. The 95%confidence limit of S2^,.,^ andwas
estimated asdescribed instep 7cof'Mathematical analysis'. The estimates ofk, and k2
for this 95% confidence limit were oiCVijMV, andDijrI.IV, were 5.4and7 respectively.
The 95%upper limits of CV0andD0 were drawn inFigure 3.8.A andB.
Figure 3.9A shows the log-transformed cyst numbers of 'pairs' plotted against their
means, mjp the class mean, mp andthe 95% confidence interval mj±2sj. Figure 3.9B
gives the same information as Figure 3.9A for the untransformed cyst numbers of
'pairs', their means Mjj: theback-transformed expected values, Mjperclassy and the
95% confidence interval Mj±2Sp Actually 96% of all cyst numbers lay within the
estimated 95%confidence interval.
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Figure 3.8. -Data set 'fieldI-IV. Therelation betweenthe back-transformed class mean,Mp
and A: the expected value,CVt, per classy of coefficients of variation of 'pairs', CVy and the
2
95% confidence limit ofCV„ B: the difference, Dp between CF , and C ^ . w and the 95%
confidence limit of Z),y.In the back-ground of A, and B,respectively, CV,j and D,j are plotted
againstMtj. Expected values of variables per classy areindicated asblack dots ( • ) , variables
per 'pair' if as open dots (o), fitted models of expected values as solid lines (— ) and
confidence limitsasbroken lines (—).

- Conclusions
Although modelling and parameter estimation in data set 'field I-IV were hampered by
the narrow range of cyst numbers,the conclusion from the 'reference' data set and data
set 'field V that on average, cysts were perfectly randomized in the subsamples and
therefore, binomially distributed, were not contradicted. This result was expectable as
the bulk samples inthethree data setswere submitted tothe same method of mixing.
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Figure 3.9. - Data set 'fieldl-IV. A: '"log-transformed cysts numbers, logA, logB and logC,
in 'pairs',plotted againsttheir mean,m,j. Theexpected value ofw,yperclassy, mp is indicated
as a solid line (—).The 95%confidence limits,mj±2Sj are indicated as broken lines (—). B:
Untransformed cysts numbers, A, B, and C, in 'pairs', plotted against their mean, Mir The
expected value of Mtj per class j , Mp is indicated as a solid line (—). The 95%-confidence
limits,Mj±2St are indicated as broken lines (—). Class boundaries are indicated at the top of
eachgraph.

However, the expected value of the coefficient of variation, associated with cyst
extraction and counting, the square root of \lek2, was higher than inthe other data sets,
namely 0.135 ( Table 3.2), as was the 95%upper limit, the square root of \lk2 (0.33),
probably because the cysts in the subsamples A and B were counted in two different
laboratories (Table 3.1).
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3.5. Discussion
In the Results, the sensitivity of the measurement 'equipment', (mixing with
subsampling, extraction and counting) used by nematologists to estimate relevant
signals inthe field, e.g.theestimation ofpopulation densities,were quantified for three
laboratories, using data sets from several fields. Wecannowevaluate thesuitability of
this 'equipment' to measure three signals already quantified, namely the coefficient of
aggregation of small scale distribution patterns of nematodes (Seinhorst, 1988)and a
sampling method, AMI-100, forthe detection ofsmall infestation foci, applied bytwo
commercial laboratories, Laboratories 1 and 2 (Chapter 8). As subsampling is not
common practice for detection, first an effort is made to separate the extraction error
from the subsampling andcounting errors. This isdone by comparison ofthe data sets
'field V , 'field VI'and fieldI-IV with the 'reference' dataset.
Comparison of the data sets
- Theresults of 'reference'' and'field V
In the 'reference'' data set the average coefficient of variation, CVP at large cyst
numbers is 3.6%, the smallest of all data sets (Table 3.2). Therefore, the results in
Laboratory 0 were used as a standard to estimate extraction errors in data set field V
that must have the same variation dueto subsampling and counting, as these tasks for
both data sets were exclusively performed byLaboratory 0. Consequently, asis shown
in equation (17),the data sets 'reference' and 'field V differ only in that extraction in
the former case isdone byLaboratory 0andinthelatter byLaboratory 1.
CV2 ,=CV2.
^

, +CV2

+CV2

total ^ ' subsampling *-"' extraction ^ ' counting

(17)
\

>

As the expected value of k: for both data sets equals the proportion q of the bulk
sample that was not investigated, so that the first term of equation (17) equals the
square of CVbi„-, the coefficient of variation according to a 'binomial' distribution, it
seems safe to make twoconclusions. First, that theexpected value ofthe coefficient of
variation associated with subsampling is well described by a 'binomial' distribution.
Second, that theexpected value of l/k2refi which stands for \lk2 forthe 'reference' data
set, canbe attributed tocounting andextraction byLaboratory 0.
For theexpected values ofthe squares ofcoefficients ofvariation, equation (17)canbe
rewrittenas:
Z

Cv,otal=ZC

V'bmomiat+E^Kxtraction

+Z

C*counting

As for all data sets counting was done in Laboratory 0, and we know that for
Laboratory 0the sumof both errors was3.6%(Table 3.2.), we can safely assume that
both errors were small with coefficients of variation between 1% and 3 % each.
However, with the estimation of confidence limits of extraction errors a difficulty

C^ ° )
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arises. The parameter k2intheupper limit ofCVjconsists oftwo components, one due
to extraction and counting errors, and a'true' coefficient ofaggregation, k'3, associated
with a clumped distribution ofcysts inthe subsamples due toimperfect mixing. In the
present data sets these two types ofvariation cannot beseparated. Forconvenience,in
the following calculations extraction errors in Laboratory 0 were assumed negligible
and both the deviations of k2 from ek2in the 'reference'' data set were entirely
attributed tosubsampling and counting.
Then, equation (19) applies forallother probabilities, x, than theexpected value, CVj
ofthe total coefficient ofvariationCVn.
Kref[

CV

M

k, r

1 , 1 ,
Kx,ref k2>,ref

j

1

_i^+_L_
J

(19)

2*sef

In equation (19) \lk2.ref equals \lkcref+\lk'3ref. The parameter kexref is a coefficient
associated with extraction in the 'reference'' data set and the parameter k2,ref
incorporates a 'true' coefficient ofaggregation, k'3ref, andacoefficient associated with
counting, kcrefi inthe 'reference' dataset.
The difference between thesquares ofthe coefficients ofvariation of 'field V and the
'reference' data set, indicated as,6V, serves asanestimate ofthe extraction error made
by Laboratory 1.The expected value, ebv, ofthis difference 6Vis described byequation
(20) and equals 0.089, which is only slightly smaller than the square root of l/ek2V
(0.096).
e6„=C*/r-ctf„/=——!—= — - — = —
v
hV
J ref
' ek2v zk2tM 108 753 126

(20)

The difference, b095, between the squares ofthe 95%confidence limits of field V and
the 'reference' data setisdescribed byequation (21).The subscripts 'V, and'ref refer
to accompanying variables or parameters with respect to the data sets 'field V and
'reference' respectively, the subscript '0.95' refers to accompanying variables and
parameters forthe 95%confidence limit
8095=^0.95^^^=^-^4-^
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The 95% upper confidence limit of extraction error, 5 095 , of Laboratory 1was
calculated bysubtracting the95%upper limit ofCY2^ from CV2JV09S Then, equation
(21)can berewrittenas
s
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The relations between Mj as independent variable and e5 and 6095, as dependent
variables, depicting the expected value, and the 95% confidence limit of the
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coefficient of variation associated with extraction in Laboratory 1, are visualized in
Figure 3.10.
- The results ofthe data sets 'reference' and 'field VF
For 'field VF e8 and 6 095 were calculated much in the same way as for 'field V with
equations (20) and (21), except that equation (20) for the expected value, e6, of the
extraction error made by Laboratory 2was slightly adapted to equation (23) because of
light mixing only ofbulk samples before subsampling.
e 8
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For the 95% upper confidence limit of extraction error of Laboratory 2 an average
value was calculated by following the same procedure as for 'field V.The results of
these calculations are not quite comparable with those for 'field V, as eA:,for 'field VF
was larger than the parameter q of the 'binomial' distribution, due to light mixing only
of the bulk sample before subsampling. Nevertheless, for 6og5V,of 'field VI', equation
(20) was rewritten as
^
3-1.27 1 _ 1 _1.73 1
< W - Mj +4 5 "330- Mj + 5 2

n . .
(M)

- The results ofthe data sets field V and field I-IV
Data sets field V and field I-IV differ only inthat cyst counts of subsamples A and B
of the former data set were made exclusively in Laboratory 0 but subsamples of the
latter were counted by Laboratories 0 and 3, respectively. Therefore, field I-IV is
compared with 'field V instead ofthe 'reference' data set.
The expected value of the coefficient of variation, associated with cyst extraction (in
Laboratory 1)and counting (in Laboratories 0 and 3), tk2j_,y05, was 0.135, respectively
0.13, 0.095 and 0.12 higher than in the data sets 'reference' (with efc2re/-°5=0.036),
field V (with eyfc2r05=0.096) and field VI' (with e£2iK/05=0.055). Analogue
differences for the 95% confidence limits between data set field I-IV on the one hand
and the data sets 'reference', field V and field VI' on the other hand were 0.37, 0.27
and 0.35, respectively.
We know from equation (19) that the expected value, e8 K of the extraction error for
data set field V is 0.089. If it is assumed that the expected values of the extraction
error for data sets field V and field I-IV were the same, the expected value of the
counting error in data set 'field I-IV can be obtained by extracting zbv from eA:;/./Kand
taking the square root. It equals 0.11. It can be concluded that counting errors affect
mainly the parameter k2and not or hardly k,and thus are independent of cyst counts.
- The results of 'field V and 'field VF
If the quality of the two laboratories, 1and 2, are compared, the quality of Laboratory
2 surpasses that of Laboratory 1. Both the expected values of coefficients of variation
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and the 95%upper limit were smaller for Laboratory 2than for Laboratory 1in spite of
the fact that Laboratory 2 was slightly handicapped because of the imperfect mixing of
subsamples. So-called 'ring investigations', in which both laboratories participated for
years, did not quantify these differences in extraction quality.
The afore-said estimates of the expected values and 95% confidence limits of
coefficients of variation, associated with subsampling, extraction and counting in the
various laboratories, are summarized in Table 3.4. In the following the consequences
of these estimates for the estimation of the small scale distribution and the detection
probability of small foci will be discussed.

Consequences of the 'noise' estimatorCVj
- For the estimate ofek3in CVdislrib
One of the signals, which we intended to pick up, was the small scale distribution
pattern of potato cyst nematodes. On the base of data published so far, a pattern to be
expected is that of a negative binomial distribution, with an average coefficient of
aggregation, tk3, of 70 (Seinhorst, 1988). The coefficient of variation associated with
the small scale distribution of cysts, CVdistrib, is described by equation (25)
CVdistrib

l+ l
Tj e£ 3

(25)

Table 3.4. - Summary estimates of £, and k2associated with the expected values and 0.95
confidence limits of coefficients of variation associated with subsampling, extraction and
counting,andvariouslaboratories.
Typeoferror

Mixing and subsampling

Extraction

Laboratory

exp.value

95%limit

Exp.value

95%limit

Exp.value

L0

£,=0.67
£2=0

k,<1.27
k2=330

nill

nill

£,=0
£,<1000

LI

-

-

£,=0
£,= 126

k, =4
k2=\5

-

L2

-

-

£,=0
k2=587

£,= 1.7
£,=52

-

L3

-

-

-

-

£,=0
£,=98

No information available
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Theparameter ek3 represents the expected value ofthe coefficient of aggregation and
equals 70forbulk samplesof 1.5kg(Seinhorst, 1982).Theparameter 7jrepresentsthe
number of cysts counted in a sample and equals Mr If a subsample is taken, after
thoroughly mixingofthebulk sample,thetotalcoefficient ofvariation dueto sampling
and subsampling (if cysts were perfectly random distributed in samples) equals
equation(26),adaptedfromSeinhorst(1988).
CVJ,,=CV2 ,+CV\
w

* total ^ ' sample

subsample

.= ± + ± + _ J l = - ^ _ + ± + _ I _ = _ L + ±
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.
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i

(26)
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Tj k3 p-Tj p-Tj k3 p-Tj p-Tj k3

Theparameter/?istheproportionoftheinvestigatedbulksample.Then,p-Tjrepresents
the number of cysts counted in a subsample. In Fig.3.10, the average coefficient of
variation, CVdistrib, according to anegative binomial distribution withk3 = 70 is shown
as a bold solid line.CVdislrib, increased by tk,,.IV, the expected value of extraction and
counting errors made by Laboratories 1and 3,is shown asathin solid line.CVdistrib +
ku.,v, increased by anerrorduetosubsampling ifsubsample sizewas 10%ofthebulk
sample, is given as a broken line in Fig.3.10. Increase of CVdistrib, with ekIrefi the
counting and extraction error made by Laboratory 0, is depicted in Fig. 3.10 as grey
dots. Three conclusions can be drawn: First, that subsampling does not influence the
total coefficient of variation, irrespective the relative size of the subsample, provided
that sufficient entities are counted, for potato cysts nematodes 250 cysts or more.
Second, that the estimate of k3is considerably reduced by the addition of seemingly
moderate extraction and counting errors made by Laboratories 1and 3, respectively,
and equals 30 instead of the expected 70. Third, the extraction and counting errors
madebyLaboratory 0hardly influence theestimateofk3.
To adjust nematode counts tothe coefficient ofvariation necessary for thepurpose of
investigation, sufficiently large bulk samples should be taken. These large bulk
samples have large coefficients of aggregation, provided that the areafromwhich the
bulk samples are taken is a sufficiently homogenous area with the same average
nematode density.Although the 'true' coefficient ofaggregation,k3, isproportional to
the weight of the sample (Seinhorst, 1988), it is not reduced by subsampling of bulk
samples. These bulk samples must bewell mixed and divided into anumber of equal
portionswhich couldbeinvestigated sequentially.
However, for at least 10% of all investigated 'pairs' in 'field V and 'field I-IV the
extraction error was not constant, but depended on the number of cysts in the
subsamples and was estimated by b095V. If the coefficient of variation, CVdislrib, is
increased withboththeextraction error,b095V, andthecountingerrortheestimateofk3
alsobecomes dependent oncystcountsandvariesfrom0.33 (if 1 cystiscounted)to12
(if morethan 1,000 cysts arecounted).Thisphenomenon isshown inFig. 3.10 bythe
upper broken line, where the estimates of k3 are printed on the right side of the
calculated datapoints (A).
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Figure 3.10.-Therelation betweencystnumbers,eitherinthebulk sampleor ina subsample
with relative size of 10%of the bulk sample, and i) the coefficient of variation CVdhlrib, the
negative binomial distribution with coefficient of aggregation, k3, of 70, indicated as a bold
solid line(—);ii)the sum,S,, ofCVM„rib andtheexpected valueofthecoefficient ofvariation,
tk,,,.IV, associated with extraction in Laboratory 1and counting in laboratory 3,depicted as a
thin solid line (—); iii) the sum S2, of S, and the coefficient of variation, CVbjn, due to
subsampling, indicated asabroken line (—); iv)the sumS^of CVdl,lrib, the counting errorby
Laboratory 3(e£/>WF-e8r),andthe95%confidence limitoftheextractionerror, b09SV, madein
Laboratory 1,givenasathin solidlinewithblacktriangles(A—A);V)thesumS 4ofCVdhlTib and
the expected value of the coefficient of variation,^,,rc/, dueto extraction and counting errors
inLaboratory 0,represented asblackdots(••).
These findings have consequences for the estimates of k3 from regression analysis of
foci in Chapter 7, where cyst extraction was in most cases done by the commercial
Laboratories 1and 2. First, the assumption that values ofk3are constant within a focus
is violated. Second, most estimates of k3 from regression analysis, will be
underestimated by various, but unknown degrees. Fortunately, the estimated gradients
were not biassed by extraction and counting errors.
A feature, also to be deduced from the results, is that, if subsamples are taken and/or
laboratory errors are dependent of cyst numbers in samples, 'noise' and 'signal' are
congruent. This congruence may be deceitful. In many biological reports distribution
patterns of nematodes, but also of other soil-borne organisms, are often described by a
negative binomial function, mostly with small estimates for the coefficient of
aggregation k3.It cannot be excluded that such a distribution function and coefficient
of aggregation may indicate the 'noise' produced by the investigator rather than the
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Figure 3.11. -Therelation between theaveragedetectionprobability ofastandard infestation
focus with central density of 100 cysts per kg of soil, and upper limits, x, associated with
extraction and counting errors made by commercial laboratories. The resulting average
detection probability isrepresented bythe surface underthesolid,dottedline.

distribution pattern of the organisms studied, especially in cases that the quantitative
consequences of sampling and laboratory procedures arepoorly documented.
For extension purposes
Coefficients of variation associated with extraction, especially when larger than or
equal to the coefficients of variation associated with sampling methods, will influence
the accuracy and precision of sampling methods. We will discuss probabilities of
biasses by laboratory methods for the AMI 100 method, described by Been &
Schomaker (1998b), prescribing 3.6 kg of soilper onethird of ahectare, taken in a grid
pattern of 5 x 5 m2, to detect foci with a central density of 100cysts per kg of soil with
an average probability of 90%. A model study, consisting of 500,000 Monte Carlo
simulations, was made, using the simulation model, SAMPLE, written by Been &
Schomaker (Chapter 8) which provides the sampling results of the described
infestation focus, assuming a negative binomial small scale distribution of cysts with a
coefficient of aggregation, £3, of 70 for soil samples of 1.5 kg (Seinhorst, 1988). The
result of this model study was a negative binomial distribution with mean 2.9 and a
coefficient of aggregation of 4.13. The 95% interval comprised cyst counts between 0
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and 10. The expected value of the extraction error (0.9), made by Laboratory 1, if
added to the coefficient of variation, associated with the number of cysts per sample,
changedtheaverage detectionprobability only slightly.
However, extraction errors, associated with probabilities ranging from the expected
value to the 0.0005 level (calculated following step 7c of mathematical analysis),
resulting in values of k,,.,Vx-k,refxlarger than 1 decreased the average detection
probability from 90% to 80%. This changed detection probability was estimated by
calculating, for eachpossiblecystcountintheabovementionedfrequencydistribution,
theprobability at zero cysts,given the coefficients ofvariation dueto extraction atthe
various probability levels and by adding these probabilities to the probability of zero
cysts in the negative binomial distribution, associated with field sampling and
equalling 0.1.Theresultsofthesecalculations arevisualised inFig.3.11.
Resuming, we can conclude that increase oftheparameter k,for extraction and other
laboratory errors to values larger than zero results in a decrease of the average
detection probability ofsmall infestation foci. Results from Laboratory 1 give ahigher
probability at suchbiasses thanresults from Laboratory 2.Variation ink2, as observed
in thepresent data sets, isofminor consequence to detection probability for extension
purposes.
Intheso-called 'ring-investigations' muchattention ispaidtoextraction efficiency and
littletothevariation ofextraction efficiency. However, areduced extraction efficiency
can easily be compensated by taking a slightly larger soil sample, provided that it is
accompanied by a small coefficient of variation. It would be useful for both
commercial and research laboratories to investigate the source(s) of the variation in
extraction efficiency, especially with respect to the parameter k,, operating at small
cyst counts. To this purpose, the effect of all laboratory errors, elutriation, separation
and counting, on the parameter kt must be separately investigated at sufficiently wide
ranges of cyst counts (for instance, by investigating samples from large infestation
foci) andberelatedtobothtechnical andhuman factors.
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Waystoimprovetheaccuracyofhatchingtests for
Globodera spp.withspecialemphasisonnematicide
trials

T.H.Been&C.H.Schomaker

Improvinghatchingtests
Summary 4.1. - Hatching tests using potato root diffusate are
labourious and yield quite variable results. Sources of variability were
identified and analysed, and solutions were presented. A method was
developed to conduct hatching tests using inert materials so that the
totalvariation attheend ofthetestisminimized.Anumber ofhatching
tests was carried out to increase reliability, optimize the method and
limit the amount of work. Thus, it was possible to obtain a coefficient
of variation (cv) of the hatching process which is in accordance with
the combined errorsexpected when acertain number of cysts istreated
and eggs are used in a hatching test. An Appendix is provided listing
the different errors and ways to calculate and cope with them. The
results indicate that the hatching process is no longer an important
source ofvariation for theendresult.Allvariationhigherthanexpected
could be explained by variation between replications of batches with
the same treatment, indicating that small differences in nematicide
application cause major differences in the end result. The treatment
effect was more important in field experiments than in laboratory experiments.
The hatching curve could be described adequately by a log-logistic
curve with 3 parameters (A.final number of hatched larvae, a time, P
slope parameter). Addition of a fourth parameter (y, incubation time)
improved the fit of the hatching curve significantly. Using the loglogistic model, final hatch can be predicted with a certain error before
the actual hatching test ended, but in general final hatch is underestimated. When anerror of 5%is accepted, the length of time required to
perform a hatching test of a laboratory experiment can be reduced by
80% for untreated batches and by 40 to 80% for batches treated with
nematicides. Acceptable reduction is negatively correlated with the
concentration ofthefumigant used.
Hatchingtestswithcystsoriginatingfromfield experiments areunsuitable for prediction using a time limited data set. In cyst batches from
thefieldcompoundhatchingcurvescouldbedistinguished in4outof6
fields, indicating that the soil samples contained at least two fractions
of cysts with different hatching responses. Prediction would cause a
significant underestimation offinalhatch andconsequently anoverestimationofmortality.

4.2. Introduction
Several methods have been developed to distinguish between living and dead potato
cyst nematodes, such as 'pricking' individual eggs (Fielding, 1951),the 'kinked larvae'
method (Staniland & Stone, 1953), colouring with various dyes (e.g. Boyd, 1941;
Kampfe, 1956;Fenner, 1962; Shepherd, 1962),bioassays (Hijink, 1971),hatching tests
(Fenwick, 1949, 1950a) and measuring the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) content of
nematodes (Atkinson & Ballantyne, 1977a,b).
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Most of these methods have severe disadvantages especially when used to evaluate
nematicide trials.E.g.pricking the eggshell and observing theway the larva emerges
istoo labourioustouse for experimentswheretens ofthousand individuals havetobe
screened. Bioassays, which measure the multiplication of cysts after a nematicide
treatment are biassed as they ignore the density dependent multiplication rate of
nematodes (Seinhorst, 1993),which will obscure thetrue result ofthe fumigant application.
Three methods areused frequently, 1)stainingwithNewBlueR,2)ATP-analysisand
3)hatching tests. The simplest is to stain dead eggs and larvae withNew Blue R. An
immersion period of oneweek in a0.05%solution ofthe stain, after soaking inwater
for aweek,wasclaimed sufficient andtheproportion of'doubtfuls' rarely exceeded23% (Shepherd, 1962).Themethod has been used in TheNetherlands,but it had tobe
adapted in several ways. The concentration of the New Blue R was doubled and the
period used to stain the cyst contents extended totwoweeks.An immersion period of
one day inclearwaterhadtobeaddedtodiscolour eggs-shells.Aperiod ofsixmonths
was introduced between nematicidetreatment andtesting,asthecystcontent ofyoung
cysts always coloured during this period regardless of being dead or alive (Van Eck,
1978) and not all dead eggs of older cysts stained in that period (Hijink, 1971). The
percentage 'doubtfuls' washigherthan found by Shepherd (Van Eck, 1978).Notwithstanding numerous improvements, the method was found to betoovariable for use in
scientific experiments, so that it can only be applied as a kind of quick-and-dirty
methodtotake 'a first glance'.
The second method, ATP analysis, although elegant and fast, has its own pitfalls as
bacterial ATP is measured too. The method was investigated in The Netherlands by
Van Eck (1978) but results were inexplicable and coefficients of variation (cv) were
high (58%). The method is still being pursued because of its potential to save time.
Recently, Huijbregts et al (1996) estimated viability of Heterodera schachtiipopulationsbymeasuringATP,ADPandAMPcontentsdirectlyusingHPCL.
The third method, the hatching of potato cyst nematodes using the natural hatching
agent of the potato plant, was originally developed by Fenwick (1949, 1950a,b,
1951a,b). He elegantly described the hatching process of cyst nematodes and the
influence of nematicide treatments and physical conditions on the hatching process.
The hatching process needed an increasing time period with increasing doses of
nematicide applied and could last for more than three months. Although Fenwick
(1951b) also provided a faster method which saves considerable time his methods are
rarelyused.Otherresearchersemployinghatchingtestsreportedhighvariability.
Bunt & Van Eck (1978) compared the three methods and found hatching tests with
natural and artificial compounds to be the most reliable method for measurement of
mortality. Still,acvof25%forthehatchingtestswasreported.
However, sources of error contributing to the variability of hatching tests can be
identified (seenext section)and itshouldbepossibletoredesignhatchingtests insuch

Improving hatching tests
a way that their accuracy is increased. Several experiments were undertaken between
1985 and 1988 to quantify the effect of fumigants on the mortality of Globodera spp.
Two laboratory experiments, one with 1,3-dichloropropene (Schomaker & Been,
1998a) and one with methyl-iso-thiocyanate (MIT) (unpublished), each performed at
three different dates after treatment, and two field experiments, each in three fields on
marine-clay soils (Been & Schomaker, 1998; unpublished data), were used to analyse
and improve hatching tests. The results arepresented inthis paper.

4.3. Problems
Several sources of error increase the variability of hatching tests, especially when
conducted to estimate mortality after a nematicide treatment.
/. Hatching device. Hatching devices were mostly designed of materials such as plastic, using glues for construction. These materials were not inert and the chemicals
evaporating from these devices influenced hatching tests and added to their variability
(Den Ouden, personal communication). Equipment, therefore, should be made of inert
materials, preferably glass.
//. Test unit. Almost always a certain predetermined quantity, be it number (Bunt &
Van Eck, 1978), volume or weight (Arntzen, 1993), of cysts is used in hatching tests.
However, cysts vary in size and in number of eggs/cyst, even with cysts of the same
size. If populations contain cysts of different age classes (field populations), even
empty cysts will be included and variability will be high. If these field populations
have been treated with nematicides variability will be even higher.
Some authors reported a linear relationship between a volume or weight of cysts in a
sample or batch and the corresponding number of eggs inthat sample (Arntzen, 1993).
There is no doubt about such a correlation but its application can be questioned. Keeping in mind that the parameters of this relationship only apply to the population tested
(origin and age being crucial factors for every population and therefore by no means
transferable to any other batch), the confidence intervals of the regression parameters
are unacceptable large. Other researchers tried to reduce the variability of cyst contents
by grading them and using a certain fraction which had the lowest variability (Twomey
etal, 1995).
The use of laboratory reared populations, containing only healthy cysts with a complete cyst content, can decrease variability ofthe cyst content but proved to be insufficient (see below). Fenwick (1950a) reported a cv ranging from 7 to 2 1 %for hatched
untreated larvae when batches of 100 cysts were used. Been & Schomaker (1998) and
Schomaker & Been (1998a) used batches of counted cysts, with numbers up to more
than 3000 cysts/batch, for their nematicide trials.Of all these batches the total egg content was estimated. Coefficients of variation of these batches are displayed in Figure
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Figure 4.1. - Coefficient of variation inper cent of the number eggs and larvae per batch of
cysts (Globodera spp, see Table 4.1.), with 15to 120 replications per batch and batch sizes
ranging from 166 up to 3300 cysts/per batch (manually counted), originating from two
experiments with laboratory rearedpopulations (DD,MIT)andtwofieldexperiments (SPIJ1,
SPIJ2),eachwiththreefieldpopulations (seealsoTable4.1.).

4.1. (o and A). Even these one year old laboratory reared populations, grown on potatoes in pathogen-free artificial soil, displayed a cv as large as 33%. Six field populations (•, o) had a maximum cv of 45% at 1000 cysts/batch. On the other hand, the
population used in the laboratory experiment with MIT had a cv less then 10%, like
one of the field populations in Figure 4.1. When hatching tests are carried out (especially in comparative experiments) the use of cysts as inoculum results in a large
source ofvariation with unknown magnitude as tothe number of hatched larvae.
Treatment error and experimental design error will be added. In nematicide tests,
where relative hatchability is calculated using the number of untreated hatched larvae
as a reference, the cyst error is included twice and can it be so large that any resulting
survival ratio will be meaningless. The only possible solution for this problem is to
eliminate the variability of cyst contents by substituting cysts as a primary test unit by
eggs.
///. Recovery. Hatching tests with nematicides were frequently conducted too soon
after application of a nematicide treatment. Then, hatching may be completely inhibited. Fenwick (1950a) called this effect a 'prolonged delay in hatching'. Been &
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Figure 4.2.-Hatching curves ofbatchesoflarvaeofpotatocystnematodes(Globoderarostochiensis)exposed todifferent dosages ofmethyl-iso-thiocyanate(MIT2,4, 8,64-ug/ml)and
a untreated control (MIT 0),unpublished results.Ahatching curve shows the cumulated total
number ofhatched larvaeplotted againstlogtimeindays.

Schomaker (1987) and Schomaker & Been (1998a) reported that the Z-isomer of 1,3dichloropropene inhibited hatching completely during 6 weeks after application. The
effect decreased gradually afterwards and 7 months after application all surviving
larvae had recovered from treatment and were hatchable. Larvae at low dosages of the
E-isomer of 1,3-dichloropropene also recovered partly in the course of time. Hatching
tests, therefore, have to be delayed either until after any temporary effect has vanished
or a biologically meaningfull time period has passed, e.g. the period between soil
fumigation in autumn and potato planting in spring.
IV. Duration. Most hatching test were carried out during a fixed time period. Fenwick
(1957) already described that the hatching process was retarded by nematicides,
independent of the date of the hatching test. The retardation was proportional to the
dosage applied. Seinhorst & Den Ouden (1973) and Schomaker & Been (1987, 1998a)
reported the same effect for 1,3-dichloropropene (both isomers) and Schomaker &
Been (unpublished data) for MIT (Figure 4.2.). Hatching tests can last up to three or
four months, especially when, in field experiments, cysts from different depths of the
tilth are exposed to a different dosage. In The Netherlands, all hatching tests for the
efficiency of fumigant nematicides in field experiments lasted only 6 weeks. As a
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result mortalities were overestimated since, at the time of termination of the experiments, hatch was still in the 'near linear' part around the point of inflection of the loglogistic hatching curve (Figure 4.2.)- Figure 4.3.gives an example from a hatching test
with a fixed time period of 98 days using cysts from a farmer's field, treated with 1,3dichloropropene inthe laboratory. As only 40 cysts per replication were used it became
difficult to fit the hatching curve and to estimate the final numbers hatched. It is obvious that even 98 days were too short aperiod to estimate mortality accurately.
V.Biotic constraints. Because ofthe long duration ofhatching tests the risk of bacterial
or fungal growth interfering with the hatching process is considerable. When potato
cyst nematodes emerge from their eggs, the egg content surrounding the larvae will
spill into the hatching fluid, adding trehalose. This sugar, which normally protects the
larvae within the egg against environmental factors (desiccation, frost), supplies nutrients for bacteroids and fungi. When field populations are used, microorganisms are
automatically introduced into the test cups.
Adding Streptomycin helps to suppress bacterial growth without interfering with the
hatching test. Periodical renewal of the hatching agent, which decreases in activity,
will also remove the released trehalose. Therefore, the hatching device should consist
of two compartments, one containing the hatching agent, the other one containing
potato cyst nematodes, separated from each other by a material permeable for the
hatching agent and the hatched larvae.
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Figure 4.3.-Hatching curves of larvae ofpotato cyst nematodes (Globoderapallida) treated
with 1,3-dichloropropene at two concentrations and of an untreated control. Data obtained
from ahatching test with a duration fixed at 98days. Solid lines showthe expected hatching
curve and final hatch, using a GENSTAT V program for fitting the log-logistic hatching
curve.
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4.4.MaterialsandMethods
I.Hatchingdevice
The hatching device described is a modification ofthe hatching device (30u aperture
sieveplaced intubeswiththehatchingagent)usedby Seinhorst &DenOuden(1973).
Itconsists ofaglasstube(14mmdiam,20mmlength,Figure4.4.a)withbothcutends
rounded. One end, now the bottom end, will be covered by a gauze (22.4 um, Monadur; 30 by 30 mm, Figure 4.4.b), attached tothe glasstube by a 0.5 cmpiece of inert
medical tubing (Nalgene 8000, NON-TOXIC autoclavable Lab/Food, Grade tubing
7/16" IDx 1/16" Wall, Figure 4.4.c). For convenience, the whole is called test tube
(Figure 4.4.d). Specimens will be pipetted onto the gauze inside the test tube. The
stated mash size will retain eggs and, if still present, cyst walls but cannot withhold
active larvae. The test tube is placed in a glass cup (Figure 4.4.e) with only one side
open and the other side closed and concave (20 mm diam, length 28 mm). Together
they form ahatchingdevice(Figure4.4.f). Byusingaconcavebottom,theoutsidetube
permits the test tube to be submerged into the hatching fluid but not to rest on its
bottom. Only oneml ofhatching agent isrequiredto suspend alleggs.Refreshment of
thehatching agent iseasilyperformed byplacingthetesttubeinanew cup containing
fresh hatching agent. The old cup can be stored in at 4°C in a refrigerator before
counting. Up to 25 hatching devices can be placed in a specially designed perspex
carrier (dimensions 12.7 * 16.2 cm),which inturn isplaced inside aplastic box(Figure4.4.g) which only has afew small openings,toprevent fast evaporation ofthehatching agent. Plastic boxes can bestacked andplaced insideaincubator, inthe dark, at
the optimal hatching temperature of 20°C (Fenwick, 1951a). Extra dishes with water
are placed inside the incubator to increase humidity and to prevent evaporation from
the hatching devices.Asthehatchingprocess isoptimal inthedark (light inhibits hatching),theincubator isquitehandy.
II. Testunit
Hatching tests should be conducted with known numbers of individuals so that variability is minimized. Thus, batches with known numbers of eggs are used instead of
known numbers ofcysts.Batches ofatmost 1000cysts arepresoaked in 1,5 mlwater
in a glassvial (15,5 mminside diameter and 75mmhigh),for at least 24hours before
being crushed in suspension. Cysts are crushed inside the glass vials using a plunger
(Seinhorst & Den Ouden, 1966) to free eggs and larvae, approximately 95 and 5%
respectively,without damagingthem.Athighercystnumbers(>1000)notallcystswill
be crushed andbatches havetobesplitupbefore crushing.Eggs and larvae areretrieved by sieving outcystwallsusinga250 umsieve.Priortothedensity estimation,the
resulting suspension isdilutedtoobtainapproximately 1000eggsandlarvaepermlby
presuming an average cyst content of 200 eggs per cyst and adding the required
amountofwater.
Eggs and larvae sink to the bottom of the measuring glass because of their specific
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Figure 4.4. - Material used for the hatching tests: A: small glasstube (14 mm diam., 20 mm
length) both openings rounded. B:Apiece of gauze (3by 3cm),22,4 u mesh. C: Apiece of
medical tubing (diameter 7/16", 0.5 cm long).D:Outer glass cup;Duran glass (20mm diam.
28 mm length). E: perspex carrier; two perspex plates 12.7 * 16.2 cm, the upper one with
holes (diameter 21 mm) for inserting hatching vials. F: Complete hatching device. G: Plastic
box22 *14*5cmwithperspexcarrierholding 25hatchingdevices.

weight. Before pipetting a certain amount into a counting chamber or onto the gauze
inside the test tube, the eggs and larvae have to be brought in suspension again. Resuspending has to be done by random movements rather than by stirring as the latter
will cause the larvae to rotate alongside to the walls of the measuring glass. If the
procedure is followed scrupulously, the pipetting error will follow a Poisson distribution. Of the suspension, a volume of at least 0.5 ml is counted to estimate the real
density in the stock solution. If less than 300 eggs were counted another 0.5 ml was
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counted to stabilize estimation error. A minimum of 300 eggs counted yields a cv of
5.8% (STEP 2,AppendixA).Next, the required number ofeggswaspipetted intothe
test tube by using an adjusted volume based on the density estimation. As only the
volumepipetted isadjusted, theactualerror (expressed ascv)madewhenpipettingthe
required number of eggs will bethe same asthat made when the density ofthe stock
solution isestimated.
Because it issometimes impossibleandmostofthetimesinconvenient totry andpipet
the exact volume needed to obtain the desired number of larvae, the actual volume
pipetted is adjusted upwards (e.g. 1,1567 ml will be set to 1,2 ml) and a correction
factor iscalculated totransform allfuture hatchingdatafromthathatchingdevice.
III.Considerationsaboutnematicide trials
Fieldtrials.Infield trialswithnematicides cystswillbeexposedtoacertain dosageof
the nematicide. All eggs within one cyst will have been exposed to the same dosage
andtheirresponse(susceptibility)tothechemicalwillbemoreorlessidentical. Different cysts,however, will be exposed to different dosages, either because ofthevertical
location of cysts in the tilth or because of local variations in soil structure. In marine
clay soils,cystscanbeincorporated inclodsandthusbeoutofreach ofthechemical.Thus, even though there might be differences in sensitivity tothe nematicide between
eggswithin a cyst, mortality willvary morebetween cysts.Therefore, the assumption
is made that, according to the dosage applied, the cyst content is either completely
killed or completely alive. When a soil sample is collected and a certain number of
cysts is extracted, abinomial error for thenumber oflivecysts extracted from the soil
sample is added. When, for instance, 70% of 1000 cysts collected are dead a cv of
4.8%isintroduced forthenumberoflivecysts(STEP 1, AppendixA).
Laboratory trials. The rigid assumption that cysts exposed to nematicides are completely killed orcompletely alivewhencystsareexposed inthelaboratory (Schomaker
& Been, 1998a), is questionable because under laboratory conditions no physical
barriers to the chemical are present. In that case, the number of cysts needed for an
experiment can be drastically reduced as the eggwill be the primary unit affected by
thenematicide sothatonlythenumberofeggsexposedtothenematicidewillrequirea
certainminimum.
General. Because cysts are easily reared, cysts were regarded as the primary unit
affected by the nematicide in both laboratory trials discussed in this paper. After
preparation ofthe stock solution acertainnumberofeggsispipetted intothetesttube.
This fraction consists ofdead andaliveeggs.Again,when drawingasamplefromthat
stocksolution abinomialerrorisadded,identicaltoSTEP 1 (STEP4,AppendixA).
Both binomial errors can be minimized by adaptingthenumber ofcysts andthe number of eggs per test tube to the mortality expected, as has been done in the second
laboratory andthesecond field experiment.
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Figure 4.6. - A: Coefficient of variation in per cent of the replicates per hatch, used to measure variability of the hatching process in lab experiment DD, plotted against number of
larvaecounted. Hatchingtestswererepeated intime(Table4.1.).B:Coefficient ofvariation in
per cent ofthe replicates perhatch, used tomeasure variability ofthehatching process in lab
experiment MIT, plotted against number of larvae counted. Hatching tests were repeated in
time (Table4.1.).
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Per hatch, mean cv ranged from 7 up to 10%. In the second laboratory experiment,
with MIT, the number of eggs pipetted per test tube was adapted to the expected
mortality and had a maximum of 4000 eggs/test tube at the highest density. Now,
sufficient numbers ofhatched larvaecouldbecounted athighermortalitiestoo,andthe
mean cvperhatchwasbetween 5and 7%(Figure4.6.B.). Mean cv's (Table 4.1., last
column) were highest inthefirstfieldexperiment (SPIJ1,2000 larvaepipetted),especially infieldA with a mean cvof 15.8%,butwere ofthe same order as for all other
experiments due to the adaptation of the number of larvae per hatching device to the
expected mortality.
In Table 4.1., mean cv's oftheuntreated batches areprovided for all four experiments
and sub-experiments analysed. The minimum cv expected was calculated using the
equations in Appendix A and is presented as 'expected'. There are no significant
differences between expected and observed cv's in all experiments except in field A.
More detailed investigation ofthedatafromfieldArevealed somedeviant replications
yielding differences ofmorethan 100%ofhatched larvae although sufficient numbers
could be counted. This exceptional result, among hundreds of untreated and treated
batches investigated, is considered to be caused by an inoculation error rather than
actualvariability.
UsingAppendixA,theexpected minimum cvfortreatedbatcheswascalculated.Tobe
brief, only the relation between observed and mean expected cv's per replicate of the
hatching test for MIT is presented graphically in Figure 4.7.A. For all three hatching
dates the expected cv's, calculated using assumption t3 (Appendix A), were higher
than the observed cv's. In Figure 4.7.B the observed mean cv's per treatment are
related tothose expected usingassumptionst3andt4(AppendixA),which only differ
intheunitthenematicide actsupon(cystsversuslarvae).InTable4.3.this comparison
ispresented for allsub-experimentswitha+indicatingthebestfit.Overall,there isno
way to decide which assumption ismoreprobable,themain reason beingthe fact that
the number of cysts involved in all experiments was solarge (to accommodate for the
error according to STEP 1,Appendix A) that the error according STEP 1was small
anyhow.
/ / Treatmenterror
Analysis of error terms showed that variation between replications of the treatments
was much higher than the variation between replications of the hatching process. In
Figure 4.8.therelation between thetwoerrors ispresented for alltreatments ofthe 12
sub-experiments. Treatment error was larger than hatching process error, 4to 5times
inthelabexperimentsandover 10timesinthefieldexperiments.
///. Modellingthehatchingcurve
Table4.4.givesthegoodness offitofthelog-logisticmodel,expressed asthevariance
accounted for, R2, in four experiments and sub-experiments. For comparison the
hatching process was also fitted to a probit curve.For all twelve sub-experiments the
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Table 4.3.-Expected minimum error according toassumption t3 (cysts asthe primary units)
and t4 (eggs asthe primary units, seeAppendix A) compared to observed error for all twelve
sub-experiments. '+' indicates best fit to observed error, '*' indicates that the best fit is
significantly betterthanthefit accordingtoother assumption.
Experiment

Sub-experiment

I. DD

hatch 1

Assumption t3

Assumption t4
+*
+

hatch 2
+

hatch 3
II. MIT

hatch 1

+*

hatch 2

+*
+*

hatch 3
+*

fieldA
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Figure 4.8.-Componentsofvariability (hatchingcomponentversustreatment component)of
all treatments for all sub-experiments of Table 4.1. Generally, treatment error is 5times and
10times higher than hatching error for lab (DD, MIT) and field (SPIJ1, SPIJ2) experiments,
respectively.
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log-logistic curveprovided betterfits.Although the improvement isonly small, itwas
significant because ofthe largenumber oflines fitted. Theunder andover estimations
of fitted relative to actual values, listed in the last three columns of Table 4.4. as
'Absolute error (%)', remains low for the two lab experiments, but is higher for the
fieldexperiments.
When hatching curves were examined closer, a systematic deviation of the calculated
curvesfromthereal datawas observed, notwithstanding thehigh fit already obtained.
The log-logistic model overestimates actual cumulative counts inboththeconcaveand
convex part of the sigmoidal hatching curve producing a systematic error (Figure
4.3.). The deviation isprimarily causedbytheassumption that hatching starts at t=0,
immediately after the eggs are submerged inthehatching agent. The introduction ofa
delay factor - an 'incubation time'- as an extra parameter in the log-logistic equation
improved the fit between observed and calculated values (Table 4.4.), with nearly
100% of the variance accounted for in individual curves. The delay factor spans the
period from the first submerging of the eggs in the hatching agent over the time required for thehatching agent toreachthenematodetill themoment thefirstnematode
emergesfromtheegg.Theequation isalteredas follows:
F

«=

t ,. ,

Fort> Y

(2)

and
F(t)=0

Fort<y

y: Time span between submerging the eggs in the hatching agent over the time
required for the hatching agent to reach the nematode till the moment the first
nematodeemergesfromtheegg(indays).
In some ofthefieldsub-experiments theerrorbecame quitehigh(Table 4.4.).Inthose
cases, closer inspection of the relevant hatching curves indicated that two or more
curves were superimposed. The seemingly good fit for field A, with a small error,
consisted alsoofmorethanonecurve.Figure4.9.showshatchingcurvesfromfieldsA
and C of the SPIJ1 experiment. Original data, overall fit, fit of separate curves and a
compound fit of larvaefromone test tube arepresented. Figure 4.9. suggests that the
soil samples contained two and three fractions of cysts, respectively, with different
hatching curves.Thesameeffect wasfound inthehatchingcurvesoffieldsHandKof
theSPIJ2experiment,butwasabsentinfieldsBandVoranyofthelaboratorytests.
IV. Prediction
The log-logistic curve (with and without delay) was used to test the possibility to
predict thefinalhatch usingadata setreduced intime.By iteratively omitting the last
data point in time and performing new analyses both R2 and final hatch (A) were
estimated. Onelabexperiment,MIT1,andonefieldexperiment, SPIJ1,wereused.
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Figure 4.11. - Mean error (in per cent) offinalhatch of 30hatching curves per treatment of
the MIT lab experiment, first hatching date,versus time of duration of the experiment. Treatments: 0, 1,2, 4, 8, 16,32 and 64 ug/ml of MIT. Mean error isnegative because estimations
offinalhatch underrate the real mean cumulative number of larvae hatched (between 400 and
800).
the expected error should be minimized by using as many cysts and eggs as possible to
obtain enough larvae. Cysts originating from field plots tend to have lower hatching
percentages than cysts reared in the laboratory. Sometimes cysts originating from the
field are parasitized; sometimes they have been subjected to a nematicide treatment in
a previous year. Therefore, it is recommended to precede each experiment by testing a
batch of 1000 untreated larvae for hatchability. By adjusting, by way of a small pilot
test, the concentration of the hatching agent so that the largest possible fraction of the
pipetted larvae actually hatches, a larger number of larvae can be counted. If, for some
reason, hatchability ofthe control is low the number of eggs to be used inthe test tubes
has to be increased over all treatments. Adjustment of the number of hatched larvae to
be counted per test tube to 700-1000 in the final experiment is advisable. The easiest
way to minimize error even more is by increasing the number of eggs counted when
estimating the population density ofthe stock solution.
The most critical point in using egg suspensions is the process of keeping eggs and
larvae suspended in the stock solution without causing segregation (e.g. by stirring); in
other words to obtain a stock solution with Poisson distributed eggs and larvae. The
method of grinding cysts and making egg suspensions is now in use in most Dutch Re-
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search Institutes, not only for hatching tests but also to obtain precise initial population
densities for population dynamics research (e.g. Schomaker et al, 1995, Beniers et al,
1995) and to estimate the partial resistance ofpotato varieties (Schomaker et al, 1994).
Recently, medical apparatus using air bubbles has successfully been applied to keep
eggs and larvae in continuous random movement (Molendijk, personal communication).
Experimental error
The variation between replications of nematicidal treatments proved to be larger than
between replications of the hatching process. For field experiments this is not a great
surprise as the applied dosages vary vertically inthetilth because ofthe injection depth
and of redistribution of the fumigant and horizontally by fluctuations of driving speed
of the injector and differences in soil structure as well as the accessibility of cysts in
clods of soil. However, the large variation in laboratory experiments between identical
concentrations of 1,3-dichloropropene and MIT was a surprise. As these replications
came from the same stock solution of the fumigant this error originates from the
transfer of a sample from the fumigant solution to the vial in which the cysts were
exposed. This problem can only be addressed by a more sophisticated methodology of
exposing nematodes to pesticides or by a larger number of replicates to reduce the
standard error. When hatching tests are performed in the manner described in this
paper, no replications of the hatching process are required. Instead, an adequate number of replications of treatments can be incorporated in the test. In the second field
experiment (SPIJ 2) the number of replicates per treatment was quadrupled and replicates of hatch drastically reduced. The cv of the mean mortality by the fumigant application could be reduced from 14.%to 8% (reduction by 43%) as expected.
Hatching curve
Fenwick (1951b) already stated the futility of allowing a hatching test to continue for
any pre-determined time period as these tests can last from 10 days up to more than
three month depending on age, origin and treatment imposed on the cysts investigated.
He stated that individual counts of emerged larvae after several time periods should be
made to obtain cumulative data for fitting the hatching curve to a validated model,
thereby avoiding errors as shown inFigure 4.3.Only then, accurate estimations of final
hatch can be obtained even when fungal and bacterial growth interferes with the later
stages of the hatching process.
Modelling the hatching process proved valuable to describe the various ways nematicides act upon nematodes with more subtlety. Schomaker and Been (1998a) showed
that, although low dosages of nematicides increased the final cumulative number of
hatched larvae (X) compared to the control, the start of the hatching process, after
immerging the eggs into the hatching agent, was delayed as expected after application
of a nematicide treatment. Thus, the hypothesis that increased final numbers at low
dosages were artifacts caused by variability could be refuted.
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The introduction ofthe delay factor improved the accuracy ofthefit.The duration of
the delay period increased with the increase of the dosage 1,3-dichloropropene the
nematodes were exposed to (Schomaker &Been, 1998a). These findings contributed
tothedevelopment ofsophisticated modelsdescribingtheeffect ofnematicides.
Thorough investigation of the hatching curves allowed to infer that the hatching process of fumigated cysts originatingfromfieldexperiments onmarine clay soils (Been
& Schomaker, 1998)could be described by acompound curve constructed from more
than onelog-logistic curve.Thephenomenon canonlybeexplainedbythepresenceof
two ormoredistinct groupsofcystsinthesamesample.Exposuretodifferent dosages
of nematicide, as a result of one group being incorporated in clumps of clay and
anothernot, asdescribedbyBeen&Schomaker (1998),isnotthecauseasthecontrols
displayed exactly the same behaviour. Fields B (SPIJ1) andfieldV (SPIJ2) displayed
normal hatching curves like all laboratory experiments. Both fields were never fumigated prior to the field experiment in contrast to the four fields which did display
compound hatching curves and had been subjected to one up to three earlier soil
fumigations. If soil fumigation is considered the cause ofthephenomenon the conclusion iswarranted that the inhibition of hatch intime as shown inFigure 4. 2. persists
overseveralyears.
AccordingtoFenwick(195lb), application oftheprobittransformation tothehatching
process supplies a method toreducetheduration ofthese stratified testsby estimating
the 'point of inflection' of the sigmoidal hatching curve. His method produced errors
between 5-10%, saving about 70% of the required time to perform the hatching test.
However, the critical part of this method was the eyeball estimation of the point of
inflection. This parameter can be estimated using a maximum likelihood algorithm
(GENSTAT;Payne, 1993).Fittingthelog-logisticcurveincludingthedelayparameter
has to be carried out with caution. By addingthe delay factor y, 4parameters haveto
be estimated simultaneously. Starting with a least square fit of the logistic curve the
estimates ofX,a and6canbeobtained.Nostartparameter for thedelay factor canbe
supplied and optimization can fail to converge. Sometimes aseemingly good fit (high
R2) produces nonsense estimates of the parameters, especially ofthe final cumulative
hatch (A).Even when a start parameter is estimated (by intelligently looking at your
data), optimization can fail and sometimes several reruns are necessary to obtain a
good fit. When a start parameter for the delay has to be provided, or when one is
obtained from a successful fit, it does not necessarily coincide with the time interval
after which the first larvae actually were counted. These first larvae may not have
hatchedbuthavebeen freed from theeggswhencrushingthecyststopreparethestock
solution. Problems concerning the maximization process involved with the maximum
likelihoodestimationwillincreasewhenincompletedatasetsare fitted,
The present research confirms Fenwick's findings, with the added restriction that
application, inthecaseofnematicide experiments,islimitedto laboratory experiments
only.Field experimentshavetobehatchedoverthefull periodofthehatchingprocess.
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Finalremarks
The major disadvantage ofhatchingtests isnottheir variability but the length oftime
required to finish these tests and the amount oftime to count the hatched larvae. The
counting can easily be carried out using image analysis (Been et al, 1996). Recent
improvements in hardware and software permits real time analysis of several hundred
specimens per day. The time length required to finish a hatching test can be substantially reduced when experiments are carried out with laboratory reared cysts under
controlled conditions.
The methodology described inthispaper forhatchingexperiments canbeusedtopush
the minimum error under a certain threshold and even to stabilise variability over all
treatments accordingtotheexpectedmortality.Toobtainthesamecvatalldosagesthe
number of cyststobecollected (assumptiont3)andthenumber ofeggsexposed inthe
hatching test hastobeincreasedwith increasing dosagesofanematicide.AppendixA
provides a short list of predictable errors in hatching tests, the way to calculate them
andthemethodtocopewiththem.
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Appendix4.1.
Sourcesofvariation
STEP 1:

Batchesof cystsareexposed todifferent concentrations of anematicideor
arecollected from thefield after anematicide trial.Thebasicassumption in
thesetestscanbethatcystsaretheexperimentalunits andthatthecyst
content (eggsandlarvae)willeitherbecompletely deadorcompletely alive.
After collection of acertain numberof cysts,thenumbersof deadand live
cystsinthatbatch(whichwillbeusedinahatchingtest)willsuffer anerror
accordingtoabinomial distribution.

Example: i =1,2.. 100
P j :=i-0.01
cysts =1000
reptreat = 5

counter
100fractions ofcysts survivingthe treatment
numberofcystscollected perbatch for each treatment
numberofreplicationsofthistreatment

expected number
oflivecysts:
variance:

(m)

stdeviation:

(s)

s :=

standard error:

(se)

se-

m; :=cysts-fPj
o. :=cysts-[p r (l - P i

i J°i
reptreat

cvcysts- = —-100
m.

coefficient of
variation:

(cv)

cvofthe mean:

(cvmean) cvcystsmeanj :=

Jreptreat tnn
100

300

200 -

cvcysts.
cvcystsmean.
"i

100
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Ifcysts arenottheexperimentalunitsbuteggs(soacertain amountofeggsare
killed ineach cyst)STEP 1 willbeobsoleteasthen onlythenumberof larvae
usedinthetestwillbeof importance.
Infield teststhefirst assumption definitely applies,howeverinvitroteststhe
second assumption seemstobemorevalid.Asthefirst assumption causesthe
addition of abinomial errortotheoverall variation itissafer toincludethis
errorregardless ofthetest situation.
STEP
2:

Every batch of cysts iscrushed andasuspension of eggsandlarvaeismade.A
certain volume (e.g.0.5ml)of thisstocksolution isusedtoestimatethe
density ofeggsandlarvaeinthat suspension.Aminimumof 300to400eggs
and larvaeiscounted.Iflessarepresent anothervolumeof0.5mlhastobe
counted fully. Theerrormadewhensamplingthestocksolutionisin
accordance withaPoisson distribution.Although afterwards maybe 1000or
moreeggsandlarvaewillbepipetted intoahatchingdevice,theerrorofthe
actualnumberpipettedwillremain thesameastheestimation error (expressed
ascoefficient of variation) asonlythevolumeisadjusted toobtain the required
number.
Example: count :=300
numberofeggscounted
(count)
100
count

vc

:5.774

coefficient of variation
result

Thefraction of thelarvae inthehatching vialthatwillrespond tothehatching
agentisby nomeans 100%.Inhatching testsapercentageof70to80%is
feasible. Sothenumberof larvaethatactually willhatch dependsonthe
hatchable fraction andanothererrorisintroduced.Justlikewith nematicide
treated cysts,therewillbethetheoretical possibility thatwholecystcontents
arehatchable/nonhatchableorthatlarvaearehatchable/nonhatchable.There
is,however, ampleevidence thatthefirst assumption isnotvalid(e.g.
Fenwick, 1950a,b).
STEP3:

Using thefirst assumption anerrorsimilartoSTEP 1 hastobeincluded since
thebatch ofcystscollected willconsistofhatchableandnonhatchablecysts.
However, onlythefraction oflivecystswillbesubmitted tothiserror.
Therefore, if 1000cysts areusedandmortality ofcysts=0.5thenninSTEP3
will be500.
When usingthesecond assumption STEP3canbedisregarded andonly STEP4
applies.

STEP4:

After pipetting,thefraction oflarvaeactually hatchable will addtotheoverall
variability. Again thiserrorwillbeinaccordance withabinomial distribution:

Example: j := 1,2..40
h. =j0.025
J

eggs =1000
hatchs •-5

counter
40fractions of untreated larvae
(control) hatchable
numberofeggspipetted intothehatchingvial
numberofreplications ofhatchingtest
pertreatment
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expected number (m2)
of hatchablelarvae:
variance:
(rj2)
stdeviation:
cvof hatchability:

(s2)
(cvhatch)

m2. =eggs
C2.: =eggs
J
s 2j :=

h

>

[V (•-",)]

CT2.

-v J

s2.
J •100
m2.

cvhatch. =

s2

cvofthemean:

J

yhatchsj

(cvhatchmean) cvhatchmean

m2:

100

> cvhatch.
J
o
g cvhatchmean.

Z

U

h.
J
Fraction of hatchable larvae

STEP5:

Whencystshavebeenexposedtoanematicide,thepercentageoflarvaethat
will actually hatch depends inpartontheexpectedfraction of thepopulation
that survived thetreatment. STEP 1 already dealt withtheunitcyst. After
pipettation,however,thenumberof surviving larvaeinthehatching devicewill
also suffer anerroraccording toabinomial distribution.Thiserror hastobe
added whetherornotSTEP 1 applies.
NOTE:wheneggsaretreated STEP4only applies tothesurviving larvae
(increasing theerror asndecreases).
Example: expected number (m3)
m3j =eggspj
of liveeggs:
o3. ^ e g g s j p ^ l - p ;
(03)
variance:
stdeviation:

(s3)

s3:

coefficient of
variation of live
eggs

(cveggs)

cvegg;

cvof themean:

(cveggmean)

-100
m3:
s3:

cveggmean.

hatchs
•100
m3:

Improvinghatchingtests
step4and
5
combined:

vcegglivehatchj =

]Pi-h 2 7'( 1 "Pi' h 27)" e gg S
-100

•2 cvegg;

>
o

cveggmean. 20

o
U

Fraction of livelarvae

cvSTEP4&5

.*. vcegglivehatch.

Fraction of surviving larvae

Components ofvariability canbeadded intwowaysforuntreated larvaeand
four waysfor treated larvae,as following:
Untreated larvae:
ul: assumption: %cystshatchable
Add:STEP2+STEP3+STEP4
u2:assumption: %eggshatchable
Add: STEP2+STEP4
Treatedlarvae:
tl assumption: %cystshatchable;cystsdead/alive
Add: STEP 1 +STEP2+STEP3+STEP4+ STEP5
t2: assumption: %cystshatchable;eggsdead/alive
Add:STEP2+STEP3+STEP4+STEP5
t3: assumption: %eggshatchable;cystsdead/alive
Add:STEP 1 +STEP2+STEP4+STEP5
t4:assumption: %eggshatchable;eggs dead/alive
Add:STEP2+STEP4+STEP5
In view oftheevidencethattreatedcystsfrom field experiments areeither
deador aliveandthathatchability ismorelikely tocorrespondent with larvae
than withcysts,usually assumption u2will apply tountreatedlarvaeand
assumption t3fortreatedlarvae.
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Combiningallsourcesofvariation
Untreated
larvae:
Firstletuscalculate thecoefficient of variation ofthehatchingprocessfor the
untreatedbatches,usingtheassumptions validforu2:
1000 eggscounted whenestimating count - 300
density of stock solution:
eggspipetted into
eggs =1*10
h 2? =0.675
hatchingdevice:

cystscollected: cysts
hatchability:

coefficient of variation
ofonehatchingvial:

cvuntreated.

coefficient of variationof
allhatchingvials:

cvhatch.
cvhatch.

cvuntreatedm

2
vccounty^

vccount

yhatchsj
Note:Although the
coefficient of variation
decreasesasthefraction of
hatchable larvaeincreases,
themajor errortermis
causedbythedensity
estimation ofthestock
solution.Agreatdealof
intrinsicvariability canbe
reducedby abetter
estimation ofthisdensity,
that isbycounting more
larvae.

cvuntreated.
J

cvuntreatedm.

15

cvhatch.
J

J
Hatchability

Treatedlarvae:
Forthetreated larvaethesamesteps apply asfort3.
coefficient of
+ (cvcysts^ +(vcegglivehatch^
variation of cvtreatedj = ,J(vc count
onetreated
vial:
coefficient
of variation
vcegglivehatchjj
vc„
of alltreated
vials:
cvtreatedm;
cvcystSj) +
hatchs
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.2 cvtreated.
> cvtreatedm.
<4-

1

o

o cvcysts.

Fraction of surviving larvae

Finally:
Ahatching test willbedesigned using severalreplicationspertreatment and,
inthiscase,severalreplications ofthehatchingprocessper treatment.
Moreover, survival isexpressed asrelativehatch(treated larvaearecompared
tountreated larvae).Therefore thefinal expectedminimal coefficient of
variation willbe:
cysts =1-10
eggspipetted:
eggs =1-10
cystscollected:
h27 =0.675
numberofreplications: hatchs =5
hatchability:
count =300
numberoftreatments: reptreat =5
eggscounted:

/

\2

/cvuntreatedm27\

cvexpectedj

reptreat

2 cvexpected.

/

\2

/cvtreatedm.\
reptreat

JQ

0.4

0.6

Pi
Fraction of surviving larvae
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Compound models,describingthe relationship
betweendosage(Z)-or(E)-isomerof1,3dichloropropene andhatchingbehaviourof
Globodera rostochiensis (Wollenweber)

C.H. Schomaker&T.H.Been

Compound modelsfor 1,3-dichloropropene
5.1. Summary - Batches of increasing numbers of Globodera
rostochiensis cysts were exposed to a range of concentrations of the
(E)- and (Z)-isomers of 1,3-dichloropropene. The cysts were of
identical origin. Temperature during treatment was 10°C, humidity
100% and time of exposure 8days.Theintegrals of concentration time
products (CT) created were 0, 3, 7, 14, 31, 60, 125, 242, and 437
(ig/ml«day for the (E)-isomer and 0, 3, 16,59,240, and 419 ng/ml«day
for the (Z)-isomer. Survival was estimated with hatching tests 1.5, 3,
and 7months after treatment. The relationship between dosage of (E)isomer and numbers of hatchable nematodes followed a log-logistic
equation at all hatching dates. Hatchability, and therefore lethal
dosages, increased as hatching tests were more delayed. Seven months
after treatment, practically all treated nematodes had recovered and
hatchability of treated and untreated nematodes was the same. A loglogistic relationship wasalso found for dosage (Z)-isomer and numbers
of hatchable nematodes 1.5 month after treatment. When hatching tests
of nematodes treated with the (Z)-isomer were delayed till 3 and 7
months after treatment, the results were better explained by a
compound model, assuming two independent log-logistic effects, one
stimulating hatch atlowdosages andonereducing hatch at alldosages.
Only the (Z)-isomer of 1,3-dichloropropene was effective as a
nematicide.

5.2. Introduction
Until recently, nematicides were widely used to control potato cyst nematodes
(Globodera rostochiensis and G. pallida). In The Netherlands, where short crop
rotations are common (starch potatoes are mostly grown every other year), such
nematicide applications represented more than 60% of the total amount of pesticides
used in agriculture. One of these nematicides is 1,3-dichloropropene, an approximately
1:1 mixture of its cis (Z) and trans (E)-isomers. These isomers differ in physicochemical properties, such as vapour pressure, water solubility, distribution over water
and gas phases, adsorption to soil, decomposition rate (Leistra, 1972), and probably
also in toxicity to nematodes (Youngson & Goring, 1970). The effectiveness of soil
fumigation depends not only on these properties, but also on application techniques,
soil type and condition, and weather conditions. Leistra (1972) developed a theoretical
model to calculate integrals of concentration time products (CT) at different depths in
the soil after measuring concentrations at various times after application. The model
incorporates both the physico-chemical properties of a fumigant and environmental
factors such as temperature and humidity. Ifthe relationship between CT and mortality
of potato cyst nematodes were available, Leistra's model could be used to quickly
evaluate new techniques of nematicide application, soil treatment before application,
etc. Without such a model, patterns of CT estimates in different soil layers are
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Table5.1.-Definitions
Time

Concentration

CT

Dosage

Dose

ingcurve

k
F(t)
X
a
6
Y

VA,'ioo%
si and 2

D
H(CT)
H/CT)
H2(CT)
S,(CT), S2(CT)
F(CT)
F,(CT)
F/CT)
"H

bH
a
LD.50
LD,80
LD 2 50
LD 2 80
b
d

Period of exposure tothetest compounds (in days).
Period ofexposure tothe hatching agent (in days).
Time interval between the end ofthetreatment andthe start ofthe
hatching test (in months).
The initial concentration of atest compound per unit of volume inthe
water phase (in ug/ml), atthe beginning (time t= 0 days) of nematode
exposure.
Concentration attime /.
The amount oftest compound placed inthe environment of the
nematodes for aperiod of exposure /. It isthe integral of
concentration timeproducts, expressed in ug/ml-day.
The amount oftest compound received by an individual nematode,
when it isexposedto acertain dosage.
Rate ofdecrease ofthe concentration cduring time tof exposure.
Numbers ofhatched nematodes as afunction oftime t.
Cumulative final hatch.
Value of 10logt atwhich the cumulative hatch ofthe nematodes is
0.5-Vr
Slope parameter.
Timetneeded for the hatching agentto reach the nematode and for the
nematode toweaken the egg shell,to rupture itand topassthe 22.4um sieve.
Relativehatch. Percentage cumulative final hatch at adosage CT>0 of
the cumulative final hatch atdosageCT=0.
Total number ofnematodes per cup exposed tothe hatching agent.
Hatchability (potential response tohatch inducing stimuli),
independent ofS(CT), asa function of CT.
equalsXu thecumulative final hatch at CT= 0, atall dosages C r i n
model 1.
The sum ofX0and a log-logistic function of dosage CTin model 2.
Survival of allDnematodes asa function ofdosage CTfor model1
and model 2 respectively.
Cumulative final hatch A as afunction ofdosage CT.
equals H/CT)-S/CT)/D.
equals H/CT)'S/CT)/D.
Value of w\og(CT) for which H2(CT) = 0.5'(D-XJ.
Slopeparameter in H/CT).
Value of K\og(CT-d) for which S(CT) =0.5-DandF,(CT) =0.5-A.,,.
Value of dosage (CT-d) for which F/CT) =0.5'X0orS(CT) = 0.5-D. It
equals rf+10".
Value ofdosage (CT-d) for which F/CT) = 0.2-X0orS(CT) =0.2-D.
Value of dosage CTfor which S(CT) =0.5-D inmodel 2. Itequals 10*
Value of dosage CTfor which S(CT) = 0.2-Din model 2.
Slope parameter inS/CT) and F/CT).
Maximum dosage for which S/CT) =Dand/orF/CT) = X„.

comparedwithoutunderstandingtheirnematicidal effects.
To investigate the dosage/response relationships of the two isomers of 1,3dichloropropene and potato cyst nematodes, a bio-assay was designed exposing
batches of increasing numbers of cysts to logarithmically increasing dosages (CT)of
the(Z)-andthe(E)-isomers.

Compound modelsfor 1,3-dichloropropene
5.3. Materials and methods
Experimental design
The experiment was designed sothat the conditions during nematode exposure closely
approximated those of soil during fumigation: a moist, gas-filled porous system. It is
generally assumed that in such a habitat the concentration in the water-phase is the
best measure for nematicidal activity of a compound (Leistra, 1972).
The tests were done with cysts of G. rostochiensis, pathotype Ro 1, reared in the
glasshouse on potato cv. Irene, and kept in dry storage at 4°C for about 1year. The
nematodes had never been in contact with the test compounds before, so that
differences in tolerance between the nematodes were highly improbable. Before
treatment with the pesticides, cysts were exposed to water vapour at 10°C during 48 h,
to equilibrate them to the experimental conditions and to create a water-film around
the cyst walls.
The chosen nematicide concentrations inthewater phase were 0, 0.5, 1,2,4, 8, 16, 32,
and 64 ug/ml for the (E)-isomer and 0, 0.5, 2, 8, 32, and 64 ug/ml for the (Z)-isomer.
More dosages were included for the (E)-isomer because of reports, {e.g. McKenry &
Thomason, 1974), that this isomer might be less toxic than the (Z)-isomer The purity
of both test compounds was larger than 99%.Numbers of cysts (at least 500 cysts) per
batch were chosen so that at any dosage the contents of at least 100 cysts (either the
content of whole cysts or distributed over all cysts) would be expected to survive
exposure (Been & Schomaker, inpreparation). Expected percentages of mortality were
derived from the literature (Kaai & Windrich, 1971;Seinhorst & Den Ouden, 1973).
The batches of cysts were enclosed in glass tubes (5 cm long and 2.5 cm wide) each
placed in a 100-ml DURAN glass jar, with an air tight cap, containing 20 ml of a
solution with the required concentration (ug/ml) of the test compound in double
distilled water (Table 5.1.). The cysts were not in direct contact with the solution.
They were fumigated during a period t of 8 days at a temperature of 10°C in a
saturated atmosphere. There were five replicates per dosage, but the zero
concentration had ten replicates.
After 8 days, the cysts were transferred to 5-um sieves, rinsed thoroughly with water
and exposed for seven days to air at room temperature to remove traces of pesticide.
Then the cysts from each treatment were divided into three sub-batches that were
stored at 4°C. After a time interval x of 1.5, 3 and 7 months, the sub-batches of cysts
were soaked in tap water during 7 days and crushed to obtain egg suspensions
(Seinhorst & Den Ouden, 1966). Cyst walls were removed from the suspensions by
means of a 250-um sieve and, assuming (from a preliminary estimation) an average
cyst content of approximately 200 eggs with nematodejuveniles, water was added so
that the suspensions contained roughly 1000 eggs per ml. At this or lower densities,
the total egg volume is negligible compared to the water volume and a Poisson
distribution of egg numbers in small samples drawn from this suspension can be
expected if the suspension is heavily agitated in a non-systematic manner. Moreover,
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Time t

DosageCT

1000

Figure 5.1.- A 3-dimensional presentation of dosage/response relations for the (Z)-isomer,
consisting of%relativehatchontheZ-Axis asafunction of dosage CT(in ng/ml«day)onthe
X-axis and of exposure time t (in days) to the hatching agent on the Y-axis. The number of
nematodes hatched at dosage CT=0, A0 was considered to be 100%;in this presentation x,
the time interval between the end of treatment and the start of the hatching test, is 7 months;
thescalesontheXand Y-axesarelogarithmic.
atthis density the desired numbers of eggs can be obtained by a singlepipet transfer.
A 0.5-ml sample from each suspension was counted and the volume needed to obtain
1000 nematodes was pipetted onto 22.4-um sieves. The sieves were placed in glass
cups with 1 ml of concentrated, purified hatching agent (Janzen & van der Tuin,
1956). There were five replicates per sub-batch to estimate the parameters of the
hatching curves. Once a week the glass cups with the solution of hatching agent and
hatched nematodes were replaced with other ones containing a fresh solution and the
hatched nematodes were counted. In case of fast hatching, determined by counting
hatched nematodes from separately prepared tubes, hatched nematodes were also
counted at intervals shorter than a week. Nematodes were allowed to hatch as long as
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necessary to reach their maximum hatch, which numbers were estimated from
preliminary hatching curvesfor nematodes ateachdosage.Asnematicidesdelayhatch
proportionally totheir dosage (Seinhorst &Den Ouden, 1973)hatchwasrecorded for
50 days at all dosages (E)-isomer and dosages (Z)-isomer smaller than 59 ug/ml*day;
for 50till 70days for nematodes at 59 ug/ml«day;while nematodes atthetwohighest
dosages of the (Z)-isomer hatched for 80 till 100 days. A full description of the
method andthehatchingdevicesisgivenbyBeen&Schomaker(inpreparation).
Calculation ofthe dosages
To check the initial concentrations c,and to calculate the dosages CT,eighteen jars
without cysts were filled with 20 ml solution of each isomer at three concentrations
(0.5, 8,and64 ug/ml),sixjarsperconcentration, andtheircontents analysed (Smeltet
al, 1989) after a few hours and after 8 and 14 days. Assuming that nematicide
concentrations decrease exponentially, the rates of decrease k at the three different
concentrations could be estimated (Leistra, 1972) and dosages CTwere calculated as
follows:
c=c0-exp(-k.t)

(1)

t

CT=fCldt=(c0/ky(\-exp(-to))
Modelconstruction
Effect was expressed as hatching behaviour of the nematodes and represented as a
four-dimensional model,consisting ofhatchorrelativehatch,timetofexposuretothe
hatching agent and dosage CToftest compound, obtained after three time intervalsx
betweentheendofthetreatment andthestartofthehatchingtest(Figure5.1.).
To describe the effect ofthe isomers onthefinalcumulative hatch X,at a dosageCT,
two models were applied. Both models assume that a response of an individual
nematode to a certain stimulus can be described by a log-normal (Finney, 1978) or a
log-logistic (Ashton, 1972) distribution function. Fenwick (1950), Seinhorst & Den
Ouden (1973) demonstrated that the log-normal model also gives a good description
of the hatching response of cyst nematodes as a function of time of exposure to the
hatching stimulus. Been & Schomaker (in preparation) did the same for the loglogisticmodel.Forconvenience, log-logistic functions werechosen forbothpurposes.
By comparing the general patterns inthe observed responses tothe doses nematicides
with the pattern of a singular response, the log-logistic distribution, we also made
assumptions about the number of stimuli that acted upon the nematodes and the
mutual dependency ofthenematode responses tothese stimuli.Model 1 assumes one
stimulus (the hatching agent) affecting hatchability and one (the test compound),
independent of the first one, affecting survival. Model 2 assumes two stimuli (the
hatching agent and the test compound) affecting hatchability and one affecting

(2)
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survival. Subsequently, two or three responses were discriminated: S(CT) reducing
survivalbeyondacertaindosageCT= d,andH,(CT) thehatchingresponseinmodel1
or H2(CT)the sum of two hatching responses (in model 2),this sum increasing with
dosage CT. The two or three responses combined result in F,(CT) for model 1and
F2(CT)formodel 2.Nematodeswereassumedtobeineither offour different states:i)
surviving and hatchable, ii) surviving and not hatchable, iii) not surviving but
hatchable in case of survival or iv) not surviving and not hatchable. Only the first
category, described by F(CT) = H(CT)'S(CT)/D, can empirically be assessed. The
other categories can only be distinguished by extrapolation. Category ii) is then
represented by {D-H(CT)}'S(CT)/D; category iii) by {D-S(CT)}*{D-H(CT)}/D; and
category iv)by {D-S(CT)}-H(CT)/D.
Nematodehatchasafunction oftimetisdescribedby:
F(t)=X/[l+exp{6-(log(t-y)-loga)}J

ift>y

(3)

F(t)=0

ift< y

(4)

atCT>d

(5)

Survival,asafunction ofdosage CTisdescribedby:
S(CT)=D/[l+exp{b'('°log(CT-d)-a)}]
S(CT)=D

atCT<d

(6)

Theparameterdequalszeroinmodel2.
Hatch,asafunction ofCT, isrepresentedbytheproductofhatchability andsurvival:
F(CT)=S(CT)'H(CT)/D

(7)

model1
H,(CT) = Xn

atalldosagesCT

Fj(CT)=S,(CT)'H,(CT)/D

(8)
(9)

model2
H2(CT)= X0 +(D-Xn)/[l+exp{-bH-('°logCT)-aH}J
H2(CT)=X0

atCT>0
atCT=0

F2(CT)=S2(CT)-H2(CT)/D
Theconstruction ofF(CT)asaresultofH(CT) andS(CT) isillustrated inFigure 5.2A.
and 5.2B. for model 1 and model 2 respectively. Definitions of variables and
parameters aregiveninTable5.1.

(10)
(11)
(12)
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Figure 5.2. - A: Dosage/response relations (model 1) for the (Z)-isomer at T = 1.5 months,
expressed in numbers of hatched nematodes. The expected number of hatched nematodes
Fj(CT) is explained as a product of hatchable nematodes H,(CT) and surviving nematodes
S(CT). H,(CT) is constant at all dosages CT;S(CT) is a function of dosage CT;there were
1000 (D)nematodes per cup involved inthe hatching test;the symbols (•) with bars indicate
means of 5x 5replications (except for CT= 0with 10x5 replications) with standard errors.
B: Dosage/response relations (model 2) for the (Z)-isomer at x = 3 month, expressed in
numbers ofnematodes.ThenumberofhatchednematodesF2(CT)isexplainedasaproductof
hatchable nematodes H2(CT) and surviving nematodes S(CT), both dosage (CT) dependent;
there were 1000 (D) nematodes per cup involved in the hatching test; the symbols (•) with
bars indicate the averages of 5x 5observations (except for CT= 0with 1 0 x 5 replications)
with standard errors.
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claimed to be feasible, which wouldjustify the method economically. Since then, soil
fumigation is applied to almost every soil type, including marine clay soils, to control
potato cyst nematodes. Two nematicidal fumigants are used; metam-sodium (standard
dosage: 300 1/ha) and 1,3-dichloropropene (standard dosage: 150 1/ha). Because
metam-sodium has the lowest vapour pressure of the two nematicides, it is commonly
used on sandy soils which have a looser and drier structure than marine clay soils. The
latter soils have a higher moisture content, which makes 1,3-dichloropropene, with a
higher vapour pressure, the most frequently used compound there.
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Figure 6.1. - Characteristic integrals of concentration time products ([ug/ml]d) of the (Z)isomer of 1,3-dichloropropene versus depth obtained after fumigation of a sandy soil (solid
line) and ofamarine clay soil (broken line).Arrowindicates depth of injection layer in sandy
soil (e.g.,Leistra, 1971; 1972;Rops&Smelt, 1985; Smeltetah, 1989).
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The efficiency of nematicides with high vapour pressure depends on the vapour
concentration to which a nematode is exposed and the time of exposure ofthe nematode. The concentration of a fumigant is not the same at every depth in the soil and,
moreover, is not stable overtime (Leistra, 1972).In order toobtain high mortality the
fumigant must not disperse through the soil too quickly or too slowly. Thus, the soil
must not be too dry or too moist and it must have a good texture. Evaporation to the
atmosphere must be limited by sealing the soil surface as well as possible. Leistra
(1972) developed amodel to calculate the integrals ofthe different concentration time
(CT)products whichwill occur at any depth,based onconcentration measurements in
the field at different times and fumigant decay rates in the soil determined in the
laboratory.
Favourable soil physical conditions are frequently found in sandy soils. Figure 6.1.
(solid line) illustrates a typical integral of CT products of the (Z)-isomer of 1,3dichloropropene overasandy soilprofile (after Leistra, 1971, 1972).CTproductswere
highest in the injection layer and lowest intheupper and lower layers.In a laboratory
test, Schomaker &Been (1998) determined that an exposure to 139 ug/ml.day of the
(Z)-isomer of 1,3-dichloropropeneresulted inamortality ofabout 80%ofthejuveniles
in eggs. The (E)-isomer had hardly any effect (LD50 = 169,824 ug/ml.day). If the
curve of Figure 6.1. applies, a mortality of 80 %or more can be expected in a sandy
soilbetween depthsof5and28cm.
The cloddy structure of heavy marine clay soils makes optimum conditions for soil
fumigation rare.Rops &Smelt(1985)estimatedthat CTproducts for various fields on
marine clay soils after treatment with the standard dosage of 150 1/ha 1,3-dichloropropene were lower than those obtained for sandy and loamy soils. In the upper and
lower soil layers, CTproducts were low and probably too small to kill sufficient, if
any, nematodes (Figure 6.1.,broken line). Only between 9 and 21 cm concentrations
exceeded 138 ug/ml.day to provide an expected mortality of 80 % or more of the
nematodes.
To verify these projections, information about nematode mortality after fumigation is
needed fromfieldtrials.Therefore,fieldand laboratorytrialswereconducted toassess
mortality of potato cyst nematodes in heavy marine clay soils, and - in cooperation
with the Institute for Pesticide Research (SC-DLO) -to calculate CTproducts of 1,3dichloropropene inthesesoils.
Becauseexpectations abouttheeffectiveness ofthenematicidetreatmentwere low,the
possibility of an additional top soil treatment before autumn ploughing to increase
mortality inthetop soilwas explored, thus increasing overall mortality throughout the
tilth. Seinhorst (19736)and Seinhorst &VanHoof(1976)reportedhighmortalityrates
of Rotylenchus uniformusand Paratrichodorus pachydermia on sandy soils after a
combined treatment of 1,3-dichloropropene/dichloropropane (DD mixture) and
dazomet (3-5-dimethyltetrahydro-2H-l-3-5-thiadiazine-2-thione). Kaai & Windrich
(1971) had similar results on a heavy soil (40% < 2u) where the dazomet treatment
killed an additional 99.5%of the fraction of Ditylenchns dipsaciwhich survived the
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DD mixture treatment. Therefore, dazomet and metam-sodium were used for the top
soil treatment; both formulations produce methyl isothiocyanate as the active compound.

6.3. Materials and methods
Field selection
In the spring of 1985, several fields known to be infested with potato cyst nematodes,
were sampled using a grid pattern. The sampled area, =1/3 ha (300 * 12 m), was
divided into app. 150 rectangles of 8 x 3 m, with the longer axis in the direction of
cultivation. The central square metre of each rectangle (0.75 x 1.33 m in the direction
of cultivation) was sampled. Approximately 1000 g of soil was extracted by collecting
40 cores of 25 g with a 25 cm long x 1 c m diameter auger according to a stratified
plan. This procedure permitted the accurate location of the infestation focus and an
adjustment of the soil sample size to collect the required number of cysts needed for
the experiment in order to minimize sampling error. In September of 1985 three of
these fields containing the highest potato cyst nematode population densities were
chosen for the study (Table 6.1.).
Sampling and treatments
Selected plots (1.33 x 0.75 m) were sampled to determine hatchability before the soil
fumigation. The bulk sample size was adjusted sothat at least 200 cysts were collected
per plot. The potato cyst nematode infestation in field 2 was so small in size that only
five plots could be selected for sampling; on all other fields ten plots were sampled.
After sampling the plots were shallowly rotavated to smooth the soil surface and to
obtain enough loose soil to seal the surface after fumigation. Additional soil treatments
only would cause a deterioration of soil structure. 150 1/ha 1,3-dichloropropene
(Teleone II™ or Shell 95™) was applied using a Combiject shear injector (Rumptstad)
with subsoil sprayers and two power-driven rollers in sequence to compact and seal the
soil surface. Concentrations of both isomers of 1,3-dichloropropene were measured at
5 cm increments to a depth of 40 cm. Measurements were made three times after application, with four replications per field. For a detailed report describing climatic conditions, methods used and the concentrations measured in each field see Smelt et al.
(1989a). To avoid disrupting the integrity of the tilth and allowing evaporation of the
fumigant, these soil samples were not taken in the plots used to sample for potato cyst
nematodes, but within 10m distance from them.
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Table6.1.-Characteristics ofthethreetestfields selected in1985.
Field1

Field2

Field3

79.97

65.15

109.08

Previously fumigated

1989

no

1979, 1982

Clay(<2u)

30%

31%

36%

Silt (2u <> 50u)

59%

54%

45%

Organic matter

2.5%

2.8%

4.2%

CaC0 3

10%

10%

8%

pHKCl

7.4

7.3

7.3

Meanpopulation density (eggs/g soil)

Table6.2.-Treatments and application datafor threetestfields selected in 1985.
Treatments
Replicates DD-treatment
Replicatesmetam-sodium-treatment
Replicates dazomet-treatment
Replicates intime,nottreated
Fumigation
Sampling date (before DD)
Dateof fumigation
pFat injection time
injection depth inmetres
Driving speed inkm/hour
Nozzle type
1,3-dichloropropenein1/ha
Sampling date (effect DD)
Topsoil treatment
Date oftreatment
Soiltemperature at5and 15cmdepth
Timelapse application-ploughing (min.)
Ploughing depth(cm)
Sampling date(effect topsoiltreatment)

Field1
10
5
5

Field2
5
5

Field3
10
5
5
5

-

-

2-9-85
11-9-85
2.0
0.17
3.5
KSS02
150
10-10-85

2-9-85
25-9-85
1.9
0.18
3.4
KSS01
150
23-10-85

13-9-85
2.0
0.15-0.18
2.5-2.7
KSS01
156
11-10-85

30-10-85
5-7
15
22-24
4-4-86

25-10-85
6.5-9.6
15
22
4-4-86

6-11-85
5-6
120
22-23
4-4-86

4-9-85
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When the fiimigant was no longer detectable, plots were resampled to collect cysts to
determine the effect of the nematicide application. Five plots per field were sampled
using a cylindrical auger (5 cm diameter x 80 cm length) with 5cm markings. Separate
samples were taken per 5 cm, to a depth of 30 cm. The remaining five plots in fields 1
and 3 were sampled using the standard 25 cm auger. Fields were again precoditioned
using a rotavator (5 cm depth) one day before the top soil treatment in October or
November to improve the distribution ofthe nematicide through the top soil. In fields 1
and 3, one half of the fumigated plots (partly randomly and partly contiguously chosen) received 150 1/hametam-sodium (AA Monam GC™) sprayed to the soil surface,
the other halves were intended to receive 100 kg/ha dazomet powder (Basamid™,
equivalent to 10 g per m2), also applied to the soil surface. Dosages were chosen so
that equivalent amounts of the active compound, methyl isothyocianate, were applied.
However, the quantity of dazomet applied was almost twice the required 100 kg/ha
(180 kg/ha) due to malfunctioning of the distributor. Field 2 only received the metamsodium treatment. Both chemicals were shallowly (8 cm) incorporated into the soil
after which the treated soil was ploughed (22-24 cm, Table 6.2.). In April 1986, 6
months after treatment, soil samples were taken to measure the extra effect of the top
soil treatment. Each plot was sampled with a 25 cm long auger.
The amount of soil taken from each plot/layer after fumigation and top soil treatment
was adjusted so that at least 1000 cysts were collected. It was assumed (Hietbrink,
pers. com., who investigated eggs of individual cysts), that all eggs within a cyst,
exposed to a dosage CT, will either be completely killed or completely unaffected by
the nematicide. The binomial response leads to a binomial distribution for dead and
live cysts in a batch of cysts originating from a treated plot. To aim for the greatest
possible differentiation between treatments, the coefficient of variation was reduced by
collecting at least 1000 cysts per plot (Been & Schomaker, submitted).
Although it was not likely that population densities or viability would decrease during
the winter months, five plots of field 3, which were not treated with chemicals, were
sampled parallel with the treated plots to monitor such changes.
In several fields, including the three trial fields, the vertical distribution of cysts was
determined once in 1986 prior to the soil fumigation. Per layer of 5 cm soil and to a
depth of 80 cm several cores were collected to obtain at least 1kg of soil per layer.
Hatching tests
Cysts were extracted using a Pollahne Karoussel (Pollahne, Hannover, Germany), and
stored at 4 C° for 6 month after the nematicide treatment. Schomaker & Been (1988)
found an inhibition of hatch by the (E)-isomer of 1,3-dichloropropene, lasting for more
than three months, but less than six, whereas the (Z)-isomer appeared to be nematicidal. May, 1986, survival was estimated by means of an improved hatching test (Been
& Schomaker, submitted). Cysts from each plot or soil layer were soaked in tap water
and crushed in suspension using a plunger (Seinhorst & Den Ouden, 1966). Eggs and
larvae (on average 97 and 3%, respectively) were separated from cyst walls using a
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250 urn sieve. Assuming an egg content of200per cyst, a stock suspension of approximately 1000 eggs and larvae per ml was prepared ofwhich 0.5 ml was counted to estimate the actual nematode density. A volume containing 2000 eggs and larvae was
pipetted into glass tubes sealed at the bottom by gauze (22.4 um, Monadur), which
withholds eggs but not active larvae. The tubes were placed into glass cups containing
1 ml of the natural hatching agent G of potato plants (Janzen & Van der Tuin, 1956).
Groups of twenty glass cups were stored in a plastic carrier, placed in a plastic box to
reduce evaporation and incubated at 20 C° in the dark. Tubes were placed in new cups
containing fresh hatching agent at least weekly, while cups containing hatched larvae
were stored at 4°C until counting. At low nematicide concentrations, when hatching is
fast, nematodes were counted at shorter intervals (Been & Schomaker, submitted). A
method to automatically count hatched larvae is described by Been et ah, 1996a.
Mortality was defined as the complement of the % survival. Survival was estimated by
the relative hatch defined as the (number of hatched treated larvae/number of hatched
untreated larvae) x 100.
Viability test
Hatched larvae, from soil samples collected from around the injection layer (layers 3
and 4) and larvae originating from non-fumigated plots were collected after counting
and used in a glasshouse test of their reproductive capacity. They were inoculated at a
density of 0.6 larvae/g soil in 2-kg pots, with five replications, containing an artificial
soil mixture of silversand, claypowder and ground earthenware with Steiner's nutrient
solution (Been & Schomaker, 1986). After inoculation, a piece of tuber of the susceptible cultivar Irene was planted and pots were tended in a glasshouse until plants had
matured and died. A minimum of 500 g soil, but more if needed to count at least 200
cysts, was elutriated in a Seinhorst elutriator and cleaned using the 'mini Fenwick can'
(Seinhorts, 1974; 1988). Cysts were counted, ground and eggs counted as described
above. Estimates of the maximum multiplication rate were calculated as well as the
number of eggs/cyst and cysts/kg soil.

6. 4. Results
Sampling date
Soil samples collected from untreated plots of field 3, sampled simultaneously with the
treated plots at all sampling dates, displayed no differences over time in the number of
cysts/kg, eggs/cyst and percentage hatch (60%) of potato cyst nematodes. Therefore,
no bias is to be expected in the data of the treated plots caused by different sampling
dates during autumn and winter.
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Table 6.3. - Vertical distribution of cysts per 1000 g in the three test fields (1-3) and in
several other fields (4-6) in the same region. Fields areranged from left to right according to
decreasing population densities inthe surface soil layertodemonstrate the link between these
densitiesand infestation levels inthelowersoillayers.
Layer

Depth
(cm)

1
0-5
2
5-10
3
10-15
4
15-20
5
20-25
6
25-30
7
30-35
8
35-40
9
40-45
10
45-50
11
50-55
12
55-60
13
60-65
14
65-70
15
70-75
16
75-80
1-5
£0-25
1-16
£0-80
n.s.= nosample available

Field3
1230
1398
1612
1417
1141
1048
478
305
142
65
20
46
49
37
58
53
6797
9098

Field2
1003
1147
1219
951
625
132
44
17
32
50
51
77
29
19
45
65
4946
5506

Cysts/1000 gofsoil
Field5
Field6
198
622
197
1493
1205
140
121
1115
112
815
146
405
55
66
69
10
1
10
4
3
0
7
5
7
5
7
n.s.
5250
5823

3
1
0
1
1
768
999

Field1
191
249
112
76
75
77
26
4
2
4
2
2
0
0
2
3
703
824

Field4
20
30
16
13
0
15
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
n.s.
n.s.
78
96

Vertical distribution
The vertical distribution of cysts/lOOOg in the three test fields (1-3) and in three other
fields (4-6) inthe same region ispresented in Table 6.3.Cysts could be recovered from
depths of 40 cm in most fields while those with heavy infestations contained cysts as
deep as 80 cm. In general, the higher the population densities in the upper soil layers
the higher the infestations ofthe deeper soil layers.
Fumigation
Fumigation killed 48, 72 and 48% of the potato cyst nematodes in the upper 30 cm of
the tilth (Figure 6.2.). Weighed total mortality was calculated by correcting mortality
of each layer for the actual population density ofthat layer (Figure 6.3.). Mortality was
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Figure 6.2.-Mortality (%) persoillayerandweighted totalmortality for the sixsoil layers(5
cm) of the tilth (30 cm) for three fields. Error bars: standard deviation of the mean (n = 5).
'Weighed total mortality' is defined asthe average mortality over all layers corrected for the
actualpopulation density ofeachlayer(Figure6.3.).
poor in the upper and lower soil layers where variation of mortality between fields was
highest. The pattern of field 3 differs from that of the other two fields. A relatively
high mortality was found in the first and second soil layer and almost no mortality in
layers five and six. This field was unique in the heaviness of the soil combined with a
compacted soil structure, making it difficult to keep the fumigant injection mechanism
(4 subsoil sprayers; one at each shear) at the appropriate depth. The injection layer
varied between 15 and 18 cm depth and caused a vertically upward shift of mortality
rates (Figure 6.2.). The top layers of fields 1 and 2 show the low mortality characteristic of these clay soils. Field 2 differs from the othertwo inthe high mortality in the
two deepest layers. In this field the injection was comparatively deep (18 cm) and
many large, deep cracks were present.
In fields 1and 3 (fields with two different top soil treatments), another five plots were
sampled using the 25 cm auger. To combine these data with those from Figure 6.2. the
weighted total mortality of layers 1to 5was used. Mortality in fields 1and 3 changed
slightly to 56%(was 49%) and 53%(was 55%), respectively.
Fields 1 and 3, which were fumigated for the second and third time in their history,
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respectively, suffered from arapid decline oftheconcentration of 1,3-dichloropropene
after several days.Themaincause forthisphenomenon was anaccelerated breakdown
ofthe active ingredient caused by adapted microorganisms (Smeltetal., 19896).Field
2was fumigated forthefirst timeandmicrobialdegradationwasonlyofminor importance here, although Smelt et al., 19896 reported fast transformation even in fields
neverfumigated before.
The horizontal variation of the concentration of Z 1,3-dichloropropene per layer was
large. Smelt etal.(1989a) reported coefficients ofvariation of 14to 98%indicatinga
non-uniform spread of the fumigant through the soil. The same order of variation
applied tothemortality rateswhichdiffered considerably betweenthefive replications
per layer (Figure 6.2.). The results showthat mortality varied greatly dueto variation
of injection depth and driving speed, as well as by local differences in soil structure
(clumpsandcracks).
Estimated CTproducts ofthe (Z)-isomer andmortalities per soil layer were compared
to amodel describingtheir relation.Astherewere few dataat low CTproducts where
stimulation istobeexpected according,thedataofeachfield werefitted usingamodel
without a stimulatory effect (Schomaker &Been, 1998).InFigure 6.4.A this model is
fitted tothedataoffield1 andcomparedtotheextended modelwithstimulatory effect
after 7 months (dotted line) according to Schomaker & Been (1998). The data from
150

100
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50

0-5

5-10

10-15

15-20
Soillayer

20-25

Figure 6.3.-Populationdensities(eggs/gsoil)persoillayerof5 cmforeachofthethreetest
fieldsofFigure6.2.
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fields 1and 2 fit reasonably well and producethe same LD50 values (Table 6.4). Field
3, however, displays a poor fit to the model. A closer inspection of the data revealed a
systematic difference between layers 1,2, and 3and layers 4, 5,and 6. In fact, completely different fits can be produced for the two groups. Figure 6.4.B shows high mortalities in the upper layers and low mortalities in the lower layers at the same dosages.
By combining the data of field 1and 2 and that of the lower layers of field 3, Figure
6.5. is produced providing a 'general' dosage/response relationship for marine clay
soils. A LD50 value of 136could be calculated for this field test, twice as much as that
observed by Schomaker & Been (1988) in a laboratory test.
Top soil treatment
Autumn ploughing of the treated top soil to a depth of 20 cm was expected to contribute to the mortality of the first 25 cm of the tilth. Therefore, soil sampling following
the top soil treatment was restricted to that depth. The result was compared with the
corresponding weighted total mortality of the 1,3-dichloropropene treatment. Metamsodium increased mortality significantly (P <0.005) in two out of three fields (Table
6.5.). Final mortality rates of 89 and 95%were obtained. Field 3was autumn ploughed
perpendicular to the direction of application and a considerable time lapse between
metam-sodium application and autumn ploughing occurred (Table 6.2), resulting in
high evaporation of the active ingredient and low 'Extra' mortality. Although the
amount of methyl isothiocyanate in the dazomet treatment was nearly double that of
metam sodium, thetreatment efficiency did not increase.
Viability test
The multiplication rate of the hatched larvae from cysts extracted from the vicinity of
the injection layer, where dosages CT of 1,3-dichloropropene were highest, was 25 %
lower (P < 0.05) than of those collected from untreated soil (Figure 6.6.). The difference is the result of a reduced number of larvae maturing into cysts (P < 0.05) and not
of areduced number of eggs and larvaeper produced cyst (P <0.20).

Table 6.4. - Some characteristics ofthemodelfittedinFigs.4and 5.Model 1in Schomaker
& Been (1998); LD50: dosage at which hatch isreduced by 50%,c: no effect level, b:slope
parameter,R2:%variance explained.
Data
Field1
Field2
Field3
Field3: upper layers
Field3: lower layers
Combined

LD50 (ug/ml.day)
135
141
69
28
240
136

c(ug/ml.day)
0
0
0
0
20
10

b
3.6
6.9
2
2.3
3.5
4

R2
89.7
87.2
60.0
94,3
76.2
90.9
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Table 6.5. -Theeffect oftop soil application ofmetam-sodiumanddazomet onthe mortality
ofpotatocystnematodesinthefirst 25cmofthetilthinthreeselected claysoils.
Treatment

Field1

Field2

Field3

'Before'

'After'

'Extra'

'Before'

'After'

'Extra'

'Before'

'After'

Extra

Metamsodium

49

89

78

72

95

82

55

64

22

Dazomet

46

80

62

-

-

36

53

27

'Before':

'After':
'Extra':

Weighted total mortality in % after DD treatment. Averages of fields 1and 3
aretheresultofcombining tenreplications per field intotwo groups andtherefore they areslightlydifferent from thedatainFigure6.2.
Averagemortality in%after additionaltopsoiltreatment.
Percentage of the surviving nematodes killed by the additional top soil treatment. [l-{(100-'After')/(100-'Before')}]x 100.

6.5. Discussion
Fumigation
As expected, soil fumigation was insufficient to obtain the mortality of 80 to 90% of
the potato cyst nematode population in the tilth of marine clay soils which was considered necessary to compensate for the average maximum multiplication rate of potato
cyst nematodes (20 for Globodera pallida and 25 for G. rostochiensis) in a 1:3 or 1:4
crop rotation with an average annual population decline of 35% when a non-host crop
is grown. The poor result is mostly due to low mortality in the upper and lower layers
of the tilth. The highest mortality (0 - 30 cm) attained was 72% (field 2) where no
accelerated degradation occurred (Smelt et al, 1989ft), otherwise it was barely 50%. A
replication of this study in cooperation with the Research Station for Arable Farming
and Field Production (PAGV) on three other fields in 1988 yielded mortalities of 40,
50, and 60% for the first 25 cm ofthe tilth (Molendijk, pers. com.).
Although Seinhorst (1973a) summarized several dosage/response curves from various
sources, no CT products were measured in the soil. Therefore, only the experiment by
Schomaker & Been (1998) is available for comparison. They showed that the (Z)- and
(E)-isomers of 1,3-dichloropropene differed in efficacy. Only the former compound
proved to be active, while the latter temporarily inhibited hatching of larvae. Therefore, only data of the (Z)-isomer of 1,3-dichloropropene were used to fit a
dosage/response relationship. In general, the model by Schomaker & Been (1998),
without stimulatory effect, describes the results well, except for field 3 were high
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mortalities were found in the upper layers and low ones in the lower layers at the same
dosages. No explanation can be given for the former which are even higher than found
in the laboratory test; the latter could be explained by the combination of a high clay
content and the compacted soil structure of this field making it more difficult for the
fumigant to penetrate. The average dosage required for the LD50 is twice as high as
observed in the laboratory.
Apparently, in these heavy soils with their cloddy structure part of the cysts escape
fumigation by being incorporated in clumps of clay impenetrable to the fumigant while
in adjacent parts relatively high concentrations of the active compound can be measured. Therefore, measurements of CT products obtained in laboratory and even in
field experiments cannot be easily translated into mortality levels.
Top soil treatment
The combination of a standard 1,3-dichloropropene fumigation, a top soil treatment
with metam-sodium and autumn ploughing seems to offer a method to reduce nematode populations in the first 25 cm of the tilth by more than 80 % with a high degree of
reliability (Table 6.5.) when carried out properly. In the three trial fields, adaptation to
metam-sodium was absent (Smelt et al, 1990). The net effect of the combination of
the two nematicides tended to equal that of two subsequent, successful, standard
applications of 1,3-dichloropropene on an unadapted field and three consecutive, less
successful, treatments on an adapted field. Application of metam-sodium in combination with autumn ploughing - on marine clay soils commonly performed to improve
the soil structure by the winter's freezing and breaking up of large clumps - allows to
take advantage of the low dispersion rate ofthis nematicide caused by its lower vapour
pressure. When used as a top soil treatment the characteristics of metam sodium are
beneficial. The soil layers with the lowest mortality of potato cyst nematodes together
with the active compound are transported to a depth of approximately 20 cm Low
dispersion rate and slow breakdown at the prevailing low temperatures in
October/November (8.5-14.7 and 4.3-10.3 C respectively, average min/max values
over 5 years), almost inhibits movement of the compound while its presence is prolonged.
The application of dazomet as a top soil treatment proved to be far less effective than
reported by other researchers. Kaai & Windrich (1971) injected 12.5, 25, 50, and 100
ml/m2 of DD mixture at 15 cm depth of a clay soil and killed 23,46, 58,and 73%of D.
dipsaci in the top 20 cm of the soil. Application of 30 g dazomet per m2 increased
mortality to 99% in all cases. Seinhorst (1973ft) reported an additional 80 and 96%
mortality when using 5 g and 10 g dazomet per m2 respectively for R. uniformis,
surviving treatment with DD mixture, on sandy soils. Seinhorst & Van Hoof (1976)
reported similar effects for R. uniformis and trichodorids (mainly P. pachydermus)
with the same dosages of dazomet in sandy soil.
Seinhorst & Den Ouden (1973) reported the need of a 1.7 times as high a dosage of
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DD necessary tokillthe same proportion of eggs ofHeterodera rostochiensis asactive
R. uniformis. Inthepresent research, thedosage ofdazomet (18 g/m2 dazomet) could
be expected toproduce similar results. However, intheformer experiments dazomet
was dispersed on the soil surface and was converted to the active compound by rain.In
this experiment the dazomet, transferred to adepth of20 cm by autumn ploughing, was
activated bysoil moisture.
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Figure 6.5.-Dosage/response relation for the survival of G.pallida of the combined data sets
offield 1,2,and lowerlayers offield3.
Viability test
From the results presented in Figure 6.6. we conclude that the viability ofthe surviving
larvae is reduced but not their capability to produce offspring. Initial population densities in this pot experiment were so small (0.6 eggs/g soil) that intra specific competition of the nematodes can be assumed to be negligible (Seinhorst, 1993) and multiplication rates for treated and untreated larvae the same.The decrease of the final population density of the treated and surviving larvae from layer 3and 4 can be translated in a
25% reduction of the initial population density (0.45 instead of 0.6 eggs/g soil). The
reduced population density increases the mortality caused by the soil fumigation, but
will not be of great significance when translated to the upper 30 cm of the tilth. Estimated mortality increases from 48, 72, and 48%to 49, 74 and 50% for fields 1, 2 and
3, respectively.
Considerations with soil fumigation
Several considerations suggest that soil fumigation as a standard method to control
potato cyst nematodes in marine clay soils is unpractical:
1
Favourable climatological conditions and physical soil properties do not occur
often or for long in regions with marine clay soils (Smelt et al, 1989a).
2
These soils are prone to microbial adaption as even untreated soils had the
possibility of instant adaption to the fumigant used (Smelt et al., 19896). The
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minimum of 50% mortality in the field trials discussed here was obtained in
spite of rapid breakdown. As breakdown of 1,3-dichloropropene is negatively
linked totheconcentration ofthe fumigant, mortality around the injection layer
will always be high; the effect mainly decreases results in those layers where
concentrations are lower anyhow. Farmers, therefore, should be aware that
application of a fumigant as a preventive measure decreases the effect of a
nematicide applicationwhenfieldsaretruly infested.
Even when fumigation is successful, only nematodes to 25 - 30 cm depth will
beaffected. Inthesefumigatedfieldsandothersinthesamearea,cystscouldbe
recoveredfromdepthsasdeepas80cm(Table6.3.).Infield3, 14%ofthetotal
number of cysts were found beneath 30 cm depth and, assuming the same cyst
content asintheupper layers,mortality duetotreatment isreduced to42%over
the whole 80cm. Sinceroots ofpotatoes reach depthsbetween 80 and 100cm
(Vos &Groenwold, 1986),even successful chemical treatment will not prevent
continual nematodeincrease,especially inthelower soillayers.
On marine clay soils it is almost impossible to maintain the proper injection
depth of 18cmdrivingatspeedsover 3,5 km/hwhich isnormal for commercial
contractors,whotrytodriveasfast aspossibletosavetime.Moreover, contractors frequently utilize nozzles which are too large, even for the high speed
aimed at. As a result the fumigant was not properly dispersed in the injection
layerbutdeposited asafluid inbands.Therefore, resultsofcommercial fumigationwill likelybeinferior tothosereportedhere.
Proper cleaning of fumigation equipment is extremely difficult and time consuming.Evenwhenahighpressurehosewasused,somepartsofthemachinery
could not be cleaned. In commercial situations no such efforts will be made.
Soil fumigation equipment willtherefore beoneofthemajor contributors tothe
dispersal ofpotato cystnematodes between fields as adhering soil is constantly
beingrefreshed inthecourseofthework(Hofmeester, 1991).
Fivefieldsinfested withpotatocystnematodeweresampledtolocatethesiteof
infestation and to define its size and intensity. Four natural infestations (field 3
was a more or less uniform infestation caused by the spread of sandy soil over
its surface) proved toberather small(about 500m2)comparedtothesizeofthe
area which is statutorily sampled (1/3 ha) and far smaller than the area which
will be fumigated when a standard soil fumigation is carried out (1 ha).Probably,90%oftheactiveingredientwouldbewasted onuninfected soil.
Schomaker & Been (1993, submitted) defined a simple exponential model
describing the expected cyst numbers within an infestation, applying to foci in
all growing areas intheNetherlands and irrespective ofcontrol measurespreviously taken. In combination with a relationship between population densities
before planting and yield reduction oftubers at harvest (Seinhorst, 1982) yield
lossescanbecalculated for any focus. Been etal.(19966) calculated maximum
yield reductions of less than 1%per ha for even the largest single focus found
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when no fumigation would be applied. These equalled less than 100 Guilders
(about 58 US$) when seed potatoes are grown, far less than the cost of a soil
fumigation (approximately 1300 Guilders). Even if fumigation was 100%
successful itwould be unprofitable.
We conclude that typical soil fumigation has no practical value on marine clay soils.
Even when a combined treatment of 1,3 dichloropropene and metam-sodium is
successfully conducted only two out of seven considerations mentioned above are met.
Only in cases of severe infestations causing yield reductions exceeding the costs of a
combined treatment with 1,3-dichloropropene and metam-sodium or when a seed
potato farmer wants to reduce a detected infestation as soon as possible before a new
statutory soil sampling is carried out, could this combined soil treatment have any
value.
To apply nematicides rationally, a sampling method is required which can detect small
infestations with high reliability. Such a monitoring system could make preventive soil
fumigation obsolete. Furthermore, if potato cyst nematode infestations can be located
when damage to the potato crop is still low, the effect of growing a resistant potato
variety (80 % reduction of the population throughout the rooted area) will greatly
surpass the effect of a nematicide treatment. Improved sampling combined with an
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ELISA test to determine the species of the potato cyst nematode (Schots, 1988) will
permit selection oftheproperresistantcultivars.Ifanematicidetreatment isinevitable,
the area of application can beminimized andthe above described combination of 1,3dichloropropene and metam-sodium could be used. Research on sampling strategies
has been rewarding (Schomaker &Been, 1993;Been & Schomaker, 1996). Research
on application techniques for the topsoil treatment, however, was less successful and
eventuallywasdiscontinued astheneedfor soilfumigation intheseareasdeclined.
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7.1. Summary - In 1990 a research program was initiated to develop
new samplingmethodsforthedetectionofpatchyinfestations ofpotato
cyst nematodes {Globodera rostochiensisand G.pallida) with known
accuracy in all potato cropping areas of The Netherlands. Patchy
infestations in cropping areas of the provinces of Zeeland, Friesland,
Groningen and Drente were sampled to validate a model based on data
from cropping areas in Flevoland and to determine whether one detection method could meet the requirements of all cropping areas in The
Netherlands. Eighty two fields were presampled to locate patchy
infestations using acoarse sampling grid (8 • 3m).Partsofthirty seven
fields, containing one or more foci, were sampled intensively by
extracting at least 1.5 kgof soilper square metre (1.33 • 0.75 m).Forty
foci were analysed for spatial distribution characteristics of cysts using
Generalized Linear Models (GLM's) and classical Multiple Linear
Regression Analysis, differing in assumptions about the distribution of
the input variable (number of cysts perkg of soil). Theresults showed
thatthedatafrom allinvestigated cropping areasfitwelltoanexponential model with two parameters, the length and width gradient parameters. Significant differences intheseparameter valuesbetween cropping
areas could not be demonstrated. As both parameters follow a normal
distribution, theprobability ofany combination oftheseparameters can
be described by a bivariate normal distribution. Gradient parameters
were correlated but significant correlations between these parameters
andcertainvariables,suchasthenematode speciesinvolved (G.pallida
or G. rostochiensis),the time interval between sampling and the last
potato crop, soil type,cropping frequency and cyst density inthe focus
centre could not be demonstrated. It can be concluded that one detection method for small infestation foci suffices for all investigated croppingareas.Itsexpected accuracy isindependent ofsoiltype,potatocyst
nematode species, cropping frequency or time interval between samplingand lastpotatocrop.

7.2. Introduction
Since 1968 the use of nematicides (mostly 1,3-dichloropropene and methyl isofhiocyanate) was promoted in The Netherlands as a major solution to all problems caused
by plant parasitic nematodes, especially potato cyst nematodes (Globodera
rostochiensis and G. pallida). Soil fumigation on light, sandy soils under optimum
conditions, presumably, could reduce populations of plant parasitic nematodes by an
average of 80%, thus enabling narrow rotations (once in three years or less) while
maintaining high yields of economically important crops, especially potatoes (1). At
the time, the input of nematicides was thought to be a temporary one, as the availability of other control measures such as biological control and potato cultivars resistant to
newly discovered pathotypes of Globodera rostochiensis 2 and 3 would make the use
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of nematicides obsolete. However, the expectations of effective biological control
agents were not fulfilled. Potato cultivars resistant to the new pathotypes were introduced, but new virulent pathotypes of potato cyst nematodes emerged (pathotypes 2
and 3 of G. pallida) and the use of nematicides increased to 12,535*103 kg in 1986,
60% of the total pesticide use in TheNetherlands (Anonymous, 1991).
Since 1968, nematicide applications after each potato crop has become common
practice in the starch potato area of the provinces Groningen and Drente as they were
strongly recommended by the provincial research stations and extension services. In
the late seventies nematicides were also applied, mostly as a precaution, in the province of Flevoland where seed and ware potatoes were grown on a much heavier soil
type. Farmers had two reasons for application of fumigants. First, at the time, potato
cyst nematodes were quarantine organisms and government legislation did not allow
farmers to grow potatoes on infested fields. Second, it was almost impossible for
farmers to find out whether their fields were infested or not, as neither accuracy nor
precision, as defined by Campbell and Madden, 1990, ofthe current sampling methods
was known. Therefore, farmers tended to apply nematicides as a precaution. Only in
1985 was research directed towards the efficiency of nematicides on marine clay soils
where most of the Dutch seed and ware potatoes are grown. Research into the effectiveness of these nematicides revealed an accelerated breakdown of the active component by microorganisms (Smelt et al 1989a, b), not only in fields that had been fumigated in previous years but also in fields treated for the first time. Mortality was about
50% in fields containing adapted microorganisms and did not exceed 70% in fields
without adaptation (Been & Schomaker, 1987).These figures applied to the first 30 cm
of the tilth, but cysts in these and other fields were often found to be evenly distributed
down to 40 cm depth and to occur, in decreasing numbers, in soil layers down to 60 cm
depth. Therefore, the percentage mortality achieved throughout the root zone, down to
1.2 metre on these soils (Vos and Groenwold, 1986), was insufficient to compensate
for the density-dependent multiplication rate of potato cyst nematodes on potatoes.
Moreover, all infestations, which were mapped during these nematicide trials, proved
to be rather small in size compared to the area commonly treated with a soil disinfectant. Almost 90% of the nematicide was wasted on uninfested soil; the rest did not
reach all infested soil strata (Been & Schomaker, 1998). Therefore, the benefit/cost
ratio of soil fumigation was poor.
To reduce the use of nematicides a sampling method was needed which detects a
certain standard infestation with a predefined probability and minimizes the area of a
soil fumigation if one is needed, thus providing the means to make intelligent decisions
on the nature and extent of control measures. This requirement implies that a more
effective sampling method should be based on a general model describing size and
shape of an infestation. Using data available from nematicide trials and a few intensively sampled fields in Flevoland, Schomaker & Been (1992) developed a prototype
detection method for infestations in that area. An evaluation of De Groene Vlieg Ltd
and the Ministry of Housing, Physical Planning and the Environment (VROM) of the
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Table7.1.-Definitions oftermsused.
Infestation focus

Length direction
Width direction
Cyst density

Position in focus
Focus centre

/

y

p(0,0)
p(x.y)
E[p(x,y)]
st
sh
k

Patchy infestation originating from apoint infection with small numbers of cysts,
transmitted by seed potatoes of agricultural machinery. These numbers are
increased by multiplication on hosts and spread byfarmer's practices.
The direction of cultivation.
The direction perpendicular tothe direction of cultivation.
Cyst counts from samples of 1.5-2.5 kg of soil, converted into numbers of cysts
per unit dry weight of soil. For mathematical analysis mean sample dry weight
was used, for tabulating, graphs and mapping 1 kgwas used.
Area in the focus of length 1.33 m by width 0.75 m (= lm 2 ), with (assumed)
average cyst density E[p(x,y)].
Position inthe focus withthe highest cyst density.
Gradient parameter, the ratio of the cyst density at a position with length
coordinate x andthe density ataposition with length coordinate x-1.
Gradient parameter, the ratio ofcyst density at aposition with width coordinate y
and the density at aposition withwidth coordinate y-1.
Length coordinate of a given position in the focus: the distance in meters
between thefocus centreandthatposition in length direction.
Width coordinate of agiven position onthe focus: the distance inmeters between
the focus centre andthat position inwidth direction.
Cyst density in a sample from the focus centre. This position has the predefined
length and width coordinates x =0and y =0.
Cyst density in a sample from a position in the focus with length coordinate x
andwidth coordinate y.
Expected value ofp(x,y). Parameter ofthe negative binomial distribution.
Subscript relating aparameter orvariabletothe steep side ofthe focus.
Subscript relating aparameter or variabletothe shallow side ofthe focus.
Coefficient ofaggregation. Parameter ofthenegative binomial distribution.
Estimate for k. k'~ k if variation due to errors in laboratory procedures and
random disturbances ofE[p(x,y)] from the gradient described by eq. (i) or eq. (ii)
is negligible.

effect oftheprototype samplingmethod inFlevolandprovedthatadecreaseof 86%or
more of the volume ofnematicide use could berealised inthetested area (Schomaker
&Been, 1992;NOVEM, 1995).Atthe sametimetheDutchgovernmentproclaimed a
drastic,mandatory,reduction ofnematicides inthenear future (Anonymous, 1991).As
preliminary resultswiththenewsamplingmethod indicatedthepotential toreducethe
useofnematicides substantially,theprototypewasusedthroughoutthecountry.
Toestablishwhetherthedeveloped model for infestation foci appliestocroppingareas
with different soil types, cropping histories and cropping frequencies and to find out
whether the sameparameter values are valid, patchy infestations in otherparts ofThe
Netherlands hadtobemapped andanalysed.In 1990,aresearch programwas initiated
to sample patchy infestations in Zeeland, Friesland, Groningen and Drente to answer
these questions. SamplingdataofSchomaker &Been(1992) from Flevoland, originating from nematicide trials, were added to the data set. The statistical analysis of the
dataandtheconclusions arepresented inthispaper.
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7.3.Material andmethods
Experimentalprocedure
Infested fields were selected in the cropping areas of Groningen, Drente, Friesland,
Zeeland, andFlevoland using samplingresultsprovided by theDutch Plant Protection
Service(PD)originating from theirstatutory soilsamplingsurvey ofpotato fields.The
survey givesthenumber ofcysts found in soil samples of200ml originating from 1/3
ha (Oostenbrink, 1950) and the dimensions ofthe field sampled. Sampling units were
always strips covering the full length of a field in the direction of cultivation with a
widthvaryingbetween 8and 18metrestoobtaintheapproximate areaneeded.
Firstsampling: Location ofthefoci
The first sampling involved 82fields.For this purpose infested strips of these fields
were divided into rectangular plots of 8• 3m (length • width). These plot dimensions
were chosen because changes in nematode densities per unit ofdistance are smaller in
the lengththan inthewidth direction aspotato cystnematodes aremostly dispersedby
farmers' practices (harvesting, tillage and planting) and therefore primarily in the
direction ofcultivation. From the central squaremetre (0.75 mwide and 1.33 mlong)
ofthese 8by 3mplots,asampleofapproximately 1 kgsoil,consisting of40 cores of
25 g, was collected with a25 cm long, 1cm diameter auger. In TheNetherlands it is
commonpracticetogrowpotatoes inrowswithadistancebetween rowsof0.75 mand
an average distance between plants in a row of 0.66 m. Immediately after harvest,
without further disturbance of the tilth, the majority of cysts are in the ridges
(Seinhorst and Den Ouden, 1980). Therefore, the dimensions of the central square
metrewerechosen sothattherelative amountofsoilretrieved from ridgesand furrows
was approximately thesame.Soilsamplesweretransferred to specialpaper bags(type
Harmonika, manufacturer Burgers BV, Apeldoorn, Netherlands) which allow slow
evaporation ofwater from moist soilanddonotrupture duringthisprocess.Samplesin
the bags were dried attemperatures not exceeding 20°Cto keep the nematodes alive.
They were elutriated at a station oftheDutch General Inspection Service for Agricultural Seeds and Seed Potatoes (NAK) intheregion wherethe samplesweretaken.For
clay soils a carousel (Pollahne, Hannover, Germany) was used, for sandy and peaty
soils the Schuiling centrifuge was used (Folkerts, Pancreas, Netherlands). Elutriation
residues of the sandy and peaty soils were cleaned with acetone, using the improved
Seinhorst device (Seinhorst, 1974, 1988). Finally, cysts were removed from the
remaining organic debris and counted. An example ofaresult from this first sampling
is given in Figure 7.1.Not all 82 sampled fields produced results as in Figure 7.1.
Elevenfieldswereexcluded from further investigation forthefollowingreasons:
1. No infestation was found. The positive result by the statutory soil sampling was
probably duetocrosscontamination ofsamplesinthelaboratory.
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Figure 7.1. -Cyst densities (cysts/kg) inthe central squaremetre ofeach of 124plots of 8by
3 m (length x width) covering approximately 0.33 ha (248 by 12m) of field F27B resulting
from thefirst samplingtolocatethefocus.
2. Infestations were not caused by the regular point infections, but by filling up (by
farmers) of ditches or dips in fields with infested soil removed from potatoes
during grading.
Another thirty-four fields were excluded because the foci were too small to yield data
sets suitable for statistical analysis or because of an excess of fields with suitable foci
in some cropping areas.
Second sampling: Mapping of the focus
At least five fields per cropping areawere selected for the second sampling. Depending
on the size of the infestation detected by the first sampling, a decision was made
whether to sample every square metre of the focus or to use a wider grid (e.g., every
second square metre in the length and every square metre in the width direction).
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Figure 7.2. - Cyst densities (cysts/kg) in every square metre within the rectangle outlined in
Figure 7.1. (field F27B)resulting from thesecond sampling.
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Directionofcultivation (m)
Figure 7.3. - Three-dimensional representation of the cyst densities (cysts/kg) shown in
Figure7.2.(field 27B).Notetheapproximatelyexponentialincreaseofcystdensitiestowards
thefocuscenter.
Samples of 1.5 to2.5 kgofsoilwerecollectedfromeachsquaremetre(length xwidth
= 1.33x0.75 m)bytaking80coreswiththeabovedescribed augerinastratified plan.
Samples were divided into two or three subsamples and elutriated separately because
of capacity limitations of the equipment. After extraction, all cysts were counted,
subsamples werereunited and foci weremapped.Figure7.2.andFigure 7.3.givetwoandthree-dimensional representationsofatypical focus.
Mathematicalanalysis
An overview of sampledfields,gridsused and other dataofrelevance inthe first and
secondsampling isgiveninTable7.2.
Adjustmentsindatasets:
Somedatahadtobeexcludedfromthestatistical analysisforthefollowing reasons:
• Some fields contained several foci. Fig 4 shows examples of infestations ranging
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from a single focus to a conglomerate of several foci. If possible, the secondary
foci in the conglomerates were analysed separately. When foci in a conglomerate
overlapped, the data points involved (often a plateau of identical cyst densities)
were excluded.

A

L09B,maximum284 cysts/kg

Z22B,maximum295 cysts/kg

G14B,maximum284 cysts/kg

G10B,maximum561 cysts/kg

200 400

Cysts/kgsoil

o

—

Figure 7.4 - Several infestation foci ranging from a single infestation focus (A) to an
emerging secondary focus (B) andtwoconfluent foci (C)toaconglomerate of foci (D).Densities (cysts/kg soil) are maximum densities of the primary focus in each sampled field from
the second sampling.

Table 7.2. - Fields sampled to map infestation foci and some corollary data, a: "Grid" indicates the distance between the sample units (e.g.,a 1.33 •0.75 grid implies that every square
metre of the infestation focus is sampled). The sampled area of focus FL02B was a cross of
samples running over the estimated centre of the infestation, b: The sample unit is 1square
metre (1.33 by 0.75 m).Eighty coresofapproximately 20gwerecollected inastratified way,
resulting in 1.5 kgbulksamples.
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Name of
field

Province

Cropping
frequency

Year
sampled

Grid*
(m*m)

Number of
rows

cols

samples 6

Size of
sample
(kg)

Last
potato
crop

Max.
POPdensity
(kg1)

Used for
analysis

FL01B

Flevoland

1:4

1987

1.33 < 0.75

4

37

148

2.5

1984

296

Yes

FL02B

Flevoland

1:4

1989

1.33 • 0.75

21

27

47

2.5

1988

481

No

FL04B

Flevoland

1 :4

1987

1.33 < 0.75

16

37

592

2.0

1984

85

Yes

FL05B

Flevoland

1:4

1987

4.00 • 3.00

4

8

20

1.5-10.0

1986

1423

No

FL09B

Flevoland

1:3

1987

1.33 < 0.75

16

31

496

2.5

1985

527

Yes

FL09C

Flevoland

1:3

1988

4.00 • 2.25

8

13

104

2.5

1985

330

Yes

FL10B

Flevoland

1 :4

1988

2.66 < 2.25

9

16

128

2.5

1988

184

No

F01B

Friesland

1:3

1991

1.33 < 0.75

9

24

216

1.5

1988

21

No

F1IB

Friesland

1:2.5

1991

2.66 • 1.50

14

27

378

1.5

1989

468

Yes

F26B

Friesland

1:3.5

1991

2.66" 1.50

16

49

784

1.5

1989

1217

Yes

F27B

Friesland

1 :2

1991

1.33- 0.75

16

30

480

1.5

1989

386

Yes

F28B

Friesland

1:3

1991

2.66 • 1.50

20

34

680

1.5

1989

808

Yes

GlOB

Groningen

1:4

1990

2.66" 1.50

15

50

750

1.5

1989

561

Yes

G14B

Groningen

1:4

1990

2.66 • 1.50

17

34

578

1.5

1989

284

Yes

G1SB

Groningen

1 :3

1990

2.66 < 1.50

11

15

165

1.5

1989

34

No

G18B

Groningen

1 :3.5

1990

2.66 < 1.50

15

19

285

1.5

1989

235

Yes

G19B

Groningen

1:3

1990

2.66 • 1.50

13

13

169

1.5

1989

150

Yes

Z01B

Zeeland

1:4

1992

2.66 < 0.75

24

18

429

1.5

1990

113

Yes

Z02B

Zeeland

1:4

1992

1.33 • 0.75

21

18

378

1.5

1990

2

No

Z04B

Zeeland

1 :4

1992

1.33 < 0.75

20

30

600

1.5

1990

189

Yes

Z09B

Zeeland

1 :2

1991

2.66 < 1.50

15

23

345

1.5

1989

55

No

ZIOB

Zeeland

1 :4

1991

2.66 • 1.50

20

21

420

1.5

1989

565

Yes

Z17B

Zeeland

1 :4

1991

1.50 < 2.66

14

20

280

1.5

1989

1209

Yes

Z21B

Zeeland

1 :6

1991

2.66

0.75

24

14

336

1.5

1989

237

Yes

Z22B

Zeeland

1 :4

1991

2.66 • 1.50

16

37

592

1.5

1989

295

Yes

Z29B

Zeeland

1 :4

1991

2.66 • 1.50

14

18

252

1.5

1989

55

No

Z34B

Zeeland

1 :8

1991

2.66

1.50

14

12

168

1.5

1989

53

No

D02B

Drenthe

1 :2.25

1991

2.66

1.50

14

28

392

1.5

1989

532

Yes

D02C

Drenthe

1 :2.25

1993

1.33

0.75

16

18

288

1.5

1989

307

Yes

D03B

Drenthe

1 :5

1993

1.33

0.75

12

24

288

1.5

1987

164

No

D04B

Drenthe

1:3

1993

2.66 >0.75

18

22

324

1.5

1992

12

No

D06B

Drenthe

1:3

1991

1.33 • 0.75

20

18

360

1.5

1991

571

Yes

D07B

Drenthe

1 :2.67

1991

2.66 • 1.50

14

21

294

1.5

1991

1164

Yes

DUB

Drenthe

1 :3

1991

2.66 • 1.50

14

19

266

1.5

1991

845

Yes

D12B

Drenthe

1 :3.33

1991

1.33 • 0.75

14

27

342

1.5

1991

576

Yes

D13B

Drenthe

1:3

1993

1.33 • 0.75

20

24

480

1.5

1992

627

Yes

D17B

Drenthe

1:3

1993

2.66 • 0.75

20

21

420

1.5

1992

810

Yes
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Extremely small or high densities of one data point in a focus, mostly caused by
elutriation errors,which were reported by the controllers.
Some fields had to be excluded from data analysis for the following reasons:
During the second sampling the sampling team did not succeed fully in relocating
the infestation on the fields Z02B, Z29B and D04B. The foci in these fields were
only partly mapped or even completely missed.
In most samples from the fields D03B, F01B, G15B, L02B, L05B, Z09B and
Z34B only small numbers of potato cyst nematodes were found or none at all.*
Field FL10B was rejected because the farmer changed the direction of cultivation
recently. As aresult the length and width gradientparameters were similar.

The remaining 26 fields contained 46 foci ofwhich 6 had to be rejected because of too
few datapoints. Data sets from 40 foci (Table 7.3.) were suitable for analysis.
The models
All foci analysed by Schomaker and Been (1992) appeared tobe more or less elliptical
and cyst densities decreased exponentially away from the focus centre, but more
slowly in the length than in the width direction. Consequently, the relation between log
cyst numbers and distance from the centre was linear. The model for the general shape
of a focus, described by Schomaker and Been (1992), is a symmetrical one for which
the expected cyst density E in all directions is:
E\p(x,y)]=p(0,0yiM-wM

(i)

with terms aspreviously defined (Table 7.1.)
However, if foci are mirrored in aplane through the focus centre inthe length or width
direction, it appears that they are often not symmetrical. In most foci one side is
steeper than the other in both length and width directions. This is thought to be caused
by one-directional harvest and cultivation practices of farmers. Because of this
phenomenon, an extension of eq. 1with four parameters, wst, wsh, lst and lsh, was also
fitted:

E[P(x,y)]=M0,0>ir )L ^r'

forx>0andy>0

E[P(x,y)]=p(0,0)-llfs,)l-w^s')l

for x < 0 and y < 0

E[P{x,y)-\=p{Q,Q)-lllm-wl^

for x> 0 and y < 0

E[P{x,y)]=p(0,0)-lJ*"1v f

1

for x < 0 and y > 0

(ii)
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Table 7.3.- Tabulated results of the Multiple Regression Analysis and GLM analyses of all
sampled foci for the comprehensive (eq. ii) and the simple model (eq. i). '-' in cells indicate
that parameter estimation wasnotpossible.Gradient parameters /(length) and w(width) with
subscript st and sh relate to the steep and shallow side of the focus, respectively. R2 and D
present goodnessoffit oftheMultiple Regression AnalysisandGLManalyses,respectively.
Name
of field

FL01B

Data
points
per

Months
between
last pot.

focus

C r o p and
2 nd sampling

222

Multiple regression
Comprehensive model

'..

'*

33

0.9

0.86

wa

w,h

0.60

-

Generalized Linear Models

Simple model

Comprehensivem odel

2

R

/

W

R

'•i

0.92

0.9

0.6

0.9

0.8

0.86

2

',„

wn

•"•b

0.57

-

Simple model

D

/

w

D

1

0.85

0.57

1.02

33

0.67

-0.83

0.6

0.6

0.87

0.75

0.58

0.81

0.65

•0.83

0.6

0.6

1

0.75

0.58

1.36

66

33

0.74

•0.86

0.51

0.66

0.76

0.78

0.61

0.70

0.72

•0.85

0.50

0.68

1.00

0.8

0.62

1.14

FL09B

285

21

0.69

•0.82

0.46

•0.58

0.92

0.80

0.54

0.86

0.68

•0.81

0.48

•0.57

1.00

0.8

0.54

1.66

FL09C

42

34

0.78

0.82

0.44

0.65

0.83

0.81

0.57

0.82

0.78

0.83

0.44

•0.66

0.96

0.8

0.6

1.20

F11B

160

21

0.83

*0.87

0.59

•0.64

0.90

0.86

0.62

0.88

0.83

•0.87

0.59

•0.64

1.01

0.85

0.6

1.16

F26B

259

22

0.89

•0.91

0.48

•0.68

0.90

0.90

0.64

0.87

0.89

•0.91

0.48

•0.68

0.94

0.9

0.6

1.21

F26B/2

118

22

0.67

•0.86

0.72

0.77

0.85

0.78

0.73

0.79

0.68

•0.86

0.73

0.79

1.06

0.78

0.7

1.42

F26B/3

46

22

0.79

*0.86

0.51

•0.69

0.93

0.82

0.60

0.89

0.77

•0.86

0.52

•0.67

1.00

0.81

0.6

2

F27B

258

21

0.79

0.79

0.49

0.50

0.92

0.79

0.49

0.91

0.74

0.77

0.36

0.49

1.02

0.76

0.5

1

F28B

197

21

0.86

•0.89

0.66

•0.75

0.88

0.88

0.71

0.86

0.85

•0.90

0.69

•0.72

1.00

0.87

0.7

1.1

FL04B
FL04B/2

F28B/2

80

21

0.84

*0.89

0.49

•0.81

0.89

0.86

0.79

0.73

0.83

•0.88

0.45

•0.81

0.99

0.86

0.77

2.5

G10B/4

148

15

0.88

0.91

0.68

0.75

0.78

0.90

0.72

0.78

0.93

0.94

0.69

"0.78

1.03

0.92

0.7

1.1

G10B/5

65

15

0.79

0.84

0.49

•0.79

0.72

0.8

0.70

0.64

0.73

•0.94

0.47

"0.78

1.06

0.84

0.69

1.4

G10B/7

113

15

0.90

0.91

0.66

•0.70

0.85

0.90

0.68

0.84

0.90

0.91

0.66

"0.70

0.97

0.90

0.7

1

G10B/11

51

15

0.75

0.83

0.62

0.68

0.80

0.83

0.65

0.79

0.75

0.84

0.63

0.67

1.00

0.84

0.65

1

139

27

0.88

0.89

0.60

"0.67

0.87

0.89

0.64

0.86

0.9

0.90

0.60

"0.68

1.04

0.89

0.6

1.18

G14B/2

59

27

0.84

•0.93

0.65

0.78

0.86

0.86

0.67

0.85

0.83

0.92

0.64

"0.75

1.02

0.85

0.66

1.1

G14B/4

71

27

0.79

0.81

0.46

•0.78

0.90

0.80

0.60

0.87

0.79

0.81

0.45

"0.77

0.97

0.80

0.61

1.2

G18B

47

15

0.76

0.77

0.51

0.54

0.83

0.77

0.53

0.83

0.76

0.77

0.50

0.55

0.95

0.76

0.54

0.94

G19B

50

15

0.73

0.75

0.69

0.72

0.81

0.74

0.71

0.81

0.72

0.74

0.69

0.72

1.01

0.73

0.70

1

Z01B

79

27

0.76

0.81

0.57

0.63

0.79

0.79

0.61

0.8

0.76

0.81

0.56

0.63

0.98

0.79

0.60

1

Z04B

135

27

0.77

•0.82

0.46

0.87

0.78

0.46

0.86

0.77

•0.78

0.48

0.97

0.78

0.48

1

Z10B

153

28

0.80

•0.88

0.70

0.71

0.81

0.84

0.71

0.78

0.79

•0.88

0.70

0.71

1.01

0.84

0.71

1.2

Z17B

186

28

0.87

0.67

•0.81

0.93

0.87

0.75

0.87

0.88

0.68

"0.81

1.05

0.87

0.75

1.9

Z21B

183

8

0.82

•0.92

0.74

0.76

0.71

0.88

0.74

0.69

0.82

•0.93

0.73

0.78

1.01

0.88

0.74

1.1

Z22B
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28

0.84

0.85

0.64

•0.77

0.89

0.84

0.73

0.85

0.83

•0.85

0.64

"0.76

0.99

0.84

0.73

1.2

Z22B/1

57

28

0.85

0.86

0.58

0.62

0.82

0.86

0.61

0.82

0.85

0.86

0.57

0.61

1.00

0.85

0.60

1

D02B

77

27

0.77

•0.85

0.60

0.67

0.82

0.82

0.62

0.80

0.76

•0.84

0.59

0.65

0.95

0.80

0.61

1.07

G14B

-

-

-

-

60

27

0.80

0.83

0.55

0.59

0.89

0.81

0.59

0.88

0.79

0.82

0.52

0.57

0.99

0.80

0.57

1

D02C

131

45

0.80

•0.86

0.56

•0.67

0.88

0.81

0.59

0.87

0.80

•0.86

0.57

"0.67

1.00

0.81

0.60

1.1

D06B

169

3

0.75

0.78

0.50

•0.65

0.87

0.76

0.62

0.86

0.75

0.78

0.50

•0.65

0.95

0.76

0.61

1.03

D07B

140

3

0.81

•0.88

0.65

•0.85

0.92

0.85

0.71

0.86

0.82

•0.88

0.65

"0.85

0.95

0.84

0.72

1.54

D07B/2

79

3

0.86

•0.94

0.61

•0.75

0.92

0.90

0.67

0.89

0.87

•0.95

0.62

"0.76

0.97

0.90

0.68

1.18

DUB

73

4

0.80

•0.84

0.52

0.65

0.87

0.82

0.63

0.86

0.84

0.54

"0.64

0.94

0.84

0.64

1.12

D11B/2

58

4

0.77

0.59

•0.73

0.92

0.77

0.61

D12B

200

21

0.83

•0.88

0.41

•0.76

0.91

0.86

0.59

0.80

0.84

•0.88

0.33

•0.82

1.01

0.86

0.58

2.48

D13B

116

10

0.74

•0.84

0.55

'0.75

0.90

0.82

0.73

0.89

0.78

•0.84

0.74

1.00

0.8

0.7

1.25

57

10

0.82

0.83

0.61

•0.81

0.85

0.82

0.65

0.84

0.83

0.83

0.62

0.82

1.01

0.8

0.7

1.05

163

15

0.85

•0.90

0.65

0.65

0.86

0.88

0.65

0.84

0.85

•0.90

0.65

0.65

1.05

0.9

0.7

1.2

D02B/1

D13B/3
D17B

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The gradients in a focus with the smallest values of / or w were defined as 'steep'
gradients; those with the largest values as 'shallow' gradients. The subscripts st and sh
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relate parameters and variables to the steep side and the shallow side of the focus,
respectively. Both models (eq. i) and (eq. ii) were fitted to each focus. By means of an
F-test it was decided if model (ii) indeed explained the sampling results better than
model (i).
Cyst counts, estimated by P(x,y), in samples from a small area (position) of about one
square metre in a focus with coordinates x and y, are assumed to follow a negative
binomial distribution (20). This distribution and its fitting to biological data has been
extensively described by many workers, among others by Bliss & Fisher (1953).

Pr[p(x,y)=a] =

a+k-\), E[p(x,y)] ^
k
y
k-l ) E\p(x,y)]+k E\p{x,y)-\+k

where Pr indicates the probability of finding a certain number (a) of cysts and a is a an
integer > 0. Both model (i) and (ii) enable calculation of the expected cyst density
E[p(x,y)] at any location in the focus, if the cyst density of the focus centre p(0,0) is
given. Model (iii) calculates the probability of any cyst count in a sample from a given
position inthe focus with coordinates x and y if k andE[p(x,y)] are known.
Estimation ofparameters and statistical inference
Only four data sets from Flevoland, analysed by Schomaker & Been (1992) represented completely mapped infestations; the remainder consisted of only two or three
length or width transects through foci or results from the first sampling (locating of the
focus). In the latter case multiple regression analysis is impossible. Therefore, they
applied simple linear regression analysis to the log transformed cyst density. From a
statistical point of view, however, simple linear regression is not an appropriate tool to
evaluate a three-dimensional model. As the combined data set (Table 7.3.) now
consisted of a large number of completely mapped infestations, all sampling data by
Schomaker & Been (1992) unsuitable to multiple regression could be omitted.
Manipulating data, for instance toggling outlier points in or out of the data set or
removing a secondary focus and performing a rerun of the analysis was very cumbersome with GENSTAT (version 4.2) on a mainframe Vax computer. Therefore, a
computer program, FOCUS VI.0 (Brouwer et al, 1993), was written to handle, display
(in two and three dimensions) and analyse the chosen data sets. FOCUS also performs
single and multiple regression analyses.
Multiple Linear Regression
FOCUS applies a log transformation to the cyst density to satisfy the classical conditions for linear regression: constancy of variance, approximate normality of errors and
additivity of systematic effects (Mc Cullagh & Nelder, 1992, Chatterjee & Price).
Equation (i)then becomes:

^
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E(\og\p(x&)]yP(0,0)+\x\-log(/)+\y\-log(w)
Apotential problemwiththismethod ofanalysismaybethatthelogtransformation of
cyst density may not be the most appropriate one, and the requirements for linear
regression might not be entirely met. Seinhorst (1988) distinguishes three causes of
plot to plot variation of cysts density: (i) exponential density gradients, (ii) (random)
disturbances of these gradients and (iii) sampling error due to a negative binomial
distribution. The distribution of deviationsfrommean log cyst density, caused by (ii)
and(iii),approximate anormaldistributionwell enough,exceptthatatlogcystdensity
of 1.3-2 the upper tail of the normalfrequencydistribution contained fewer observations than the lower tail and at logcyst densities of2-3thereweretoo many observations inbothtails(Seinhorst, 1988).Fromthisnormal distribution anestimate (&')of£
can be derived (Seinhorst, 1988),which is smaller than or equal to k.The value of&'
equals k only if the second cause of variation, random disturbances of gradients, is
small. Another condition for k' to approximate k is that the variation connected with
laboratoryproceduresmustbeanegligiblecompoundofthetotalamountofvariance.
Another problem to be solved before analysis isthe fact that the exact position ofthe
centre of the focus is not known apriori. It cannot simply be derived from the twodimensional map ofthe focus.Not every squaremetre ofall foci was sampled andthe
grid quadrat with the highest cysts density may not represent the true maximum
density in the focus. Even when every square metre of the focus had be sampled it
would beunlikely that any quadrat ofthe sampling grid overthe focus fully coincided
with the position of the focus centre. Thus, a series of regression analyses were
performed atvariable positions oftheputative focus centreto estimate the location of
the true focus centre by an iterative procedure. The position of the focus centre was
estimated asthepositionwiththebestfittingresult{i.e. thesmallest sumofsquares).
The iteration in FOCUS proceeded as follows: (i) The area with the expected centre
was identified; (ii) This area is subdivided; usually in 5by 5 squares, resulting in 25
possible centrepositions;(iii)For eachposition amultiple regression analysis isdone;
(iv) Theposition withthebestfitisagain subdivided into25 areas. Steps (iii) and (iv)
are repeated as often as necessary until the best fit was obtained. The number of
iterations was determined by examining the distance between centre positions in the
lasttwo iterations.Ifthisdistancewas smallerthan apredefined value (downto 1 mm
is possible), the iteration was ended. The minimum number of iterations depended
uponthesizeofthechosenareaandthedimensions ofthegridquadrats.
GeneralizedLinearModels (GLM's)
Mc Cullagh &Nelder (1992) point out that in most cases no single scale satisfies all
the conditions for classical regression. In our data set the log scale satisfied the
condition of additivity, but possibly did not meet the requirements of normality and
constancy of variance. With GLM's the conditions of normality and constancy of
variance are no longer required, so that any distribution from the exponential family

(iv)
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can be used as an error distribution function, whereas the function that satisfies the
condition of additivity need not bethe same asthe distribution for error (Mc Cullagh &
Nelder, 1992). Because of the constraints mentioned above of the classical multiple
regression analysis, the data set was also analysed by means of GLM's. In the GLM
analysis the position of the focus centre as estimated by multiple regression analysis
was used. The negative binomial distribution was chosen as the error distribution; the
log transformation was used as a link function to linearize the models. Goodness of fit
of the models was assessed by the mean deviance, which should be close to unity. The
deviance (D) is defined as:
D =2l(a;p{xy)) - 2l(a;E\p(xy)])--

2X\p(xy)log

p{x

^
+ Hog
— - jKxjfllog ^frfrjfl
- Hog
p(xyyk<
p{xy)+k'
E\p(xM+k'

2 S W * , y ) l o g ^ ^ - - Pix^log tWKM , + M o g ^ ^ ]
p(xy)+k'
E\p(xy)]+k'
p(xy)+k'

k

]
E\p(xy)]+k'
(v)

The mean deviance is then represented by eq. (v) divided by the number of degrees of
freedom {i.e., the number of data points minus the number ofparameters estimated).
If k is fixed, the negative binomial distribution can be considered as a member of the
exponential family. Earlier observations (Seinhorst, 1982, 1988; Schomaker & Been,
1992) support the assumption that the error distribution of cysts in samples from small
plots in foci is well described by the negative binomial distribution with variable
E[p(x,y)J between plots of one square metre but a common k for all plots of the focus
(and k dependent on sample size and not, with a certain minimum, on the number of
cores). So itwas safe to assume that k is a constant.
As maximum likelihood estimation was not possible, k' was estimated iteratively. An
estimate for k that produced a value of the mean deviance closest to unity was considered the best (Mc Cullagh & Nelder, 1992). The value of £' obtained for the comprehensive model (eq. ii) was regarded as the best estimator and, therefore, also used as
input parameter for the simple model (eq. i).The GLM-analyseswere done with GENSTAT, release 5.2. (Payne, 1993), the first release which included the negative
binomial distribution as an error distribution for this method of multiple linear regression.
Conversion of cyst counts
Because of inevitable variation inthe sample size (weight) when 80 cores are collected
per square metre, each data set had to be recalculated to a standard unit of soil. Conversion of actual counts (cysts/actual weight of soil) into considerably smaller units of soil
would decrease the estimated variance and increase the estimated k, whereas conver-
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sion into larger units of soil would have the opposite effect and the more so, as the
coefficient of variation (standard error/mean) is smaller. Of course, in both cases the
coefficient of variation itself remains unchanged. Thus, for all analyses, both with
multiple regression and GLM's, cyst counts were converted to number of cysts per
mean sample weight per data set (as close as possible to the actual counts) to avoid
distortion ofk and its estimates.

7.4. Results
Goodness of fit
Table 7.3. presents the results of both statistical methods for each field for the two
models, the simple two-parameter model (eq. i) and the comprehensive four-parameter
model (eq. ii).
Important characteristics inthis table are:
• The number of datapoints in a focus
• The time interval (in months) between the second sampling and the last potato
harvest
• The estimates ofwsh,wst, lshand lstby either method of analysis
• Significance of differences, indicated by *, between the steep and the shallow
gradient parameters lst, wsl,lsh and wsh,calculated by either method of analysis
• Goodness of fit: calculated by R2 in Multiple Regression Analysis and by the
mean deviance, D, inthe analysis with GLM's.
Both models fitted well to the data sets from all foci (Table 7.3.). For the simple model
(eq. i) the average values of R2 and mean D were 0.83 and 1.25 and for the extended
model (eq. ii) 0.86 and 1,respectively. These differences in goodness of fit were small,
but significant (P < 0.05) with either method of analysis. Twenty five out of 34 foci
were better described by the extended model (eq. ii) than by the simple model (eq. i)
which means that 74%ofthe foci were asymmetric.
Parameter estimation
Per focus
There was little difference in parameter estimates of the gradient parameters between
the multiple regression analysis and the GLM analysis. An asterisk indicates that a
gradient parameter on the shallow side of a focus differs significantly from its equivalent on the steep side. Such a difference occurred in 55 (58)% of the foci in the
parameter /, in 51 (60)% of the foci in the parameter w and in 31 (35)% of the foci in
both gradient parameters /and w. In 25 (21)% of the foci only the gradient parameters
lsh andls, and in 19(21)% only the gradients parameter wshand ws,differed significantly
while the other gradient parameters did not. In 25(23)% of the foci / nor w gradient
parameters differed significantly. The percentages mentioned first come from the
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Figure 7.5. - Averages of the gradient parameters / (•) and w (A) for foci in five cropping
areas in TheNetherlands with their standard deviations (bar represents + a). Soils of the first
four cropping areasaremainly (heavy)marineclays,thoseofthelast sandandpeat.

multiple regression analyses, those between brackets from analyses by GLM's. These
results indicate that most differences between the shallow and steep gradient parameters reflect true aberrations from the symmetrical model of eq (i).
Per cropping area
For the simple model (eq. i) the average parameter estimates were calculated for every
cropping area: Drente, Flevoland, Friesland, Groningen and Zeeland. In Figure
7.5./Table 7.4. the averages of the gradient parameters / and w with their standard
deviations are summarized for the five cropping areas. One way analysis of variance
was used to investigate whether there were differences in gradient parameters between
cropping areas.As probabilities of significant differences between cropping areas were
0.32 (for w) and 0.48 (for [),the answer to this question was negative. So, the parameter estimations of all foci can be averaged and considered to apply to all cropping
areas, which implies that one detection or sampling method for infestation foci will
suffice in all cropping areas of The Netherlands. In Table 7.5. the mean values of the
parameters / and w of eq. (i) are given with their 95% confidence intervals. Mean
values are virtually the same for both multiple regression analysis and GLM's.
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Table7.4.-Summary statisticsforGLMresultsforeachcropping area.
Province

Average
gradient
param. /

Standard
deviation
of/

Average
gradient
param. w

Standard
deviation
ofw

Drente

0.83

0.042

0.64

0.053

0.90

0.76

0.73

0.55

Flevoland

0.80

0.045

0.58

0.075

0.87

0.73

0.70

0.46

Friesland

0.84

0.035

0.65

0.065

0.90

0.78

0.76

0.54

Groningen

0.83

0.032

0.65

0.055

0.88

0.78

0.74

0.56

Zeeland

0.84

0.038

0.66

0.065

0.90

0.78

0.77

0.55

All data

0.83

0.048

0.64

0.075

0.91

0.75

0.76

0.52

Confidence limits
*sl 95"/.

<sh 5%

w

s t 95%

" ' s h 5%

Table 7.5. - Summary statistics for two methods of analysis for the simple model (eq.i)
pooled overalldata.
Multiple linear regression

Generalized linearmodels(GLM)

Gradient
parameter w

Gradient
parameter /

Gradient
parameter w

Gradient
parameter /

39

39

40

40

Mean

0.642

0.832

0.640

0.831

Minimum value

0.459

0.739

0.447

0.731

Maximum value

0.791

0.904

0.773

0.926

Standard deviation

0.073

0.044

0.075

0.048

Upper 5%conf. limit

0.76

0.73

0.76

0.91

Lower 5%conf. limit

0.52

0.76

0.52

0.75

Number ofvalues

2

R /Deviance (averaged)

0.83

Probability distribution of the gradient parameters Iandw
The probabilities ofthe length andwidth gradient parameters in any focus appeared to
be well described bythenormal distribution N(\i,o2). For/:JV(0.83, 0.0023) and forw:
JV(0.64, 0.0056). Figure 7.6.shows thecumulative normal distributions as drawn lines
and thecumulative relative frequencies of/ andwplotted as grey bars. Theprobability
of any combination of parameters / and w in a given focus can be described by a
bivariate normal distribution with parameters / = 0.83,w =0.64, a,2 = 0.0023, ow2 =

1.26
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0.60
0.70
0.80
Widthgradientparameter (w)

0.40

0.50

0.60
0.70
0.80
Lengthgradientparameter (/)

0.90

Figure 7.6. - Check for normality of the two gradient parameters / and w, describing an
infestation focus. Bars:relative frequencies ofthe estimates of /and w;line:relative frequenciesof/ andwaccordingtoanormal distribution.
0.0056 and correlation coefficient cp = 0.5.Figure 7.7. gives a two-dimensional display
of the actual combinations of w and / for all 40 foci studied and the 90% and 95%
contours ofthe bivariate normal distribution (Morrison, 1990).
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Correlation ofparameter values and field characteristics
Several variables related to the sampled fields were listed and correlated pair-wise,
such as cropping frequency, time interval (months) between last potato crop and the
second sampling, cyst density of the focus centre, nematode species, and cropping frequency. Apart from the correlation already mentioned between / and w, no other
correlations were found.

7.5. Discussion
Focus
Both the multiple regression analysis and the GLM provided good fits of the available
1,0

1

A
A

0,9

A
A

A
A

/

A
A

A

A

L
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A^iA
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A

A*

k

S 0,8
A
A

[A

A

A*
A
A

—

0,7

0,6
0,4

0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8

Width gradient parameter
Figure 7.7.-Two-dimensional display ofthebivariate distribution ofthe gradient parameters
/and w.Triangles:actual estimatesof/ andwperfocus; curves 1 and2:95and 90%probabilitycontours.
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1200
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Highestpopulation density
Figure 7.8. - The number of secondary infestations in a field (average area 0.33 ha) plotted
against the highest cyst density of the primary (= largest) infestation focus in that field. The
dataareobtained from thefirstsampling.

data sets to both models, eq. (i) and (ii),with almost identical results (Table 7.3.). The
requirements for multiple regression analysis, normality of residuals and constancy of
variance were sufficiently met. For the latter requirement, constancy ofvariance, this is
probably due to the large cyst counts, estimated by p(x,y), relative to the value ofk'
(Anscombe, 1948).
Both models described by eq. (i) and (ii) provided a good description of the shape and
size of an infection focus, the comprehensive model explaining the observations best.
From a statistical point of view it seems correct to choose the comprehensive model
represented by eq. (ii). For scientific purposes, such as the disentangling of sources of
variance in cyst counts or studying the processes contributing to the shape of a focus,
eq. (ii) indeed is the best model. For practical purposes however, such as the development of detection methods, simplicity is required as long as there are no large deviations from reality. The R2 values of the multiple regression analysis of the simple
model (eq. i) are only slightly reduced compared to those of the comprehensive model
(eq. ii) and the mean deviance D from the analyses with GLM's fit never moves
dramatically from unity. Both the fitting results and the robustness of the simple twoparameter model (eq. i)make itpre-eminently suitable for extension purposes.
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limits,respectively,ofboththe lengthandwidthgradient parameters accordingtoeq.(vi).

Cropping areas
The fact that no differences in parameter values between cropping areas were found
implies that anysampling method developed onthebasis of the pooled data setwillbe
useful for all cropping areas in The Netherlands. Been & Schomaker, (submitted)
describe the use of the simple model (eq. i) in the development of new sampling
methods for detection. As thetwo gradient parameters / andw both follow a normal
distributions, theprobability foranycombination ofthese parameters canbe described
by a bivariate normal distribution. This frequency distribution canbe used in several
ways. For instance theoverall performance ofa detection method canbe assessed by
calculating the average detection probability of a predefined focus for any possible
combination of parameter values (Been & Schomaker, unpublished). Conversely, a
sampling method canbeadjusted inorder todetect acertain volume of this distribution
with predefined probability orto interpret sampling results obtained bythese methods.
The latter feature hasalready been incorporated inaprototype IPM system for growers
of seed andconsumption potatoes (Been etal, 1996).
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Correlations
Notwithstanding the 40 foci available for analysis, no correlation could be found
between focal size and the two gradient parameters of the model or the time interval
between sampling and the last potato harvest. This implies that any detection method
utilized to find infestation foci ofpotato cyst nematodes is not subject to these criteria.
For instance, the detection probability will not suffer from the time interval passed
between harvest and the date of carrying out the sampling procedure. Of course this
interval will be restricted by the natural decline ofthe population density if no potatoes
are grown and a safe margin would be within three to four years at most.
Secondary foci and infested area
With the negative binomial distribution describing the small scale distribution of cysts
(per square metre) and the models according to eq. (i) and (ii) describing the medium
scale distribution (foci) an attempt was made to estimate the large scale distribution
within fields (number of foci per area) with data of the first sampling, which primary
purpose was locating the focus. Secondary foci were found in 67 out of 71 (94%) presampled fields. No simple relation could be found between the number of secondary
foci and the highest cyst density found {i.e., estimate for the cyst density in the centre
ofthe focus) in the primary focus and therefore no predictions could be made about the
number of secondary foci if the size of the primary focus was known (Figure 8.8.).
Irrespective of the highest cyst density in the primary focus, an average of three and a
maximum of 13 secondary foci per field were found. However, it was possible to
establish a relationship between the infested area of a field and the highest cyst density
of the primary focus. To evaluate its pattern and magnitude, it was compared with the
relation between infested area (I) of a particular focus and cyst density in the centre of
that focus, derived from the focus model:
7=2-log(p(0,0))2/log(0-log(w)
It then appeared that, although the mathematical patterns of both relations were quite
simular, the infested area of both primary and secondary foci estimated from the cyst
density in the centre of the primary focus was greatly underestimated with the data set
of the first sampling (Fig 9). It should have been larger than the infested area I of the
primary focus as, on average,three secondary foci were present in each field.
For lack of a model of the distribution of foci in a field, which obviously cannot be
derived from the first sampling, probably because of its incompleteness and the
coarseness of the sampling grid, the total infested area can be estimated with equation
(vi) assuming that
1)any primary infestation found is accompanied by three secondary foci;
2) these secondary foci have an average cyst density inthe centre of 50 cysts/kg;

(vi)
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3)theoverlapofthefoci isnegligible.
For the time being it can serve as a basis for advice to farmers about the control
measures to be taken once an infestation is found. If for instance, a primary focus is
detected with a cyst density of200 cysts/kg inthe centre (estimated from highest cyst
count andthenumber of 5metrewidth infested strips(Been &Schomaker, 1992))the
averageinfested areaisestimated as675m2fortheprimary infestation plus3x368m2
for the secondary infestation, amountingtogetherto 1,779 m2,which ismorethan50%
of a, for Dutch concepts regular, 0.33 ha field* (*defined as an 0.33 ha area with
average lengthof220mandanaveragewidthof 15m).Itisuselessthentospendtime
and money in a more precise location ofthe focus to take local control measures. It
would be more appropriate to plant the whole field* with a potato cultivar with a
degree ofresistance sufficient for thegrowingfrequency ofpotatoes andthe virulence
ofthenematodepopulation (Beenetal, 1995).
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Sampling methodsforfieldswithpatchy infestations
ofthepotato cystnematode (Globodera spp.):
Asimulation modeltodevelopandevaluate
sampling methods

T.H.Been&C.H.Schomaker
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8.1. Summary - A computer program called SAMPLE was developed
to evaluate existing and create new sampling methods for the detection
of patchy infestations or 'foci' ofthepotato cyst nematode(Globodera
spp.).Bycombining amodelfor themedium scaledistribution ofcysts,
which provides the expected population densities at each position
within the focus, and a model for the small scale distribution within
square metres (negative binomial distribution) SAMPLE allows to
simulate sampling procedures. The importance ofthe parameters of the
two distribution models -the length and width gradient parameters for
the medium scale distribution and the aggregation factor k ofthe negative binomial distribution for the small scale distribution -was investigated by sensitivity analyses.Theaggregation factor kproved tobe less
important when calculating the average detection probability ofa focus
thanthelengthandwidth gradientparameters. Severalexisting versions
of the statutory sampling method used in TheNetherlands were tested
for their performance on a standard infestation focus with a central
population density of 50 cysts/kg soil. The standard focus is small
enough to use resistant potato varieties as a control measure without
noticeable yield reductions in a 1:3 potato crop rotation. As the statutory soil sampling methods did not perform with the desired average
detection probability, set at 90%, the program was used to develop
several new sampling methods for focus detection and to investigate
their performance. SAMPLE is atoolto develop sampling methods on
demand for every possible combination of characteristics required for
use by seed and ware potato growers (recommendations for optimum
control measures leadingtomaximumreturns,Integrated Pest Management) and by governments (legislation, quarantine and export protection).

8.2. Introduction
In the 1980's, 60% of the total volume of pesticides used in The Netherlands consisted
of soil disinfectants for the control of potato cyst nematodes {Globodera spp.).
Approximately half of this volume was used for soil fumigation in seed and ware
potato areas, located mostly on heavy marine clay soils. Been & Schomaker (1987,
submitted) conducted field trials with 1,3-dichloropropene on these soils to investigate
the efficiency of soil fumigation and reported average mortalities of 60% in the upper
25 to 30 cm of the tilth. However, potato roots and cysts were found down to a depth
of 80 cm. The area of the infestations was small compared to the area commonly
treated with a fumigant. As a result, more than 90% of the active compound was
wasted on uninfected soils. Large numbers of fields in these areas were treated with
fumigants without the demonstrated presence of potato cyst nematodes. The fields
were treated as a result of government regulation or as a prevention of an eventual
detection of potato cyst nematodes by statutory soil sampling.
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To reduce this high, ineffective and in most cases unnecessary input of soil fumigants,
sampling methods are needed to detect infestation foci having low population densities
with a high detection probability in order to help farmers in making decisions on the
nature of the control measures required for optimal economic returns. Knowledge of
both the medium scale (shape and size of foci) and the small scale distribution (within
square metres) of potato cyst nematodes can be combined in a simulation model to
evaluate existing sampling methods and to develop new ones if necessary. As the
intended computations are too comprehensive to do by hand, a computer program,
SAMPLE, was developed using the BASIC Compiler V.7 to automate development
and testing of sampling methods for detection ofpatchy infestations.

8.3. Material and Methods
Spatial distribution models
The spatial distribution of potato cyst nematodes in the field is not uniform. Fields are
free of potato cyst nematodes until an initial infestation occurs. Localized populations
will increase every year in which potatoes are grown and cluster at the location where
plants have grown, leading to a hot spot or focus (Zadoks & van den Bosch, 1994).
Redistribution of nematodes in the soil depends on farming practices, mainly the use of
machinery, which cause the growth of the primary focus and the appearance of secondary foci elsewhere in the field. A large scale, medium scale and small scale distribution
can be distinguished. The large scale distribution refers to a whole field and its number
of foci. The medium scale distribution pattern refers to the size and shape of a focus as
a result of farming practices. The small scale distribution of potato cyst nematodes is
the result of multiplication on the roots of evenly spaced potato plants and local effects
ofredistribution; the result can be described by a density probability function.
Schomaker & Been (submitted) developed a simple exponential model describing the
general shape of a focus based on the analysis of 39 infestations, mapped in square
metre units, invarious cropping areas ofTheNetherlands. The general shape of a focus
is described by:
E[P(xy)]=p(0,OyiM-wM
For explanation of symbols see Table 8.1.
With this model the expected population density at any location in a focus can be
calculated given a certain central population density^(0,0) and the values of the length
gradient parameter (/) and the width gradient parameter (w). These parameter values
proved to be the same in all cropping areas (Schomaker & Been, 1998) so that any
sampling method for detection will have the same performance throughout The Netherlands.

(1)
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Table 8.1. - Definition of terms used
Sampling grid
grid point
grid quadrat
grid quadrat length
grid quadrat width
grid pattern
grid quadrat area
grid position
Soil samples
core sample
bulk sample
field sample
core sample size
bulk sample size
field sample size
Detection probability
Pr
Pr1

Prf
* '

nvuraU

Equations
Length direction
Width direction
E[p(x,y)]

P(0,0)

k
k'
k"

Location where a core sample will be taken.
Area between four grid points placed in a rectangle; also area represented by one grid
point in arectangular grid.
Distance between two grid points inthe direction of cultivation.
Distancebetween twogrid pointsperpendicular tothe direction of cultivation.
Pattern of grid points of a rectangular grid, defined by a combination of grid quadrat
length and width.
Area 'covered' by one core sample in a grid point = grid quadrat length . grid quadrat
width.
Position of grid with respect tocentre of focus.

Single sample taken with a sampling auger at acertain grid point.
Soil sample taken per standard area (m2, ha) consisting of several core samples and
processed asone sample.
Soil sample taken per standard area (ha) consisting of several bulk samples which are
separately processed.
Weight of soil collected by one core sample.
Total weight of all core samplestobeprocessed asone bulk sample.
Total weight of allcore samplestobeprocessed as several bulk samples.

Probability of detecting 1 ormore cysts by collecting one core sample.
Probability of detecting 1or more cysts by collecting all core samples taken within a
focus.
Average detection probability; average of all detection probabilities per focus for all
possible grid positions.
Overall detection probability; average of all average detection probabilities for all
combinations of the length and width gradient parameters according to the bivariate
normal distribution.

The direction of cultivation.
The direction perpendicular tothe direction of cultivation.
Cyst count at aposition inthe focus with length coordinatex and width coordinate y.
Expected population density at a certain position in the focus with length coordinate x
and width coordinate y [cysts/kg soil]. Also parameter oftheNegative Binomial Distribution.
Population density inthe centre ofthe focus [cysts/kg].This position hasthe predefined
length and width coordinates x =0 andy =0.
Length gradient parameter, the ratio ofthe cyst density at a position with length coordinate xand that density ataposition with length coordinate x-1.
Width gradient parameter, the ratio of cyst density at aposition with width coordinate y
and that density ataposition with width coordinate y-1.
Length coordinate of a given position in the focus: the distance in metres between the
focus centre andthatposition in length direction.
Width coordinate of a given position in the focus: the distance in metres between the
focus centre and that position inwidth direction.
Coefficient of aggregation. Parameter oftheNegative Binomial Distribution.
Common k according to Bliss& Owen (1953).
Coefficient of aggregation for the core sample size; proportional to the size of the
sample used toestimate k'
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Cyst counts, estimated by p(x,y), in samples from a small area of about one square
metre in a focus with coordinates x andy, are assumed to follow a Negative Binomial
Distribution (Seinhorst 1988). This distribution and its fitting to biological data is
extensively described by many workers, among others by Bliss & Fisher (1953).
Considering available data from the literature (summarized by Seinhorst, 1988) and k
values calculated from more than 40 foci and from numerous small scale distribution
patterns, Schomaker & Been (1992, in prep) an operational value resembling a 'common k (Bliss & Owen, 1953), denoted as k\ of 70 could be established for bulk samples of 1.5 kg (80 core samples of approximately 20 g) originating from one square
metre. The aggregation factor used in the calculations, k", is proportional to the (core)
sample size taken from that square metre (Seinhorst, 1988).
The probability of detection within a square metre can be defined as the probability of
extracting one or more cysts from this area, or 1minus the probability of finding no
cysts at all.For this purpose the negative binomial distribution function:
I

Pr[p(xy)=a] =

a+k-\\ , E\p(xy)] . „ ,
k
.k
y
k-l J KE\p(xy)]+k'
E\pix^)Vk'

,2)

where Pr indicates the probability of finding a ceratin number (cc) of cysts and a is a
integer > 0 can be simplified to the following equation when a = 0:

Pr\p{x,y)=a\ = (

/
)*
Elpix^+k

The combination of equations (1) and (3) allows to calculate the probability of detection when applying a certain sampling method defined by grid pattern and core sample
size on the one hand and focus size defined by the central population density and the
values ofthe length and width gradient parameter on the other hand.

Simulation model
Table 8.1. defines the terms used in this paper while Table 8.2. lists the input parameters required for the simulation program.
The finite focus
The exponential model according to equation (1) is infinite sothat population densities
will decrease asymptotically towards zero in all directions. In real life, a focus is
limited in size and therefore focus dimensions have to be established for use in the
calculations. Two different methods are possible, theprobability model and the density
model. The first method sets a limit to the focus when the probability of detecting no

(3)
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Table8.2.-Programinput
central population density P(0,Q) from equation (1) incysts/kg soil
length gradient parameter /
from
equation (1)
width gradient parameter w from equation (1)
grid quadrat length
dimension ofthe sampling grid inthedirection ofcultivation e.g. 5m
grid quadrat width
dimension of the sampling grid inthe direction perpendicular tothe direction of cultivation e.g. 5m
core sample size
weight of soil collected by one core sample (g)
step size grid
distance in cm used to shift the sampling grid in 1and/or w direction
(default 0.1 m)
aggregation factor
k' for 1.5kg soil
threshold value
value which is used to limit focus dimension in length and width direction; Pr[p(x,y)=0] > 0.99 (probability model) , 1 cyst/kg soil (density
model).

cysts at all in the volume of soil collected by a core sample will exceed a set value
accordingtoequation (3),e.g.Pr[p(x,y)=0]>0.99.Thesecondmethod limitsthearea
ofthe focustothat areawherethepopulation density isaboveasetvaluee.g. 1 cyst/kg
soil.Bothmethodshavebeenimplemented inSAMPLE.
The probability model is elegant but it has some severe drawbacks. When the core
sample size increases inthe course ofan iteration process to attain apredefined average detection probability, the probability of detecting no cysts will decrease at any
location within andjust outside the focus as defined by the setvalue. Thus the probability model increasesthesizeofthefocus.Whenthisincreaseoccursatacriticalpoint
inthe iterationprocess,closetothedesired average detectionprobability, optimisation
will fail. Core sample size increment and decrement will cause the average detection
probability tojump around therequired probability, outsidethetolerancevalue set for
thedifference betweentherequired andthecalculated averagedetectionprobability.In
addition,thesizeofafocus cangrowdisproportionately byincreasingthecoresample
size.Consideringthesedrawbackstheprobability modelwasdiscarded infavour ofthe
densitymodel.
Validsamplinggridpoints
The first step of any calculation will be to match the size of the sampling grid - the
number of gridpointswhichwillactually beconsidered inthecalculation ofprobabilities - with the size ofthe focus under investigation. Starting at the centre ofthe focus
and stepping along both axes (length and width), using as increment values the grid
quadrat length and width, the numbers of relevant grid points (those within the finite
focus) in both directions, gxand gy,will be calculated. In this way the size of a rectangle (2gx + 1•2gy + 1 =n gridpoints) coveringthewhole focus iscalculated. The
program only computes probabilities for the calculated areaofthe focus and therefore
isnot hampered by the size and shape (such asblocks,strips or squares) ofthe spatial
unit from which the core samples are collected to constitute the bulk sample.In view
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of the shape of the focus, most grid points at the comers of the calculated rectangle
will be below the threshold value of the density model (Figure 8.1.)- The calculated
population density at each grid point will be tested against the threshold value and grid
points below thethreshold will be disregarded in further calculations.
In every grid point where a core sample is taken the expected population density is
calculated using equation (1). The probability of finding zero cysts in a soil sample
from a focus as a whole is defined as the product of the outcomes of equation (3) for
all core samples taken within the focus. The complement of this product is the detection probability of a focus, iV. Ifn subsamples are taken:
PrS\p>l]=l-IlPr\p(xy)=0]

(4)

Theposition of thefocal centre
As the exact position of the focus within the field is unknown, the sampling grid can
overlay a focus in many different ways and a separate detection probability can be
related to all of them. Therefore, SAMPLE systematically shifts the grid in both directions using 'step size grid' (Table 8.2.) and calculates the detection probability of the
focus for each new position of the grid.As the above calculated rectangle of valid grid
points has its central grid point in the centre of the focus the sampling grid will be
shifted by half a grid quadrat length and width to the left and upwards respectively
before actual simulations start, see Figure 8.1.where a 5 x 5 m sampling grid is superimposed over a focus with a central population density of 50 cysts/kg of soil (standard
focus), with arrows indicating the directions in which the grid will be shifted. When
the sampling grid has been shifted in both directions using 'step size' for distances
equivalent to grid quadrat length and width, all possible grid positions will have been
evaluated. As the model chosen for the shape of the focus is symmetrical over both
axes (Schomaker & Been, submitted), only one quadrant needs to be evaluated, thus
savingnearly 75%of calculation time.
Finally, a frequency distribution of detection probabilities per focus is obtained over all
grid positions. Ifthe gridwas shifted TVtimes,the average detection probability is

Prf

\p>l]=l*
averts—

J

(5)
-,

Table 8.3. shows a sampling routine in which, for simplicity, code for restricting
calculations to one quadrant and valid grid points has been omitted. Gridnumber
counts the number of grid positions evaluated (maximum = [grid quadrat length/step

v /
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Figure 8.1.- Map of a focus with a central population density of 50cysts/kg soil and length
and width gradient parameters according to the 10%lower percentile of the bivariate normal
distribution (standard focus). Population densities (cysts/kg)per squaremetre (1.33 x 0.75 m)
calculated according to equation (1).A 5by 5m grid pattern is superimposed. Arrows indicate the shift of the grid in both directions to calculate the average detection probability and
its variance. The shift distance (called step size) ofthe grid can be setto any value from one
cmupwards (default 10cm).

Table8.3.-Simplified samplingroutineinBASIC
SUB monster
gridnumber = 0:
CONS = (centralpopdensity/kg)/1000*coresamplesize
FOR i= 0 TOgridstepnumberinwidth -1
FORj = 0 TOgridstepnumberinlength -1
probability = 1!:coresamplenumber =0
FORk = -coresamplenumberinwidth TOcoresamplenumberinwidth
FOR 1 = -coresamplenumberinlength TO coresamplenumberinplength
M! = CONS * (lengthgradient parameter A ABS(j*step size + (1* gridquadrat length))) *
(widthgradient parameter AABS(i*step size+ (k * gridquadratwidth)))
Zpsub= (k/ (M! +k)) A k
ZPTOT = ZPTOT *Zpsub:coresamplenumber = coresamplenumber +1
NEXT1
NEXTk
gridnumber = gridnumber + 1:probability(gridnumber) = 1!- ZPTOT
gridaverage = gridaverage + probability(gridnumber)
NEXTj
NEXTi
gridaverage = gridaverage / gridnumber
END SUB
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size] • [grid quadrat width/step size]). First the expected number of cysts per core in
the centre ofthe focus (CONS)willbecalculated usingthecentralpopulation density
and the core sample size. Two FOR loops will take care of every grid position possible. The detection probability will be set to one and coresamplenumber to zero.Two
FOR loops will gothrough allpossible grid points according tothe current gridposition,calculatetheexpectednumberofcystsaccordingtoequation(1)andtheprobabilityofPr\pM] =0accordingtoequation(3).Attheendoftheinnerloopsthedetection
probability for eachgridposition iscalculated.Attheendofthesubroutinetheaverage
detectionprobability ofthefocus (Prmer) iscalculated.

8.4.Results
Sensitivityanalysis
With the algorithm described above, sensitivity analyses were carried out for various
parameters of equations (1) and (3)usingthe statutory soil sampling methods used in
TheNetherlands (Table 8.4.).
These sensitivity analyses (Figures 8.2.A andB)teachthatthe length andwidth gradient parameters both strongly influence the average detection probability. This influence isthe stronger the greater the bulk sample, sincethe increase ofthebulk sample
from 200 to 600 ml increases the average detection probability by a factor varying
from 2to4. Schomaker &Been(1992)decidedtosetthelengthandthewidth gradient
parameters (dataoriginating onlyfromonecroppingarea)tothe 10%lowerpercentile
of their distributions when running simulations: for the length gradient parameter this
value was 0.76, for thewidth gradientparameter 0.60.Whenthesevalues areused for
thecalculation ofaveragedetectionprobabilitiesofe.g.70%,90%ofthefociwillhave
these gradientparametersorlargeronesandtherewith anaveragedetectionprobability
equaltoorlargerthan70%.
Sensitivity analysis ofthe effect ofvariation ink (Figure 8.2.C)onthe averagedetection probability revealed thatthe latter hardly changed whenk(defined for samples of
1.5 kg soil per m2) increasedfrom40to 100.The impact of&onthe detection probability is low becausethe aggregation factor belonging toa core sample depends onits
size, k"being proportional to the size ofthe sample used to estimate the 'common k.
As generally core sample sizes for statutory soil sampling are only several grams or
decigrams (Table 8.4., Southey, 1973),k' for the core sample size will almost always
be below 1. This implies considerable aggregation which hardly changes when the k
value for 1.5 kgbulk samplesisincreased.Itisconcludedthat, forthepresentpurpose,
some variation ofk canbe accepted sothat a'common k, k\ canbeused as described
bySeinhorst(1988).
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Figure 8.2. - A: Sensitivity analysis of the effect of the length gradient parameter in the
exponential model (medium scaledistribution, equation(l)) ontheaveragedetection probability of a standard focus. B:Sensitivity analysis of theeffect of the width gradient parameter in
the exponential model (medium scale distribution, equation(l)) on the average detection
probability of a standard focus. C: Sensitivity analysis of the effect of the coefficient of
aggregation k (negative binomial distribution, equation (3)) on the average detection probability of a standard focus. Focus: Central population density 50 cysts/kg, /=0.77, w= 0.55
(Schomaker & Been, 1998), k =70. Sampling method: Grid patterns, core sample sizes and
bulk sample sizes according toTable 8.4.
*Laboratoryfor SoilandCroptesting, Oosterbeek.
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Figure 8.3. - Frequency distribution of eggs/cyst per batch of cysts from square metre sampleswithpopulation densitiesbetween 30and 70cysts/kg soiloriginating from 9foci.

Defining astandard focus
Before sampling methods for detection can be evaluated or new methods developed a
standard focus must be chosen which one wants to detect with a set probability. Three
requirements can be postulated too help defining the standard focus. Firstly, the level
of infestation at detection should be so low that farmers can take control measures as
soon as possible, but at least one crop rotation period before the infestation becomes
visible in the next potato crop. Secondly, the population densities in the centre of the
focus should not exceed the population threshold for damage at the time of planting a
new potato crop. Then, resistant potato cultivars, which differ from susceptible ones
only in their quality as a host, will suffer hardly any growth reduction with as a direct
result no visibility of the infestation in the crop. Thirdly, detection of a focus should
occur early, so that the probability of secondary foci and point infestations caused by
infested clods of soil adhering to and transported by machinery (Hofmeester, 1990)
would be low.
To establish the average number of eggs/cyst immediately after the susceptible potato
cultivar Bintje is grown, the contents of batches of cysts, originating from square metre
samples from 9 foci were determined. Assuming that a number of 50 cysts/kg soil
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should approximately containthenumber ofeggstoapproachthedamagethreshold{T
= 2 eggs/g soil at planting - Seinhorst, 1982b),population densities between 30 to 70
cysts/kg soil were analysed. The resulting frequency distribution of eggs/cyst is
slightly skewed (Figure 8.3.)-Anaverage of248eggs/cystwascalculated, andavalue
of 250 eggs/cyst was used for further calculations. As the actual sampling is done
immediately after the potato harvest, two to three years of non-host crops follow in
which the population density decreases. This decline, investigated among others by
Den Ouden (1960), is averaged at 50%/year in the first year after a potato crop and
35%/year insubsequent years(Been,Schomaker&Seinhorst, 1995).
With the information presented above, a focus with a centralpopulation density of50
cysts/kg soil was calculated as being a suitable standard focus. Figure 8.1. shows a
two-dimensional image of the standard focus which, apart from its central population
density, is defined by length and width gradient parameters according to the 10%
lowerpercentile oftheir frequency distribution (Schomaker &Been, 1993).Thepopulation density atthecentreofthestandard focus is50cysts/kgsoilorabout 12.5eggs/g
soil. Population densities would be expected to decrease to 4.1 and 2.6 eggs/g soil in
1:3 and 1:4 crop rotations, respectively. These densities are only slightly above the
tolerance limit (T) of 2 eggs/g soil (Seinhorst, 1982).No yield reductions will occur
and the infestation will notbevisible inthecrop. Forthe accuracy ofdetection ofthe
standard focus a 90%probability was arbitrarily chosen as being a minimum requirement for performance of a sampling method, keeping costs to collect and process the
requiredfieldsamplesizewithinreasonablelimits.

Table8.4.-Characteristics ofseveralDutchversionsofthestatutory soilsamplingmethod.
Themethod oftheLaboratory for Soil andCropTesting (Oosterbeek) isinaccordancewith
theregulationsissuedbytheDutchPlantProtectionService.
Sampling agency

Oosterbeek
NAKDeltaNederland
NAKAssen
NAK Emmeloord
NAKFrieslandVGroningen

Core
numbers
(n)
60
60
60
120
120

Core
size
(ml)
3.33
3.33
3.33
5.00
5.00

Grid
quadrat
length
(cm)
750
400
500
250
500

Grid
quadrat
width
(cm)
750
1200
1000
1100
500

Bulk sample
size
(ml/0.33ha)
200
200
200
600
600
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Statutory sampling methods
Several Dutch sampling methods, defined by grid pattern and core sample size (Table
8.4.), were evaluated for their efficiency to detect the standard focus. In the 1990's five
methods were used in The Netherlands. The method used by the Laboratory for Soil
and Crop Testing (Oosterbeek) is the statutory sampling method according to the
regulations issued by the Dutch Plant Protection Service. The Dutch General Inspection Service for Agricultural Seeds and Seed Potatoes (NAK) Delta Nederland and
NAK Assen only changed the grid pattern to reduce the walking distance for the soil
sampler and thus the costs.NAK Emmeloord and NAK Friesland-/Groningen doubted
the efficiency of collecting only 200 ml per 0.33 ha and tripled the bulk sample size.
Both agencies covered prime seed potato areas in the Netherlands and wanted to
contribute to keeping these areas free from potato cyst nematode. Most other statutory
sampling methods within the European Community are derived from the Dutch methods although there is a tendency to sample larger areas. For the Dutch methods the
average detection probability of the standard focus was calculated (column three of
Table 8.5.). The 200 ml sampling methods detect the standard focus only with an average detection probability of about 6%, while the 600 ml methods yield average detectionprobabilities of about 17%.

Table 8.5. - Performance of several Dutch versions of the statutory soil sampling method.
Average detection probability according tothe 10%lower percentile of the length and width
gradient parameters (0.77 and 0.55) according to Schomaker & Been (submitted). Overall
detection probability according to the bivariate normal distribution of the length and width
gradient parameters.
Sampling agency

bulk
sample
size
(ml/0.33
ha)

Average
detection
probability in %

90% average
detection
probability at
a central
population
density:
(cysts/kg)

Required sample size
for 90%average detection probability of standard focus
core
sample
size (g)

field sample size
(kg/0.33ha)

Overall
detection
probability
of standard
focus in %

Oosterbeek

200

5.8

9200

172

10.0

12.2

NAK

200

6.6

8300

468

32.2

13.8

NAK

200

6.4

7850

242

16.0

13.4

NAK

600

15.9

1650

176

21.2

30.8

NAK

600

18.4

1000

61

8.0

34.6
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Inthe fourth column ofTable 8.5.therequirednumber ofcysts/kg inthecentre ofthe
focus is given at which detection will occur with an average detection probability of
90%usingtherespectivemethods.The200mlmethodsrequireextremelyhighcentral
population densities to detect foci with this probability, much higher than population
densities will beunderfieldconditions.2500to 3500 cysts/kgwerethehighest densities ever found, while Schomaker & Been (1998) in a survey of almost 100 infested
fields did not detect central population densities higher than 1500 cysts/kg. Two
sample sizes were calculated needed to detect the standard focus with 90% average
detectionprobability,thecoresamplesizeandtheassociated field samplesizeper 0.33
ha. A surprising result is that two methods, NAK Emmeloord and NAK
Friesland/Groningen, which collect the same bulk sample size (600 g soil) and have
almost the same average detection probability for the standard focus (about 17%),
require core sample sizes andbulk sample sizes differing a factor 3to detect the standard focus at the set probability. The explanation for this difference lies in the grid
patterns. The NAK Friesland/Groningen grid pattern of 5by 5 m is more favourable
than the 2.5 by 11 m grid pattern of NAK Emmeloord, the latter being incongruent
withtheshapeofthe focus.
Schomaker &Been(1998),havinganalysed foci scattered overmanycroppingareasin
The Netherlands, found that both the length and width gradient parameters are normally distributed. As aresult the frequency of occurrence ofany combination ofboth
gradient parameters in the field can be described by a bivariate normal distribution.
Using this distribution, an overall detection probability for the standard focus can be
calculated. The overall detection probability, defined asthe sum oftheproducts ofthe
average detection probability ofthat focus for eachpossible combination ofthe length
andwidth gradientparameters andtheprobability ofoccurrenceofthatcombination,is
listed in the last column of Table 8.5. If there are n, possible values for the length
gradient parameter and mwpossible values for the width gradient parameter and each
combination of the length and width gradient parameters has the frequency of occurrence freqjj

Prf

=^Jll

1

Theoverall detectionprobability hasavaluebetweenzeroandone,0<iVove,.aHy<1.
Figure 8.4. givesanexampleoftheproductsoftheaveragedetectionprobability atall
possible combinations ofthe length andwidth gradient parameters andtheprobability
of occurrence of those combinations according to the bivariate normal distribution
(P^aver ij • fre(lx^ f° r t n e NAK Groningen/Friesland method. From Table 8.5. it is
evident that, although the overall detection probabilities are higher than the average
detection probabilities based on the 10% lower percentile, none of the statutory soil
samplingmethods qualifies fortherequired90%detectionlevel.

(6)
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Figure 8.4.-Average detectionprobability ofastandard focus atallpossible combinations of
the lengthandwidth gradientparameterstimesthe frequency ofoccurrence ofthose combinations according to the bivariate normal distribution using the sampling method of NAK
Friesland/Groningen,whichresultsinanoveralldetectionprobability of34.6%(Table 8.5.).

Efficiency of sampling methods
Since the dimensions of the grid pattern obviously affect the field sample size necessary to obtain a certain average detection probability, SAMPLE was used to establish
the optimum grid pattern. The sample size required for a 90% detection probability
was calculated for a variety of grid patterns from a 2 by 2 m to a 11 by 11 m grid
pattern and for several combinations of the length and width gradient parameters.
Figure 8.5. shows that the wider the grid pattern the larger the soil sample needed to
detect the standard focus with 90% average detection probability, and the relation is by
no means linear. Further, an increase in grid quadrant length is less sensitive than the
same increase in grid quadrant width. The effect becomes less noticeable when higher
values for the length and width gradient parameter are used (foci covering a larger
area). Thus, the field sample size required to detect the standard focus with an average
detection probability of 90% varies from 6.7 kg for a 2by 2 m grid pattern to 33 kg for
a 12 by 12 m grid pattern when the lower 10% percentile of the bivariate distribution
of the length and width gradient parameters is used (/ = 0.77, w = 0.55; Figure 8.5.A),
from 3.9 to 5.9 kg when the average values are used (/ = 0.83, w = 0.64; Figure 8.5.B)
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and from 1.6 to 1.7 kg when the upper 10%percentile (/ = 0.91, w = 0.76; Figure
8.5.C)isused.
In Figure 8.6. another consequence of differences in grid patterns is demonstrated by
comparing the frequency distributions (= number of occurrences) of detection probabilities ofthe 2by 2 mand the 11by 11mgrid patterns for the same three combinations of the length- and width gradient parameters as in Figure 8.5. Although sample
sizes were adjusted sothat forboth gridpatternsthestandard focus isdetectedwithan
average detection probability of 90%, the variance of the detection probabilities for
various grid positions ismuch smaller for the2by 2mgridpattern than for the 11 by
11mgridpattern.Fortheindividual farmer, whodrawsonly oncefromthis frequency
distribution, a sampling method with a closely-spaced grid pattern is more reliable.
The frequency distribution of the 11 by 11 m grid pattern in Figure 8.6.A. (for the
lower 10%percentile) displays a largenumber ofzeroprobability detections. Inthese
cases grid positions occur without any grid point touching the focus. As a result, the
core sample size has to be drastically increased for those grid positions that do touch
the focus inordertoobtainthedesired averageof90%detectionprobability. The field
sample sizehastobeincreasedby 13kgwhensteppingfromthe 11by 10gridpattern
to the 11by 11gridpattern.An 11by 12mgridpatternhas25%ofthegrid positions
with zero probability of detection, and an average detection probability of 90% is
impossible.
According to these analyses, grid patterns of 2 by 2 m would be the best of those
calculated and smaller ones probably even better. However, reducing the grid quadrat
in sizetoobtain denser gridpatterns onlyyieldslowprofit inreducingthefieldsample
size and it cannot significantly improve thefrequencydistribution of detection probabilities,whereasthenumber ofcoresamplesrequired increasesprohibitively.Arange
of grid patterns is acceptable when considering only thefieldsample size but a compromise has to be found for two conflicting aims:minimizing the sample size andthe
variance ofthe detection probability onthe onehand and minimizing thetime needed
to collect and process the samples on the other hand. The prototype sampling method
by Schomaker & Been (1992) and Been & Schomaker (1996) tried to achieve this
compromise byutilisinga5by 5mgridpattern.

8.5.Discussion
Optimization ofsamplingmethods
Theresults ofTable 8.5. indicatethatthestatutory soil samplingmethodsused inThe
Netherlands do not fulfil the requirements for a sampling method which can detect a
small infestation by potato cyst nematodes with a high probability and which can be
employed as a monitoring tool in an IPM system. New soil sampling methods for
detection had to be developed. A start was made in 1989 when a prototype version,
called AMI-50, based on a limited data set originating from the province Flevoland,
wasintroduced inTheNetherlands (Schomaker &Been,1992).
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Figure 8.5. -Sensitivity analyses for gridpatterns.The field sample sizeper 0.33 harequired
to detect the standard focus with an average detection probability of 90% was calculated for
grid patterns varyingfrom2 x 2 m to 11x11 m,usingthe 10%lower (A),the mean (B) and
the 10% upper percentile (C) of the bivariate normal distribution of the length and width
gradientparameters.
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Table 8.6. -Featuresof severalversionsofanewsampling methodfor thedetection ofpotato
cyst nematodes. Theprototype method is inuse inDutch agriculture since 1989 (Schomaker
& Been, 1993).Adapted method 1is an adjustment of the prototype method due to research
carried out in all potato cropping areas of TheNetherlands (Schomaker & Been, submitted).
Adjusted method 2 is the result of applying the bivariate normal distribution (set to 90%
overall detection probability) instead of the 10% lower percentile of the length and width
gradient parameters.Adjusted method 3takesintoaccounttherequirement ofabasicregistrationunit(6metres)compatiblewithfarm operations.
Sampling
method

Length

Width

gradient parameter

Grid
quadrat
length
(m)

Grid
quadrat
width
(m)

Core
sample
size (g)

Field
sample
size
(kg/ha)

Bulk
sample
size (kg
per 1/7 ha)

Overall
detection
probability

(%)

Prototype
method

0.76

0.60

5

5

53

21

3

96.4

Adapted
method 1

0.77

0.55

5

5

61

24.1

3.4

97.5

Adapted
method 2

bivariate
distribution

5

5

34

13.5

1.9

90.0

Adapted
method 3

bivariate
distribution

5

6

42

13.9

2

90.0

In Table 8.6. the characteristics of this prototype method are displayed. According to
Schomaker & Been (1998),who analysed a more comprehensive data set, thevalues of
the 10% lower percentiles of the length and width gradient parameters, which were
used to develop the prototype method, had to be adapted. The core sample size had to
be increased from 53 to 61 g and the field sample size from 21.0 to 24.1 kg to ensure
the desired average detection probability of 90% (adapted method 1).Using the bivariate distribution of the two parameters, a method could be developed with an overall
detection probability of 90%. Instead of optimizing the detection method to the 10%
lower percentile of both the length and width gradient parameters, it was optimized to
detect an average of 90% of all possible combinations of these parameters (adapted
method 2).A substantial reduction in core and field sample sizes isthe result.
Because of the large amount of soil that had to be collected, bulk samples of areas
smaller than the standard 0.33 ha were collected and processed. As secondary infestations and point infections occurred upwards and downwards in the direction of
cultivation, the almost square area from which to collect a bulk sample was replaced
by a elongated rectangular area or 'strip'. On average, strips are 300 m long covering
the complete field in the direction of cultivation and as wide as the grid quadrat width.
The prototype sampling method utilized a 5by 5m grid pattern. By combining all core
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samples over areas 5m wide and 300 m long into one bulk sample, 7bulk samples per
ha are collected. This new grid pattern was inconvenient as most agricultural machinery has a working width which goes by multiples of three metre. As a result, when
growing a resistant cultivar as a control measure, the area in the width of the field will
generally not cover the same width as the sampled and infested area. Deviant dimensions pose problems with the registration systems currently under development which
need a standard width to store information. Consequently, the final sampling method
for detection of foci (adapted method 3) was based on a 5 long by 6 m wide grid
pattern.
The soil sampling methods of Table 8.4. are applied for different purposes in The
Netherlands. They are used as statutory sampling methods by the government to
protect the export of seed potatoes or are part of regulations on quarantine and control
of potato cyst nematodes. Farmers want sampling methods for optimum control measures which lead to maximum returns, preferably before detection occurs by statutory
soil sampling methods. In the Multi-Year Crop Protection Plan of the Dutch government (Anonymous, 1991) monitoring by soil sampling is advocated as a method to
restrict the input of nematicides by avoiding preventive soil fumigation and applying
need-based nematicide treatments only. SAMPLE can be used to develop optimum
sampling methods for such purposes.
Seedpotato growers
The prototype sampling method was developed specifically for seed potato growers.
Although government regulation concerning potato cyst nematodes has drastically
changed in The Netherlands - primarily to reduce the input of nematicides - it is still
prohibited to grow seed potatoes on infested soils. Farmers, confronted with such a
situation, are allowed to grow resistant potato varieties but only for human consumption or industrial processing. The financial loss in a prime seed potato area, such as the
province Flevoland, amounts to 2.600 - 3800 guilders (about 1400 - 2000 US$) net per
ha (Anonymous, 1995), far more than the costs of the new sampling method (about
200 guilders or 100 US$ per ha). Since the proposed sampling methods detect foci
long before the statutory soil sampling method will do so, farmers will be able to take
control measures to prevent that detection. As precise information on the width of the
focus is supplied, the size of the focus can be estimated and customer-designed recommendations for control can be provided (Been et al, 1996).
Warepotato growers
When ware potatoes are grown, almost no regulatory restrictions are applied. No
statutory soil sampling is carried out. Instead, the Plant Protection Service performs
aerial surveys of potato fields and registers the locations where bare patches or bad
growth is visible. Soil samples are taken on the spot and when the presence of potato
cyst nematodes is demonstrated resistant varieties have to be grown until subsequent
soil sampling proves the field to be free from cysts. The use of resistant varieties
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Figure 8.6. - A comparison of the frequency distributions of detection probabilities for 2 x 2
m ( • ) and 11 x 11 m ( • ) grid patterns (length x width) at the 10% lower (A), the mean (B)
and the 10% upper percentile (C) of the bivariate normal distribution of the length and width
gradient parameters. The two grid patterns produce the same average detection probability
(90%) for the standard focus (using different core sample sizes) but they differ in their variance. Note: A grid quadrat of 11 by 11 m and 'step size grid' of 10 cm for the sampling grid
(Table 8.2.) yields 110 * 110= 12100 simulated sampling results; the frequencies of the 2 by
2 m grid were converted to the same number for comparison.
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amounts to a net loss of 600 - 1800 guilders (about 300 - 950 US$) per ha (Anonymous, 1995). For a typical bare patch to be spotted from the air, an area of at least 25
square metres of reduced growth is necessary. Any reasonably attentive farmer will
spot such an infestation himself in the preceding potato crop when growth reduction is
still small. When rotations of 1:4 or wider are practised, visible damage in the next
potato crop will become harder to notice as a result of redistribution and population
decrease. However, the infestation will spread; secondary infestations will occur and
slowly the complete field will be contaminated. Schomaker & Been (submitted)
demonstrated the presence of secondary foci in 94%ofthe fields sampled. The average
area contaminated by the primary focus increases from 370 to 1150 m2 when P(0,0)
increases from 50 to 1000 cysts/kg soil.Most ofthe infested area contains low population densities of the potato cyst nematode. When a field becomes more or less uniformly infested, densities will build up. At this stage yield reductions can be suffered
without being seen as comparison with uninfected areas in the same field is not possible. Growing seed potatoes or export crops (e.g. flower bulbs), which are only allowed
to grow on nematode-free soil, will become impossible. Sampling, therefore, is still
required although not as intensive as for seed potato growers.
An option is to link the size of the infestation focus to be detected to the cropping frequency. The less frequently potatoes are grown the bigger the focus may develop
before detection by the sampling method is required as a longer period of non-host
years will follow. For every extra non-host crop season the acceptable central population density of the focus to be detected may increase by the average reduction of
population densities during that extra year (35%). A maximum focus size can be
established above which yield reduction by or spread of potato cyst nematodes is
considered too high. The latter criterium is given more emphasis as yield reductions of
even large foci (1500 cysts/kg soil in the centre) are of no consequence when yield is
calculated per ha (Been et al, 1996) but an increasing area will be contaminated. A
arbitrary limit was set at 225 cysts/kg soil in the centre when approximately 700 m2 is
contaminated by the primary focus alone and approximately 900 m2 by secondary foci
(Schomaker & Been, submitted). Table 8.7. shows the features of such sampling
methods for warepotato growers. As aresult, warepotato farmers can make use of less
intensive sampling methods which will be accordingly cheaper.
Table 8.7. - Sampling methods suitable to farmers growing ware potatoes at different cropping frequencies. All methods use a 5by 6metre (length x width) grid pattern and have an
overall detection probability of90%.
Cropping frequency

Central population
density of focus

Core sample size (g)

Field sample size
(kg/ha)

1 :3

100

21

7.2

1 :4

150

15

5.0

1 :5and higher

225

10

3.3
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Figure 8.7. - Field sample sizes required to detect foci of increasing central population
densities ataverage detection probabilities of 70, 80and 90%.5by 5mgridpattern, /=0.77,
w=0.55 andk =70.

Statutory soil sampling
The statuary soil sampling methods were not developed for the purpose of IPM. They
are used, in combination with other control measures, e.g. sampling adhering soil, to
ensure the position of The Netherlands onthe export market of seed potatoes. Implicitly, these methods are not so efficient that too many farmers will be caught and not so
inefficient that too many export lots will be contaminated. From a commercial point of
view the statutory sampling methods seem to be adequate but a scientific foundation of
these methods is lacking. Their effectiveness greatly depends on the willingness of the
importing country to invest in checking import lots. Many countries within the European Union do not respond any more to G. rostochiensis contamination of import lots.
As is generally known, only a slight increase of the intensity of sampling or of the
fraction of lots sampled will cause the (increase of) detection ofG. pallida abroad.
The simulation model described in this paper provides the possibility to develop
sampling methods for detection on demand for any set of conditions. For example to
provide for statutory soil sampling methods with predefined characteristics e.g. to
facilitate that only a certain percentage of export lots will be contaminated or that foci
above a certain threshold level will be detected. In Figure 8.7. the field sample size,
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required for a range ofpossible infestation foci, a grid pattern of 5 by 5 metre, and
three average detection probabilities for the 10% lower percentile of the bivariate
normal distribution ofthe length and width gradient parameters, is displayed to show
onepossibility.
The use of statutory soil sampling methods for detection and population density estimation poses aproblem sincethey werenot developed and certainly not validated for
those purposes. Farmers react with confusion, when fields have been declared
nematode-free as a result of statutory soil sampling, and research scientists nonetheless urge them to apply a more intensive sampling method. In 1989,the Dutch Plant
Protection Servicepropagated thenew samplingmethodby statingthat control measures should bebased onthenewmethod, sincethestatutory soil samplingmethod does
fulfil EPPOregulationsbuthasnoaddedvalueforthefarmer (Toussaint, 1989).
Environment
The statutory soil sampling methods using a200 mlbulk sample have such poor performances that only extremely largefoci willbedetected (Table 8.5.). Most detections
will occur when infestations were already visible inthe foregoing potato crop.At the
moment ofdetectiontheseinfestations willbesoseriousthat farmers are likelytotake
chemical control measures. The new sampling method enables farmers to detect
infestations whendensities arelowenoughtogrow(partially)resistantpotato cultivars
without yield reduction. As potato cyst nematodes can occur down to depths ofup to
80 cm (Been &Schomaker, submitted), as dopotato roots (Vos &Groenwold, 1986),
the effect ofresistant cultivars greatly surpasses the effect ofsoil fumigation sincethe
latter onlyreducespopulation densitiesbyanaverageof60%andonly intheupper25
to 30 cm of the tilled zone (Been & Schomaker, 1987, submitted). It is possible to
control potato cyst nematode infestation without severe crop losses by growing (partially)resistantpotatocultivarsintheusualrotations(1:3and1:4).
Since 1989the application area oftheprototype sampling method as discussed inthis
paper increased rapidly up to 13,000 ha per annum and in 1994 soil fumigation was
reduced by morethan 80%inthoseareaswhere seedandwarepotatoes are grown.As
a result the total reduction of the volume of nematicides throughout The Netherlands
(including the starch potato cropping areas where soil fumigation was recently restricted to once in four years instead ofonceintwoyears)was77%in 1995,far more
than the45%which wasrequired for theyear 1995bytheMulti-Year Crop Protection
Plan(Anonymous, 1991).
IntegratedPestManagement
As the statutory soil sampling method with a 7.5 by 7.5 m grid pattern and a core
sample size of 3.3 g (bulk sample size 200 g/0.33 ha) is still used because of EPPO
regulations, it is compared with the prototype sampling method (Schomaker &
Been,1992) and the new method (adapted 3) for two aspects: 1)the size of the focus
detected with a 90% overall detection probability (Figure 8.8.) and 2) their overall
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Figure 8.8. - Comparison of foci detected with a 90% average detection probability by the
statutory, theprototype and the new(adapted 3) sampling methods (3000,33and 50 cysts/kg
in the centre respectively) at the lower 10%percentile of the bivariate normal distribution of
thelengthandwidthgradientparameters.
detection probabilities for foci of different central population densities (Figure 8.9.).
Given an overall detection probability of 90%, the new sampling method detects foci
with central densities sixty times smaller than does the statutory soil sampling method.
The new method detects foci with a central density of200 cysts/kg soil and higher with
high (approximating 100%) probability. Therefore, if a focus is present in a field, but
not detected with the new sampling method, its size can only be very small. The
probability of detection by statutory soil sampling is low (e.g conditional overall
detection probability 0.012 for the standard focus) whereas the probability of a yield
reduction larger than 1%inthe next potato crop isnil.
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Figure 8.9. - Overall detection probabilities with the statutory, the prototype and the new
(adapted 3) sampling methods of foci with central population densities ranging from zero to
3500cysts/kg.

Using the new sampling methods seed potato growers can take control measures
before the infestation reaches a magnitude that causes it to be detected by any of the
statutory soil sampling methods or becomes noticeable in seed potato lots. Sampling
results can be used to calculate the size of the infestation detected and to generate
advice for optimum control (Been et al, 1996).
It is impossible to check the spread of potato cyst nematodes, but good detection
methods allow the farmer to take immediate action to reduce infestations by
Globodera rostochiensis with resistant cultivars and to contain infestations by G.
pallida by growing (partially) resistant cultivars (Been et al, 1995). Without soil sampling methods no proper action can be taken.
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9.1. Summary -Therelation between small and medium initial population densities and the relative total plant weight was derived as cross
sections at right angles to the time axis of a growth model with three
dimensions:time after planting /,relativetotalplantweight Yandrelative growthrater/rB. Therelative growth rate isthe (constant)ratiobetween the growth rate rpof plants of a certain weight at a nematode
density P and the growthrater0 of (younger)plants ofthesameweight
without nematodes. Therefore, theratio betweenthetime after planting
that plants need to reach a certain weight in the absence of nematodes
andatnematode densityP,tg/tp =rjr0 (2).
Therelativegrowthraterjr0 =k +(1-£)0.95'V7'-1forP>Tand= 1 forP
<T(3).Formally, kistheminimumrelativegrowthrateasP - °°. Asa
result the arbitrary equationy = m+ {\-m)Q.95mA for P>Tand= 1for
P s T(6)also appliestothe relationbetween small and medium initial
population densities and relative total plant weight. T is the tolerance
limit, below which growth and yield arenot reduced by nematodes; m
istherelativeminimum yield.
The relations between small and medium initialpopulation densities of
potato cyst nematodes and relative tuber weight of potatoes can be
derived from the growth model inananalogous way.However, there is
one complication: tuber initiation does not start at the same haulm
weight inplants with and without nematodes, but atthe smaller haulm
weight the larger the nematode density. As a consequence, tuber
weights of plants with a certain total weight at nematode density P are
not equaltothose ofplants withthe sametotal weight withoutnematodes, butrpAtunits ofweight larger,At beingthedifference between the
actual time of tuber initiation and the time total plant weight becomes
the same as that of plants without nematodes at the initiation of tuber
formation.
Relative total andtuber weights ofplantswith 'early senescence' and at
large nematode densities are smaller than estimated by the model and
equation (2). This indicates that at large initial population densities
growth reducing mechanism(s) become active that were not operating
atsmallerdensities.

9.2. Introduction
"Ishall take the simpleminded view that a theory isjust a model of the universe or a
restricted part of it, and a set of rules that relate quantities in the model to observations that we make. It exists only in our minds and does not have any other reality
(whatever that may mean). A theory is good theory if it satisfies two requirements: It
must accurately describe a large class of observations on the basis of a model that
contains onlyfew arbitrary elements, and it must make definite predictions about the
results of future observations. For example, Aristotle's theory that everything was
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made out of four elements () was simple enough to qualify, but did not make any
definite predictions. On the other hand, Newton's theory of gravity was based on an
even simpler model (). Yet itpredicts the motions of the sun, the moon and the planets
to a high degree of accuracy" (Stephen Hawking, 1988.A brief History of Time).

In many biological and nematological studies one is not very particular about these requirements. Several nematologists or biologists have formulated mathematical relations between pre-plant nematode densities and crop yield that were indeed based on
observations - although mostly limited ones - but that lacked a theoretical base and
predictive value. Examples are the linear and log-linear functions (Lownsberry &
Peters, 1956; Hesling, 1957; Seinhorst, 1960; Hoestra & Oostenbrink, 1962; Brown,
1969), the quadratic curve (Peters, 1961); the inverse linear function (Elston et al,
1991) and an exponential function (van Haren et al, 1993). These equations do not
represent a vision ofthe mechanisms involved in nematode-plant interactions. Calculations of limits ofvariables or parameters in some ofthem produce bizarre results.
Others (e.g. Evans & Haydock, 1990; Trudgill, 1992) tried to build theories on the
effect of nematode attack on plants without using a model. This approach makes it
difficult to study a (biological) problem methodically or to detect flaws in one's chain
of reasoning. Moreover, there is no efficient transfer of these theories to fellow-nematologists for further development or criticism.
An approach which at least partly satisfies one of Hawking's requirements is the
'comprehensive simulation model'. This type of model tries to describe an often-limited
research area with detailed information in a large number of sub-models and parameters. They were first applied in nematology by Ward et al., 1985 in a preliminary
model on the population dynamics of potato cyst nematodes and were later extended
by Schans (1993), who tried to describe thepopulation dynamics of potato cyst nematodes and the associated damage topotatoes with information about some plant physiological processes and their changes with environmental conditions. Only because of the
arbitrary nature of the sub-models and the multitude of parameters, which, although
treated as constants, are more often variable than not, these models did not contribute
much to theorem building and have a limited predictive value. In the model of Schans
this was the more so as description of plant physiology was confined to short-term
measurements of photosynthesis, respiration and transpiration on one or a few leaves,
which did not explain differences in yield, at a limited range of nematode densities
which, moreover, were not always constant during plant growth. Besides, as external
conditions during crop growth are indispensable data in these models, they are unsuitable as a base for recommendations about control measures for nematode pests, which,
unlike those for fungi or insects, must be taken, at the latest, at the time of sowing or
planting of the crop to be protected (nematostatics), but generally much earlier
(nematicides, crop rotation, resistant cultivars). Therefore, these simulation models
would not qualify as good models.
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In nematology Seinhorst's models, especially those for potato cyst nematodes
(Seinhorst 1986a, 1986b, 1993) come closest to the classical approach recommended
by Hawking. The models are based on atheory which describes the principal mechanisms ofnematode/nematode and nematode/plant interactions, they don't conflict with
a large number of observations in different countries on different nematode species
over a large period of time. The integrated, simplified, stochastic versions of the
models (Been et ai, 1994) deduced from more complicated ones that suit mainly
scientific purposes, contain only a few parameters with known distribution functions
and allow predictions to be made within sufficiently narrow limits, albeit with some
constraints. The predictive value of the models, which makes them suitable for an
advisory system for the control of potato cyst nematodes on farmer's fields, will be
demonstrated by Been et al. (1994), elsewhere in this book; the theorem of one of
Seinhorst's models:theeffect ofnematodesongrowthandyieldofplants,isexplained
inthisarticle.

9.3.Causesofyield reduction bynematodes
Cropreturns arereducedbynematodeattackasaresult ofreductionofcropweightper
unit area (which is mostly equivalent to average weight of marketable product per
plant) and reduction ofthevalue ofthe product per unit weight. For example, carrots
attackedbyrootknotnematodes(Meloidogyne) maybeworthlessbecause ofbranching
and deformation of the tap root, although they have the same weight per unit area as
carrots without nematodes.Onionsofnormalweightbut infested with few stemnematodes (Ditylenchus dipsaci)at harvest will, nevertheless, be lost in storage. Attack of
crop plants by potato cyst nematodes (Globodera rostochiensis, G. pallida) does not
only reduce potato tuber weight, but may alsoreduce tuber size.However, potato cyst
nematodes attacking potatoes and almost all root infesting nematodes attacking crop
plants ofwhich the above ground parts are harvested, hardly ever affect the valueper
unit weight of harvested product, unless crop weight is reduced so much by large
initial population densitiesthat growing itwasuneconomical from thestart. Therefore,
prediction ofcropreduction bythesenematodes can,ingeneral,bebased onmodelsof
the relation between nematode density at sowing or planting and average weight of
single plants at harvest. Inthe following the term 'yield' will be avoided. The yield in
the agronomic sense mustbederived from individual plantweights,takingtherestrictionsmentioned aboveintoaccount.
To make a model of the relation between population density before planting (P)and
the proportion (y) of uninfested plants (onions, flower bulbs) or relative plant weight
(y)after acertainperiod ofgrowthoftheplants(theratiobetweentheyieldofplantsat
densityP andtheyieldofplantswithoutnematodes, grownunderthesameconditions)
a theory was developed about the mechanisms involved. The theory was tested by
comparing it with the patterns of observed relations between nematode density and
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plant growth and plant weight at a certain time after sowing or planting. This also
allows the estimation of values of system parameters under various experimental
conditions.
Seinhorst's (1965) model for the relation between the population densities of stem
nematodes (Ditylenchus dipsaci) at sowingandtheproportion ofinfested onionplants
isidenticaltothat ofNicholson (1933)fortheinfection ofcaterpillarpupaebyparasite
wasps.The chainofreasoning isasfollows: Onlyinfested andnon-infested onionsare
distinguished. Thedegreeofinfestation ofsingleplantsisirrelevant asonlynematodefree onions are marketable. Only three assumptions (which in a slightly different
formulation also apply to the root infesting species) were needed to formulate the
model:
1)
The average nematode isthe same at all densities. This means that population
densitydoesnotaffect theaveragesizeoractivityofthenematodes.
2)
Nematodes do not affect each other's behaviour. They do not attract or repel
eachotherdirectly orindirectly.
3)
Nematodesaredistributedrandomlyovertheplantsinacertain area.
Ifnow a density ofonenematodeperunitareaorweight ofsoilattacks aproportiond
of the onion plants in a certain area (and leaves a proportion \-d uninfested), then a
density oftwo nematodes per unit area orweight of soilwill attack, onthe average,a
proportion dofalready damagedplants(whichhasnoadditional effect onyieldreduction), plus aproportion d ofthe still uninfested proportion (l-d), leaving a proportion
\-d-d{\-d) =(l-d)2oftheplantsuninfested. Generalized:anematodedensityPleavesa
proportion
y=(l-d)p

= zp

of the onions uninfested. In Figure 9.1. values of f are plotted, not against P, but
against logP.Thishasnot onlythe advantagethatthe shape ofthe curves isthe same
for allz (d(logP)/dy isonly determined byy), but alsothat, ifP isestimated by counting nematodes in a soil sample, the variance of logP depends less on true P than the
variances ofP.Thevaluesofzisdeterminedby conditionsthat affect theefficiency of
the nematodes in finding and penetrating plants. Inpatchy infestations of stem nematodes these conditions for attack appeared to be more favourable in the centre of the
patch than towards the borders, resulting in an increase ofzwith increase of the distance from this centre. This results in persistency of the patchiness. The model also
applies when nematodes spread from randomly distributed infested plants to neighbouringones,whichresultsinoverlappingcircularpatches ofinfested plants.
Patchy infestations ofnematodes donotalwaysdevelopthisway.Infestation foci with
potato cyst nematodes, for instance, occur by introduction of cysts in fields: small
numbers of cysts are mostly transmitted by seed potatoes and larger numbers of cysts
by agricultural machinery. After multiplication on potatoes they are spread by tillage
and harvesting machines. As a result the patches have the same shape in all potato

(1)
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Figure 9.1.-The relation y =£ (eq. (1)) between the initial population density (P) of stem
nematodes andtheproportiony oftheonionsthatisnot attacked.

growing areas in theNetherlands (Seinhorst, 1982ft, 1988;Schomaker & Been, 1992).
If good host plants are grown in short rotations, patchy infestations can become larger
until the whole field is infested more or less uniformly. Examples of such infestations
are found in south-east Groningen and east Drenthe, where starch potatoes are grown
every other year.

9.4. Reduction of plant growth
Tylenchid root infesting nematodes (for instance cyst nematodes, root knot nematodes
and Pratylenchus species) generally reduce crop yield in a less direct way than stem
nematodes. The rate of growth and development of attacked plants is reduced, resulting in smaller weights than of plants without nematodes at given times after sowing or
planting or, in exceptional cases, in reaching the same final weight as of plants without nematodes later. In general such a delay of theripening of the crop is prevented by
the external conditions at the end of the growing season of the plants.
Seinhorst (1979, 1986b) and Seinhorst et al. (submitted) based agrowth model on two
simple concepts: one of the nature of the plant; an element that increases in weight in
the course of time, and one of the nature of plant parasitic nematode: elements that
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Figure 9.2. -Growth curvesofplantswithout nematodesandatnematode densityP. Y= total
plant weight; t=time after sowing orplanting;tg andtp arethetimesplantswithout and with
nematodes need to reach the same total weight Y; r0 (= tana = AY/At0) and rp (= tan(3 =
AY/At ) are the growth rates of plants without nematodes and at nematode density P
respectively.

reduce the rate of increase of this weight and, in principle, more so the larger the
population density. Further the following principles are applied in addition to those
mentioned above for the model on the relation between stem nematode density and
proportion of onions attacked:
4)
Root infesting nematodes are distributed randomly inthe soil.
5)
Nematodes enter the roots of plants randomly in space and time. Therefore the
ave-rage number of nematodes entering per quantity of root and time is constant. This number is proportional to the nematode density P (number of nematodes per unit weight or volume of soil).
6)
If the growth rate of plants at a given time t after sowing or planting is the
increase in total weight (Y) per unit time (dY/dt), represented by rn for plants
without nematodes and rP for plants at nematode density P, then the ratio r / r 0
for plants of the same total weight (and, therefore, of different age) without
nematodes and at nematode density P, is constant throughout the growing
period. Further, according to Figure 9.2., r0 =tana = AYIAt0 and rP = tan0 =
AYIAtp. Therefore,
rP/r0

t(/tP

(2)
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The relation between population density of thenematodes and its total effect onthe
growth rate oftheplants isalso considered tobeaccordingtoNicholson's competition
model (eq.(1),Figure 9.1.).Eq.(1)isacontinuous function for0 <P < °°.However,
all sufficiently accurate observations ontherelation between thepopulation densityP
ofvariousnematode species,includingpotatocystnematodes,ontheweightofvarious
plant species demonstrate the existence of a minimum density T, below which the
nematodes donotreduce plant weight. Itmaybeconcluded that at densities < Tthey
also donotreducethegrowth rate ofplants. Thisiscorroborated bytheresults ofthe
few experiments inwhich growth rates were actually determined. Moreover, at large
nematode densitiesplantweightapproachedzeroinonlyfewoftheseexperimentsand
growth rates never did.Therefore, eq.(1)isadapted byreplacingPbyP-Tand introducing the minimum relative growth rate rP/r0 =k for P - °°. The second equation
constitutingthemodelthenbecomes:

and

rP/r0=k+( l - k ) ^
rP/r0= 1

forP>T
forP< T

(3)

in which z is a constant smaller than 1. Thevalue of k is independent of nematode
density andtime after sowing orplanting,butmayvary between experiments. Growth
curvesofplantsfordifferent nematodedensitiescanbederivedfrom agrowthcurveof
plantswithoutnematodeswiththehelp oftheequations (2)and(3).These curvesmay
vary in shape, as long asthey arecontinuous andthe growth rate decreases monotonously from shortly after sowing or planting. Figure 9.3.gives an impression ofthe
three dimensional model with axes fortotal plant weight Y, relative nematode density
P/Tandtimeafter plantingtforagivenvalueofk.

9.5. Asimple model fortherelation between nematode density andrelative plant
weight.
The primary results of experiments are almost always weights of plants attacked by
known nematode densities at a given time after sowing or planting. To investigate
whether these relations areinaccordancewiththemodel,they mustbecomparedwith
cross sections orthogonal to the time axis of the model, through growth curves of
plants for ranges ofdensitiesP/Tand different values ofk.These cross sections were
incloseaccordancewiththenowarbitrary equation:
y=m+(l-m)zp-T

forP>T

inwhich mistheminimumrelativeplantweight,zisaconstant < 1 withthesameora
slightly smallervaluethanineq.(3)andTisthetolerancelimitwiththesamevalueas
ineq. (3).

(4)
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Figure 9.3. - Surface plots of the three-dimensional model which represents the relation betweentotal weight (Y)andrelativenematodedensityP/Tascrosssectionsatrightangleswith
thetime axis (t)of growth functions ofplantsat different nematode densities, Y(rFf), and that
withoutnematodes,Y(r0lt):
A. at230°rotation,whichillustratestherelationbetween (Y,P)and (Y,t).
B. at0°rotation,whichshowstherelationbetween Yandtatdifferent nematodedensities.
C. at270°rotation,whichexposestherelationbetween Yandpopulation density P.
All rotations areclockwise.Thegrowth rates ofplantsofthesameweight without nematodes
(r0) and atnematodedensitiesP(rp) arerelatedbyeq.(1)and(2)
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Seinhorst (1986ft) gives the relations in pot experiments between P/T of different
tylenchid nematode species, including Heterodera avenae (Seinhorst, 1981), G.
rostochiensis and G pallida(Grecoetah, 1982)andtherelativedryplantweight(y)
severalmonthsafter sowingorplanting.Valuesofy =(y-m)l{\-m)=zp'T(5) inthirteen
pot experiments areplotted against P/T(Figure 9.4.). The relation between average /
and P/T is in close accor-dance with y' =zp'T which suggests that the deviations of
individual observations in the different experiments from values according to this
relation were due to experimental error. Average relative plant and tuber weights of
different resistant andsusceptiblepotatocultivars atdifferent timesafter plantingwere
inclose agreement withthoseaccordingtoeq.(5)with T= 1.8 eggs/gsoil.As eqs.(4)
and (5) are identical, we may conclude that the results of Figure 9.4. and the other
experiments are well described by the model, which apparently applies to tylenchid
nematodes that feed andmultiply inasdifferent ways ascystnematodes,Pratylenchus
penetrans and Tylenchorhynchns dubius. It also indicates that the general relation
between nematode density of tylenchids and relative plant weight of attacked plants
some time after sowing orplanting is independent ofthe shape ofthe growth curve of
plants without nematodes and of external conditions. Although values ofz and Tdiffered between nematode species and plant species and m also between experiments
with the same combination of nematode and plant species, zT differed too little from
0.95 between experiments to distinguish thevariation from that caused by experimental error. Therefore, for fitting curves according to eq. (3) to experimental data, zT is
generally assumedtobe0.95,whichtransforms eq.(4)to:
y= m+ (l-m)0.95m-]
The value of Tdepends on nematode species and pathotype and ontheplant species,
but seems ingeneralnottobeaffected byexternal conditions.Forpotatoeswithpotato
cyst nematodes, planted in spring, with J was about 1.8 eggs/g soil. An exception is
the sensitivity to day length of the value of T for potato cyst nematodes on potatoes
(Been & Schomaker, 1986;Greco &Moreno, 1992).In contrast, m for a given nematode species varies between cultivars or plant species within experiments and for the
same cultivar between experiments under the influence of so far unknown external
conditions. It is not established whether there are consistent differences between
cultivars or even plant species. Therefore, T is the main measure of the degree of
tolerance of a plant species or cultivar to a certain nematode species or pathotype,
whereas the importance of m remains to be investigated. The shortcoming of most
discussions ondifferences intolerancebetween cultivars orcropplants is,thattheydo
notrefer tothesetwoparameters.

(6)
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Figure 9.4. - The relation between nematode density P/T at sowing or planting and the relative weight y' of plants after a certain growing time in thirteen experiments with several
tylenchid nematode speciesandseveralplantspecies.
y = (y-mx)/(l-m^= 0.95"T-\ in which y =mx + {\-m)0.95mxA for the x-th combination of
nematode speciesandplantspeciesandallvaluesTxarecoinciding.

9.6. Implications of the model
The similarity between very different nematode species in their reaction upon nematode attack is not restricted to its effect on the size of the plant. Nematode densities up
to at least 167, but generally more than 327, affect neither water consumption per unit
weight of plant and per unit duration of time, nor dry matter content (Seinhorst, 1981).
There are indications that this also applies to shoot to root weight ratio's (Seinhorst,
1979; Been & Schomaker, 1986). The only difference between plants without nematodes and those at small and medium nematode densities of the same weight stated so
far isthat the latter may be slightly taller.
The model implies comparison of growth rates, as affected by nematode attack, of
plants of the same weight and not of the same age, because the latter also differ in
developmental stage. The importance ofthis consequence ofthe model is evident from
the investigation on the effect of H. avenae on the shoot to root ratio of young oat
plants (Seinhorst, 1979) and on the relation between weight of potato plants with and
without G. pallida and nitrate and potassium content (Been & Schomaker, 1986).
Seinhorst (19866) rated the mechanisms by which nematodes should reduce growth
rates of plants (extraction of nutrients, mechanical damage to root tissue resulting in a
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hampered uptake of water and minerals, obstruction of plant vessels causing wilting,
extraction of food), suggested intheliterature,asmythsandfairy tales.Amoreprobable mechanism is the production of a growth reducing substance only during the
penetration of the nematodes in the roots but not any more when they have settled.
Because oftheconstantnumber ofnematodespenetratingperunit quantity ofrootand
per unit duration of time, the growth reducing stimulus will then remain constant per
unit weight of plant. It remains to be investigated how the reduction ofthe efficiency
per nematode with the increase of population density comes about. Further major
problems to be investigated are the way growth reduction isprevented upto a certain
nematode density andwhatdeterminestheratiok,keepingitindependent ofT.
Strictly taken,themodel only appliestonematode specieswithasinglegenerationper
growing season, as of potato cyst nematodes, oat cyst nematodes and Meloidogyne
naasi.However,Figure9.3.demonstratesthatitalsoappliesatleasttonematodeswith
small rates of reproduction (e.g. ten to twenty fold in a growing season). Seinhorst
(1995)showsthatthereasonwhymaynotbesimple.

9.7.Theeffect ofpotatocyst nematodeattackontubergrowth
After the start of tuber initiation the rate of weight increase of the haulms decreases
strongly to change finally to a decrease. In the model increase of haulm weight is
assumedtostopshortly after theinitiationoftubergrowth,after whichincreaseoftotal
weightisdueentirelytothatoftuberweight.
Ifthe effect ofnematode attack onpotatoplantswould onlyberetardation ofdevelopment, tuber initiation of plants without and with nematodes would start at the same
haulm (= total) weight ofplants, irrespective ofthe retardation ofthe development. If
ts0 isthetimetuber initiation ofplantswithoutnematodes starts,thentuber initiation at
nematode densityPwould startatatime

However, the ratio between tuber weights of plants of different age but of the same
total weight at nematode density P and without nematodes (Wp/W0) increases most
probably from adensity T,andthere areindications thatthe initiation oftuber growth
is delayed less than according to eq. (7) (Seinhorst et al, submitted) and therefore
startsatatime
t'sP =(r0ts0/rP)-to
At increases withrp/r0 insuch awaythat t'sP approaches amaximum ofts0 + about2
weeks,possibly becausetheexternal conditions inducingthe initiation oftuber growth
become stronger than the delaying effect of nematode attack (relation between rp/r0

(8)
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Figure 9.5. - Growth curves for total, haulm and tuber weight of potatoes with and without
nematodes. The growth rates for plants of the same total weight or the same tuber weight
(measured sometime after tuber initiation)with andwithout nematodes arerelated byeq.(2):
rjr0 =tt/tp. The curves for tuber weights of plants ofthe sametotal weight with and without
nematodes are related by W'F =W0+ rpAt. Inthe figure, the curve ab represents the relation
between haulm weight and the time tuber growth starts; c = r^t; Y0 and Yp represent total
weight ofplantswithout nematodes andatdensityPrespectively; W0saAWp aretuber weights
of plants without nematodes and at nematode density P if tuber initiation had started at the
same haulm weight as in plants without nematodes; H0 and HP are haulm weights of plants
withoutnematodes and atnematode densityP,iftuberinitiationhad started atthesamehaulm
weight as in plants without nematodes. HP represents the actual haulm weight at nematode
density P.
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and t'sP according to line ab in Figure 9.5.). As a result tuber weights of plants at
nematode density P (WP' ) are rpAtunits larger than tuber weights of plants without
nematodesofthesametotalweight.
The relation at giventimestbetween nematode density andrelativetuberweights ina
model, constructed as described above, are again according to eq. (6) up to P/T =50
eggs/g soil and with k>0A (w>0.05) from the time tuber to total dry weight ratio's
largerthan0.5 arereached andwiththesamevalueofTbutasmalleroneofmthan for
totalplantweight.Withintheserangesoftubertototaldryweightratio'sandvaluesof
P/T and k actual relations between nematode density and relative tuber weights were
according to those inthe model, if not affected by growth reduction by other mechanismsthanthatdescribedbythemodel.

9.8. Morethanonemechanism ofgrowthreduction
According to Seinhorst (1981) nematodes cause two kinds of growth reduction: the
'first mechanism of growth reduction' operating at all population densities, and a
'second mechanism ofgrowthreduction'additionaltothatofthe'first mechanism',with
anoticeable effect onlyatmediumtolargenematodedensities.Themodelonlyapplies
to growth reduction caused bythe 'first mechanism' that retards growth ofplants and,
occasionally, also increases the length of haulms compared to those of plants of the
same weight without nematodes.As long as only thefirstmechanism is active, water
consumption during short periods is proportional to plant weight and, therefore, relative water consumption at different nematode densities and times after sowing or
planting is a measure of relative plant weight. Actual plant weights are these relative
weights times the actual weights of plants ofthe same age without nematodes, determinedatthesametime(Seinhorst 1981).
The 'second mechanism' reduces water consumption per unit plant weight and the
(active) uptake or excretion of K+andNa+ and increases the (passive) uptake of Ca2+
and dry matter content of plants (Seinhorst 1981;Been & Schomaker, 1986). There
probably is a negative correlation between age of the plant and nematode density at
which the effect ofthe 'second mechanism' becomes noticeable.Forpotato cyst nematodes this density rarely is as small as \6T, but more commonly, also for other nematode species on other plant species >32T. Contrary to the 'first mechanism' it tends to
advancetheinitiation oftuber growth.
A 'third mechanism ofgrowthreduction' is'early senescence' ofpotatoplants attacked
by G. pallida: a sudden ending ofthe increase ofhaulm length and weight. The time
after planting at which it occurs may be negatively correlated with nematode density.
The earliest occurrence was nine weeks after planting in the early cultivar Ehud and
the smallest nematode density 25T in cultivar Darwina. Not all cultivars are equally
sensitive (Seinhorstetal, submitted).Thecauseof 'earlysenescence'isunknown.
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9.9.Theestimation ofTandm
There are strong indications that the value of T for potatoes planted in spring is not
affected by differences in external conditions and can, therefore, be determined inpot
experiments in both greenhouse and (much more labourious) field experiments. The
only requirement of greenhouse tests is that large enough pots are used to guarantee
about the same root density in the soil as in the field and to prevent the plants from
becoming pot bound, which affects the relation between nematode density and plant
weight and obscures thetruevalue of T(Seinhorst &Kozlowska, 1976).According to
the model and the results of pot experiments, T for total weight, a short time after
planting, suffices as an estimate of T for final tuber weight, which allows the use of
smallerpots.Experiments shouldbedonewithrangesofnematode(egg)densitieswith
ratios not larger than 1to 2 between successive densities and a sufficient number of
densities <Tand pots to provide an accurate estimate of plant weight at P<T.The
largest density in the range should be about 30T.The accuracy of the estimates is
mainly a matter of uniformity of plant material and growth conditions (light, water
content)andcarefully filling andhandlingofthepots.
Atbestmischaracteristic ofacombination ofnematode andplant specieswith avery
large variability between experiments. Therefore, a small number of tests in greenhouses, aswill suffice to obtain areliable estimate ofT, will notproduce such anestimate for a combination of a potato cultivar and a potato cyst nematode pathotype.
However, itmaybepossible to derive differences, ifthey exist, between host varieties
from theresults of greenhouse experiments.Inaddition, ofat least somehost varieties
per nematode pathotype, asufficient number ofvalues ofmmustbe estimated in field
experimentstoestablish adistribution function.
As growing potatoes at large potato cyst nematode densities is uneconomical, the
relation between nematode density and growth and yield reduction by the 'second
mechanism' canbeignoredinamodelfor advisorypurposes.
Estimation of Tandminfield experiments ismuchmorelabouriousthan estimation in
pot experiments. The samerange ofdensities isneeded and nematode density mustbe
the only variable. Ranges of nematode densities in patches of potato cyst nematode
infestation (but not necessarily of other species) come closest to this requirement, if
free of other causes of variation of tuber yield with intractable spatial distributions.
Ranges of nematode densities cannot be created by applying different dosages of
nematicide orotherbiocide,ashasoften beendone,asthishasunpredictable effects on
crop yield, otherthanbykillingnematodes.Theranges ofnematode densities,that are
of interest for the estimation of the parameters in question, must be determined in
sufficiently largesamplesfrom eachfieldplottoguaranteeacoefficient ofvariationof
egg counts not larger than 15%(density differences 1:2just distinguishable). According to Seinhorst (1988) soil samples of 4 kg per plot are then needed to estimate
population densities of 1 eggper gofsoil, given acoefficient ofvariation ofthenumber of eggs per cyst of 16% and a negative binomial distribution of egg densities in
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samples from small plots with a coefficient of aggregation of 50 for a kg soil.As the
coefficient of variation per unit weight of soil is negatively correlated with nematode
density, required sample size also is.For instance,to estimate densities of 0.5 or 0.25
eggs/g soil with the same accuracy, eggs from soil samples of 10 and 20 kg must be
counted respectively. Another requirement isthatplotsmust onthe onehand besmall
(e.g. 1 m2)toreducetheeffect ofmediumscaledensityvariation,whereasontheother
hand a large enough area per small density interval must be available to guarantee a
smallvariability oftuberweightperunitarea.Again,theremustbeasufficient number
ofplotsatdensities smallerthanTtoestimatethemaximumyieldaccurately.
Therefore, to avoid unnecessary handling of large soil samples, T and m should, as
muchaspossible,beestimatedfromgreenhouseexperiments.Fieldtrialsaremost efficiently used to confirm of falsify these estimates or ratios of estimates for different
combinations ofpathotypesandcultivarsundermorenaturalexternal conditions.

9.10. Final considerations
As a result of the striking conformity between the effects of all root infesting nematodes investigated upon the growth of attacked plants,whatever the host status ofthe
plants, the ways the nematodes attack, and the reactions of the affected tissues, the
growthmodel discussed aboveappliestosmall andmediumpopulation densities ofall
tylenchids. It also results in the same formal relation during the year of sowing or
planting between nematode density at sowing or planting and relative total plant
weight and, in potatoes, also relative tuber weight, from some time after planting, as
long as later generations of specieswith largerates ofreproduction (e.g. Meloidogyne
species) do not cause additional growth reduction. This is corroborted by a large
number of pot experiments and the few field experiments, that were suitable for the
purpose. It allows a characterization of the sensitivity to growth and yield reduction
(thetolerance)ofacropplant(annuals andperennialsduringthefirstyearafter sowing
or planting) by small and medium population densities at sowing or planting of a
particularnematode speciesbythevaluesoftwoparameters,which ispreferable tothe
(customary) single characterization without reference to nematode density. The most
important of the twoparameters, the tolerance limit T,mostprobably is insensitive to
variation in external conditions that normally occur during the period the crop is
grown. That of potatoes to potato cyst nematode attack depends on change of day
length during the plant growth. The values ofthese parameters, especially that of the
tolerance limit, are key factors inthe calculation of combinations of cost of reduction
by control measures of a given nematode population density, expected at the time of
sowing or planting of a crop to be protected, andthe cost of crop loss, caused by the
surviving nematodes, resulting in maximum net returns. These calculations are again
formally thesamefor alltylenchidnematodes,annualcropsandcontrolmeasures.
Onthe other hand the model gives strong indications ofthe nature ofthe mechanisms
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resulting in the growth reduction by nematode attack and is, therefore, a base for
investigations on its biochemistry, the counteraction ofthis reduction, resulting in the
existence oftolerance limits,andtheaddingup oftheeffects ofvery largenumbers of
nematodes to a maximum reduction of the growth rate of the attacked plant by an
amount which, in general, is smaller than the actual growth rate of plants without
nematodes. So far, the physiological mechanism(s) resulting in growth reduction by
nematode attack have hardly been investigated seriously. Guided by this growth
model, this type ofresearch, which may open new ways for the management of these
nematodes,couldmakeabetterprogress.
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Anadvisorysystemforthemanagement ofpotato
cystnematodes (Globodera spp.)

T.HBeen,C.H. Schomaker&J.WSeinhorst*

Advisorysystem
10.1. Summary -Anadvisory system ispresented for the management
of potato cystnematodes (Globoderapallida). Itemphasizes the use of
partially resistant potato cultivars, which provide the possibility of
keeping population densitiesofpotatocystnematodes at a lowlevel in
short fixed rotations. Using stochastic models based on the population
dynamics of potato cyst nematodes and the relation between pre-plant
nematode densitiesandrelativeyield itispossibletocalculatetheprobabilities of population development and the reductions in yield caused
by these population densities. A simulation model is developed which
integrates bothmodels,usingthefrequency distributions ofsomeofthe
most variable parameters relevant to aparticular combination ofpotato
cultivar and nematode population. Also, the natural decline in population density when non-hosts are grown is incorporated in the model.
The model makes it possible to calculate the probability of a certain
yield reduction, given a certain potato cultivar, nematode population
and rotation. Therefore, it becomes feasible for a farmer to evaluate
risks and the costs of different control measures infixed rotations. The
application of this model inthe starch potato growing areas could lead
to significant improvements in financial returns and a major reduction
oftheuseofnematicides.

10.2. Introduction
Potatoes are among the most profitable agricultural crops in arable farming in the
Netherlands. Therefore, they are grown as frequently as possible, especially in those
areas, where farmers have almost no choice of other profitable crops. This frequency is
limited by build up of potato cyst nematodes which, without control, leads to considerable crop losses. Possible control measures other than crop rotation (growing susceptible potato cultivars in rotation with five to seven years of non-hosts) are growing
highly- or partially-resistant potato cultivars and chemical control. Chemical control
not only has a poor cost-to-benefit ratio, its use is also increasingly restricted by
legislation. A 50%reduction by 1995 and a 80%reduction by the year 2000 in the use
of the so-called fumigants are main objectives in the Multi-Year Crop Protection Plan
of the Dutch government. Cultivars that are highly resistant to the pathotypes Pa 2 and
Pa 3 of Globodera pallida are rare (industrial processing) or not available (human consumption). As crop loss is strongly associated with nematode density in the field at the
time of planting, control should aim at preventing nematode densities from becoming
too large. Once the population density in the field is reduced to an acceptable level a
proper combination of relative susceptibility of a potato cultivar and crop rotation can
keep it small. It is in the interest ofpotato growers and the environment to integrate the
use of partially-resistant potato cultivars and other control measures in fanning practices in such a way that a maximum return is obtained by minimizing the sum of cost
of control and cost of yield reduction. This requires an advisory system based on
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prediction of population development and yield reduction in given rotations which
emphasizes the use of partially resistant potato cultivars. As treatments with nematicides are expensive (about 1200Dutch guilders/ha) andtheir effectiveness in reducing
population densities is overrated, net returns will be considerably larger than with
chemical control,whenpartiallyresistantpotatocultivars aregrowninthepropershort
rotation and, therefore, with only minor crop losses due to the resulting small nematode densities. As a result the greater part of the reduction of the use of chemicals
required in the Multi-Year Crop Protection Plan can be achieved without adverse
economical consequences,ifadvicesaccordingtotheadvisory systemare followed.
An advisory system hasbeen developed based onastochastic simulation modelwhich
can include a number of sub-models ranging from those of spatial distribution of
population densities (resulting innew soil samplingmethods),to economics for calculation of maximum returns. This paper isrestricted to a discussion ofthe possibilities
of using partially-resistant potato cultivars in certain crop rotations to minimize yield
reductions andthecostofcontrol.Foursub-models inthe integrated simulation model
willbediscussed:
1
The simplified version ofpopulation dynamics ofpotato cystnematodes applyingatsmalltomediumnematodedensities atplanting;
2
Theconceptofrelativesusceptibility,('susceptibility' ='hoststatus');
3
The relation between pre-plant nematode densities and relative yield (yield as
fraction oftheyieldwhenpotatoes aregrownwithoutnematodes);
4
Population decreaseasaresultofgrowingnon-hostcrops.

10.3.Population dynamics
Therelation between population density atplanting or sowing (Pi)and the population
density ofthenewgenerationatharvest(Pf)fornematode specieswithonlyonegeneration per season (potato-, oat-, white clover cyst nematodes, Meloidogynenaasi) is
described by Seinhorst 1967, 1970, 1986a and 1993 (Figure 10.1). Seinhorst's (1993)
most extended equation for this relation contains ten parameters of which the most
important ones are the maximum rate of reproduction (occurring at very small initial
population densities) and a theoretical maximum density, the number of eggs that
would havebeenproduced per unitweight ofsoil atvery large initial nematodedensities ifthe sizeoftheplant would nothavebeenreduced bythenematodes.Becauseof
the reduction of the size of the plants by nematodes the actual maximum nematode
density after a potato crop in the field occurs at medium initial densities and also
includesnonhatched eggsoftheparent generation(Seinhorst, 1967, 1984,1986a).
Seinhorst's (1993) equation for this relation, if extended to incorporate the part ofthe
parent population surviving in soil that was not exploited by roots (Seinhorts, 1986a),
contains eightparameters;too many tobeuseful for theprediction ofpopulation den-
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Figure 10.1. -The relation between initial and final egg densities according to eq. (1).Dotted
lines=95%confidence interval ofthe log-normaldistribution ofa andM(0,145a<aav< 6,9a
and OJIM <Mgav < 1,41M).The scale ofP/(eggs/g soil) applies to G. pallida (am =20 and
M„,= 150eggs/g soilonsusceptiblecultivars).
sities and their frequency distributions after growing a cultivar with a certain degree of
resistance. However, it can be used as a basis for the formulation of the constraints on
the simpler equation:
Pf= M.(l - eaPl/M)
in which:
Pi
initial egg densities (before planting) ineggs/g soil;
Pf final egg densities (after harvest) in eggs/g soil;
a
the maximum rate of reproduction;
M
atheoretical maximum final population density.
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Figure 10. 2. - The relation between Pi and Pf of pathotype Ro 1of G.rostochiensison
cultivar Bintje ontwopartsofafarmer'sfield(Seinhorst, 1986a).PiandPf'm eggs/g soil.The
solid lineindicatesPflPi=1.

This equation fits to the relation between initial and final nematode densities up to the
Pi value where the maximum Pf value is reached according to the extended equation.
Taking this maximum as an estimate of M did not result in appreciable differences
between Pf values according to eq. (1) and observed ones in field experiments (e.g.
Seinhorst, 1986a), where a considerable plot-to-plot variation existed.
As the values of a and M are not only determined by the potato cultivar but also by
external conditions, the final population density at one initial population density can
vary strongly between fields and years. Both parameters not only differ between years
and fields; variation can occur within a single field (Figure 10.2). Therefore, it is
impossible topredict the development ofpopulation densities in individual fields using
only average values of a and M, let alone from a only, as is common practice in contemporary advisory systems and legislation. A better approach is to establish the frequency distributions of a and M and to calculate the probability of all possible combinations of a and Mand of the resulting densities Pf and their probabilities. According
to observations on seventeen farmers' fields on several soil types in several years a for
G. rostochiensis varied between 3 and 157 with a geometric mean of 25 and M varied
between 200 and 400 eggs/g soil with a mean of 300 eggs/g soil (Seinhorst, 1986c). In
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further calculations, the frequency distribution of both parameters is assumed to be
log-normal. There are no indications that these distributions are different for partiallyresistant cultivars. Therefore, the calculations for these cultivars are based on smaller
average values (depending on their degree of resistance) with the same variability as
for fully-susceptible cultivars.
There arenot enough observations fromfieldexperimentstoestimatemeanvaluesand
their variances of a and M for G. pallida. A value of 0.8 for the ratio between a for
Globodera rostochiensispathotypeRo 1 andfor G.pallidapathotype Pa3andavalue
of 0.5 for that between M for these pathotypes could be deduced from values on the
susceptible cultivar Irene grown inpot experiments (den Ouden, 1974a; Seinhorstand
Oostrom, 1984; Seinhorst, 19866). Therefore, it is assumed that am and Mm for G.
pallida on susceptible cultivars in the field are 20 and 150 eggs/g soil respectively.
These assumptions must beverified against observations from field experiments when
theseareavailable.

10.4.Measuresofpartialresistanceandtheirrelation
When partially-resistant potato cultivars are grown fewer females will mature than on
susceptible cultivars; also the number of eggs/cyst may be smaller. Therefore, nematodes multiply less strongly on these cultivars than on susceptible ones and sustain a
smaller maximum population density. However, both a and M are too variable to be
suitable asameasure for partial-resistance. Therefore, theconcept 'relative susceptibility',rs,was introduced, based onthepopulation dynamics ofthepotatocystnematode.
The relative susceptibility is the ratio between the maximum multiplication rate a of
the nematode population on the tested cultivar and on a susceptible reference cultivar
orthe equivalent ratioofthemaximumpopulation densityMonthese cultivars.These
present two measures of partial resistance or relative susceptibility, provided that the
tested cultivar andthesusceptiblereference aregrownunderthesameconditions inthe
same experiment. Relative susceptibility is independent of external conditions which
influence bothaandM andcontributetotheirlargevariability.Figure 10.3.showsthe
relation between Pi and Pf of pathotype Pa 3 of G. pallida on the partially-resistant
cultivarDarwinaandonthesusceptiblecultivarIreneaccordingtoequation(1).
Jonesetal.(1981)andPhillips (1984)assumedthattheratios (aparlia„yresiMml/asulceptlbk.) •
100% and (MparUally resislaJMsusceplMe.) • 100% are numerically equal. According to
Seinhorst (1984), Seinhorst and Oostrom (1984) and Seinhorst et al. (1995) this also
applied to 9 out of 11cultivars tested withpathotype Pa 3.However, rsu was smaller
than rsawithcv.Activa andbreeding lineKama77/281(Seinhorstetal.,1995)andcv.
Ehud (Seinhorst, 1984). Seinhorst and Oostrom's 1984 data also indicate that, despite
considerable differences in rates of reproduction at small initial egg densities of the
same pathotype on the same cultivar in different experiments, the variation of the
relative susceptibility was largely if not entirely due to experimental error, resulting
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Figure 10.3. - The relation between initial and final population density Pi and Pf of
Globoderapallida, pathotype Pa 3 on cv.'s Irene (o) and Darwina (+), (after Seinhorst and
Oostrom, 1984).PiandPf'm eggs/g soil.Linesaccordingtoequation (1).

from limited numbers of pots and insufficient number of cysts and eggs counted per
replication.

The great similarity between rankings of cultivars according to degrees of susceptibility in pot and field experiments observed by Forrest and Holliday (1979), Phillips and
Trudgill (1983, 1985), Phillips et al. (1987) supports the conclusion that relative
susceptibilities do not depend on external conditions. The methods to determine the
relative susceptibility of a potato cultivar with a high degree of accuracy are described
in detail by Seinhorst et al., 1993.
Table 10.1.presents the relative susceptibilities of sixteen potato cultivars to different
pathotypes of G. pallida, measured in 10 1pots at the IPO-DLO. The pathotypes
include one of the most virulent populations found so far: Pa 3 (1) (the 'Rookmaker'
population). A wide and continuous range of relative susceptibilities is apparently
available in the cultivars tested.
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Table 10.1.-Relative susceptibilities (a/as)of sixteen potato cultivars for pathotype Pa 1,Pa
2 and Pa 3of Globoderapallida expressed inpercentages of the susceptibility of the susceptible cultivar Irene for these pathotypes. Pa 3(1),also known asthe 'Rookmaker' population,
ishighlyvirulent, Pa3(2)isapopulation withaveragevirulence.
Cultivar

Pal

100
Irene 100
Amalfi
76
Amera
15
Producent
Multa
Pansta
Promesse
Proton
Darwina
4.7
Sante
Atrela
Kama 77/270
Kama 77/281
Activa
Elles
Seresta
-=relative susceptibility not measured.
Pa 1 doesnot occurintheNetherlands

Pa2
100
3
63
3
12
6
4.5
1
0.3
1
0.7
-

Pa 3(1)

Pa3(2)

100
40
43
32
35
31
12
18
20
28
12
25
17
2

39
98
34
40
36
21
18
5
8
9
-

10.5. Relation between nematode density and yield
Another essential part of the integrated simulation model is the relation between
population density of eggs at the time of planting and tuber yield at harvest expressed
as a proportion of the yield in the absence of nematodes. As large yield losses must be
avoided, large Pi values must always be reduced by extra control measures to acceptable Pi values before a crop is grown. Therefore, the relation at small to medium
nematode densities (Seinhorst, 19866) suffices:

and

=m+ (l-m).0.95 ( / '- 7 y r
1

for
for

P>T
P<T

in which:
y
the yield at egg density P atplanting as aproportion ofthat at P<T;
m
the minimum relative yield (therefore aconstant <1);

(2)
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the tolerance limit, the density P upto which no yield reduction is caused.

T for susceptible cultivars varied little between experiments about an average of 2
eggs/g soil in field experiments with pathotype Ro 1(Seinhorst, 1982a, 1986c), micro
plots with pathotypes Ro 1 and Pa 3 (Greco et al., 1982) and pot experiments with
pathotypes Ro 1,Ro 3 and Pa 3 (Seinhorst, 1982c). Values of m varied more; 0.2 - 0.6
according to Seinhorst, 1982a. But using an average of m =0.4 in predictions does not
result in unacceptable deviations between actual and calculated losses at densities < 15
eggs/g soil. Over- or under-estimations do not exceed 5% (Figure 10.4.). Predicting
relative yield losses at larger nematode densities has no practical value as yield reductions at these densities are too high to be tolerated. Farmers will not grow apotato crop
at such nematode densities without first taking control measures. In the Netherlands
this implies the application of a nematicide to reduce Pi and also, as fumigation is
mostly not sufficient to attain acceptable nematode densities, the use of a systemic
nematicide just before planting. The latter provide a temporal protection by delaying
nematode invasion, thereby increasing the minimum yield m.
Little is known about the tolerance limit ofpartially-resistant cultivars except that T for
pathotype Pa 3 on cv. Darwina is, also, 2 eggs per g soil and that results of field tests
do not contradict such a value of T for other cultivars. The similarity of ratios MJMSto
aj&s for the cultivars including cv Darwina, partially-resistant to pathotype Pa 3 (Seinhorst et al., 1995), suggest that Tfor pathotype Pa 3 on these cultivars is not a multiple
of the 2 eggs/g soil for cv. Darwina. An accurate assessment of the tolerance limit is
desirable for two reasons. It is required for the calculation of losses to be expected at
given egg population densities at the time of planting and, as the maximum population
density tends to become proportional to the size of the plant when Pf approaches M,
this maximum will be correlated positively with the tolerance limit. However, small
differences in tolerance (e. g. a ratio of tolerance limits of 1to 2) would not have a
detectable effect on M.

10.6. Population decline in the absence of a host
The nematode density at planting of potatoes is the density left by the previous potato
crop multiplied by the survival rate over the period during which no potatoes were
grown. This rate can be considered to be independent of nematode population density.
Reduction of the population inthe absence of a host crop is largely due to spontaneous
hatching during a short period in spring of an apparently fixed proportion of the eggs.
According to Huijsman (1961) the survival rates over a period of six years was 65%
per year and this rate was (largely) independent of the age of the population as was the
viability of the surviving population (den Ouden, 1963). Cole and Howard (1962)
found a survival of 80 % per year during three years, and den Ouden (1970) reported
an average of 79% over 14 fields in 1969 but only 51% over six fields in 1973 (den
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Ouden, 19746). However, the magnitude of field-to-field and year-to-year variation in
the survival rate is unknown as, generally, sampling error was either ignored or was so
large that differences could not be distinguished. However, there are indications that
the survival rate during the first year after a potato crop is lower (den Ouden, 1960,
Cole and Howard, 1962, Andersson, 1987, 1989) than in subsequent years. Therefore,
in the calculations of the simulation model, a lower survival rate is used the first year
after the potato crop than during later years (about 50% changing to 65%). The survival rate is used to calculate a factor for crop rotation, c, having a value of 0.5 for a
1:2 rotation; 0.5 • 0.65 = 0.32 for a 1:3 rotation; 0.5 • 0.652 = 0.21 for a 1:4 rotation
and 0.5 • 0.653 for 1:5rotation. But more information on survival rates in the absence
ofpotatoes isrequired to adjust the model if necessary.

10.7. Simulation model
Basics
To make computations the frequency distributions of a and Mwere assumed to be lognormal with means 1.30103 and 2.17609 and standard deviations 0.419 and 0.07525
respectively for Globodera pallida pathotype Pa 3 on susceptible cultivars. Both frequency distributions were divided into 24 classes with a width of 0.25 times the standard deviation (s). Hence, a range of classes between (log a or M) + 3s and (log a or

0.1

1

10

100

Initial population density P (e/gsoil)

Figure 10.4. - The relation between the initial population density (P)and the relative yields
according to the equation: y = m+(l-m)»0.95(F'VITwith T = 2 eggs/g soil and m =0.4 (the
mean) andm=0.2 and 0.6(theboundaries ofthe95% confidence interval).
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M) - 3s were used, comprising 99.7 of the frequency distribution. Each class of a and
M is presented by the antilog of its class mid-mark and divided by aav and Mav respectively and a relative frequency. Values of log a and M beyond this range are ignored.
All relative frequencies are multiplied by 0.997"1 to obtain a total of 1for the cumulative probability ofthe range considered.
Pf values following a given Pi for a potato cultivar with a given rs, are calculated
according to eq. (1) with every class mid-mark of the distribution of a times rs • aav
combined with all class mid-marks of the distribution ofM times rs • Mav. The relative
frequency of each Pf isthe product of those ofthe a and Mused. Calculating Pf values
for the next crop rotation as indicated above with each of these 242values as Pi would
require an unnecessarily excessive amount of work. Therefore, the Pf values, also, are
divided into 24 classes and new mid-marks are calculated. The relative frequency of
each of these class mid-marks is the sum ofrelative frequencies ofP/"values belonging
to that class. Now, there are 24 Pi values to start with, resulting in 243 = 13824 Pf
values after the second potato crop. This procedure is repeated until the required
number ofpotato crops has been simulated.
As this paper is limited to the use of partial resistance to keep nematode densities
small, actual population densities as determined by soil sampling are not used as input.
Instead, the almost stable frequency distribution of population densities established
after five years of growing partially-resistant potatoes of the same relative susceptibility is used. These are practically independent of population densities in the first year
of cropping. A more extensive description of this part of the simulation model will be
presented in another paper.
Crop losses inrotations withpotato cultivars ofgiven relative susceptibility.
For the assessment of relative crop losses (1 -y) the relation between nematode density
and relative tuber yield according to eq. (2) is used to calculatey for the mid-marks of
classes of Pf values. For the tolerance limit J a value of 2 eggs/g soil is used and for
the minimum yield m = 0.4. Estimates ofpercentages of fields with nematode densities
and crop losses exceeding certain limits occurring in a given year or percentages of
years in which these occur in a given field when a potato cultivar with a certain rs is
grown in a certain rotation are given in Figure 10.5.The probability of suffering a crop
loss larger or equal than a certain value (on the x-axis) can be read off from the y-axis.
From these data the average yield reduction can be calculated. When crop rotation (and
the same applies to other control measures) is used to reduce the population density
between two potato cultivars with a factor cthen the Pi at the next potato crop is cPf of
the population density after the last potato crop. The development of population densities then depends on cagem and cMgem. This implies that the frequency distributions of
expected crop losses inFigure 10.5.,which are obtained when cropping potatoes with a
certain rs continuously, are the same when a potato cultivar with rs/c is cropped in the
corresponding rotation cycle. For a better overview concerning a range of relative susceptibilities Table 10.2. shows the different average yield reductions, the probabilities
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Figure 10.5. - Probabilities of nematode densities (top x-axis) and resulting relative yield
reduction ((l-j>)«100%) (bottom x-axis) after five croppings of a partially-resistant potato
cultivar with rs of 51c (•); 10/c (A); and 15/c(•) respectively atan initial density of 5eggs/g
soil in the first year (c = 0.5 at 1:2 cropping frequency; 0.32 at 1:3 frequency; 0.21 at 1:4
frequency and 0.14 at 1:5 frequency). The relative yield (y) according to equation (2) and
Figure 10.4.with T=2 eggs/g soil andm=0.4.Mm=150 andam=20eggs/gsoil.

of more than 0%, 5%, 10%, 12.5% and 15%yield reduction and the maximum yield
reduction in 95%of the fields in 5different crop rotations and with different values of
rs. From these figures it can be concluded that cultivars with a partial resistance of <
8/c % always control potato cyst nematodes sufficiently without the need for additional
control measures. However, the level of rs that is still useful depends on the costs of
control and the extra yield as a result of applying that control. It also depends on the
financial situation of the potato grower. If he has a healthy financial reserve he can
choose relative susceptibility on the basis of average yield reductions predicted. However, if no financial reserves are available and crop losses may not exceed a certain
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amount, risks of certain yield reductions have to be considered and the choice of
relative susceptibilities becomes more limited. The percentages in Figure 10.5. and
Table 10.2. can also be interpreted as probabilities that such densities and losses will
occur in any field and year.
By applying a fixed amount of control on all fields, after cropping a susceptible
cultivar, calculated to prevent unacceptable yield losses even in the most heavily
infested fields, too much control will be applied on a large number of fields. If the
amount of control is adapted to obtain maximum average returns, yield losses in a
certain proportion of the fields will be too high, while in the other fields still too much
control is applied. Therefore, it would be justifiable to adjust the amount of control,
after growing susceptible potatoes, to actual population densities, estimated by taking
soil samples (Seinhorst, 1982c; Schomaker and Been, 1992). Sampling methods are
then needed which provide estimates of densities of eggs and larvae with only a small
error.

Table 10.2. - Relation between relative susceptibility, cropping frequency, average yield
reduction and probabilities ofa certain yield reductions after five croppings of apartial resistantpotato cultivarsataPiof 5eggs/gsoilinthefirstyear.
Relative susceptibilities (%)
atcropping frequencies of
1:1

1:2

1:3

1:4

1:5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

3
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
27
30
33
36
39
42
45

5
7
9 14
14 20
18 27
23 34
27 41
33 47
36 54
41 61
45 67
50 74
54 81
59 88
63 94
68 100

Average
yield
reduction
(%)
0,0
0,0
0,1
0,4
1,2
2,5
4,2
6,1
8,1
10,1
12,2
14,1
16,1
17,9
19,7

Prob (%) ofyield reduction

arger
than

0%

5%

10%

12.5 15%

0,0
0,1
3,7
18,0
37,8
60,0
70,9
86,4
90,5
93,3
95,7
96,8
100
100
100

0,0
0,0
0,0
1,2
7,4
20,0
35,4
51,1
63,8
74,0
81,4
86,6
91,0
93,8
95,6

0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
1,8
8,9
21,9
37,0
51,0
62,7
72,3
79,3
84,4
88,4

0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
2,1
9,2
21,4
35,4
49,7
61,6
70,8
77,8
83,5

0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
2,3
7,9
19,5
32,9
47,0
59,5
69,3
76,6

Percentage
yieldreduction in95%
ofthe fields
smaller than
0,0
0,0
0,0
2,6
5,8
8,6
11,1
13,7
16,1
18,2
20,2
22,2
24,2
25,7
27,5
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Figure 10.6.-Sensitivity analysisoftheeffect ofvariation ofestimated rs • contheaverage
yield reduction expressed aspercentage ofthe expected yieldwhennonematodes arepresent
after 5 croppings of a partially-resistant cultivar with the same ca^,and cMm and Pi = 5
eggs/g soil inthe first year.
However, the need for soil sampling becomes obsolete when potato cultivars with high
partial resistance are grown as then the small maximum population density M on these
cultivars limits population increase sufficiently to densities where the cost of additional
control exceeds the increase of net return obtained, whereas the required cropping frequency for potatoes is determined by other factors than crop loss caused by potato cyst
nematodes. Soil sampling could then be restricted to once during a couple of rotation
cycles to check for the presence of amore virulent nematode pathotype.
Sensitivity analysis
The values of caav and cMmwhich are supposed to apply to a certain partially-resistant
cultivar grown in a certain rotation in a field with a given nematode pathotype depend
on several factors: The susceptibility (rs) of the cultivar, the values of am and Mavof
the pathotype involved on the susceptible reference cultivar (ofwhich aOT is the hardest
to estimate in field trials), and the survival rate c ofthe nematode pathotype during the
years without potatoes are all subject to experimental error. For practical application
the indirectly derived values of aav and Mm for pathotype Pa 3 on susceptible cultivars
should be replaced, as soon as possible, by accurate averages and estimated frequency
distributions derived from sufficient numbers of directly observed values of a and M
from several fields and years.
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Table 10.3. - Relative susceptibilities of different potato cultivars on two populations of
pathotype Pa 3,average yield reduction and probabilities of ayield reduction larger than 10%
at two values ofMJam. Pi = 5eggs/g soil; -= < 0.5%.The relative susceptibilities are averagesofallmeasurements uptonowandcandiffer from previouspublications.
Pa3(1)
population

%
rs 1:1
Irene
100 58
Astarte
44 48
Producent
40 45
Proton
31 39
Karnico
30 38
Sante
25 33
Ellen
22 30
Atrela
20 27
Kama77/281 16 21
Darwina
15 20
Seresta
2
Pa3(2)
population
Irene
Astarte
Proton
Atrela
Sante
Darwina
Seresta

%
rs
100
40
18
9
8
5
2

Average;yieldreduction (%)
a= 20
a=25
1:2 1:3 1:4 1:1 1:2 1:3 1:4
50 41 30 58 50 42 31
30 19 10 48 31 21 12
27 17 8 46 29 19 10
21 11 4 40 22 13 6
20 10 4 39 21 12 5
15 7 2 34 17 9 3
12 5 1 31 14 7 2
10 4 - 29 12 5 1
6 2 - 23 8 3 5 1 - 21 7 2 -

Prob.(%) ofyieldreduction >10°/c
a=20
a= 25
1:1 1:2 1:3 1:4 1:1 1:2 1:3 1:4
100 100 100
99 100 100 100 100
100 99 87 48 100 100 94 63
100 98 81 35 100 99 90 50
100 90 55
8 100 95 70 15
100 88 51 6 100 94 66 11
100 76 27
1 100 86 40 2
98 63 13
- 100 75 22 97 51 6
- 99 65 11 92 22
1
- 96 34 1 88 15 - 94 24
-

Prob. ;%)ofyield reduction> 10°/
Averageyieldreduction (%)
a=20
a=25
a=20
a=25
1:1 1:2 1:3 1:4 1:1 1:2 1:3 1:4
1:1 1:2 1:3 1:4 1:1 1:2 1:3 1:4
58 50 41 30 58 50 42 31 100 100 100
99 100 100 100 100
45 27 17 8 46 29 19 10 100 97 81 35 100 99 90 50
- 98 51 4 25 8 3 - 26 10 4 1 96 37 2
- 51
- 8 1 - - 10 1 - - 37 - - 34
- 6 - - - 8 1 - - 22 - - - - - 1 - - - 2 - - -

Average reduction in yield (%) and the probabilities of reductions in yield > 10% were
calculated using the best estimate of am of a susceptible control (20) and using the
value of 25 (presuming an underestimation ofthe best estimate by 20%).The values for
several cultivars with different rs are presented in Table 10.3. The underestimation of
aav resulted in only slightly larger calculated average crop losses than those using the
best estimate of aav. However, the underestimation of am resulted in a considerable
underestimation of the probabilities of crop losses > 10 % in single fields. Presuming
an overestimation ofthe best estimate ofaav by 20% {am then is 16)resulted in equivalent changes; calculated average crop losses were only slightly smaller, but crop losses
> 10%have considerable smaller probabilities than originally estimated.

Advisorysystem
Figure 10.6. shows the sensitivity ofthe relative yield to the value taken for the relative
susceptibility of a cultivar. It can be deduced that an over- or under-estimation of rs has
a far greater effect on the average yield reduction than the same error in the estimation
of aav.Up to an rslc of 4% the average yield reduction is negligible. Between 5% < rs •
c < 15% the relation becomes linear and average yield reduction increases by 2% per
unit rs • c. Therefore, an error of 5 percentage points in the estimation of rs causes a
deviation of 10% • c in the predicted average yield reduction. It demonstrates the
necessity of minimizing testing errors by conducting potato cultivar testing for relative
susceptibility with the utmost care.

Which relative susceptibilities for which rotation schemes
The yield of potato cultivars, with the same characteristics grown in fixed rotations in
fields infested with potato cyst nematodes, is negatively correlated with their relative
susceptibility but there will be no difference in cost of nematode control. Therefore, the
least susceptible of otherwise similar cultivars is always the best choice either because
losses caused by the nematodes are smaller or because a shorter and more profitable
rotation cycle can be practised. To determine the upper limit of susceptibility that is
still acceptable in a given rotation not only the average loss but also the probability of
more than a certain percentage loss of a single crop is important, as, once a large
nematode density has built up, the probability of larger than average population densities will be increased during the following years. Table 10.2.provides general information.
Table 10.3. presents a list of cultivars with relative susceptibilities for two different
pathotypes of Pa 3 ranging from 2to 44%with average yield losses and probabilities of
more than 10% yield loss.
A farmer can decide to use this information in different ways. Assume he wants to
grow potatoes in a fixed rotation, for instance once in two years. He chooses which risk
of yield reduction he isprepared to accept, taking into account the amount of money he
could save by applying no other control measure (for instance the use of a nematicide),
and chooses a cultivar with the required or better relative susceptibility that promises
the largest net return because of other cultural characteristics. Another possibility is to
determine in which crop rotation his favourite potato cultivar can be grown with the
largest net return with or without additional control.
An example: Let's investigate whether a cultivar with a relative susceptibility of 18%
yields a better net return in a 1:2 crop rotation than in a 1:3 crop rotation over a period
of six years. In both cases no nematicides will be used. It is assumed that the net return
of potatoes is 47% and that of a certain, extra, non-host crop is 27% of the gross return
of potatoes (Kwantitatieve informatie 1990-1991, IKC-agv & PAV). According to
Table 10.2.the potato crop suffers an average yield reduction of 8.1% in a 1:2 rotation
and of 2.5% in a 1:3rotation. The only difference between the two rotations is that one
potato crop in the 1:2rotation is exchanged for the extra non-host crop. Therefore, the
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other three non-host crops can be disregarded in the calculation. Then the average net
return in the remaining three years will be 3 • (47%- 8.1%)/3= 38.9%using a 1:2 rotation and (2 • (47% - 2.5%) + 27%)/3 = 38.7% using a 1:3 rotation. So, there is still a
slight advantage in growing potatoes once in two years with a cultivar with 18% relative susceptibility. However, at larger susceptibilities the balance will tip in favour of a
1:3 crop rotation.

10.8. Conclusion
By combining eqs. (1) and (2) and using the frequency distributions of the relevant
parameters, probabilities of different relative yield reductions can be calculated. As
input for eq. (1) sampling results can be used provided that these estimates of population density give a good approximation of the real density within the sampled area.
When highly partially-resistant potato cultivars are grown intheproper rotation, sampling data become obsolete, as atthe maximum population density M n o such increase of
yield can be obtained, that can balance the cost of sampling and control. The calculated
frequency distribution of a and M for G.pallida and the rate of decrease of population
density in the absence of potatoes are now verified in field experiments by the IPODLO on 20 farmers' fields during several years.
As the tolerance limit T is 2 eggs/g soil for most combinations of potato variety and
nematode pathotype, the two important variables for equation (2) are P = Pf of the
previous potato crop (the output from eq. (1)) times c (crop rotation factor) and m.
When using a value of 0.4 for m in the Netherlands, reliable predictions of yield loss
can be made at economically interesting population densities. With the results of these
calculations the farmer can evaluate the risks associated with the cropping of potato
cultivars with a known relative susceptibility in a certain cropping frequency and
choose combinations with the greatest probability of a maximum financial return based
on net returns from potatoes and alternative crops inhis fields.
Sensitivity analysis demonstrates that the accurate estimation of relative susceptibility
of a cultivar is more important than an equally precise estimation of a and M(eqn. (1)).
Emphasis should be put on stabilizing experimental error when screening potatoes for
partial resistance. Presently, the CPRO-DLO is testing more than 40 cultivars for their
relative susceptibility against a number of populations of G.pallida, pathotype Pa 3,
ranging in virulence from moderate to high. Field tests with some of these cultivars are
being performed by the Applied Research for Arable Farming and Field Production of
Vegetables (PAV).
The use of an advisory system as described above requires a mental reorientation by
farmers, who still are inclined to aim at attaining maximum yields and, as a consequence, tend to opt for maximum security as actual yield losses are considered to be
unpredictable. Nematicide treatments are, therefore, seen as a necessary insurance.
However, in the Netherlands the use of nematicides is,atpresent limited to once in four
years by statutory measures. Moreover, the frequent application of nematicides causes

Advisorysystem
adaptation of the microflora in soils resulting in accelerated breakdown ofthe fumigant
(Smelt et al, 1989a, 1989c). Therefore, chemical control cannot be used any further as
an 'insurance' against losses by nematode attack in the areas producing potatoes for
industrial processing, where a 1:2cropping frequency is prevalent.
Farmers should strive to optimize returns instead of yields, not only to decrease the use
of nematicides, but also to make more profit. An advisory system would provide the
necessary information to apply a more profitable method of control, but whether it will
be used depends on acceptance of the advice by the potato growers. The primary
impulse to use the information generated by this advisory system will be the need to
prevent yield reductions in those cropping years when potatoes are grown but
nematicide application is not allowed.
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TheSeinhorstResearchProgram

C.H. Schomaker&T.H.Been

TheSeinhorstResearchProgram
11.1. Summary - We postulate a 'Seinhorst Research Program',
derived from Seinhorst's empirical philosophy. All theories of the
Seinhorst research program are developed by searching for recurring
regularities (patterns) in a collection of observations, named 'the
empirical base'. To prevent "ghost theories from sloppy data" all
assumptions underlying the empirical base are carefully described in
theories with respect to methodology and technology, including
statistics. The patterns to be recognized are summarized by
mathematical equations, which must be connected with biological
processes to bridge the gap between 'normal' language and
mathematical language for the description ofbiological theories. Often,
the patterns result from more than one biological process. If so, the
basic patterns are disentangled from one another using a method of
pattern analysis. Theprocedure is best carried out when only a limited
number of more or less congruent patterns are involved. Therefore,
attention must be given to the choice of the hierarchic level and the
complexity of the investigated system. Investigations proceed from
simple experimental systemsto complex natural systems at ahierarchic
level that is neither so high that manifesting processes are very
dissimilar nor so low that one runs the risk of describing processes
irrelevant for the purpose of the investigation. In the 'Seinhorst
Research Program' thispurpose isfinding methods for improvement of
financial returns of host crops attacked by plant-parasitic nematodes
through calculating risks of nematode population development and
subsequent yieldreduction. Patternanalysisyieldstheoriesabout causes
of phenomena observed at the investigated hierarchic level and about
properties ofprocesses atthe nearest lowerhierarchic level. Predictions
at the next higher hierarchic level are made by synthesizing several
patterns in (stochastic) simulation models. Synthesis is also applied to
compound patterns of processes in simple experimental systems, with
theobjective toexplaincomplicatedpatternsincomplexsystems.

11.2. Introduction
In this paper we try to describe Seinhorst's empirical philosophy in some detail. He
has never put his ideas about this subject into writing, probably because he considered
them to be part of a classic philosophy developed and sufficiently described by others.
To some extent this may be true but, first, not all interpretations of the classical
empirical philosophy are equally satisfactory (Koyre, 1997) and, second, comment of
fellow-nematologists on his work suggest that the nature of this philosophy and the
way Seinhorst interpreted it in every-day nematological practice might not be quite
clear to everybody.
Seinhorst's personal interests (natural sciences, philosophy, modelling) as well as his
ideas on what should be the true purpose of science played an important role in his
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work. These ideas began totake shape inhis 'underground period' during the last year
of the Second World War, when he was 26 years old and had ample opportunity for
reflection and studies inphilosophy, natural sciences, theology, and linguistics.
In his personal diary ofthis period, he formulated his opinions onthe ultimate purpose
of the (natural) sciences: "Not extended factual knowledge, which can be such a
nuisance in ambitious schoolmasters, but the deeper understanding, thepossibility of
a view over an unknown landscape must be thepurpose of all work. Therefore careful
examination of the work of the great scientists isalso an instigating part of the study"
(Personal diary Seinhorst, March 10, 1945;translated from Dutch by the authors). On
the role of philosophy in natural sciences he wrote: "/ am more interested in natural
sciences than inphilosophy. But without philosophy understanding is impossible. To
me natural sciences and all that consists of separate observations, including art, is a
passion. Philosophy isa duty, a necessity and an ambition "(Personal diary Seinhorst,
March 12th, 1945).
These considerations, combined with a set of special conditions atthe beginning of his
career, were to become the backbone of his work.

11.3. Conditions
Apart from his personal interests, the research themes and the empirical philosophy
which form part and parcel of the 'Seinhorst Research Program' are also logical
consequences of a number of circumstances and conditions at the time of the
foundation of this program in the early fifties. Many of these conditions are still valid
today. They were described by Seinhorst (1996):
1.PURPOSEOFRESEARCH -MISSION OFTHEIPO

At the time of its foundation in 1949 the mission of the Research Institute for Plant
Protection (IPO-DLO), commonly known as IPO, was formulated as "Finding
methods, by means of scientific research onpests and diseases in crops, to improve
the economic returns of these crops". Seinhorst, responsible for the nematological
research at IPO, interpreted the IPO mission for his discipline as follows: providing
information to weight the costs of control against its benefits and find the optimal
balance in individual cases.
2. THETENDER AGE OFNEMATOLOGY ASAQUANTITATIVE NATURAL SCIENCE

When Seinhorst began his research at IPO almost all scientific tools for
accomplishing the IPO mission were lacking. This was even the case for stem,
potato cyst and beet cyst nematodes, that is, for species that were generally
considered asharmful ones.There were no quantitative methods for measuring yield
reduction by nematode populations in crops. Although the existence of a negative
correlation between nematode density at the time of planting of a crop and its
expected yield was generally accepted, no mathematical function was available to
describe this correlation accurately. Yield reductions by nematodes rotation or soil
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Glossary
Accuracy
Analysis

The closeness of asample estimateto itstrue value.
"..consists in making experiments and observations and in drawing general
conclusions from them by induction, and admitting of no objections against
conclusions, but such as are taken from experiments and other certain truths. For
hypothesis are not to be regarded in experimental philosophy." Analysis enables us to
"proceed from effects to their causes" (Newton in Querie 31 of the Opticks, as
interpreted by Cohen, 1995).
Anomaly
A manifest phenomenon in a system that isnot explained by the theory with respect to
that system.
Deduction
Inference - only by logical rules - of hypotheses or new theories from fundamental
theories.
Deterministic model Model inwhich parameters areconsidered tobetrue constants.
Empirical base
Collection of observations that are free from theories, except methodological theories.
Empirical cycle
Reconstruction ofworking methods inobservations andtheory building in science.
Empirical philosophy Philosophy with respect to scientific working methods, especially those with respect to
observations andtheory building.
Falsification
Elimination of theories orparts oftheories that are contradicted by recurring patterns in
the empirical base.
Hierarchic levels
Order inthe organisation of asystem from low (molecule)tohigh (ecosystem).
Hypothesis
General statement about causes attributed to phenomena, insufficiently supported by a
model.
Way of reasoning that derives general causes ofphenomena from recurring regularities
Induction
inan empirical base.
Empirical base,pattern, theory and a setofrules toconnectthem mutually.
Model
Parameter
Biologically relevant quantity inan equation that determines itsoutcome over a certain
range of values ofthe independent variable.
Pattern
Regularity, recurring in the empirical base about natural phenomena manifest in a
certain system, from which causes are induced by mathematical analysis and
predictions about future phenomena in that same system are deduced. Mathematical
analogue of atheory.
In this paper philosophy is used as described by Wittgenstein (1918) in his Tractatus
Philosophy
4.112.
"Thepurpose ofphilosophy is the logic clarification of thoughts. Philosophy is not a
science but an occupation.
Aphilosophical workconsists basically of elucidations.
The results of philosophy do not consist of 'philosophical propositions' but of
clarification of propositions. Philosophy should clarify and demarcate thoughts that
otherwise would betroubled andvague."
(This choice of definition doesnot imply that inour opinion there isnojustification for
philosophy asa science. S&B)
The repeatability or variability ofa sample estimate.
Precision
Spatial and/ortemporal changes in phenomena.
Process
The concept that phenomena at any hierarchic level can be explained by studying the
Reductionism
phenomena atthe lowest level.
Lakatos (1978): A complex of logical coherent theories named after its founder and
Research program
used to explain natural phenomena. The theories consist of methodological and
fundamental theories and new theories. Falsification of theories in case of anomalies is
done only if it brings scientific progress. Apart from the theories, the program also
includes:
•
An empirical philosophy
•
Methodology (methods and instruments)
•
Directions for further development of the program. New theories must be
logical consistent with the fundamental theories that represent the core of the
research program.
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Glossarycontinued
Stochastic model
Synthesis

System
Theory

Model in which parameters are considered to vary under influence of changing
known andunknown environmental factors
or 'composition' "..consists in assuming the causes discovered and established as
principles, and by them explaining the phenomena proceeding from them, and
proving the explanations." (Newton in query 31 of the Optics, as interpreted by
Cohen 1995).
Specific surroundings in which observations are made. These surroundings can vary
from simple (experimental systems)to complex (natural systems)
General pronouncements (in 'normal' language) about causes of phenomena in a
certain system, sufficiently supported by a model, from which future phenomena in
that same system arepredicted.Natural analogue of apattern

fumigation and by growing resistant varieties, but the true effects of these control
measures and the causes to these effects were largely unknown. The lack of
knowledge of quantitative relations between nematodes and plants was closely
connected to an almost complete lack ofreliable methods for quantifying numbers
of nematodes in soil samples and in plant parts. Although cysts could be extracted
from the soil with Fenwick's (1940) can, no reliable methods were available to
estimate numbers of eggs within cysts.Free-living nematodes were separated from
soil by Baermann's (1917) funnel which is only suitable for small soil samples, or
by Cobb's (1918) sieving and decanting method, both methods of unknown
efficiency andaccuracy (Seinhorst, 1988).
3. PREJUDICES AND FANTASIES

The lack of quantitative knowledge on plant/nematode relations gave ample room
for phantasies about causes of yield reduction by nematodes and about nematode
control. Even today the situation has not much improved because of the reluctance
ofmostnematologiststoinvolve inquantitativeresearch.
Reductionism
In The Netherlands, this situation was mainly due to the fact that quantitative
nematology was not included intheeducation ofstudents.Internationally, there isa
shift ofnematological research to lowhierarchic levels (e.g.,molecular level) anda
tendency tointerpret lowlevelresultsascausesofphenomena atahigher level.The
sametendency hasbeen observed inother natural sciences.Inphysics, itwas called
"reductionism" by Lagendijk (1989). Reductionism assumes that all biological
processes follow the same laws and that all phenomena can be explained by
studying only the building stones at a low hierarchic level. True reductionists
consider that the translation of genetic or molecular information to processes in
space and time, resulting in an adult organism, is superfluous and they think that
theories on nematode/plant interactions and organisation patterns that exist within
and between the intermediate hierarchic levels from low (molecular) to high
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(farmer's field) are irrelevant. However, new concepts become manifest at higher
hierarchic levels. These concepts must be consistent with those at the lower
hierarchic levels but they cannot be deduced from them (Kooijman, 1987;
Lagendijk, 1989). "Moreisdifferent"(Anderson et al, 1988).Just as the question
of whether or not quarks are locked-in is irrelevant to a brain surgeon (Lagendijk,
1989),thepoint ofprotein-based similarity dendrograms for pathogens is irrelevant
tobreeders and farmers.
Yieldreduction
Seinhorst (19866)rated most causesattributed togrowthreductionbynematodes in
the literature as "mythsandfairytales". He mentioned obstruction of plant vessels
causingwilting(Oostenbrink, 1950),withdrawal ofnutrients,mechanical damageto
root tissue resulting in a hampered uptake of water and minerals, and decreased
shoot-root ratio causing insufficient mineral uptake (Trudgill et al., I975a,b,c;
Evansetal.,1975; Trudgill, 1980;Trudgill&Cotes,1983).
Controlmeasures
Believe and ideals on the ultimate solution for nematode problems range from
frequent applications of both fumigant and non-fumigant nematicides (Mulder,
1979; Mulder et al, 1979) - which were wrongly supposed to have favourable
cost/benefit ratios -, to the use of late maturing potato cultivars (Trudgill et al,
1990; Haverkort et al, 1992) - which were wrongly presumed to be more tolerant
than early maturing cultivars - and to a balanced bio-diverse (agro)-ecosystem which was supposed to suppress harmful organisms (Sikora, 1992).Thetrue nature
- structural or functional - of such an equilibrium, or homeostasis, in which many
biologists tend to believe, is still controversial. As 'normal' ecosystems are
characterized by large structural fluctuations there seems to be more reason to
believe in a functional (with respect to food chains) homeostasis (Odum &Biever,
1984)than in a structural one (with respect to numbers of species) (Rosenzweig&
McArthur, 1963). However, the hypothesis of homeostasis is basically disputable
because reliable quantitative methods, based on identification and distribution
patterns of all relevant organisms, to describe 'bio-diversity' or 'equilibrated' ecosystemsareconspicuousbytheirabsence.

11.4.Researchthemes
Because of these conditions, which to some extent still persist (especially for
Meloidogyne, Pratylenchus and Thrichodorus species), the 'Seinhorst Research
Program' on plant parasitic nematodes consists of the following four themes
(Seinhorst, 1996).
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1.METHODOLOGY
Methods for the estimation of numbers of the various nematode species in plant and
soil samples and other experimental methods, with known accuracy, both for
research and extension purposes, including:
• Methods for extraction of nematodes from plant and soil samples with known
efficiency.
• Identification methods, including fixation techniques and microscopy.
• Nematode distribution patterns at different scales, varying from centimetres to
several metres in farmers' fields.
• Methods to identify and quantify sources of variance.
2.YIELDREDUCTION
General relation between nematode densities at the time of planting and the relative
yield (yield of plants with nematodes as a proportion of the yield in absence of
nematodes, all other conditions being identical).
3.POPULATIONDYNAMICS
General relation between nematode densities in soil or plant samples at successive
observation dates during the vegetation period of the host plants (for instance at
planting and at any time afterwards, such as after ripening of the plants). This
relation must take into account the degree of plant growth reduction by the
nematodes.
4.CONTROLMEASURES
Relations between control measures (nematicides, biological control, resistant
cultivars, crop rotation) and nematode population dynamics of nematodes and crop
growth.
A proper integration of control measures and farmers' practices requires integration of
all relations in an operational model, which implies that they must be available as
mathematical equations.The model must predict, within adequate and specified limits,
the consequences of control measures against nematodes in an individual field. These
control measures must be taken, atthe latest, atthetime ofplanting of the host crop to
be protected, but generally much earlier. Such a requirement makes inclusion in the
model of most external conditions during crop growth useless. Therefore,
deterministic models with their high dependance on external conditions can at best
predict average effects in large areas. They are unfit to predict nematological
phenomena and their consequences on the individual farmer's field. As a
consequence, Seinhorst chose to develop stochastic equations with few parameters, the
distribution functions ofthe latter to be estimated by detailed research.
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11.5. Empirical philosophy
To exclude as far as possible preconceived ideas and biassed conclusions on causes to
nematological phenomena as much as possible, both from the literature and from
sloppy empirical methods, and to make all nematological equations and theories
consistent, including those influencing the empirical base, such as methodology,
technology, chemistry, mathematics and statistics, Seinhorst applied the Newtonian
empirical philosophy, excellently described by Cohen & Westfall (1995), in a
consistent manner. According to this philosophy, complex natural (here
nematological) situations are reduced to mathematical simplicity by studying the
properties of a mathematical analogue. The methods of analysis and synthesis are
applied inthe order described by Newton, the former always preceding the latter, to be
sure that relevant principles are assumed. "Analysis proceeds from effects to their
causes and from particular causes to more general ones, guided by mathematical
properties of recurring regularities (patterns). Synthesis consists in explaining
phenomena from their discovered causes, which are then regarded asprinciples, thus
confirming the explanations'" (Newton interpreted by Cohen (1995). The philosophy
further includes correspondence rules to link the results of mathematical analysis to
nematological theories in 'normal' language. These rules are:
I. The mathematical analogue should describe biological processes.
II. The variables and parameters in the mathematical analogue should have clear
nematological interpretations.
We shall use the empirical cycle as a model to clarify each and every step during
investigation in the 'Seinhorst research program' and to reveal all external theories
used. In some respects the present empirical cycle differs from those described by
others, for instance by Zadoks (1978) or by Campbell & Madden (1990). The reasons
why will be explained.
To avoid confusion, some terms used in this paper, such as hypothesis, theory, model,
accuracy, precision etc. that do not have an unequivocal meaning for all scientists, are
explained in a Glossary.

11.6. Empirical cycle
The empirical cycle (Figure 11.1.) is divided into four empirical sub-cycles, covering
the following subjects:
1. Methodological models.
2. Fundamental models.
3. Compound models.
4. Models of causes.
At the beginning of a new investigation, when hardly any quantitative information is
available, the sequence indicated above is followed, the development of
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methodological theories with respect to nematological observations preceding that of
fundamental nematological theories and theories deduced from these fundamental
theories. Later on, the theories in the cycles are considered as jig-saw puzzles.
Whenever a piece becomes available, often because of research questions on
agricultural problems, sometimes by coincidence, it is fitted in. When a pattern
appears in the puzzle, it can be used in three ways, first to improve calculations on
risks of unwanted phenomena in farmers' fields, second to discover the causes (at a
lowerhierarchic level)tothesephenomena,guidedbythenewly discovered properties
of these causes, and third to develop new ways of control (prevention or
counteraction) based onthese causes, for instance by manipulating plant properties in
biotechnology programs.
New nematological theories can only be derived from fundamental nematological
theories and their mathematical analogues. In all sub-cycles, the following steps are
taken from observation totheory andback.
1.EMPIRICAL BASE (OBSERVATIONS)

Assumptions
All empirical knowledge goes ultimately back to an empirical base,with records of
detailsofexperiments andobservations.Asthisbaseservesasanimpartialarbiterin
accepting or rejecting theories, it should be independent of these theories. The
requirement of independence also applies to the observation language. Thus,
replacement of one theory by another would be of no consequence for the
observation terminology or the truth of the basic conclusions (Koningsveld, 1976).
It may be feasible tomake observations not loaded with nematological theories,but
it is impossible to perform theory-free observations when theories from other
disciplines are needed to do any observations at all. Examples are physical or
statistical theories needed if microscopy or counting problems play a role in the
observations and inthebasicconclusions drawn from them. Generally speaking,all
methodsandmeasuringinstrumentsusedtoobtainthefacts onwhichtheoriesareto
be based contain their own theories and assumptions that will influence the
conclusions from observations if these theories should be changed (Popper, 1968).
To handle these biases as carefully aspossible, allnecessary 'external' theories are
formulated in a separate methodological empirical sub-cycle (Figure 11.1.) and are
carefully checked for their consistency with fundamental nematological theories
during the progress ofthe research process. Observations from the literature, either
on methodology or nematology, are handled in the same way. Nematological
observations are added to the empirical base only whenthe theories underlying the
methods are recognized as fundamental in their own disciplines and are consistent
withthefundamental nematologicaltheories.Ifnot,theobservationscannotbeused
intheresearchprogramdiscussedhere.
The requirement of 'theory free' observations does not mean that nematological
theories cannotbeusedtodecidewhich observations arerelevant andwhich arenot
(Koningsveld, 1976). For instance, when nematode/plant relations are studied, one
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Biological processes
In the 'Seinhorst Research Program' patterns are condensed into one or more
mathematical equations describing biological processes. The equation parameters
must have clear biological meanings so that theory building (transfer of
mathematical properties to nematological theories formulated in normal language
and vice versa) is possible. The number of parameters in these equations is as small
as possible but sufficient to explain the effects of the full range of the independent
variable under investigation. "As a rule, no more causes of effects are admitted than
is sufficient for their explanation and the same causes are assigned, as far as
possible, to the same effects'''' (Newton interpreted by Cohen, 1995).
To recognize and describe patterns in the empirical base under investigation, one
must be familiar with the mathematical patterns belonging to the biological
processes discovered up to now and with all underlying assumptions. Pattern
analysis opens the possibility to trace biological processes that have not yet been
described.
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Example4.Growthreduction
The mathematical analogue of Seinhorst's theory on growth of plants affected by
small and medium nematode densities (Seinhorst, 19866; Schomaker et al, 1995)
showsthat:
rjr0 =t0/tp
forY0 =Yp
(2)
=k+(\-k).z*-T
forP>r
(3)
=1
forP< Tand
=k
for P^°°
zT = 0.95
(4)
Asaconsequence
y
=w + (l-/7j).0.95p/7'-1 forP>7
(5)
=1
forP < Tand
=m
forP-+°°
Theparametersm,k,T, rPrP andzhaveaclearbiological meaning.
Y0 g
weight ofwholeplantsorpartsofplantswithoutnematodes.
Yp g
weightofwholeplantsorpartsofplantsatnematodedensity P
y
relativeplantweightYP/Y0
t0;tp day time needed for plants respectively without and with nematodes to
reachthesameweightY.
rjrn relativegrowthrate
m minimum relativeplantweight.
k
minimum relativegrowthrate.
T e/g largest nematode density not affecting the relative growth rate and
relativeplantweight
rP g/day growthrateofplantsatnematodedensityP
rn g/day growthrateofplantswithout nematodes
z
the degree to which plants can prevent growth and weight reduction
bynematodes.
Equation (3) describes the relevant nematological process at play when nematodes
compete for effect onplant growth.

Statistics
In the 'Seinhorst Research Program' statistical theories are developed with the same
caution as nematological theories, but nematological theories always come first,
before statistical theories. Statistical theories are hardly ever used during pattern
analysis as they usually demand drastic additional assumptions that later-on, when
more data are available, are often found to be conflicting with the observations.
Moreover, information from the usual regression analysis, such as the amount of
variance explained or the confidence intervals of parameters, are irrelevant for the
explanation of biological patterns.
The aims for pattern analysis in the 'Seinhorst Research Program' do not comply
with the common practise of many biologists and nematologists who only try to find
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Example7. Dose-responserelations.
Compound response curves of nematodes to doses of nematicides (Schomaker &
Been, 1998) are shown in Figure 5.2.B. They indicate two stimulating and one
reducing effect atdifferent rangesofdosesofanematicide,thereducing effect andat
least one of the stimulating effects being independent, meaning that they act on
different nematodereceptors.

In Example 4, the mathematical analogue of Seinhorst's theory on growth reduction
of plants attacked by small and medium densities of nematodes is summarized. The
theory is more fully described by Seinhorst (19866) and Schomaker et al. (1995). It
can be transcribed in 'normal' language because the correspondence rules required
in the 'Seinhorst Research Program' are obeyed.
3. COMPOUND PATTERNS

Often, a pattern cannot be explained by a single process but only by a combination
of two or more processes. In such a case, analysis ofthe pattern makes itpossible to
split it into separate patterns, each belonging to separate biological processes. Then,
patterns are regrouped by synthesis and compared with patterns from new
observations. The choice of the hierarchical level at which observations are made is
crucial for the success of thisprocedure of alternate analysis and synthesis. It should
not be too high, because manifest but overlapping processes would become too
numerous and too different from each other to be seperated. Nor should it be too
low, as then one is at risk to describe biological processes that are irrelevant for the
purpose of the investigation. The analysis and synthesis of compound
comprehensive models on population dynamics, hatching processes and doseresponse relations into separate processes is illustrated in the Examples 5, 6 and 7.
Full descriptions ofthese models are given by Seinhorst (1993),Been & Schomaker
(unpub.) and Schomaker &Been (1998).
In the methodological empirical sub-cycle, alternate analysis and synthesis are also
applied to compound variance from different sources to make more efficient
experimental schemes or practical tests for resistence and tolerance (getting more
information from less work) or to choose tests with an optimal cost/uncertainty ratio
for extension purposes. In the latter case the financial consequences of the
uncertainty in predictions by a test, due to a certain amount of variance, are
weighted against the costs ofthe test to find the optimum.
Examples of the use of compound pattern analysis, to identify and quantify sources
of variance, using parametric statistics (not to be confused with ANOVA or
Multivariate Analysis) are presented in a posthumous paper by Seinhorst et al
(unpub.) on tests for partial resistance to potato cultivars for potato cyst nematodes
and in Chapter 4 of this thesis, on effects of pesticides on hatching behaviour of
potato cyst nematodes.
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Example 8.A stochastic simulation model.
A stochasticdynamicsimulationmodelforpotatocystnematodeswascompounded from
theories about growth reduction andpopulation dynamics in partially resistant and nonhost crops to serve as the basis for an advisory system, enabling farmers to choose
agricultural scenarios with maximum financial returns (Been et al, 1995).The extended
equation on population dynamics contains ten parameters;too many to be useful in an
advisory system. For those values of Pjwhere potatoes can be grown with acceptable
yield reductions (PjIT< 100)the relation between Pjand Pf can be simplified to:
Pf=(p-M'(l-e")
(11)
in which
a = a-P/Af
(p
degree of susceptibility of the potato cultivar for the nematode
population
a
the maximum multiplication rate
M'
the hybrid maximum population density (yh- y; M, see Example
5)which doesnotdiffer much from M underthe given constraints

(P/T<100)
M
themaximumeggdensity pergramsoil
Thepopulation dynamicsundernon-hostsisgivenby
P f =Pi-(bI)-(b2)-1
(12)
b1
fraction ofunhatched nematodes duringthefirst yearofanonhostcrop.
b2
fractionofunhatchednematodesduringthesecondandnextyears
ofanon-host crop
n
numberofyearswithanon-hostcrop
The fraction bx in the first year of a non-host is smaller than the fraction b2 in the
following years.Schomaker&Been(unpubl.)found ontwenty experimental fields an
averagefraction of30-40%unhatchednematodesinthefirstyearafter apotatocropand
oneof 65%inthe secondyear.
Thevalueofthemaximummultiplicationrate,a,varies strongly from yeartoyearand
fromfieldtofield,whilethevariationofMis morerestricted asMis closely connected
withthesizeofthefood source(estimatedbydryhaulmweight).Thelargevariationof
the maximum multiplication rate, a, makes the population dynamics and subsequent
yieldlossesinsusceptiblepotatocropstoounpredictabletorecommend afixedrotation,
with or without chemical control. Control measures mustthen be based on nematode
numbers insamplesusingmethodswithknownaccuracyandprecision. However, the
probabilities of densities Pf and their subsequent yield reductions in years following
partially resistantpotatocropscanbepredictedfrom equations(5),(11)and(12)andthe
probabilities of all possible combination of a and M, based on their distribution
functions.
Another possible use of compound patterns (and theories) are simulation models
that synthesize several fundamental (simplified) patterns at a given hierarchic level
into a comprehensive model generating predictions and new theories about relevant
nematological scenarios at the same and at higher hierarchic levels. An instance of a
stochastic simulation model for advisory purposes is described inExample 8.
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Example 10.Populationdynamics.
Equation (6)
P' f =M(l -e")
The occurrence of discrete,random events in spaceand/ortime,such asthe random
encounters of nematodes and plant roots, are described by the Poisson distribution.
The first term inthis distribution function, the likelihood for aplant root to escape
nematode attack (zero encounters), is given by e". The probability of one or more
encounters is given by 1-ea. In its strictest interpretation the presence of the factor
l-e a suggests that plant roots can be imagined as a cylindrical surfaces divided into
equal compartments, that are per cross section randomly penetrated by juvenile
nematodes, the cross sections moving up along the cylinder as time goes on. The
juveniles cansettleinonly onecompartment atthe sametime.Ifthey could partially
settle inmorethan onecompartment,thiswouldresult inoverlapping territories and
a decrease ineggsper settled nematode,which isincontradiction with the observed
patterns. Only one juvenile per compartment can survive. The size of the
compartments depends on the place of the root in the root system and the growing
conditions of the plant, but not on the density of the surviving juveniles. Juveniles
trying to settle in an engaged compartment will remain unsuccessful and eventually
die from starvation. Inotherwords,juveniles that successfully enter arootpossessa
territory that is inaccessible for others. This mechanism prevents females from
decreasing insizebecauseofcompetition for food and,athighdensitiesorincaseof
coincidental clustering,remaintoosmalltobecomeadultsandreproduce.
Equation (7) ye = me +(l-me)- 0.9Y
forPj>7;
Athigher densitiesPjthenumbersofeggspercystaredecreasing,butnotbecauseof
competition for space between the growing females. The appropriateness and the
form of Equation (7) suggest that the quality of the territory degenerates because of
random overlapping area's of damaged root tissue, from which these territories are
to be developed, (see also Example 8 'growth reduction'). The factor 0.9Y implies
that the territories can still reach their maximum quality by using undamaged root
cellsifthey arelessthan 10%damaged.
Equation (8) yh =mh+(l-mh)- 0.95Y
forP(>7;
This equation describes the relative size of the food source, estimated by relative
haulmdryweight. Itstheory isdescribed underExample 8'growth reduction'.
Equation (9) P"f = Z>2-(l-s- yh)-P(
In case of cyst nematodes,thetheory must be extended by aterm for the number of
nematodes per unit soil that did not hatch spontaneously or under influence of the
root system.Thisnumberofnematodesisdetermined by:
- The proportion, s, of soil with roots at nematode densities smaller than Th. The
proportion of nematodes stimulated to hatch in the presence of plant roots is
proportional totherelativesizeoftheroot system.
- The relative size of the root system at nematode density Pi5 described by yh
(Equation 8).Thenematode density perunitrootweight doesnot change because
ofthisreduction.
- Thefraction bofunhatched nematodes.
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The correspondence rules in the 'Seinhorst Research Program' make it possible to
transfer the conclusions from the mathematical analogue to the corresponding
'natural' analogue in 'normal' language. Here, 'normal' means that the language is
understandable and useful for those who are not involved in the 'Seinhorst Research
Program'. Therefore, jargon and technical terms are avoided as much as possible. If
technical terms are inevitable, they are explained in 'normal' language.
In Examples 9 and 10, Seinhorst's theories on growth reduction of annual crops
attacked by nematodes and on population dynamics of nematodes with one
generation per year (for instance Globodera rostochiensis, G. pallida, Heterodera
avenae, H. schachtii, Meloidogyne naasi) are summarized. For more details, the
reader is referred to Seinhorst (1986a, b, 1993, 1998) and Schomaker et al. (1995).
Comparison
The correspondence rules in the 'Seinhorst Research Program' make it possible to
compare new and current theories. Patterns from simple experimental systems are
compared with patterns from more complex systems, and the theories on causes of
effects are compared inboth systems.
Falsification - These comparisons usually give rise to extensions and/or
modifications of the original theory. Not every aberrant pattern leads to changes in
the theory. Four conditions must be satisfied before atheory is replaced by another:
1. The aberrant pattern must come from observations based on sound
methodological theories described in themethodological empirical cycle.
2. The aberrant pattern must be arecurring one.
3. The aberrant pattern must reveal new processes or clarify ones already known.
4. The new theory connected with the aberrant pattern must be consistent with the
fundamental theories inthe 'Seinhorst Research Program'.
All conditions for falsification, except perhaps the second condition, agreewell with
those described by Lakatos (1978). An 'old' theory is only replaced by a 'new' one
if it brings scientific progress. The 'new' theory must be able to explain and predict
all phenomena that were satisfactorily explained and predicted by the 'old' theory
and itmust also explain and predict new phenomena.
Confirmation - Comparisons between new and old patterns from observations and
the theories connected to these patterns are repeated whenever additions to the
empirical base give cause. If the same process is involved, combining a large
number of observations enables an improved separation between 'signal' and
'noise' and results in a more complete and clear emergence of the patterns, thus
confirming the theories about the causes tothe manifesting phenomena. Example 11
illustrates this for thepattern ofequation (1):y' = 0.95".
The fundamental theories are also confirmed if new theories from compound
fundamental patterns or 'theories of causes' derived from the properties indicated by
the 'fundamental theories' in turn successfully predict observations in the empirical
base.
Working thus from high hierarchic levels to lower ones, applied, fundamental
physiological and molecular biologic research can meet and formulate together
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Example11. Growthreduction.
The existence of a tolerance limit T and its constancy for a given nematode/plant
combinationunderalmostallconditions (except shortdaysconditions combined with
high light intensity) isoften met with doubts or even disbelieve. However, Seinhorst
did not start his modelling of yield reductions with the concept of a tolerance limit
(the fewer parametersthebetter)butwasforced toaddthisparameter becauseitgave
a better description of the patterns found. The analysis of 29 nematode/plant
combinations in Seinhorst's (1998) paper is bound to end all doubts. The
combination of such a large number of observations reduced variance and clarified
the pattern to an extent that the existence and constancy of T (zT =0.95 for all
nematode/plant combinations) becomesabundantly clear.

coherent, consistent theories. This approach has the advantage that every new theory
at a low hierarchic level that is relevant to the explanatory level can be directly
implemented.
Deduction
When theory building has progressed so far that the theory on the explanatory
system agrees satisfactorily with the patterns derived from the observations of
simple and more complex systems, unobserved effects of nematodes in host plants
can be deduced from the general causes in the theory, which now are considered as
principles. For instance general relationships of un-investigated or newly discovered
nematode species, such as Meloidogyne chitwoodi or M. fallax can be predicted
from relationships known from fifteen experiments with other Meloidogyne species
and their hosts (Example 12.Growth reduction).

11.7. Future research
In the very near future, the authors, and some of their Dutch colleagues will be
involved in aresearch program (not inthe sense meant by Lakatos, 1978), financed by
the Dutch government, on population dynamics and distribution patterns of
Pratylenchus penetrans, Meloidogyne chitwoodi and Trichodorus spp. and growth
reduction caused by these species in some relevant host plants. An attempt will be
made to describe distribution patterns ofviruses transmitted by trichodorid nematodes.
This approach could later be used with other plant viruses. The part of this program
under our responsibility will be done in much the same way as is described in this
paper and summarized in Figure 11.1. Methodological theories will be developed
before nematological theories, all theories will be derived from mathematical
properties of patterns describing biological processes. Analysis will always come first,
then alternated with synthesis. We will also apply Seinhorst's empirical philosophy to
integrate our knowledge and that of colleagues from the various research stations in
The Netherlands into a limited number of consistent theories and hypotheses. Later in
the program our attention will turn tothe subjects discussed below.
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Example12.Growthreduction.
Seinhorst (1998) proved that the relation between PIT and y\ based on his theory
about growth reduction by nematodes, closely agrees withy' =/'T (eq. 1);withzT=
0.95 for all investigated 29 combinations of nematodes and plants. From his theory,
growth reduction can be deduced for host plants and tylenchid nematode species
other than those investigated, for instance, growth reduction of host plants of the
newly discovered nematode speciesMeloidogyne chitwoodiandM.fallax.

1. CONNECTION WITHOTHERRESEARCH PROGRAMS

In 'Deterministic Dynamic Simulation Models', applied to potato cyst nematodes in
potatoes by several authors (Ward et al, 1985; Schans, 1993; Van Oijen et al.
1995a, b and to Tylenchorhynchus dubius in Lolium perenne by Den Toom (1989,
1990), the working method is the opposite of Seinhorst's. Synthesis goes before
analysis, which undermines and questions the relevance, truth and sufficiency of the
assumed principles (biological processes, equations describing them and external
conditions influencing them) to explain the nematological phenomena and their
consequences in farmers' fields. The situation is exacerbated as these models
represent notjust one mathematical equation but numerous equations with dozens of
parameters. Both the equations and the parameters can be adjusted flexibly to the
observations. Consequently, the deterministic simulation models can predict almost
any phenomenon, albeit only after thefact. Therefore, and because the mathematical
equations are often purely descriptive (see also Example 13), the 'Deterministic
Dynamic Simulation Models' in their present quality do not contribute much to
theory building.
The assumptions leading to the Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) model, which tries
to "capture the diversity of the energetics of the different species into one model
with different parameter values and to build theories for the parameter values"
(Kooijman, 1993),interpreted for potato cyst nematodes by Van Haren et al. (1993),
proved not to be sufficient and true causes to population dynamics of these
nematodes atthe explanatory level. The causes are insufficient asthey ignore the 'all
or nothing' principle in population dynamics of potato cyst nematodes. The causes
are non-true causes because they attribute differences in relative susceptibility only
to differences in egg numbers produced per female and ascribe decrease in plant
weight to withdrawal of food by the nematodes (Seinhorst, 1986a, b, 1993).
The 'Deterministic Dynamic Simulation Models' as interpreted and applied by
various authors (Ward et al, 1985; Den Toom, 1989, 1990; Schans, 1993; Van
Oijen et al, 1995a, b) and the 'Dynamic Energy Budget Model' as interpreted and
applied by Van Haren et al (1993) are trying to deduce effects from assumed
causes, but these causes are derived from a jumble of loose facts reported in the
literature, many of them questionable with respect to their relevance and validity.
Van Oijen et al. (1995a) carry off the palm as they managed to incorporate only
wrong assumptions on plant-nematode relations into the LINTUL crop growth
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Example13.Growthreduction.
The assumptions on plant growth reducing effects of potato cyst nematodes,
conveniently chosen by Van Oijen et al (1995a) from a multitude of reports in the
literature,are:
1.Accelerated leaf senescence
2.Rootdeath
3.Allocation ofassimilates infavour ofroots
4.Decreased LightUse Efficiency
but all are demonstrably untrue for (economically important) small and medium
nematode densities (Been & Schomaker, 1986; Seinhorst, 1986b; Schomaker et al,
1995).
The validity of the model and itspredictive ability at the explanatory level (farmer's
field) was checked by comparing simulated results with observations in a field
experiment (without control) withtwo cultivars onfumigated and unfumigated plots.
The same observations (biassed by questionable methodological methods, especially
with respect to the estimation of nematode densities) were used to describe the
nematode-plant relations and to estimate the parameters in the model. Aberrant
observations in a second field experiment (Van Oijen et al, 19956) were ignored.
Differences ingrowth betweenthetwocultivarscould notbe explained bythe model
as it attributes one (linear) mechanism of growth reduction to all nematode densities.
Seinhorst's theory on growth reduction by nematodes, confirmed for 29 different
nematode/plant combinations in 36 experiments, explain the observations in both
experiments well as it discriminates between two mechanism of growth reduction:
one operating at small and medium nematode densities (P/T<100) and one at large
(P/T>30-100)nematodedensities.

model (Spitters & Schapendonk, 1990) and still obtained, in hindsight and thanks to
a convenient number of adjustable parameters and - because of their arbitrariness adjustable mathematical equations describing nematode-plant relations, some
resemblance between simulations and observations in one experiment. Their
approach is described in Example 13 as an illustration of 'incomprehensive' and
incomprehensible modelling.
The drawbacks of the 'Deterministic Dynamic Simulation Models' could be
eliminated if these models paid more attention to empirical methodology and if
synthesis alternated with pattern analysis of phenomena at the explanatory level to
trace and describe processes and causes of relevant processes. Arbitrary equations
must be replaced by comprehensive equations describing biological processes.
Neither the 'Deterministic Dynamic Simulation Models' nor the 'Dynamic Energy
Budget Model' are necessarily incompatible with Seinhorst's models. It is obvious
that models inducing causes from their effects, guided by (mathematical) properties
of the latter, are useful to models deducing effects from principles and vice versa.
The two types of models could meet half-way on the hierarchic ladder if the
'believers' in the various models (including the authors of this paper) were able to
overcome their inclination to worship the one and only true 'model' and to strive for
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more consistency ofexperimentalmethodsandbiologicaltheoriesbetween different
schoolsofthought.
2.CAUSESATLOWHIERARCHICLEVELS
Patterns and theories in the 'Seinhorst Research Program' indicate properties of
nematological processes at lower hierarchic levels. In Example 1the causes at a
lower hierarchic level of the 'first mechanism of growth reduction' at small and
medium nematode densities are biochemical or physiological processes and their
properties are indicated by the theory that an individual nematode affects plant
growth for only alimited period oftime. Seinhorst (1998) confirmed that this 'first
mechanism' applies to many - ifnot all -plant-parasitic nematodes and their hosts.
To find new, broadly applicable, nematological control strategies, these processes
should be investigated under the guidance of their properties derived from the
mathematical patterns. Other processes considered suitable for investigation in
Seinhorst'stheory ongrowthreduction at smallandmediumnematode densities are
the mechanism that neutralizes or inhibits the effects of small nematode densities
and the mechanism inducing differences in plant growth reducing effects between
the first andthesecond generation (Seinhorst 19866, 1995,1998).Thecausestothe
'second mechanism of growth reduction', which becomes noticeable at P/T>100
(Seinhorst, 1998) and is accompanied by diagnostic characteristics (Seinhorst
19866), andtherelation ofthismechanism withplant age should be investigated as
well.
Inpopulation dynamics,muchwork atmolecular and genetic levelhasalready been
done,butunfortunately itisnotorlittle(onlybyestablishingamultiplication factor)
related to quantitative nematological work at higher hierarchic levels. Therefore,
this research cannot be used to make predictions on population dynamics and
noxiousness of nematode populations, nor to establish similarities in relevant
agriculturalpropertiesbetweennematodepopulations.Forthesakeofconsistency in
theory building therelationship between theresearch athigher and lower hierarchic
levelsmustbeestablished intheyearstocome.
3.CAUSESOFDISTRIBUTIONPATTERNS
A new simulation model would be that of distribution patterns of sedentary
nematodes, based on distribution patterns ofpotato cyst nematodes. The small and
medium scale distribution patterns of potato cyst nematodes are extensively
described (Seinhorst, 1988; Been & Schomaker, 1996; Schomaker & Been,
unpubl.).Thesmallscaledistribution oftheseandothernematodes iswell described
by theNegativeBinomialDistribution (Seinhorst, 1988).Forpotatocystnematodes
thedispersing forces causing smallandmedium scalepatternsprovedtobeconstant
and independent of time, place (external conditions) and population density
(Schomaker &Been, unpub.). As the mobility of potato cyst nematodes is only a
few centimetresperyear-which isnegligible-theirdistributionpatternsdependon
theirpopulation dynamics andontheactivities offarmers,whodispersecystswithin
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and between fields and horizontally and vertically through the soil with their
machinery - including soil fumigation equipment. It would be relatively simple to
use vector analysis of the dispersal forces to explain the distribution patterns of
these nematodes.Morecomplex distributionpatterns ofothernematodes couldthen
be deduced by means of simulation models of the vectors using sub-models of the
population dynamics and mobility of these nematodes. The relevant external
conditions for mobility should not be suggested by preconceived ideas, e.g., on
effects of organic matter or biodiversity, but by mathematical properties of
distributions patterns ofnematodesundernaturalconditions,followingtheempirical
cycle (Figure 11.1.) in a consequent manner. If the presence or absence of microorganisms and their metabolic products are critical for nematode mobility then the
distribution patterns of these micro-organisms must be studied too, for instance by
means ofDNA extraction from soils (Van Elsasetal, 1997),and related tothat of
the nematode species under study and to (small and medium scale) geographic
patterns.
4. GROWTH REDUCTION BYROOTNEMATODES INPERENNIAL PLANTS

During the first year after planting, effects of nematode attack on perennial plants
can be investigated inthe sameway asthat onannualplants.Wecannotyet answer
the question whether a reduction in growth and productivity should be expected in
the second and following years, depending on nematode densities at planting,
especially small densities. It is known from studies onRadopholus similisin citrus
that nematodes spread from older to new roots at the periphery, thus rapidly
increasing in numbers. The same tendency to rapidly increase in numbers and to
migrate is observed for stem nematodes in red clover and lucerne - here via moist
surfaces of plant leaves. We know that nematodes do not generally cause specific
disease symptoms (seeExamples 1,2,4,9, 11and 12ongrowthreduction) andthat
annuals are more tolerant to second and later generations of nematodes than to a
first generation present at planting (Seinhorst, 1995). Therefore, it is by no means
certain that thepresence of large nematode numbers in orchards with old trees will
causesubstantialreductions inproductivity.Anincreaseinproductivity, insomebut
not all cases, after treatment with non-fumigant nematicides is not proof of
nematode damage if the effect of these chemicals on the yield of trees without
nematodes underthegivenconditions isnotknown.
To investigate growth reduction of perennial plants by increasing nematode
populations, patterns of weight of the total plant and its fruits must be studied at
sufficient wide ranges of nematode densities and at regular time intervals. To
produce a clear pattern, a simple system with external conditions as constant as
possible mustbestudiedfirst.Later,morecomplexsystems canbestudied andtheir
patterns comparedwiththepatterns from thesimplesystem.
5. FUNGI AND INSECTS

Extension ofthe Research Program with research on infestation focus development
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and distribution patterns of fungi and insects living in the soil is worth
consideration. The model for foci developed by Van den Bosch (1990) has
similarities with our model. It contains a gamma density function for the relative
number ofbiological entitiesproducedpertimeunitandanexponential function for
thespatial distribution.Fornematodesthespatial distribution function isthesameas
in the model of Van den Bosch (1990). The parameters of the function must be
estimated for each separate species. For nematodes, we are planning (see Future
Research) to deduce comprehensive temporal model from spreading forces and the
population dynamics ofnematodes.Wemightdothesamefor otherorganisms.
6. POTATO CYST NEMATODES

Of all plant parasitic nematodes, the methodological and nematological theories in
the 'Seinhorst Research Program' arethemost advanced for potato cystnematodes.
The reason is that potato cyst nematodes are economically important and relative
simpleresearch objects becausethey haveonly onegenerationperyear and they are
easily manageable. Seinhorst (1998) has demonstrated that many causes to
phenomena at the explanatory level, especially those with respect to growth
reduction, apply to all nematodes. Therefore, we want to choose potato cyst
nematodes and their hosts as model organisms to induce theories on the causes at
low hierarchic levels, causes of distribution patterns, and molecular aspects of
population dynamics. From these theories and supplementary observations similar
theories canbededuced for othernematodes.

11.8.Final considerations
Seinhorst and the authors of this paper worked together in close collaboration for
almost thirteen years. To us, his pupils, Seinhorst's approach to science is a sensible
one, adopted naturally. We cannot imagine working in a different manner. During
these years of co-operation, the research program was developed further and our
influence gradually increased. At the present stage, it is difficult to discriminate
between Seinhorst's and our own contribution in the development of the research
program duringthelastdecade.Either contribution isreflected inboth Seinhorst's and
our publications, but we always discussed and criticized each others' work and we
wrote some papers together. Our contribution consists mainly in the development of
computer programs for analyses and in the synthesis or composition part of the
program. This synthesis resulted insimulationmodels for both distribution patterns of
nematodes in farmers' fields (from which sampling methods can be developed) and
expert systems for potato cyst nematodes (from which control scenarios can be
chosen). Much time and energy were invested in the implementation of scientific
results in agricultural practice, e.g.,Seinhorst's concept ofpartial resistance ofpotato
cultivars topathotypes ofGloboderapallida,and inthe introduction ofnew sampling
methods for the detection ofsmall foci infieldsofware and seedpotatoes.Thismade
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itpossibletoreducenematicideuseandimprovefinancial returns.
During the period of our cooperation with Seinhorst, we had many discussions on
methods, theories and philosophy, not because we disagreed but because a relative
small Research Program is 'subject to offence' (Lakatos, 1978) and must develop
strategies for its defence. We feel we succeeded in establishing and defending the
'Seinhorst Research Program' sothat, in our opinion, it has a fair position and good
prospects in comparison with other Research Programs. If the foregoing paragraphs
gavethe impressionthatwereject allconcepts onwhichotherResearch Programs are
based,thenthisimagewantsnuance.Wemainly object againstthewaytheseconcepts
were interpreted and applied for nematode/plant relations, but we know from
experience that anyResearch Program canbeput inanunfavourable light if amateurs
tamper with its models (Anon., 1991). Therefore, we will not hesitate to adopt
approaches or theories from other Research Programs if patterns from observations
should guideusinthatdirection.
Many foreign colleagues co-operated with Seinhorst for long periods. Without
suggesting tobecomplete,wewanttomentionhereour Scandinavian colleagueswho
appointed Seinhorst as an Honorary Doctor attheAgricultural University of Uppsala
and our Italian colleaguesfromthe 'Instituto diNematologia Agraria' in Bari, where
Seinhorst was a consultant for many years, who made a large contribution to the
confirmation of Seinhorst's theories (Seinhorst, 1998).They all greatly influenced the
course the 'Seinhorst Research Program' has taken inthepast, andwe hopethatthey
andothercolleagueswillcontinuetodosointhe future.
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12.1. Introduction
The results presented in this thesis are part of a research effort to control potato cyst
nematodes inthe seed,wareand starchpotato areasofTheNetherlands.Althoughthis
thesis contains 10papers it hardly can be considered as presenting a comprehensive
overview ofthe elements required and actually investigated to complete an integrated
pest management system for potato cyst nematodes. Instead, we decided to present a
sample of different parts of the research program which were not or incompletely
published before. The chapters represent samples of successive steps of the research
philosophy, described in Chapter 11. Consequently, this thesis contains papers about
methodology, models concerning chemical control, soil sampling for detection of
potato cyst nematodes, andplant growth affected bynematodes and anexample ofthe
synthesis ofmodels;theadvisory system for starchpotatoareas.

12.2.Fumigants
Although the investigations concerning soil fumigants did not result in dosage
response relations which could easily be applied to concentration time (C7) products
measured in the field, and therefore did not lead to a quick method to access the
efficiency of soil fumigation, several interesting results were obtained. The research
into the efficiency of 1,3-dichloropropene(Chapter 6)provided evidence that only the
(Z)-isomer of 1,3-dichloropropene was lethaltopotatocystnematodes.The (E)-isomer
merely inhibited hatching for aperiod less than sixmonths,about theperiod between
soil fumigation in autumn and planting of the potato crop in spring. These findings
prompted further research on the effect of both isomers under field conditions,
resulting in a confirmation ofthe results described in Chapter 6.Theproducers ofthe
fumigant were induced to develop newnematicides like 'Nematrap' and 'Teleone-cis'
which consist mainly of the (Z)-isomer. When the Dutch government initiated the
Multi-Year CropProtection Plantoreducetheuseofpesticides inTheNetherlandsthe
applications of the old formulations of 1,3-dichloropropene had to be terminated as
soon aspossible, atthe latest on January the first, 1995(Anonymous, 1991).As these
new fumigants are applied at dosages of 75 1/ha, a reduction of 50% of 1,3dichloropropene use could beobtained.Asthevolume of 1,3-dichloropropene applied
in agriculture still amounted to approximately 38%of the total volume of fumigants
used when the Multi-Year Crop rotation plan was instigated in 1991, a reduction by
19%ofthetotalvolumeoffumigants couldbeachieved.
Ashardly anyoneeverused anintermediateperiodofsixmonthbetweenapplication of
a nematicide and testing the potato cyst nematode population on survivability (the
period required for the effect of the (E)-isomer to wear out) or anticipated the
prolonged hatching process of exposed nematodes (Chapter 4), once described by
Fenwick (1957), all information in the literature on the effect of 1,3-dichloropropene
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Figure 12.1.-The area (ha) fumigated inthe Flevopolders (white bars,front) and inthe total
seed and ware potato growing area (grey bars,back) during the years 1984 to 1992.In 1987,
the disappointing results concerning the efficiency of soil fumigation on marine clay soils
were published which resulted in a prompt decline of preventive soil fumigation. Then,
application increased coinciding with the increasing number of actual infestations detected.
Starting in 1989 the prototype sampling methods combined with a preliminary advisory
system became available. Abolition of statutory soil fumigation for farmers growing
susceptible potatoes in a 1:3 rotation became possible when growers used the new sampling
method.

can be considered to overestimate mortality of potato cyst nematodes after soil
fumigation.
The research concerning the effect of 1,3-dichloropropene (Chapter 6; unpublished
data) in field tests provided ample evidence that potato cyst nematode control on heavy
marine clay soils, where seed and ware potatoes are grown in The Netherlands, is
insufficient. Mortalities ranged from 50to 60%throughout the upper 30 cm ofthe tilth.
In most cases this was caused by an instantaneous breakdown of the active ingredient
by microorganisms.
In fact, soil fumigation on these soils can be regarded as the primary factor leading to
new infestations as proper cleaning of the fumigation equipment is extremely difficult
and time consuming and some parts of the machinery cannot be reached at all. In
commercial situations no such cleaning efforts will be made. As with most other
agricultural machinery (Hofmeester, 1991), the adhering soil is constantly being
refreshed in the course of the work. Soil fumigation equipment will therefore be one of
the major contributors to the dispersal of potato cyst nematodes between fields.
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Figure 12.2.Results of ademoproject in 1989executedbytheGroeneVliegLtd./Ministryof
Housing, Physical planning and the Environment. The graph displays the number of ha
planned tobe fumigated by theparticipants of theproject 'before', the number of ha actually
fumigated after theyreceived their sampling results 'after' andthenumber of hawhich would
havebeen fumigated ifexemption of statuarysoilfumigation waspossible.

Publication of these results caused a major decrease in the use of nematicides in these
areas (Figure 12.1) and prompted the need for improved detection methods and the
application of partially resistant potato cultivars as an alternative for soil fumigation.

12.3. Sampling
The research on new sampling methods for the detection of potato cyst nematodes
(Chapters 7 and 8) resulted in a prototype detection method for small infestation foci
with a central population density of 50 cysts/kg of soil to be detected with an average
probability of 90%. Using this detection method foci with a central population density
of 150 cysts/kg soil have an almost 100% probability of being detected. If no cysts are
found, but a small infestation is present, the probability of visible damage in the
following potato crop is nil and the detection probability by statutory soil sampling
methods almost zero. If cysts are found the size of the focus can be estimated using the
spatial distribution of the cysts obtained from the seven samples/ha (Been et al, 1996).
In 1989, a demonstration project was carried out by the Groene Vlieg Ltd, Nieuwe
Tonge, a Dutch private company, with financial aid of the Ministry of Housing,
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Physical planning and the Environment (VROM). About 200 hectares were sampled
using the prototype method. Farmers were asked before and after they received the
results of the sampling method (which was combined with an ELISA test for species
identification) about their intentions with respect to soil fumigation. A 84%reduction
of soil fumigation could be achieved bytheparticipants.Thereduction was aresult of
establishing the presence/absence of potato cyst nematodes, thereby avoiding
preventive soil fumigation, thepossibility tochoosetheproperresistantpotato cultivar
as the species per individual infestation was determined and the reduction of the area
that had to be treated to the area of the actual infestation including bufferzones. If
exemption of statuary soil fumigation for farmers who grow susceptible potato
varieties ina 1:3 rotationhadbeenpossiblethisreductioncouldhaveamountedto94%
(NOVEM, 1995). In 1990, in reaction to these results, government regulation
concerning the statuary soil fumigation was changed and farmers applying the new
sampling method could gain exemption (Figure 12.2). In 1990, 82% of all detected
infestations wereG. rostochiensis againstwhichresistantpotatocultivars areavailable.
As the new infestations are detected when they were still small, resistant potato
varieties could be cropped without yield loss. They caused an 80% reduction of
population densities throughout the complete root zone downto 1.2mthereby greatly
surpassing the effect of anematicide treatment. Inthe case of aG. pallida infestation,
against which no completely resistant cultivars were available, the use of partially
resistant cultivarswasrecommended. In 1991theprofit madebythe farmers usingthe
prototype sampling system to obtain exemption was estimated to be 1.400.000
guilders; in 1992 twice as much. In that year approximately 13.000 ha were sampled
using the new detection method. As from 1993, the statutory soil fumigation was
cancelled by the Dutch government and application of the new sampling method
stabilized atapproximately 10.000haannually.
However, since 1989,research on detection methods has continued and new methods
havebeen developed based onanextended dataset(Chapter 8).Different methods for
ware and seed potato growers have been developed, the former differentiating in the
size ofthe focus tobedetected withthecroprotation frequency applied.As aresult of
the insight acquired, the new methods require less soil and will be cheaper than the
prototype sampling method introduced in 1989.Themethods were handed over tothe
Dutch Regional Inspection Services for Agricultural Seeds and Seed Potatoes (NAK)
and offered to the farmers in 1998.The vertical distribution ofpotato cyst nematodes
throughout the tilth proved to be quite uniform. Therefore, differences in sampling
depthwillnothavealargeeffect onthereliability ofsamplingresults.
The new sampling methods generate acyst count for each 5or 6mstrip of afield.A
typical sampling result therefore consists of several successive strips where cysts are
detected. The number of infested strips (1), the number of cysts/strip (2) and the
number of cysts per focus (3) are indices for the probable size of the infestation. By
using the bivariate distribution of both the length and width gradient of the focus
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Figure 12.3. A: Probabilities of finding a certain total number of cysts in soil samples
originating from afocus with acentral population density of 50cysts per kg soil and sampled
with the prototype detection method (strip = 5m wide and 300 m long). B: Probabilities of
finding a certain number of cysts in soil samples originating from the sampled strips
containing samefocus asaboveusingtheprototypedetection method.
model (Chapter 7) the range of possible foci sizes can be narrowed considerably. For
the remaining foci these indices can be relatedto focus size.
For indica 1, the number of infested strips, this has already been done (Been et al,
1996) and a preliminary advisory system was introduced in 1992. Only crude
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differences in focus size could be made. However, by applying a Monte Carlo
approach, it ispossible to calculate estimates ofthenumber ofcystsper focus andthe
number of cysts/strip (indices 2and 3).InFig 12.3.Athefrequency distribution ofthe
number of cysts detected per focus is depicted while in Fig 12.3.B. cyst counts per
infested striparedisplayed. Byusingallthree indicesmoreaccurate information about
theprobable sizeofaninfestation focus canbeprovidedandeventhepresenceofmore
than one focus can be recognized. In combination with Seinhorst's relation between
pre-plant densities of potato cyst nematodes and yield reduction, the information can
be provided needed for decision making. As expected crop losses can be predicted,
cost/benefit analysis canbemade for allpossible control measures - growing cultivars
of (partially) resistant potatoes, crop rotation and application of nematicides. In this
way, maximum profit for the farmers can be combined with minimum input of
nematicides.Infact, calculations indicatethatcontrollinginfestation foci ofpotatocyst
nematodes by nematicides is almost always awaste ofmoney compared to theuse of
(partially)resistantpotatocultivars.
The new sampling methods would also provide the Dutch government with the tools
required to apply fumigants only byprescription as itwas one ofthe objectives inthe
Multi-Year Crop Protection Plan to reduce the use of pesticides in The Netherlands
(Anonymus, 1991).

12.4.Partially resistantpotato cultivars
Research by Phillips (1984), Seinhorst (1984) and Seinhorst & Oostrom (1984)
showed that potato cultivars resistant toG. pallidapathotype 2(Pa2,biotypeD)have
alsosomeresistancetoPa3(biotypeE). Several cultivarsweretested attheIPO-DLO
and this association proved to be a general one. The degree of partial resistance can
range from low to very high. Figure 10.3.displays the concept visually by comparing
the population dynamics of a susceptible and a partially resistant potato variety. The
parameters a (maximum multiplication rate at low initial nematode density) and M
(maximum population density per unit of soil) are lower for the resistant cultivar. For
the ware potato cultivar Sante the relative susceptibility is 30%. This means that,
whatever the actual multiplication rate in a certain field may be on a susceptible
cultivar, itwillbeonly 30%ofthatwhenthepartially resistantcultivar Santeisgrown.
The maximum population density (M),themaximum number oflarvaeproduced perg
of soil, will be reduced by the same percentage and stay at that level even if the
cultivar isgrownannually.Molendijk (1997;pers.com.)demonstrated thisconcept for
the heavy marine clay soils where our prime seed and ware potatoes are grown. By
choosingtheproperpartialresistance andcroppingfrequency, lowpopulation densities
can be kept low whereas high oneswill decrease. This result canbe achieved without
any significant crop losses inthose areas where infestations occur in foci. Only inthe
centre ofthe focus, inalimited area,population densitieswillreachmagnitudes where
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crop yield may be reduced. Inthe seed and warepotato areaspartially resistant potato
cultivars canbeusedtokeepG.pallidainfestations incheck -keepingthem smalland
under the detection level ofthe statutory soil sampling methods - until breeders have
had thetimetobreed newandmoreresistantpotato cultivars.Incroppingareaswhere
the presence of potato cyst nematodes is tolerated, e.g. the starch potato areas, these
varieties can decrease the need for fumigation significantly (Chapter 10) by keeping
nematodedensitiesbelowthefinancial threshold fornematicide application.
In the Netherlands, the possibilities offered by the application of partially resistant
potato cultivars were quickly recognized. They resulted in a combined effort of the
Research Station for ArableFarmingandFieldProduction (PAV),theDLO-Centre for
Plant Breeding and Reproduction Research (CPRO-DLO),theH.L.Hilbrands Laboratory for soil-borne pests(HLB)andtheDLO-Institutefor PlantProtection(IPO-DLO)
to introducethis concept intoagriculturalpractice.Atestprogramwassetupto screen
all economically important cultivars fortheir degreeofpartialresistance,andtodownscale the research method used atthe IPO-DLO into atest method suitable for testing
new breeding lines and to perform risk calculations (Chapter 10). The research
concerning optimum pot size for breeders' tests is completed; the new methodology
wastranslated intonewprotocolswhichwillbeintroduced bytheVariety Registration
Boardin 1999.Since 1994,information onpartialresistanceofcultivars ispublished in
the Dutch Cultivar List; the 'Rassenlijst'. Farmers can choose the degree of partial
resistance suitabletothem.

12.5Advisorysystems
In 1992the IPO-DLO started a largefieldtest (20 fields throughout the starch potato
production area; each of 1 ha size) to validate the use of partially resistant potato
varieties (Chapter 11). Dependent on the initial population density of the potato cyst
nematode - G. pallida in all fields - a soil fumigation was carried out to obtain
acceptable population densities before planting of tubers. No granulates were used
when the partially resistant cultivar Ellis was planted in 1993. In 1995 or 1996,
according to the local cropping frequency, Ellis was grown for a second time. No
fumigation or granulates were used in that year as population densities were reduced
bothbythepartially resistant cultivarand 1 or2non-hostcrops.
Although Ellisdoesnothaveahighpartialresistance (approximately 70%forthemost
virulent Pa 3 pathotype known in the Netherlands), this cultivar was chosen to
maintain population densities in the field high enough to be measured accurately. In
spite of the low partial resistance, average yields were high: 50tons per ha and, after
correction for the starch content, 60 tons of payable weight. The results were better
than on normal fields where nematicide application, fumigant and non-fumigant,
continued. InFigure 12.4.thedecreaseofpopulation densitiesinall20testfields(F01-
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Figure 12.4.-Decline of population densities in 20 fields of 1ha, in the Dutch starch potato
growing area before and after cropping the partially resistant potato cultivar Ellis in 1:3 and
1:4 croprotations for two subsequent rotations.

F20) are visualized. At the beginning of the field experiment population densities in
some of the test fields were extremely high, in fact higher then ever reported after nonhost crops. Non-fumigant nematicides, which were applied routinely, are suspected to
be the cause, interfering with the normal population dynamics of the nematode. At the
start of the third potato crop, densities ofthepotato cyst nematode, will have decreased
in almost all fields to acceptable levels (20 eggs/g soil). At this density the financial
loss caused by yield reduction equals the cost of soil fumigation.
One of the exiting new bits of information obtained was that the average decline of the
population density the first year following a potato crop is much higher than was
believed before. Instead of the expected 35%reduction the average population decline
was 68% (based on 60 soil samples of 800 gper ha per field), confirming the results of
Andersson (1987, 1989).
These results and developments were solid enough in the early 1990's to envisage a
rapid decline of the use of nematicides in the following years (Been & Schomaker,
1992). Undoubtedly, this information stimulated the decision makers designing the
Multi-Year Crop Protection Plan to reduce the frequency of soil fumigation from 1in 2
years to 1 in 4 years in 1993. In the year 2001 fumigation will be restricted to 1in 5

Conclusions
years. Thanks to the increasing utilization of partially resistant cultivars and, more
recently, the development of new potato cultivars with high partial resistance (>95%
e.g. Seresta, Sjamiro) no problems with potato cyst nematodes are reported at present
although the use of nematicides has been reduced by 85%in 1997 compared to the
reference years 1984-1988(Figure 12.5).
The research presented so far resulted in a rapid reduction of the volume of
nematicides used intheNetherlands. Inaddition, application oftheresultsreducedthe
dependence of farmers on nematicides. The effect of nematicides was certainly
overrated, especially on marine clay soils, and most of the time their use was
questionably. Because oftheadaptation ofmicro-organisms torapidlybreak downthe
active compound their usefulness will decline even more. Partially resistant potato
cultivars provide a possibility to limit the use of nematicides and granulates on a
permanentbaseandtoensurefarmers ofhigherfinancial returns.Combinedwith asoil
sampling method, used periodically to detect or measure population densities, Dutch
potato growers should be able to manage the potato cyst nematode without major
problems.Thus,thedependenceonnematicidesvirtuallyvanishes.

12.6.Presentstatus
The advisory systems envisaged atthebeginning ofthisresearch program arenot yet
completed, although all sub-models are now available, parameterized and even
integrated in computer programs for scientific use. The major problem faced at the
moment lies in the stunning decrease of nematicide use in The Netherlands which
resulted in a stop of all funding of research on potato cyst nematodes in 1995. A
simplified prototype advisory system exists for farmers which use the new detection
methods in the seed and ware potato areas. Farmers receive advise based on precalculated tables ofyield damage for partially resistant cultivars and are only advised
toapplynematicideswhenthefinancial lossoftheestimatedyieldreduction liesabove
the costand impact ofthenematicide application.Inthestarchpotatoareaswhich still
lack soil sampling methods for population density estimation - they are not finished
becauseoflackoffunding -partiallyresistantvarietiesarenowwidely grown.
Indeed,the impression couldtakehold ofthenon-initiatethatthepotatocystnematode
problem is disappearing. However, the absence of adequate legislation concerning
potato cyst nematodes after abolishment of the old rules in 1993 resulted in a
stagnation of the use of the new sampling systems. Seed potato growers (40.000 ha)
are still obliged to sample prior to growing potatoes, but the detection probability is
low (Chapter 8) when the EPPO prescriptions for statutory sampling are followed.
Irresponsible seed potato farmers, having a potato cyst nematode infestation in the
field, will have this infestation resampled repeatedly by a third party using the old
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Figure 12.5. - The volume of fumigants used annually in The Netherlands (source Nefyto).
Black bar: reference volume (years 1984-1988) used by the Multi-Year Crop Protection Plan
for measuring the reduction of fumigant use. In 1995 a 45%reduction was aimed for (77%
achieved);intheyear 2000 a68%reduction wasaimed for (now, 1998,an 85%reduction has
been attained.
statutory (EPPO prescribed) sampling method until a 'no cysts' result appears. With
that result they will be permitted to grow potatoes. Ware potato growers (80.000 ha)
have no longer an obligation to sample; instead aerial surveillance is carried out to
detect infestation foci. Fifteen infestations have been detected in the last four years
using this method. The actual number of infestations will grow though they have been
declining in the official records during the last years as hardly any new ones are added
and the old ones decline.In 1998 all official infestations originating from soil sampling
and dating before 1994,the year that aerial surveillance of infestations was introduced,
were declared non-existing because of legal reasons. Ware potato growers can become
seedpotato growers any time.
The sudden termination of research and the non-utilization of research results in an
advisory system will certainly cause major problems in the near future.
As research on potato cyst nematodes is 'out of fashion', the main research effort at the
moment is directed towards free-living plant parasitic nematodes such as root knot
nematodes, Pratylenchus spp and trichodoridae. An approach is chosen consistent with

Conclusions
the described research program. Main research items consist of spatial distribution
patters (small scale) inanattempttodevelop samplingmethods for scientific research,
population dynamics and damage relations, of course preceded by a thorough
investigation on methods, to finally quantify and model nematode-plant interactions
anddevisepropercontrolschemes.
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Summary
Potatoes are among the most profitable agricultural crops in arable farming in the
Netherlands and consequently are grown as frequently as conditions allow. As a result
Dutch farmers experienced huge problems with potato cyst nematodes during the last
50 years. In Chapter 1an outline ispresented ofthe situation ofpotato cyst nematode
control in the 1980's, the problems, possible solutions and the research initiated, of
which a part is presented inthis thesis.
In 1984 emphasis was put into research concerning the efficiency of soil fumigation
on heavy marine clay soils where the majority of Dutch seed and consumption
potatoes are grown. Both laboratory and field experiments were carried out to
investigate the efficiency of 1,3 dichloropropene and metam-natrium. This required
the processing of thousands of larvae suspensions. One of the most labourious and
tedious occupations in nematological research is the counting of individuals of the
pathogen. In Chapter 2 A GOP-302 image analysis system - Context Vision, Sweden
- was used to automate the counting of large numbers of larvae-suspensions of
Globodera rostochiensis and G.pallida. These suspensions originated from hatching
tests, which were conducted to estimate percentage mortality in field and lab
experiments of nematodes exposed to nematicides. The result is called ANECS (Automatic NEmatode Counting System), a software program that can count up to 64
compartments with larvae suspensions successively without the aid of an operator. A
special object carrier was developed. Images of up to eight object carriers (512 larvae
suspensions) can be stored and image analysis can be suspended to off-office hours.
The time needed to count one compartment was reduced by 80% to one minute compared to 'manual' labour while the time for probe preparation remained the same. The
percentile error is highest at very low larvae densities (<20 per suspension) and is
caused by pollution with small fibres carried by air during the handling of the larvae
suspensions. This problem can be minimised by setting up clean-laboratory procedures. At least 95% of the larvae originating from hatching tests were recognized
and counted. The program can and has been be adapted to count other nematode
species or to suit more complicated problems like counting both larvae and eggs in
one suspension.
In Chapter 3 errors due to subsampling and laboratory procedures affecting the
expected value and variance of cyst counts were investigated. Several fields, infested
with potato cyst nematodes {Globodera rostochiensis and G. pallida) were sampled by
collecting bulk samples of approximately 70 cores amounting to 1.8 or 2.5 kg soil
from a number of square metre plots located in a regular grid pattern over a 0.33 ha
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area. Bulk samplesfromfivefields,I-V, were thoroughly mixed and from onefield,
VI, lightly mixed, and subsequently divided into three subsamples of approximately
equal weights. Two, sometimes three, subsamples were elutriated separately. Cysts
were elutriated bytwocommercial laboratories, 1 and2,andseparatedfromthedebris
and counted at two research laboratories, 0 and 3. Random bulk samples from five
fields, I-V, were divided into three portion after thoroughly mixing and taken to
Laboratory 0, to compare elutriation precision and accuracy of commercial and
scientific laboratories and to check the quality of mixing. To this purpose, pairs or
triples were divided into classes.The expected value ofthevariance within pairs was
estimated per class and could be described by a distribution function analogue to a
negative binomial distribution, but with three in stead of two parameters. Cysts
appeared toberandomly distributed inthewellmixedsamples,resulting inabinomial
or trinomial distribution between pairs or triples. The expected values of the
coefficient of variation associated with elutriation were 3.6, 9.6 and 5.5% in the
Laboratories 0, 1 and 2, respectively. The upper 95% confidence limit, 5 095 , of
coefficients of variation associated with elutriation in Laboratories 1 and 2, were
estimated by the differences in 95%upper limits of coefficients ofvariation between
the Laboratories 1 and 2 on the one hand and Laboratory 0 conversely. This
difference, 8095,rangedfrom 73%to42%for Laboratory 1andfrom43%to 19%for
Laboratory 2 if 10to 100 cysts were counted in samples. The consequences of these
laboratory errorsfortheaccuracy ofsamplingmethodsforbothresearch andextension
purposes arediscussed.
Nematicide trialsrequire reliableresultsconcerning theeffect caused bythe fumigant.
Thepercentage mortality ofpotato cystnematodes canbeestimated by comparing the
hatchability of untreated larvae with that of nematicide treated larvae. In Chapter 4,
research is described to improve the quality of hatching tests. Hatching tests using
potato root diffusate are labourious and yield quite variable results. Sources of
variability were identified and analysed, and solutions werepresented. A method was
developed to conduct hatching tests using inert materials sothat the total variation at
theendofthetest isminimized.Anumberofhatchingtestswascarried outtoincrease
reliability, optimizethemethod andlimittheamount ofwork.Thus,itwaspossibleto
obtain a coefficient of variation (cv) of the hatching process which is in accordance
with the combined errors expected when acertain number ofcysts istreated and eggs
are used in a hatching test. An Appendix is provided listing the different errors and
ways tocalculate and copewiththem.Theresultsindicatethatthehatching processis
no longer animportant source ofvariation fortheendresult.Allvariation higherthan
expected could be explained by variation between replications of batches with the
sametreatment, indicatingthat smalldifferences innematicideapplication cause major
differences in the end result. The treatment effect was more important in field
experimentsthaninlaboratory experiments.
The hatching curve could be described adequately by a log-logistic curve with 3
parameters (Afinalnumber ofhatched larvae,a time, Pslopeparameter).Addition of
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a fourth parameter (y, incubation time) improved the fit of the hatching curve
significantly. Usingthe log-logistic model,finalhatch canbepredicted with acertain
error before the actual hatching test ended, but in general final hatch is
underestimated. When an error of 5% is accepted, the length of time required to
perform a hatching test of a laboratory experiment can be reduced by 80% for
untreated batches and by 40to 80%for batches treated with nematicides. Acceptable
reduction isnegatively correlated withtheconcentration ofthefumigant used.
Hatching tests with cysts originating from field experiments are unsuitable for
prediction using a time limited data set. In cyst batches from the field compound
hatching curves could be distinguished in 4 out of 6 fields, indicating that the soil
samples contained at least two fractions of cysts with different hatching responses.
Prediction would cause a significant underestimation offinalhatch and consequently
anoverestimation ofmortality.
Because of its high vapour pressure, 1,3-dichloropropene isprimarily used on marine
clay soils. In Chapter 5 a laboratory experiment is described investigating the two
stereo-isomeres of 1,3-dichloropropene for their efficiency in killing nematodes.
Batches of increasing numbers of Globodera rostochiensis cysts were exposed to a
range of concentrations ofthe (E)-and (Z)-isomers of 1,3-dichloropropene. The cysts
were of identical origin. Temperature during treatment was 10°C,humidity 100%and
time of exposure 8 days. The integrals of concentration time products (CT) created
were 0, 3,7, 14,31, 60, 125,242,and 437 ug/ml«day for the (E)-isomer and 0, 3,16,
59, 240, and 419 ug/ml«day for the (Z)-isomer. Survival was estimated with hatching
tests 1.5, 3, and 7 months after treatment. The relationship between dosage of (E)isomer and numbers of hatchable nematodes followed a log-logistic equation at all
hatching dates. Hatchability, and therefore lethal dosages, increased as hatching tests
were more delayed. Seven months after treatment, practically all treated nematodes
had recovered and hatchability of treated and untreated nematodes was the same.A
log-logistic relationship was also found for dosage (Z)-isomer and numbers of
hatchable nematodes 1.5 month after treatment. When hatching tests of nematodes
treatedwiththe(Z)-isomerweredelayedtill3and7monthsafter treatment,theresults
were better explained by a compound model, assuming two independent log-logistic
effects, one stimulating hatch at low dosages and one reducing hatch at all dosages.
Onlythe(Z)-isomer of 1,3-dichloropropene waseffective asanematicide.
Chapter 6 presents research concerning the efficiency of standard doses of 1,3
dichloropropene infieldswithahighsiltcontent.Threefields ofmarineclay soilwere
fumigated with 150 1/ha 1,3-dichloropropene (DD) (Teleone II™, Shell 95™). On
three dates after application, concentrations of Z- and E- 1,3-dichloropropene were
measuredper 5cmlayerofsoiltoadepthof40cmandintegralsofconcentrationtime
products were calculated. When the fumigant was no longer detectable, a top soil
treatment with either 1501/hametam-sodium or 180kg/hadazomet (active compound
methyl isothiocyanate) was applied, followed immediately by autumn ploughing. Soil
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samples were taken before and after fumigation and after the top soil treatment to
extract potato cyst nematodes (PCN). Survival was determined by means of hatching
tests. Mortalities after the DD treatment, defined as 100 - % survival, were estimated
per 5 cm layer of soil to a depth of 30 cm to construct dosage response curves. Fumigation with DD killed 48, 48 and 72% of the PCN per field, respectively. Accelerated
breakdown of DD by microorganisms accounted for the two lower mortality rates. The
additional top soil treatment with metam-sodium increased mortality to 90% or more.
Dazomet, however, was less effective (53 and 80%) considering that twice as much of
the active compound was applied as in the metam-sodium treatment. Multiplication of
hatched larvae originating from the injection layer after the DD treatment was 25%
less than that from untreated plots. This was caused by a lower fraction of larvae
developing into cysts. PCN could be retrieved from soil layers as deep as 80 cm below
the surface. Fumigation reached only a fraction ofthe infested soil, down to 25-30 cm.
The infestation foci were so small compared to the standard minimum area fumigated
(1 ha) that 90% of the active compound would be wasted on non-infested soil. Soil
fumigation, whether or not combined with an additional top soil treatment, will
seldom beprofitable. Monitoring for infestation foci is recommended.
As soil fumigation was not a viable option to keep potato cyst nematodes in check on
heavy marine clay soils, another way of control had to be found. Research was
focussed atthe development of sampling methods for the detection of small infestation
foci with high reliability (>90% probability of detection). Precautionary soil
fumigation can be avoided, the area where a control measure has to be applied can be
minimized to the actual infestation, and detection occurs so early that (partially)
resistant potato cultivars can be grown without significant yield reduction as
population densities are still low. Research in the Flevopolders yielded promising
results. Therefore, in 1990, a research program was initiated to develop new sampling
methods for the detection of patchy infestations of potato cyst nematodes {Globodera
rostochiensis and G. pallida) with known accuracy in all potato cropping areas of The
Netherlands. Patchy infestations in cropping areas of the provinces of Zeeland,
Friesland, Groningen and Drente were sampled to validate a model based on data from
cropping areas in Flevoland and to determine whether one detection method could
meet the requirements of all cropping areas in The Netherlands. The results are
presented in Chapter 7. Eighty two fields were presampled to locate patchy infestations using a coarse sampling grid (8 • 3m).Parts ofthirty seven fields, containing one
or more foci, were sampled intensively by extracting at least 1.5 kg of soil per square
metre (1.33 •0.75 m). Forty foci were analysed for spatial distribution characteristics
of cysts using Generalized Linear Models (GLM's) and classical Multiple Linear
Regression Analysis, differing in assumptions about the distribution of the input
variable (number of cysts per kg of soil). The results showed that the data from all
investigated cropping areas fit well to an exponential model with two parameters, the
length and width gradient parameters. Significant differences in these parameter
values between cropping areas could not be demonstrated. As both parameters follow
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a normal distribution, the probability of any combination of these parameters can be
described by a bivariate normal distribution. Gradient parameters were correlated but
significant correlations between these parameters and certain variables, such as the
nematode species involved (G.pallida or G. rostochiensis), the time interval between
sampling and the last potato crop, soil type, cropping frequency and cyst density in the
focus centre could not be demonstrated. It can be concluded that one detection method
for small infestation foci suffices for all investigated cropping areas. Its expected
accuracy is independent of soil type,potato cyst nematode species, cropping frequency
or time interval between sampling and lastpotato crop.
In Chapter 8 the model for infestation foci developed in the previous chapter was
applied for practical usage. A computer program called SAMPLE was developed to
evaluate existing and create new sampling methods for the detection of patchy
infestations or 'foci' of the potato cyst nematode (Globodera spp.). By combining a
model for the medium scale distribution of cysts, which provides the expected
population densities at each position within the focus, and a model for the small scale
distribution within square metres (negative binomial distribution) SAMPLE allows to
simulate sampling procedures. The importance of the parameters of the two distribution models - the length and width gradient parameters for the medium scale distribution and the aggregation factor k of the negative binomial distribution for the small
scale distribution - was investigated by sensitivity analyses. The aggregation factor k
proved to be less important when calculating the average detection probability of a
focus than the length and width gradient parameters. Several existing versions of the
statutory sampling method used in The Netherlands were tested for their performance
on a standard infestation focus with a central population density of 50 cysts/kg soil.
The standard focus is small enough to use resistant potato varieties as a control
measure without noticeable yield reductions in a 1:3 potato crop rotation. As the
statutory soil sampling methods did not perform with the desired average detection
probability, set at 90%, the program was used to develop several new sampling
methods for focus detection and to investigate their performance. SAMPLE is a tool to
develop sampling methods on demand for every possible combination of characteristics required for use by seed and ware potato growers (recommendations for
optimum control measures leading to maximum returns, Integrated Pest Management)
and by governments (legislation, quarantine and export protection).
For advisory purposes a model is required describing the relation between the number
of potato cyst nematodes and tuber yield. A stochastic model with biologically
relevant parameters was available. In Chapter 9 the direct relation between the
number of potato cyst nematodes and plant growth is described and used to deduce the
relation between nematode density and yield reduction of total plant weight and tuber
yield. The relation between small and medium initial population densities and the
relative total plant weight was derived as cross sections at right angles to the time axis
of a growth model with three dimensions: time after planting t, relative total plant
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weight Y and relative growth rate rjra. The relative growth rate is the (constant) ratio
between the growth rate rp of plants of a certain weight at a nematode density P and
the growth rate rn of (younger) plants of the same weight without nematodes. Therefore, the ratio between the time after planting that plants need to reach a certain weight
inthe absence of nematodes and at nematode density P, tjtp equals the ratio rjr0 (2).
The relative growth rate r/r0 =k +(\-k)Q.95p/TA for P >Tand = 1for P <7(3). Formally, k is the minimum relative growth rate as P -><*>. As a result the arbitrary equation>> = m +(l-m)0.95p/T~1 for P >Tand = 1for P < T(6) also applies to the relation between small and medium initial population densities and relative total plant weight. T
is the tolerance limit, below which growth and yield are not reduced by nematodes; m
is the relative minimum yield.
The relations between small and medium initial population densities of potato cyst
nematodes and relative tuber weight ofpotatoes can be derived from the growth model
in an analogous way. However, there is one complication: tuber initiation does not
start at the same haulm weight inplants with and without nematodes, but atthe smaller
haulm weight the larger the nematode density. As a consequence, tuber weights of
plants with a certain total weight at nematode density P are not equal to those of plants
with the same total weight without nematodes, but rpAt units of weight larger, A/
being the difference between the actual time oftuber initiation and the time total plant
weight becomes the same as that of plants without nematodes at the initiation of tuber
formation.
Relative total and tuber weights ofplants with 'early senescence' and at large nematode
densities are smaller than estimated by the model and equation (2). This indicates that
at large initial population densities growth reducing mechanism(s) become active that
were not operating at smaller densities.
In Chapter 10 an advisory system is presented for the management of potato cyst
nematodes (Globodera pallida). It emphasizes the use of partially resistant potato
cultivars, which provide the possibility of keeping population densities of potato cyst
nematodes at a low level in short fixed rotations. Using stochastic models based on the
population dynamics of potato cyst nematodes and the relation between pre-plant
nematode densities and relative yield it is possible to calculate the probabilities of
population development and the reductions in yield caused by these population
densities. A simulation model is developed which integrates both models, using the
frequency distributions of some of the most variable parameters relevant to a particular
combination of potato cultivar and nematode population. Also, the natural decline in
population density when non-hosts are grown is incorporated in the model. The model
makes it possible to calculate the probability of a certain yield reduction, given a
certain potato cultivar, nematode population and rotation. Therefore, it becomes
feasible for a farmer to evaluate risks and the costs of different control measures in
fixed rotations. The application of this model in the starch potato growing areas could
lead to significant improvements in financial returns and a major reduction of the use
of nematicides.
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In Chapter 11 we describe the 'Seinhorst research program' initiated by Dr J.W.
Seinhorst, former head of the Nematology Department of the IPO-DLO. It consists of
an empiric philosophy, the scientific methods applied, and the models developed at the
IPO-DLO during the last 45 years of nematological research, including the 13years in
which the research described in this thesis was carried out. All theories of the
Seinhorst research program are developed by searching for recurring regularities
(patterns) in a collection of observations, named 'the empirical base'. To prevent
"ghost theories from sloppy data" all assumptions underlying the empirical base are
carefully described in theories with respect to methodology and technology, including
statistics. The patterns to be recognized are summarized by mathematical equations,
which must be connected with biological processes to bridge the gap between
'normal' language and mathematical language for the description of biological
theories. Often, the patterns result from more than one biological process. If so, the
basic patterns are disentangled from one another using a method of pattern analysis.
The procedure is best carried out when only a limited number of more or less
congruent patterns are involved. Therefore, attention must be given to the choice of
the hierarchic level and the complexity of the investigated system. Investigations
proceed from simple experimental systems to complex natural systems at a hierarchic
level that is neither so high that manifesting processes are very dissimilar nor so low
that one runs the risk of describing processes irrelevant for the purpose of the
investigation. In the 'Seinhorst Research Program' this purpose is finding methods for
improvement of financial returns of host crops attacked by plant-parasitic nematodes
through calculating risks of nematode population development and subsequent yield
reduction. Pattern analysis yields theories about causes of phenomena observed at the
investigated hierarchic level and about properties of processes at the nearest lower
hierarchic level. Predictions at the next higher hierarchic level are made by
synthesizing several patterns in (stochastic) simulation models. Synthesis is also
applied to compound patterns of processes in simple experimental systems, with the
objective to explain complicated patterns in complex systems.
In the Conclusions (Chapter 12) an overview is presented of the practical results and
aspects of the research effort described in this thesis. Some comments are made on the
present state of affairs concerning potato cyst nematode control in the Dutch seed- and
ware potato growing areas.
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Aardappelen behoren tot de meest winstgevende gewassen in de Nederlandse
landbouw en worden daarom zo vaak als mogelijk verbouwd. Als gevolg hiervan
ondervonden Nederlandse telers grote problemen met het aardappelcysteaaltje
gedurende de laatste 50jaar. In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt desituatie rond debestrijding van
het aardappelcysteaaltje in de tachtiger jaren geschetst, de problemen, mogelijke
oplossingen en het gei'nitieerde onderzoek, waarvan in ditproefschrift een gedeelte is
opgenomen.
In 1984 lag de nadruk op onderzoek naar de efficientie van
grondontsmettingsmiddelen opzware mariene kleigronden waar het merendeel vande
Nederlandsepoot-enconsumptieaardappelen worden geteeld.Zowellaboratorium- als
veldproeven werden uitgevoerd omde efficientie van 1,3-dichloropropeen en metamnatrium te onderzoeken. Dit vereiste de verwerking van duizenden larvesuspensies.
Een van de meest tijdrovende en vervelende bezigheden in het nematologische
onderzoek ishettellen van individuen van deziekteverwekker. In Hoofdstuk 2wordt
eenGOP-302beeldanalyse systeem-ContextVision, Zweden- gebruiktomhettellen
van grote hoeveelheden larvesuspensies van Globodera rostochiensis en G. pallida te
automatiseren. Deze suspensies waren afkomstig van lokproeven, die werden
uitgevoerd om het percentage doding te bepalen van nematoden die in veld- en
laboratoriumproeven waren blootgesteld aan nematiciden .Het resultaat heet ANECS
(Automatic NEmatode Counting System), een software programma dat tot 64, met
larvesuspensies gevulde, compartimenten achtereenvolgens kan tellen zonder
tussenkomst vanmenselijke hulp.Eenspeciale objectdrager moestworden ontwikkeld.
Beelden van maximaal acht objectdragers (512 larvesuspensies) kunnen worden
opgeslagen en de beeldanalyse kan worden uitgesteld tot na kantooruren. De tijd,
benodigd om een compartiment te tellen, kon vergeleken met 'handmatig' tellen
worden gereduceerd met 80%tot 1minuut, terwijl de tijd om een suspensie voor te
bereiden hetzelfde bleef. De procentuele fout was het hoogst bij zeer lage larven
dichtheden (<20 per suspensie) en werd veroorzaakt door verontreiniging met kleine
vezels meegedragen door de lucht bij de verwerking van de larvesuspensies. Dit
probleem kan worden geminimaliseerd door het opzetten van "clean laboratory procedures".Opzijn minst95%van delarven afkomstig van lokproeven werdenherkenden
geteld. Het programma kan worden en is aangepast om andere nematoden soorten te
tellen of om meer ingewikkelde problemen aan te kunnen zoals het tellen van zowel
larvenalseierenineensuspensie.
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InHoofdstuk 3worden defouten, veroorzaakt doorsubbemonsterenvanbulkmonsters
en laboratorium-activiteiten, onderzocht die de cysten tellingen en hun variantie
bei'nvloeden. Verschillende velden besmet met het aardappelcysteaaltje (Globodera
rostochiensisen G.pallida) werden bemonsterd door van een aantal vierkante meter
plots,gelegen ineenregelmatigpatroon overeen oppervlakvan0.33 ha, bulkmonsters
te verzamelen bestaande uit ongeveer 70 steken van totaal 1.5 of 2.5 kg grond.
Bulkmonsters vanvijfvelden,I-V,werden grondig gemengd envan eenveld,VI,licht
gemengd enverdeeld indriesubmonstersvanongeveerhetzelfde gewicht.Twee,soms
drie, submonsters (paren of tripletten) werden apart opgespoeld. Cysten werden
opgespoeld door twee commerciele laboratoria, 1en2,en uit dedebris gescheiden en
geteld door twee onderzoekslaboratoria, 0 en 3. Willekeurige bulkmonsters van vijf
velden werden, na zorgvuldig mengen, opgesplitst in drie potties en gebracht naar
laboratorium 0 om de spoelfout met de commerciele en onderzoekslaboratoria te
vergelijken en de kwaliteit van het mengen te controleren. Hiervoor werden paren en
tripletten verdeeld in klassen. De verwachtingswaarde van de variantie binnen paren
werd per klasse geschat en kon worden beschreven met een verdelingsfunctie analoog
aan een negatief binomiale verdeling, maar met drie in plaats van twee parameters.
Cysten bleken een toevals-verdeling te hebben in goed gemengde grond wat
resulteerde in een bivariate of trivariate verdeling tussen paren en tripletten. De
verwachtingswaarden van de variatiecoefficient van het opspoelen waren 3.6, 9.6 en
5.5% voor laboratoria 0, 1en 2. De bovenste 95%betrouwbaarheidslimiet, 6095,voor
de variatiecoefficient voor het opspoelen van laboratoria 1en 2 werd afgeleid uit de
verschillen van devariatiecoefficienten tussen laboratorium 1 en 2aan de ene kant en
laboratorium 0 aan de andere. Het verschil, 8095, reikte van 73% tot 42% voor
laboratorium 1 en van 43% tot 19% voor laboratorium 2 als er 10 tot 100 cysten
werden geteld in demonsters. De consequenties van deze laboratoriumfouten voor de
nauwkeurigheid van bemonsteringsmethoden voor onderzoeks- en voorlichtingsdoeleindenwordtbesproken.
Nematicide proevenvereisenbetrouwbare resultaten betreffende heteffect veroorzaakt
door het grondontsmettingsmiddel. Het percentage doding van aardappelcysteaaltjes
kan worden bepaald door de lokking van onbehandelde larven te vergelijken met die
van met een nematicide behandelde larven. In Hoofdstuk 4 word onderzoek
beschreven dat ten doel heeft de kwaliteit van lokproeven te verbeteren. Lokproeven
met gebruik van aardappeldiffusaat zijn tijdrovend en hebben vaak variabele
uitkomsten. Bronnen van variabiliteit werden gei'dentificeerd en geanalyseerd, en
oplossingen werden aangereikt. Een methodevoor deuitvoeringvan lokproeven werd
ontwikkeld die gebruik maakt van inerte materialen zodat de totale variatie aan het
eind van de proef kon worden geminimaliseerd. Een aantal lokproeven werd uitgevoerd om de betrouwbaarheid te verhogen, de methode te optimaliseren en de hoeveelheid werk te minimaliseren. Op deze manier was het mogelijk voor het lokproces
een variatiecoefficient (cv)tebereiken die overeenkomt met de gecombineerde fouten
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die kunnen worden verwacht wanneer een gegeven aantal cysten wordt behandeld en
eieren worden gebruikt in delokproef. Een appendix somtdeverschillende fouten op,
met een methode voor hun berekening enbeheersing. Deresultaten geven aan dathet
lokproces niet langer een belangrijke bron van variabiliteit is voor het eindresultaat.
Alle variatie hoger dan verwacht kon worden toegeschreven aan verschillen tussen
herhalingen van eenzelfde behandeling, wat aanduidt dat kleine verschillen in het
aanbrengen van een nematicide groteverschillen inhet eindresultaat veroorzaken. Het
behandelingseffect was beduidend groter in veldproeven dan in laboratoriumproeven.
De lokcurve kon goed worden beschreven met een log-logistische curve met drie
parameters(Xhetuiteindelijke aantal geloktelarven,a detijd enpdehoekparameter).
De toevoeging van een vierde parameter (y, de incubatietijd) verbeterde defitvan de
lokcurve significant. Met behulp van het log-logistische model kan de uiteindelijke
lokking met een bepaalde fout worden voorspelt voordat de lokproef is geeindigd,
maar in het algemeen wordt deuiteindelijke lokking onderschat. Alseen fout van5%
wordt geaccepteerd, kan detijd dieeenlokproefduurtmet 80%worden gereduceerdin
laboratoriumproeven metonbehandelde cystenenmet40-80%voorcystenbehandeld
met nematiciden. Aanvaardbare reductie is negatief gecorreleerd met de concentratie
van het gebruikte grondontsmettingsmiddel. Lokproeven met cysten afkomstig van
veldproeven zijn niet geschikt voor voorspelling gebaseerd op een in de tijd
gereduceerde data set. In cysten afkomstig uit het veld konden in 4 van de 6 velden
samengestelde lokcurven aangetoond worden, wat erop duidt dat deze grondmonsters
op zijn minst twee fracties cysten bevatten met een verschillende lokrespons.
Voorspelling zou een significante onderschatting van de uiteindelijke lokbaarheid
veroorzaken eneenoverschattingvan dedoding.
Vanwege zijn hoge dampdruk wordt 1,3-dichloropropeen voornamelijk op mariene
kleigronden gebruikt.InHoofdstuk 5wordteenlaboratoriumproef beschreven waarin
de twee stereoisomeren van 1,3-dichloropropeen worden onderzocht op hun
effectiviteit om nematoden te doden. Groepen Globoderarostochiensiscysten van
toenemende aantallen werden blootgesteld aaneenreeksvanconcentraties van de(E)en (Z)-isomeer van 1,3-dichloropropeen. De cysten waren van identieke afkomst. De
temperatuur tijdens de blootstelling was 10°C, de vochtigheid 100% en de tijd van
blootstelling 8dagen.Deintegralenvandeconcentratietijd producten{CT)waren0,3,
7, 14, 31, 60, 125,242,and 437 ug/ml»dagvoor de (E)-isomeer en 0, 3, 16,59,240,
and 419 ug/ml«dag voor de (Z)-isomeer. Overleving werd bepaald met lokproeven
1.5, 3en 7maanden nabehandeling. Derelatietussen doseringvan de(E)-isomeer en
de aantallen lokbare larven volgde een log-logistische curve op alle lokdata.
Lokbaarheid, en dus ook de dodelijke doseringen, stegen naarmate de lokproeven
werden uitgesteld. Zeven maanden nadebehandelingwarenpraktisch alle behandelde
nematoden hersteld en was de lokbaarheid van behandelde en onbehandelde
nematoden gelijk. Een log-logistische relatie gold ook voor de dosering van de (Z)isomeer enhet aantal lokbare larven 1.5 maanden nadebehandeling.Wanneer delok-
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proeven van nematoden behandeld met de (Z)-isomeer werden uitgesteld tot 3 en 7
maanden na behandeling, konden de resultaten beter worden verklaard met een
samengesteld model, met veronderstelling van twee onafhankelijke log-logistische
effecten waarvan eendelokkingstimuleertbij lagedoseringen endeanderedelokking
reduceert bij alle doseringen. Alleen de (Z)-isomeer van 1,3-dichloropropeen
vertoondeeennematicidewerking.
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft onderzoek naar de effectiviteit van standaard-doseringen van
1,3-dichloropropeen invelden meteenhoogafslibbaarheidspercentage.Drievelden op
zeeklei werden ontsmet met 150 1/ha 1,3-dichloropropeen (DD) (Teleone II™, Shell
95™).Op drietijdstippen nadeontsmettingwerden concentratiesvan(Z)-en (E)-1,3dichloropropeen bepaaldper 5cmlaaggrondtoteendieptevan40cmendeintegralen
van de concentratie tijd producten berekend. Zodra het grondontsmettingsmiddel niet
meer aantoonbaar was werd een toplaagbehandeling uitgevoerd met of 150 1/ha
metam-natrium of 180 kg/ha dazomet (actieve stof methyl isothiocyanaat) waarna
onmiddellijk op wintervoor werd geploegd. Grondmonsters werden genomen voor en
na de grondontsmetting en na de toplaagbehandeling om aardappelcysteaaltjes te
verzamelen. Overleving werd bepaald met behulp van lokproeven. Mortaliteit na de
DD behandeling, gedefinieerd als 100 - % overleving werd bepaald per 5 cm laag
grond tot en diepte van 30 cm om dosis-responscurven te construeren.
Grondontsmetting met DD doodde 48,48 en 72%van de aardappelcysteaaltjes in de
respectievelijke velden. Versnelde afbraak van DD door micro-organismen verklaarde
de twee lage dodingspercentages. De additionele toplaagbehandeling met metamnatrium verhoogde de doding tot 90%en meer. Dazomet echter was minder effectief
(53 en 80%) hoewel twee keer zoveel actieve stof werd toegevoegd als bij demetamnatrium behandeling. De vermenigvuldiging van gelokte larven afkomstig van de
injectielaag na de DD-behandeling was 25% lager dan die van larven van
onbehandelde plots. Dit werd veroorzaakt door een lager aantal larven dat zich tot
cysten ontwikkelde.Aardappelcysteaaltjes kondenwordenaangetroffen inbodemlagen
tot 80 cm onder het oppervlak. Grondontsmetting bereikte enkel een fractie van de
besmette grondtot25-30cmdiepte.Debesmettingshaardenwarenzokleinvergeleken
met de standaard minimale oppervlakte die werd ontsmet (1 ha) dat 90% van de
actieve stof verspild werd op aaltjesvrije grond. Grondontsmetting, al dan niet
gecombineerd meteenadditioneletoplaagbehandeling,zalzeldenprofijtelijk zijn.Het
opsporenvanbesmettingshaarden wordt aanbevolen.
Daar grondontsmetting geen zinvolle oplossing is om het aardappelcysteaaltje op
zware mariene kleigronden in bedwang te houden ontstond de noodzaak een andere
bestrijdingswijze tevinden.Hetonderzoek richttezichopdeontwikkelingvanbemonsteringsmethoden voor de detectie van kleine besmettingshaarden met een hoge
betrouwbaarheid (> 90% waarschijnlijkheid van detectie). Preventieve grondontsmetting kan worden voorkomen, het oppervlak waarop een teeltmaatregel moet
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worden toegepast kan worden beperkt tot de echte besmetting en detectie vind zo
vroegplaats dat (partieel) resistente aardappelrassen kunnen worden verbouwd zonder
significante opbrengstderving, daar de populatiedichtheden nog laag zijn. Onderzoek
in de Flevopolders leverde veelbelovende resultaten op. Daarom werd in 1990 een
onderzoeksprogramma opgezet om bemonsteringsmethoden met bekende
betrouwbaarheid te ontwikkelen voor pleksgewijze besmettingen van aardappelcysteaaltjes (Globodera rostochiensis en Gpallida) voor alle teeltgebieden in Nederland. Pleksgewijze besmettingen in de provincies Zeeland, Friesland, Groningen en
Drente werden bemonsterd om het model gebaseerd op de gegevens uit de
teeltgebieden in de Flevopolders te valideren en te bepalen of een bemonsteringsmethode voor detectie kon voldoen aan deeisenvan alleteeltgebieden inNederland. De
resultaten zijn gegeven in Hoofdstuk 7. Tweeentachtig velden werden, gebruik
makend van een grof bemonsteringsraster (8 •3m), voor-bemonsterd om de besmettingshaarden te lokaliseren. Gedeelten van zevenendertig velden, met een of meer
besmettingshaarden,werden intensief bemonsterd door opzijn minst 1.5 kg grondper
vierkante meter (1.33 • 0.75m)teverzamelen.Vanveertighaardenwerdde ruimtelijke
verdeling van cysten geanalyseerd met behulp van Generalized Linear Models
(GLM's) en klassieke Multiple Lineaire Regressie, die onderling verschillen in de
aannames betreffende de verdeling van de invoer-variabele (aantal cysten per kg
grond). Deresultaten toonden aandat dedatavan alleonderzochte teeltgebieden goed
pasten bij een exponentieel model met tweeparameters, de lengte- en breedtegradient
parameter. Significante verschillen van deze parameters tussen de verschillende
teeltgebieden konden niet worden aangetoond. Daar beide parameters een normaalverdeling volgen, kan dewaarschijnlijkheid van elke combinatie van deze parameters
worden beschreven met een bivariate normaalverdeling.De gradientparameters waren
gecorreleerd, maar significante correlaties tussen deze parameters en bepaalde
variabelen zoals denematoden soort (G. pallida of G. rostochiensis), het tijdsinterval
tussen bemonstering en het laatste aardappelgewas, de teeltfrequentie en de
populatiedichtheid inhetcentrumvandefocuskondennietaangetoondworden.Erkan
worden geconcludeerd datmeteendetectiemethode voor kleinebesmettingshaarden in
alle teeltgebieden kon worden voldaan. De te verwachten betrouwbaarheid is
onafhankelijk van bodemsoort, teeltfrequentie enhettijdsinterval tussen bemonstering
enhetlaatsteaardappelgewas.
In Hoofdstuk 8 wordt het in het vorige hoofdstuk ontwikkelde model van een
besmettingshaard voor de praktijk toegepast. Een computer programma met de naam
SAMPLE werd ontwikkeld om bestaande bemonsteringsmethoden voor de detectie
van pleksgewijze besmettingen of 'besmettingshaarden' van het aardappelcysteaaltje
(Globodera spp) te evalueren en nieuwe te ontwikkelen. Door het model van de
middelschalige verdeling van cysten, dat de verwachte populatiedichtheid op elke
positie binnen een haard oplevert, te combineren methet model voor de kleinschalige
verdeling binnen vierkante meters (negatief binomiale verdeling) ishet met SAMPLE
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mogelijk bemonsteringsprocedures te simuleren.Hetbelangvan deparametersvan de
twee verdelingen - de lengte- en breedtegradient parameters voor de middelschalige
verdeling en de aggregatiefactor k van denegatief binomiale verdeling voor dekleinschalige verdeling - werden onderzocht met behulp van gevoeligheidsanalyses. De
aggregatiefactor k bleek minder belangrijk voor de berekening van de gemiddelde
detectiekansvaneen focus dandelengte-enbreedtegradientparameters.Verschillende
bestaande versies van de voorgeschreven Nederlandse bemonsteringsmethode werden
getoetst op hun prestaties op een standaard besmettingshaard met een
populatiedichtheid van 50 cysten/kg grond in het centrum. Deze standaard-haard is
klein genoeg omeen resistent aardappelras in een 1:3 teeltfrequentie als beheersmaatregeltegebruiken zonder datnoemenswaardige opbrengstreducties teverwachten zijn.
Daar deze voorgeschreven bemonsteringsmethoden niet voldeden aan de vereiste
gemiddelde detectiekans van 90% werd het computerprogramma gebruikt om
verschillende nieuwe bemonsteringsmethoden voor detectievanbesmettingshaarden te
ontwikkelen en hun prestaties te onderzoeken. SAMPLE is een gereedschap voor het
ontwikkelen van bemonsteringsmethoden op verzoek voor elke mogelijke combinatie
van vereiste karakteristieken voor gebruik door poot- en consumptieaardappeltelers
(aanbevelingen voor optimale beheersmaatregelen die tot maximale opbrengsten
leiden, gei'ntegreerde bestrijding) en door overheden (wetgeving, quarantaine en het
veiligstellenvandeexport).
Om adviezen te geven is een model noodzakelijk dat het verband beschrijft tussen
aantallen aardappelcysteaaltjes en aardappelopbrengst. Een stochastisch model met
biologisch relevante parameters was beschikbaar. In Hoofdstuk 9 wordt een directe
relatie beschreven tussen aantallen aaltjes enplantengroei. Dezerelatie wordt gebruikt
om een relatie tussen aantallen aaltjes enopbrengstdervingen van hettotaleplantengewicht en de aardappelopbrengst af te leiden. De relatie tussen lage en middelhoge
begindichtheden en het relatieve totale plantengewicht werd verkregen door
dwarsdoorsneden tenemen loodrecht opdetijdas van een groeimodel met driedimensies:tijd nahetplantent, relatieftotaalplantengewicht Yen derelatieve groeisnelheid
rjr0. Derelatieve groeisnelheid isde(constante)verhoudingtussendegroeisnelheidrp
vanplanten bij een gegeven dichtheid nematodenP endegroeisnelheid r„ van (jongere) planten van hetzelfde gewicht zonder nematoden. Daarom is deverhouding tussen
detijd na hetplanten die eenplant nodigheeft om eenbepaald gewicht tebereiken in
de afwezigheid van nematoden en bij nematodendichtheid P, t„/tpgelijk aan de
verhouding rjr0 (2).Derelatieve groeisnelheid rjr0 = k+ (l-k)0.95p/T'[ voorP > Ten
= 1voor P <T (3). Formed is k de minimale groeisnelheid als /•-<». Ten gevolge
hiervanvoldoetdearbitrairevergelijkingy =m+ (l-m)0.95p/Tl voorP> Ten = 1 voor
P < T (6) ook aan de relatie tussen lage en middelhoge begindichtheden en het relatieve totale plantengewicht. Tis detolerantielimiet, waaronder groei enopbrengst niet
worden gereduceerd doornematoden;misderelatieve minimum-opbrengst. Derelatie
tussen lage en middelhoge begindichtheden van aardappelcysteaaltjes en het relatieve
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aardappelgewicht kan uit het groeimodel worden afgeleid op een analoge wijze.
Echter, er is een complicatie: knolinitiatie vindt niet plaats bij hetzelfde spruitgewicht
van planten met en zonder nematoden, maar bij een lager spruitgewicht naarmate de
nematodendichtheden groter zijn. Hierdoor zijn aardappelgewichten van planten van
een bepaald totaal gewicht bij nematodendichtheid P niet gelijk aan die van planten
met hetzelfde totaalgewicht zonder nematoden, maar rpAteenheden gewicht groter, At
zijnde het verschil tussen de actuele tijd van knolinitiatie en de tijd dat het totale
plantengewicht gelijk wordt aan dat van planten zonder nematoden bij het begin van
knolaanleg. Relatieve totale- en knolgewichten van planten met 'vroege veroudering'
en bij hoge nematoden dichtheden zijn kleiner dan worden voorspeld door het model
en vergelijking (2). Dit duidt aan dat bij hoge populatiedichtheden mechanismen voor
groeireductie actief worden die bij lage dichtheden niet werkzaam zijn.
In Hoofdstuk 10 wordt een adviessysteem beschreven voor de beheersing van het
aardappelcysteaaltje (Globodera pallida). Het legt de nadruk op het gebruik van
partieel resistente aardappelrassen, die de mogelijkheid bieden om lage populatiedichtheden van het aardappelcysteaaltje laag te houden in korte vaste teeltfrequenties.
Door het gebruik van stochastische modellen gebaseerd op de populatiedynamica van
aardappelcysteaaltjes en de relatie tussen de populatiedichtheid voor het planten en de
relatieve opbrengst ishet mogelijk dewaarschijnlijkheid vanpopulatieontwikkeling en
opbrengstderving te berekenen bij de gegeven populatiedichtheid. Een simulatiemodel
integreert beide modellen, gebruik makend van de frequentieverdeling van sommige
van de meest variabele parameters relevant voor een gegeven combinatie van
aardappelras en nematodenpopulatie. Ook de natuurlijke afname van de
populatiedichtheid onder niet-waardgewassen is in het model opgenomen. Het model
maakt het mogelijk om de waarschijnlijkheid van een gegeven opbrengstreductie voor
een gegeven aardappelras, nematodenpopulatie en teeltfrequentie te berekenen.
Hierdoor wordt het voor de teler mogelijk om risico's en kosten van verschillende
beheersmaatregelen te evalueren. De toepassing van dit model in de zetmeelaardappelteelt kan leiden tot een significante verbetering van de financiele opbrengsten
en een belangrijke reductie van het gebruik van grondontsmettingsmiddelen.
In Hoofdstuk 11wordt het 'Seinhorst Research Program' beschreven, gei'nitieerd door
Dr. J.W. Seinhorst, voormalig hoofd van de afdeling Nematologie van het IPO-DLO.
Het bestaat uit de empirische filosofie, de onderzoeksmethoden en de modellen die
gedurende de afgelopen 45jaar in het nematologisch onderzoek op het IPO-DLO zijn
ontwikkeld. Deze omvat ook de dertien jaar waarin het onderzoek, beschreven in dit
proefschrift, uitgevoerd is. Alle theorieen in het Seinhorst Research Program zijn
ontwikkeld door het speuren naar zich herhalende regelmatigheden (patronen) in een
verzameling van waarnemingen, de 'empirische basis'. Om 'spook-theorieen op grond
van slordige gegevens' te vermijden worden alle veronderstellingen genoemd die
dienen als grondslag van de empirische basis en zorgvuldig beschreven in theorieen
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betreffende methodologie entechnologie, statistiek inbegrepen. Deherkende patronen
worden samengevat in wiskundige vergelijkingen die gerelateerd zijn aan biologische
processen om de kloof te overbruggen tussen 'normale' taal en wiskundige taal
waarmee biologische theorieen worden beschreven. Vaak zijn patronen het resultaat
van meer dan een biologisch proces. Is dat het geval dan worden de basale patronen
ontward door middel van patroon-analyse. Deze procedure kan het eenvoudigst
wordenuitgevoerd alshet gaatomeenbeperkt aantal,minofmeer identieke,patronen.
Daarom moet aandacht worden geschonken aan de keuzevan het hierarchisch niveau
en de complexiteit van het onderzochte systeem. Onderzoek begint met eenvoudige
experimentele systemen en breidt zich uit naar complexe natuurlijke systemen. Het
hierarchisch niveau mag niet zo hoog zijn dat zich manifesterende processen zeer
ongelijkvormig zijn, maar ook niet zo laag dat men het risico loopt processen te
beschrijven die irrelevant zijn voor het doel van het onderzoek. In het 'Seinhorst
Research Program' bestaat dit doel uit het vinden van methoden voor de verbetering
van de financiele opbrengsten van gewassen, belaagd door plantenparasitaire aaltjes,
door risico's op populatieontwikkeling en hiervan afhangende opbrengst-reducties te
schatten. Patroon-analyse kan theorieen over oorzaken van verschijnselen op het
onderzochte hierarchische niveau en over eigenschappen van processen op een lager
niveau genereren. Voorspellingen op een hoger hierarchisch niveau worden gedaan
middels synthese van verschillende patronen in (stochastische) simulatiemodellen.
Synthesewordt ooktoegepast opsamengesteldepatronen ineenvoudige experimentele
systemenmetalsdoel gecompliceerdepatronen ineencomplexsysteemteverklaren.
In de conclusies (Hoofdstuk 12) wordt een overzicht gegeven van de praktische
resultaten en aspecten van het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift. Er worden
enkele kanttekeningen geplaatst bij de huidige situatie rond de aardappelmoeheidbeheersing indeNederlandsepoot-en consumptieaardappelgebieden.
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